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Executive Summary
The Integrated Ocean Observing System (IOOS) is designed as a national network of
Regional Associations (RA) that provide information about the ocean environment to endusers. The regional association for the Pacific Islands, PacIOOS, is under development at
the University of Hawaii (UH) School of Ocean and Earth Science and Technology (SOEST).
PacIOOS has different components including modeling, water quality, estimating ocean
state, etc. This document provides an overview of one of these components, the Data
Management System (DMS). The present PacIOOS grant follows several other grants that
initiated the insular Pacific IOOS and the Hawaii regional IOOS as separate entities
(PacIOOS and HIOOS, respectively). These two were merged in early 2011, thus the data
management plans for the insular Pacific and for Hawaii were parallel activities that are
now integrated, and the current five-year grant runs through spring 2021. Due to
fundamental differences in capacity and infrastructure in the two regions, the functionality
will likely remain different for these two components (e.g., real-time and forecast data
products for Hawaii and map-based GIS services for the insular Pacific); however, real-time
data and forecast products will expand into the insular Pacific when feasible.
The fundamental function of the DMS is to aggregate the multiple data streams from the
sensors and models that comprise PacIOOS as well as from independent data providers
into a central storage and provide these data to users via standard services. More broadly
however, the Data Management Group (DMG) is involved with all aspects of PacIOOS data
flow including data storage, discovery, and transport. Specifically, the PacIOOS DMG will
focus on two essential activities:
1. Store PacIOOS data, and
2. Provide data to end users via standard services as recommended by the IOOC and
the IOOS Program Office (e.g., OPeNDAP).
PacIOOS is aware that there is an evolution of IOOS in general and data management in
particular. As such, PacIOOS has a process to accept new requirements, internally
prioritize, and execute in a timely manner. In order to stay apprised of new requirements,
PacIOOS remains in a continuous communication and implementation loop with the IOOC
and the IOOS Program Office – from the perspectives of both program management and
data management. Additionally, the two lead data management personnel participate in all
IOOS level committees responsible for managing data and data management services.
Whenever guidance is provided by the IOOC or the IOOS Program Office on data
management protocols, PacIOOS implements and responds as soon as possible. Typically,
new requirements are prioritized by both PacIOOS management and the DMG. If there is
any question on prioritization, PacIOOS management and the DMG discuss competing tasks
in order to ensure base operations are maintained while new requirements are addressed.
If a new protocol is not yet considered stable or ready by the DMG, existing tasks take
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priority, and the DMG waits until the new protocol is deemed ready for implementation by
the DMG and the larger data management community.
Once a system is stable and ready to be implemented, the data management lead tasks his
team to respond in a reasonable and timely manner. Since PacIOOS owns its own servers,
there is no administrative body between the data managers and the data services. This
makes implementation of new requirements/protocols straight forward and efficient. In
most cases, it involves the data management lead updating the underlying file format
before the data systems administrator updates the PacIOOS server(s).
In addition to the core functions described above, the DMG is closely involved with data
and data-service related activities. These include things such as web page development
and maintenance, developing and serving data-derived products, and more general
“information technology” like support for PacIOOS.
The DMG, including potential roles and responsibilities, is described in more detail in the
following sections. All require substantial information technology support in the form of
system administration of the various computers and networking between instruments,
models and the data server system, and so this additional task is included in the plan. The
following sections describe the functional role of the PacIOOS DMS, implementation of
these, and a long-range work-plan for the group.
The DMS plan focuses on the management and delivery (i.e., serving) of PacIOOS-related
data. PacIOOS will implement recommended and standard practices as defined by the IOOS
Data Management and Communications (DMAC) committee and more specifically those in
the Guide for IOOS Data Providers, version 1.0 [2006]. These practices apply to data archive,
data discovery, data serving (web-based browsing), data transport (binary access to data),
metadata, IT security and data QA/QC. Note that the IOOS Guide combines metadata and
data discovery as one category, and data transport and data serving as one category called
data transport and access. The PacIOOS plan separates these, and it does not specifically
address IT security since PacIOOS falls under the School and University guidelines and
requirements, nor data QA/QC1, which is to be handled by individual research groups.
Successful implementation of this plan permits efficient access to data for end-users as well
as integration of the PacIOOS data streams to the IOOS national backbone. The philosophy
is to design and maintain a system with minimal complexity to the user, but this typically
carries higher complexity to the internal system (higher internal complexity but lower
external complexity).
1. Data storage: The PacIOOS DMS provides storage for data streams on a local RAID2
system. The long-term archive will be provided by NOAA NCEI3 as appropriate. PacIOOS
IOOS will continue to provide recommendations on real-time procedures via the QARTOD
effort
2 RAID is Redundant Array of Independent Disks, essentially a single unit with multiple hard
drives, and data are stored redundantly across the disks, so in case of a hardware failure on
a single disk data are preserved on another.
1
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data formats are not limited, however most data are composed of NetCDF4, flat IEEE binary,
ASCII, HDF5, GRIB6, and GIS7 formats. Three database systems are employed. MySQL is
used for various web browsing tools (e.g., LAS8 and DChart), maps and geospatial data are
stored and accessed using Postgres, and data from real-time sensors are handled with
DataTurbine.
2. Metadata: The PacIOOS data sets conform to the Federal Geographic Data Committee
(FGDC) and/or ISO standards. Additional IOOS standards will apply when these are fully
developed. A PacIOOS web catalog service is maintained to provide access to the metadata.
3. Data discovery: Search utilities will be employed via a web-browser to browse the data
stores. These are developed through scripts accessing tables, XML parsing and/or access
via relational databases (RDBMS). A Catalog Web Server (CWS) is used to search for data
across all data servers.
4. Data display/browse: PacIOOS maintains several web-based data browsing and
display tools, including the locally-developed “Voyager” map viewer. In addition, the
Environmental Research Division's Data Access Program (ERDDAP) is used for a variety of
services, including display and browse. Finally, a Web Map Server (WMS) based on
GeoServer, is used to serve maps and geospatial data (mainly for the insular Pacific beyond
Hawaii). The THREDDS data server (described next) also provides in-line tools for data
browse, such as Godiva-2 and in that respect can be viewed as an additional resource for
data display/browse.
5. Data transport: Direct, binary access will be provided through OPeNDAP (Open-source
Project for a Network Data Access Protocol), WFS (Web Feature Service), and WCS (Web
Coverage Service). The main service is OPeNDAP, and the PacIOOS system is be built
around the Thematic Real-time Environmental Distributed Data Services (THREDDS)
DODS9 Server (TDS). TDS is restricted to NetCDF formatted data (as input), but it provides
many additional services including “best time-series”, WCS, WMS, sub-setting, ISO
metadata output and NcML. As stated above, PacIOOS also maintains an ERDDAP server
that provides DAP and WMS capabilities. PacIOOS also can provide ftp services, but only
via special request as this technology is no longer considered secure. Additionally,
services such as “sensor observation service” (SOS) have been depreciated at the IOOSlevel, but PacIOOS can provide SOS via TDS if requested.
NCEI is National Centers for Environmental Information, a consolidation of NOAA’s three
national data centers: the National Climatic Data Center, the National Geophysical Data
Center, and the National Oceanographic Data Center.
4 Network Common Data Format
5 Hierarchal Data Format, primarily used for satellite images
6 GRIdded Binary format, primarily used in weather applications
7 Geospatial Information Service
8 Live Access Server
9 Distributed Ocean Data System, was the precursor to OPeNDAP and was run through cgibin.
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I.

Background

The PacIOOS data management system (DMS) for archiving and serving data and
model output for the Pacific region has been developing over the past several years
from several grants from NOAA. This document provides some historical
background for the DMS, an overview of the working system, and a plan for future
activities. It is specifically for the DMS, but since this interconnects many different
component groups, these are also described. The following section provides an
historical background of IOOS and PacIOOS.

A.

National System

The Global Earth Observation System of Systems (GEOSS) is an international
program to study the Earth as an integrated system. The ocean component is
known as GOOS, the Global Ocean Observing System. The U.S. contribution to GOOS
is the Integrated Ocean Observing System (IOOS). IOOS is the oceans and coasts
component of the U.S. Integrated Earth Observation System (IEOS), and thus the U.S.
contribution to the oceans and coasts component of GEOSS.
IOOS is a system of systems that routinely and continuously provides qualitycontrolled data and information on current and future states of the oceans and Great
Lakes from the global scale of ocean basins to local scales of coastal ecosystems. It is
a multidisciplinary system designed to provide data in forms and at rates required
by decision makers to address seven societal goals:
1. Improve predictions of climate change and weather and their effects on
coastal communities and the nation;
2. Improve the safety and efficiency of maritime operations;
3. Mitigate the effects of natural hazards more effectively;
4. Improve national and homeland security;
5. Reduce public health risks;
6. Protect and restore healthy coastal ecosystems more effectively; and
7. Enable the sustained use of ocean and coastal resources.
Providing the data and information needed to address these goals requires an
“integrated” observing system that does the following:
•
•
•

Efficiently links observations, data communications and management, and
data analysis and modeling (to form an “end-to-end” system);
Provides rapid access to multi-disciplinary data from many sources;
Serves data and information required to achieve multiple goals that
historically have been the domain of separate agencies, offices or programs;

•
•

Efficiently links advances in science and technology to the development of
operational capabilities; and
Involves cross-cutting partnerships among federal and state agencies, the
private sector, and academic institutions.

The provision of data and information needed to address these goals also requires a
hierarchy of observations from the global ocean to coastal ecosystems. Thus, the
IOOS is being designed and implemented as two interdependent components, global
and coastal. The coastal component consists of a National Backbone (NB) for the
Nation's Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) and Great Lakes, with Regional Coastal
Ocean Observing Systems (RCOOS's) nested within it.
The IOOS efficiently links three subsystems: (1) data analysis and modeling, (2) data
management and communications, and (3) observations and data telemetry. The
modeling and data management subsystems are the IOOS integrators and cannot
(and should not) be “stove piped” specifically to any given observing subsystem
element or exclusively to the global ocean component, the NB or to RCOOS's.
The “Observing and Data Telemetry Subsystem” consists of coastal and global
components that include both remote (satellite-, aircraft- and land-based) and in
situ sensing. The NB focuses on the Nation's EEZ and Great Lakes; measures and
transmits data on core variables needed by all or most regions and for national scale
decision making; establishes sentinel stations for early detection of large-scale
effects of the oceans and land-based inputs; and links global to local scales of
variability. RCOOS's enhance the NB by increasing the density of observations and
the number of variables measured based on data and information needs of decision
makers in the respective regions.
The US component is organized at present into 11 Regional Associations (see Figure
1):
1. Alaska Ocean Observing System (AOOS)
2. Caribbean Regional Association (CARICOOS)
3. Central and Northern California Ocean Observing System (CeNCOOS)
4. The Gulf of Mexico Coastal Ocean Observing System (GCOOS)
5. Great Lakes Observing System (GLOS)
6. Mid-Atlantic Coastal Ocean Observing Regional Association (MARACOOS)
7. Northwest Association of Networked Ocean Observing Systems (NANOOS)
8. Northeastern Regional Association of Coastal Ocean Observing Systems
(NERACOOS)
9. Pacific Integrated Ocean Observing System (PacIOOS)
10. Southern California Coastal Ocean Observing System (SCCOOS)
11. Southeast Coastal Ocean Observing Regional Association (SECOORA)
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Figure 1. IOOS regional association domains.

B.

Regional Association – PacIOOS

The regional ocean observing system in the Pacific began under two separate grants
from NOAA. The first was an award (June 2005) to the East West Center (EWC) to
establish PacIOOS. The final year of this award was transferred to SOEST in October
2007 and was managed by Sea Grant. The second award was much larger and was
obtained via a proposal from SOEST. This grant was entitled “The Hawaii Pacific
Ocean Observing Information System (HIPOOIS)”, and established the Hawaii
Integrated Ocean Observing System (HiOOS). HIPOOIS was envisioned to be a pilot
project for HiOOS, while HiOOS was viewed as a sub-regional system within
PacIOOS. Two follow-on grants were then award, one to extend PacIOOS for
another three years, and the other was a single-year grant to extend HiOOS to end at
the same time as the new PacIOOS grant. In 2011 an all-encompassing, five-year
grant was awarded from NOAA. At this point, HiOOS was discontinued as a brand,
and all future activities were referred to as PacIOOS.
The five-year grant was renewed in 2016 and will be up again for renewal in spring
of 2021. One major accomplishment in mid-2014 was the acknowledgement of
PacIOOS as a Certified data provider. The certification process was run through
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IOOS and NOAA, and the award means essentially that PacIOOS is a trusted supplier
of ocean-related data and may be considered as an extension of Federal data
providers.
In the early stages of both HiOOS and the concurrently developing PacIOOS, the data
management system was based exclusively on components outlined in the HIPOOIS
proposal. Other observations on-going in the region, e.g., the Hawaii Ocean Timeseries (HOT), were presumed to have existing data management and data serving
systems in place.
The HiOOS effort was organized around two cross-cutting themes. One of these
themes was referred to as “catalyst projects”, of which there were four, listed below
with project leads:
1. Coastal ocean-state and forecast (Mark Merrifield, Roger Lukas and Doug
Luther),
2. Coastal resiliency (Chip Fletcher),
3. Automated water quality sensing (Eric DeCarlo and Grieg Steward), and
4. Marine ecosystem stewardship (John Sibert, Kim Holland and Whitlow Au).
The other theme was called the “component groups”:
1. Kilo Nalu cabled ocean observatory (Geno Pawlak),
2. HF Radio (Pierre Flament),
3. Near-shore sensors (Margaret McManus),
4. Ocean gliders (Glenn Carter),
5. Waves and water level (Mark Merrifield),
6. Coastal resiliency (Chip Fletcher and Ben Brooks),
7. Water quality (Eric DeCarlo and Grieg Steward),
8. Event response (Eric DeCarlo and Geno Pawlak),
9. Acoustic monitoring of fish (John Sibert and Kim Holland),
10. Acoustic monitoring of cetaceans (Whitlow Au),
11. Modeling (ocean, atm and wave; Brian Powell),
12. Data management (Jim Potemra), and
13. Outreach and education (Marcie Grabowski).
While the data management group focused on web page development and data
services for these specific components (with a Hawaii focus), a parallel activity was
initiated for PacIOOS. Through stakeholder meetings and informal interactions with
people in the regions, two different data services were identified: GIS or map-based
for the insular Pacific and data transport of real-time and forecast information for
Hawaii. These two distinct servers will continue to run independently but will be
linked together via web pages and search/access tools.
Due to staff turnover and reorganization, the component groups are now:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

HF radio (Flament)
Near-shore sensors (McManus)
Waves and water level (McManus)
Water quality buoys (Colbert)
Modeling (Powell)
Animal tagging/tracking (Holland)
Data management (Potemra)
Outreach and Program Coordinator (Langenberger)
Director (Iwamoto)

These are described in more detail in the following section.
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II.

System Components

There are many components to PacIOOS that are integrated via data management
and services. These include the various instruments and forecast models, but also
the servers themselves. The basic details are described in following sections; more
information on the data streams and formats are provided in Section V.

A.

Instruments and models

1.
High-Frequency Radio (HFR)
High-frequency radios (aka, high-frequency radars; HFR) provide estimates of ocean
currents by measuring the Doppler-shift resulting from radar returns reflected off
surface waves. The HFR typical scan through a swath of the ocean and supply alongradial current speeds every 15 minutes (time to complete one swath). Two
overlapping sites are needed to convert the radial velocities to geospatial (u,v)
velocities.
PacIOOS maintains seven HFR sites under the direction of Pierre Flament (see Table
1): Koko Head (KOK), Kaka’ako (KAK), Barber’s Point (Kalaeloa; KAL), Kapolei
(KAP), Kaena Point (KNA), Keaukaha (Hawaii Island; KKH) and Pepe’ekeo (Hawaii
Island; PPK). The first four provide overlapping coverage of Oahu’s southern shore,
and KNA gives coverage of the western side (towards the channel between Oahu
and Kauai; see Figure 2). The final two provide coverage of Hilo Bay on Hawaii
Island.

Figure 2. HFR sites and coverages for Hawaii.

Location

Site
Name

Lat

Lon

Koko Head
Kaka’ako
Barber’s Pt.
Kaena Pt.
Kapolei
Keaukaha
Pepe’ekeo

KOK
KAK
KAL
KNA
KAP
KKH
PPK

21.26083
21.29170
21.29750
21.57500
21.31140
19.73195
19.84720

157.70277
157.85830
157.08360
158.28970
158.11690
155.04830
155.08280

Range
Res
Range

First
Valid data

1.5 km
0.6 km
1.5 km
1.5 km
1.5 km
0.6 km
0.6 km

09-12-2011
09-12-2011
09-25-2010
03-26-2013
09-13-2015
12-17-2014
05-06-2015

110 km
75 km
150 km
250 km
150 km
50 km
50 km

Table 1. HFR data specifics.

The HFR data are transferred to the PacIOOS servers directly by the HFR group in
Matlab binary format. These files are then converted to ASCII and netCDF. The
ASCII files are “pulled” by the National HFR network at Scripps/UCSD for inclusion
into the National system. This process also provides vectors based on overlapping
radial components. The netCDF files are created locally and served via a private
THREDDS server for use by the PacIOOS modeling group.
2.
Beach Cameras
Two locations on Oahu were outfitted with cameras with a view of the shoreline.
One was atop the Sheraton Hotel in Waikiki with a view straight down to the beach
(sheraton1) and a view towards Diamond Head (sheraton2). The other was at
Waimea Bay with a view along the shore (waimea1) and out toward the ocean
(waimea2). Figure 3 shows sample images. Pictures were taken every hour, and
hourly animations were produced from higher temporal resolution images. The
animations are stored but not served by PacIOOS; the images appear on a web page.
The cameras were placed into operation in early February 2009 and stopped in late
2013, there are only images for that time period.

Figure 3. Two different views from the two cameras. The Sheraton views are on the top (sheraton1 on
the left, sheraton2 on the right); Waimea views on the bottom (waimea1 on the left, waimea2 on the
right).
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A new camera has been placed on the Sheraton (funded via SeaGrant and others),
but the details of data serving having not been decided.
3.
Near-shore sensors (NSS)
The PacIOOS near-shore sensors (NSS) are fixed-mounted instruments (e.g., to a
dock or pier) that typically measure temperature, salinity, turbidity and
fluorescence (from which chlorophyll is derived). There are approximately 10 to 15
of these in operation throughout the PacIOOS domain (see Figure 4), and they are
maintained under the direction of Margaret McManus. The NSS, along with wave
buoys, are the only PacIOOS-maintained assets outside of the State of Hawaii. Table
2 lists the sensor names and locations. The sensors either telemeter their data in
real-time (those equipped with a modem) or store the data internally. In the latter
cases, mainly those sensors outside Hawaii, an operator periodically downloads the
data and sends it to UH for processing.

Figure 4. Locations of near-shore sensors. Due to scaling, the sensors in Hawaii appear with a single
marker.
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ID

Location

NS-01

Waikiki YC

NS-02

Hawaii YC

NS-03

Hilton

NS-04

Aquarium

NS-05

Am. Samoa

NS-06

FSM

NS-07

RMI

NS-08

Palau

NS-09
NS-10

Guam
Maunalua
Bay

NS-11

Saipan

NS-12

Maui

NS-13

Maui

NS-14

Maui

NS-15

Guam

NS-16

Wailupe

NS-17

Guam

Valid
Dates

Telemetry

Sensor

Variables

SeaBird
Raven-XT
SeaBird
Raven-XT
SeaBird
Raven-XT
SeaBird
Raven-XT
SeaBird
Gumstix
SeaBird
Gumstix
SeaBird
Gumstix
SeaBird
Gumstix
SeaBird
Gustix
SeaBird
Raven-X
SeaBird
NOAA
YSI
Raven-X
YSI
Raven-X
YSI
Raven-X
SeaBird
Gumstix
SeaBird
Raven-X
SeaBird
Gumstix

SBE-16
FLNTUS
SBE-16
FLNTUS
SBE-37

T,S,P
Chl,turb
T,S
Chl,turb
T,S,P

SBE-37

T,S,P

SBE-16
FLNTUS
SBE-16
FLNTUS
SBE-16
FLNTUS
SBE-16
FLNTUS
SBE-16

YSI V2-4

T,S,P
Chl,turb
T,S,P
Chl,turb
T,S,P
Chl,turb
T,S,P
Chl,turb
T,S,P
Chl,turb
T,S
Chl,turb
T,S,P
Chl,turb
T,S,P,O,pH,
Chl,turb
T,S,P,O,pH,
Chl,turb

08/15/08
03/21/13
07/28/08
pres (R)
01/15/09
pres (R)
12/15/09
pres (R)
06/08/10
Pres (D)
05/07/10
pres (D)
05/02/10
pres (D)
05/24/10
05/27/14
05/20/10
02/01/11
05/31/11
pres (R)
09/15/11
08/02/13
07/19/14
02/22/18
02/05/14
04/20/16

YSI V2-4
SBE-16
FLNTUS
SBE-16
FLNTUS
SBE-16
FLNTUS

T,S,P
Chl,turb
T,S,P
Chl,turb
T,S,P
Chl,turb

07/07/12
pres (D)
01/15/14
04/30/17
02/22/19
09/28/19

SBE-16
FLNTUS
SBE-16
FLNTUS
YSI V2-4

Table 2. Near-shore sensor locations and availability (R: reports in real-time; D: reports in delayed
mode).

In addition to these NSS, PacIOOS also maintains a set of NSS as part of a
“partnership program” (pp filenames). This include instruments loaned to other
groups or those funded by external groups. At present, these are all operating in
delayed-mode with no real-time data. These include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

pp02 (Pohnpei): 11/22/2015 – 06/19/2017
pp03 (Palmyra): 10/02/2017 – 10/04/2018
pp04 (Kewalo): 08/31/2017 – 09/05/2018
pp05 (Waialae): 09/15/2018 – 01/15/2019
cwb01 (Clean Water Branch site A): 08/06/2019 – 12/19/2019
cwb02 (Clean Water Branch site B): 08/05/2019 – 04/19/2020
cwb03 (Clean Water Branch site C): 08/06/2019 – 12/19/2019
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4.
Gliders
PacIOOS has funded the operation of several glider missions. All are SeaGliders, and
four have provided data to the project: sg114, sg139, sg523 and sg513. Difficulties
in keeping the gliders in the water have reduced their presence as part of the
PacIOOS data system, and they are typically deployed one at a time. The normal
path is a single up/down profile (termed dive) along a triangle-shaped trajectory
(termed mission) off the south shore of Oahu (see Figure 5). When active, the glider
data are included in the PacIOOS DMS and are mainly used directly by the ocean
models via assimilation.

Figure 5. Example dive tracks for a glider mission. In this case the glider did multiple dives after being
launched from Oahu (top) along a path to Penguin Bank (lower right).

The gliders measure temperature, salinity and depth (along with position) every
few minutes (configurable) on successive dives. The early deployments were for 3.5
hour dives. Each time the glider is deployed, the data stream is designated to belong
to a new mission. To date, a file gets created each time the glider transits a single
up-down profile (called “dive”). Successive dives during a single deployment are
referred to as a “mission”. So far, all missions have been run on the south shore of
Oahu; details are given in Table 3.
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Glider

Mission

Start date

End date

sg114
sg114
sg139
sg139
sg139
sg139
sg139
sg139
sg139
sg139
sg523
sg523
sg523
sg513

3
4
1
2
3
6
7
8
9
10
1
3
4
8

08-2008
09-2008
04-2008
07-2008
02-2009
03-2009
05-2010
07-2010
04-2011
05-2012
06-2011
02-2012
04-2013
05-2015

12-2008
12-2008
05-2008
08-2008
03-2009
05-2009
07-2010
11-2010
05-2011
05-2012
07-2011
04-2012
08-2013
06-2015

Table 3. Glider missions.

PacIOOS plans to continue glider missions in the future and will rely on the IOOS
Glider Data Assembly Center (DAC) to manage the output.
5.
Water quality buoys (WQB)
PacIOOS maintains a set of shallow-water, near-shore buoys with instruments
measuring a variety of water properties. These Water Quality Buoys (WQB) are
summarized in Table 4. Eric DeCarlo had been maintaining a group near Oahu,
including one near the Kilo Nalu site (WQBKN) and another near the Ala Wai exit to
the ocean (WQBAW). There are similar buoys in Kaneohe Bay, but as yet these are
not incorporated into the PacIOOS DMS. These are now maintained by Chris Sabine.
Steven Colbert at the University of Hawaii Hilo maintains the other group of WQB
around the Big Island: one in Kiholo Bay (WQB03), one in Hilo Bay (WQB04), and
one in Kaloko (WQB05). Figure 6 shows the locations of the WQBs.
Sabine’s buoys are maintained in co-operation with NOAA/PMEL and record
atmospheric CO2 and O2, as well as oceanic CO2, O2, temperature, salinity, turbidity
and fluorescence. The buoys were placed in operation in July 2008. The CO2 data
are sent via Iridium to PMEL where it is processed. In addition, data get recorded
every 20 minutes (it is an average of four measurements) and had been sent via
email, but this was discontinued in 2016 and 2017.
The Big Island buoys were established by Jason Adolf at UH Hilo. He left UHH in
August 2017 and Steven Colbert took over these buoys. The Hilo and Kaloko buoys
have YSI sensors, and YSI maintains the data stream. Data are pushed to the SOEST
ftp site once per hour and contain data for every 15 minutes. The Kiholo Bay buoy
has Satlantic instruments, and data from this buoy are available on the Satlantic web
site (http://hawaii.loboviz.com).
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Figure 6. Locations of water quality buoys. The left panel is the south shore of Oahu; the right panel is
the Big Island.

Platform
ID

Location

Telemetry

WQB-AW
(De Carlo)

Ala Wai exit
157.848°W
21.2799°N

Satlantic
STOR-X
(email)

WQB-KN
(De Carlo)

Kilo Nalu
157.865°W
21.2887°N

Satlantic
STOR-X
(email)

WQB-03
(Colbert)

Kiholo Bay
155.9294°W
19.8631°N

Satlantic
(web grab)

WQB-04
(Colbert)

Hilo Bay
155.082°W
19.7341°N

YSI
(ftp)

WQB-05
(Colbert)

Kawaihae
155.828°W
20.0241°N

YSI
(ftp)

Sensor
SBE-16
SBE-43
SBE-63
WetLabs
FLNTUS
ISUS
SBE-16
SBE-43
SBE-63
WetLabs
FLNTUS
ISUS
NortexAquadopp
WetLabs ECO FL
WetLabs WQM
WetLabs CDS
Satlantic SUNA
YSI V2-4 6600
YSI V2-4 6600
YSI V2-4 6600
YSI V2-4 6600
YSI V2-4 6600
YSI V2-4 6600
YSI V2-4 6600
YSI V2-4 6600

Variables
T, S, P
O2
O2
Chl, turb
nitrate
T, S, P
O2
O2
Chl, turb
nitrate
currents
Chl
T,S,O2,turb
CDOM
nitrate
T,S
O2
Chl, turb
pH
T,S
O2
Chl, turb
pH

Valid
Dates
06/06/2008
12/04/2016

08/07/2008
01/03/2017

03/01/2014
03/25/2014

10/23/2010
present
04/18/2018

Table 4. Water quality buoy (WQB) specifications.
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6.
Numerical models
There are three different types of models run locally within PacIOOS. The first is an
atmospheric model run by the Meteorology Department (D. Chen, PI). This model
provides wind and surface fluxes for the other groups, but also provides forecasts of
atmospheric conditions for the islands. The second type of model includes wave
models run by the Ocean and Resources Engineering Department (K.-F. Cheung, PI).
The final type is a general ocean circulation model run by the Oceanography
Department (B. Powell, PI). These are described separately below.
All models are run in succession on the PacIOOS clusters (observer.hawaii.edu and
forecast.hawaii.edu) in the new ITS building. Information is passed between the
models via local disk access, and the model outputs are transferred to the DMS daily.
The model output represents the largest use of PacIOOS disk space, and since it is
updated daily, space continues to be an issue. Table 5 shows the current disk
requirements by the models and estimates for the year. Note a present the models
require about 6TB per year.
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MODEL
roms_assim

GRID
hiig
hiog
mari
samoa

roms_forecast
hiig
hioekg
hiog
hiomsag
hiomsg
hiomwg
mari
marig
samoa

swan
apra
bigisland
guam
kauai
maui
oahu
samoa
manua
saipan
rota

ww3
global
hawaii
mariana
nwhi
samoa

atm
samoa
gfs_global
gfs_pacific
wrf_cnmi
wrf_guam
wrf_hi
wrf_mo
wrf_oa
wrf_sam

Daily file
2.6 GB/day

Total
4 TB total

834,240
N/A
1,440,931
302,117

1,962,989,948
22,290,984
1,595,823,572
312,701,776

8.4 GB/day

8TB total

1,901,904
724,196
127,022
576,094
104,584
N/A
2,824,023
1,413,296
688,759

2,101,979,400
51,627,356
137,786,348
572,826,280
107,711,368
5,598,864
3,088,881,384
1,535,525,980
737,284,864

1.4 GB/day

1.8 TB total

82,182
327,981
48,624
109,549
197,226
60,679
22,343
70,525
383,585
58,869

216,691,388
509,591,040
129,339,148
351,401,300
305,662,652
194,172,336
26,247,112
24,244,388
55,814,816
8,623,812

1.7 GB/day

4.5 TB total

1,459,071
92,800
28,226
112,543
26,987

3,915,679,052
210,365,900
56,106,364
138,404,616
9,850,493

3 GB/day

5.6 TB total

26,988
1,216,440
962,975
213,155
99,664
156,273
88,444
10,404
164,427

46,623,464
2,972,206,308
725,054,796
494,951,056
231,382,096
510,311,000
288,699,888
25,965,284
304,633,540

1 TB/year

3 TB/year

497 GB/year

620 GB/year

1 TB/year

Table 5. Model output disk usage.
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a)
Atmospheric model
The atmospheric model is the Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) model and is
run by D. Chen’s group. At present there are five model grids saved from the local
runs (see Table 6).
Grid
Hawaii
Oahu
Maui
Guam
CNMI
Samoa

Latitude
17.0°N to 24.0°N
21.0°N to 22.0°N
20.2°N to 21.9°N
11.9°N to 16.0°N
10.0°N to 27.0°N
16.1°S to 11.9°N

Longitude
165.0°W to 150.0°W
158.5°W to 157.5°W
159.0°W to 155.6°W
142.9°E to 147.1°E
115.9°E to 149.1°E
174.1°W to 168.7°W

Res
7km
2km
2km
3km
12km
2km

Start time
May 2010
June 2010
May 2010
June 2013
June 2013
Sep 2013

Table 6. Atmospheric model grids (locally run models only).

The models are run each morning (local time) and are used to force the ocean wave
and circulation models. The data archived and served by PacIOOS are actually
converted by the ocean circulation model (ROMS) and are projected onto the ocean
model grid.
The files contain hourly output and include a 1.5-day hindcast and a 6-day forecast
(total of 7.5 days of output)10. The saved variables are surface air temperature,
pressure, rain rate, wind speed (zonal and meridional), longwave and shortwave
radiation, relative humidity and sea surface temperature. Since the model output is
processed first by the ocean model, it contains the ROMS conventions for grid
variables (e.g., eta and xi).
b)
Wave model
There are two types of wave models run by the ORE group (K.-F. Cheung, PI):
WaveWatch III (WW3) and Simulating Waves Nearshore (SWAN). WW3 is typically
run for larger-scale domains, and at present PacIOOS has WW3 for the globe, the
main Hawaiian Islands, the Mariana Islands, and the islands of Samoa. SWAN is
more for near-shore conditions. The SWAN model uses the WW3 output as
boundary conditions and current domains include Apra Harbor (Guam), Guam,
Hawaii Island, Kauai, Maui, Oahu and American Samoa.
Grid

Latitude

Longitude

Res

Start
time

0.5deg
5.5km
5.5km
5.5km
5.5km

Nov 2010
Sep 2014
Jun 2011
May 2012
Feb 2013

WWIII
Global
NWHI
Hawaii
CNMI
Samoa

77.5°S to 77.5°N
22.0°N to 27.0°N
18.0°N to 23.0°N
12.2°N to 15.7°N
15.0°S to 13.0°S

0.0°W to 359.5°W
170.0°W to 161.0°W
161.0°W to 154.0°W
143.5°E to 146.5°E
174.0°W to 169.0°W

One exception is the Oahu run has a half-day hindcast and two-day forecast (total
of 2.5 days of output).

10
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SWAN
Apra
Guam
Big Island
Kauai
Maui
Oahu
Tutuila
Manua
Rota
Saipan

13.4°N to 13.5°N
13.2°N to 13.8°N
18.8°N to 20.4°N
21.7°N to 22.4°N
20.4°N to 21.3°N
21.2°N to 21.8°N
14.4°S to 14.2°S
14.35°S to 14.05°S
13.8°N to 14.3°N
14.5°N to 15.391°N

115.9°E to 149.1°E
144.5°E to 145.0°E
156.2°W to 154.7°W
160.4°W to 159.2°W
157.4°W to 155.9°W
158.4°W to 157.6°W
171.0°W to 170.4°W
169.75°W to 169.35°W
144.7°E to 145.5°E
144.8°E to 146.087°E

55m
0.5km
1km
0.5km
1km
0.5km
0.5km
0.28km
0.5km
0.3km

May 2012
May 2012
Jun 2010
Jun 2010
Jun 2010
Jun 2010
Feb 2013
Jul 2019
Feb 2020
Feb 2020

Table 7. Wave model grids (locally run models only).

Similar to the atmospheric models, the wave models are run on the local cluster
each morning, and the files contain hourly output for a total of 7.5 days. The saved
variables are different for the two models. WW3 predicts significant wave height,
period, and direction for peak, swell and wind waves. The SWAN output contains
significant wave height, period and direction for mean and peak waves.
c)
Ocean circulation model
The ocean circulation model for PacIOOS is based on the Regional Ocean Modeling
System (ROMS) and is run by Brian Powell’s group. Similar to the models described
above, the circulation models are also run on different grids (domains). These are
regional models and use US Navy operational model output as boundary conditions.
PacIOOS serves this larger model as well as the regional ROMS, but only ROMS is run
locally (again, similar to the case for the atmospheric models).
The ROMS model runs are done on the PacIOOS cluster and use output from the
atmospheric models described above as forcing. In addition to different grids,
ROMS integrations are done in “forecast mode” and “assimilation mode”, the latter
runs assimilating observations to constraint the solution. There are two grids for
the data assimilating runs, one that covers the entire Hawaiian Islands (hiig) and
one that covers just Oahu (hiog). The forecast runs are done with an additional
high-resolution grid for the south shore (hiomsg).
The model grids are considered curvilinear, so technically the grid points don’t align
with a rectangular lat/lon grid, and vectors don’t necessarily align with east/west or
north/south directions. This adds complexity to the data services (described later),
and to defining appropriate ranges and resolutions. Instead of latitude and
longitude, the model uses variables “xi” and “eta”, with further classifications for
scalars (_rho), u (_u) and v (_v). In the case that the grid is regular, “xi” would
correspond to longitude and “eta” to latitude.
These models also have complex vertical co-ordinates, so-called sigma-coordinates,
based on the ocean depth at each model grid point. Each grid has 30 depths levels
that represent similar percentages of the water column. The model forecasts are for
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7 days for the free run (2 for the south shore grid) and 3 days for runs with
assimilation; all output 3-hourly.
There have been a few major revisions to the model grids and dynamics. The most
recent one involved a change to the way HFR radials and tides are implemented.
This caused all prior output to be suspect, so all time-series were restarted.
Domain
Hawaii
Oahu
CNMI
S. Shore
Waikiki
Waianae
Guam
Kaneohe

Grid

Latitude

Longitude

Res

hiig
hiog
mari
hiomsg
hiomsag
hiomwg
marig
hioekg

17.0°N to 24.0°N
variable
10.7°N to 27.0°N
variable
21.2°N to 21.3°N
variable
11.9°N to 16.0°N
21.34°N to 21.62°N

163.8°W to 152.5°W
variable
116.0°E to 148.9°E
variable
157.9°W to 157.8°W
variable
142.9°E to 147.1°E
158°W to 157.7°W

4.0km
2-0.7km
4.0km
200-60m
40m
200-60m
4.0km
340m

Start time
Apr 2015
Apr 2015
Apr 2015
Apr 2015
Apr 2015
Jun 2010
Apr 2015
May 2018

Table 8. Ocean circulation model grids (locally run only). Note the top three are run in both forecast and
data assimilating modes; the bottom three are forecast runs only. The Waianae grid was a one-time run
for a separate study and was run June 2010 through March 2011 (it is no longer run).

d)
Tide model
PacIOOS serves output from two tide models. One is a Pacific-wide, barotropic
model. This model is based on code from the Oregon State University (OSU Tidal
Prediction Software, or OTPS). The original program works on single points, and
this was modified to work in a 2°x2° grid for the entire Pacific basin. A series of
FORTRAN programs are compiled and then run on a local machine. The model is
run once a year to produce an annual forecast.
The second tide model run by PacIOOS is a fully-baroclinic model for the Hawaiian
Islands. This model is based on Matlab code supplied by Glenn Carter. The
harmonics are computed from seasonal-mean stratification. Similar to the Pacific
barotropic model, the baroclinic model is run each year to provide a yearly forecast.
The output are also hourly, but the horizontal grid is more fine, roughly 1x1 km.
Because of this, two domains are run separately, one for the Big Island and the other
for the rest of the main Hawaiian Islands.
Grid
Pacific
MHI
Big Island

Latitude
66.0°S to 66.0°N
20.5°N to 22.9°N
18.1°N to 22.3°N

Longitude
118.0°E to 70.0°W
160.7°W to 155.5°W
156.7°W to 154.0°W

Res

Start
time

2.0deg
1.0km
1.0km

Jan 2011
Jan 2008
Jan 2008

Table 9. Tide model grids.

7.
Shark tracking
PacIOOS has funded a certain number of satellite-tracked tags for sharks. Shark
tagging/tracking is done by personnel at the Hawaii Institute of Marine Biology
(HIMB), specifically Carl Meyer and Kim Holland. At present, the tags only transmit
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the animal location, but in the future will provide estimates of in situ properties such
as ocean temperature and salinity.
The tag location is transmitted via Argos, and a daily e-mail is sent. These e-mails
are manually screened for location to make sure the location is sensible. The
resulting lat/lon location is then plotted on the PacIOOS Voyager web interface. The
PacIOOS data group does not archive or distribute any of these data, merely plots
the location (by animal) on the web (see Figure 7).

Figure 7. Example shark track from Voyager. The colors show the relative time along the track.

8.
Data obtained from non-PacIOOS providers
There are several data sets that PacIOOS routinely downloads, stores and serves
that do not derive from PacIOOS-funded assets. These include, for example, satellite
data, large-scale operational models, etc. These are listed here; data that are served
by PacIOOS but not locally-stored are described in a following section.
a)
ADCP from the ALOHA Cabled Observatory (ACO)
The ALOHA Cabled Observatory (ACO) is a collection of instruments mounted on the
sea floor near the Hawaii Ocean Timeseries (HOT) site. The ACO has several
instruments, and PacIOOS is presently serving data from the bottom-mounted
acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP). This instrument provides estimates of
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velocity in 20 depth bins from the sea floor upward about 150 meters (from 4550 to
4700 meters depth). Velocity is measured every 2 seconds, and files are created and
updated every 8 hours. PacIOOS has archived data back to June 2011.
b)
Ship traffic (AIS)
Automatic Identification Systems (AIS) are used to track ships of a certain size.
PacIOOS has access to a receiver used by the HFR group and can display ship tracks
in real-time near the Barber’s Point harbor. In addition to this AIS feed, PacIOOS
purchased a regional AIS data set from OrbComm11. This data set includes two
different types of ship reports giving vessel id, course, heading, etc. The purchased
data are for a single year (August 2011 through July 2012), and PacIOOS is
restricted from serving the raw data. Instead, aggregate maps were created. Prior
to obtaining this data set, PacIOOS received an aggregate AIS data set for a two-year
period covering the region of Hawaii. The second file is global while the first
(purchased from OrbComm) is just for a 30-degree box around the Hawaiian
Islands12. Finally, Pierre Flament’s group purchased an AIS data set from ExactAIS,
but these data are not yet served by PacIOOS.
c)
Coral bleaching monitoring
NOAA’s National Ocean Data Center (NODC) distributes satellite estimates of coral
bleaching based on sea surface temperature anomalies. The product is referred to
as “degree heating weeks” and provides indications of potential hot spots for
potential bleaching. The data sets include SST, SST anomalies, degree heating
weeks, and hot spots. Global files are generated roughly twice per week (not
regular), and PacIOOS downloads these every ten days.
d)
Atmospheric model output
Most of the atmospheric model output served by PacIOOS is generated by a locally
run version of WRF (see previous section). One exception is the NOAA/NCEP global
forecast known as GFS. GFS comes from http://nomads.ncep.noaa.gov. A forecast is
run four times per day (at 00:00, 06:00, 12:00 and 18:00), but PacIOOS just archives
the 12:00 forecast. A subset of variables are chosen from the 0.5-degree run for the
global, and from the 0.25-degree run for the Pacific.
e)
Surface Currents from a Diagnostic Model (SCUD)
Nikolai Maximenko and Jan Hafner at the IPRC have produced an estimate of ocean
surface currents using a diagnostic model. This was done to provide currents that
could be used for tracking surface drifting material (marine debris). PacIOOS
archives daily, one-quarter-degree output for the Pacific (119.875°E to 68.125°W,
70.125°S to 61.875°N).

This was done via collaboration with HIMB (Erik Franklin), PNMM (David
Graham) and SOEST/ORE (Bruce Howe).
12 While PacIOOS paid for the region 178° to 152°W, 5° to 35°N, the entire globe was
supplied via ftp
11
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f)
Reef fish population assessments
PacIOOS was involved in an early pilot project with the IOOS Program Office to put
biological data into standard services. The target was to work with reef fish
population assessments. These are done in the Pacific Islands by three groups, the
Coral Reef Ecosystem Division (CREF) of NOAA, the National Park Service, and the
Papahanaumokuakea Marine National Monument (PMNM). Each group did data
collection by a combination of towed diver surveys, belt transects and spot counts.
However, each recorded the data in different ways. Within this project, all three
standardized their data sets. This was done mostly in collaboration with CRED, who
gether and processed all the data. The data set, in the form of a PostGRES database,
was then transferred to PacIOOS. Upgrades were made to ERDDAP to handle these
kinds of data, and that is how the data are served.
g)
Maui citizen science water quality measurements
The Coral Reef Aliance maintains a “citizen science” program designed at
monitoring water quality at various locations on Maui. The data are collected via
the Coral Reef Monitoring Data Portal (http://monitoring.coral.org). PacIOOS gets
these data via ftp on a quasi-monthly basis. Scripts are used to convert the ASCII,
comma separated data into a PostGRES data base for displaying on Voyager. The
measurements include bacteria levels (Enterococcus), temperature, salinity, pH, etc.,
and they are collected periodically at several beaches throughout the island by
volunteers at various intervals.
h)
Liquid Robotics Wave Gliders
Liquid Robotics periodically runs wave glider missions around the Hawaiian Islands
(among other places). In some cases they provide data to PacIOOS via an
authenticated ftp client, and PacIOOS then shows the data on Voyager as tracks.
There have been three such missions to date (see Table 10).
The wave gliders measure different parameters, but only the wave properties (wave
height, period and direction) are provided to PacIOOS.
Glider
A’a
A’a 2
NC2

Start Time
Oct 24, 2013
Jul 16, 2014
Sep 12, 2014

End Time
Dec 07, 2013
Sep 19, 2014
Nov 21, 2014

Table 10. Liquid Robotics wave glider missions.

i)
USGS Digital Elevation Maps
Digital elevation maps, created by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) were
obtained from the Scripps/UCSD satellite geodesy group
(http://topex.ucsd.edu/WWW_html/srtm30_plus.html) and are saved as static tiff
and netCDF files. Maps are available for the following:
1. Hawaii
a. Oahu
b. Kauai
c. Hawaii Island
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2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

d. Maui
e. Molokai
American Samoa
a. Tutuila
b. Tau
c. Olosega
CNMI
a. Aguijan
b. Rota
c. Saipan
d. Tinian
Guam
Palau
FSM
a. Chuuk
b. Kosrae
c. Pohnpei

j)
NOAA Benthic Habitat Maps
These data were taken from the “Shallow Water Benthic Habitat Maps” DVD’s
produced by the National Ocean Service Center for Coastal Monitoring and
Assessment Biogeography Branch (September 2007). The files were loaded into the
PacIOOS GeoServer and from there ported to data services. The data include three
main groups: biology, geography and geomorphology.
k)
Miscellaneous Geo-spatial layers
There are a wide number of geo-spatial layers held in the PacIOOS geo-database
(served via GeoServer). Aside from these, there is an addition set of layers used in
Voyager, and in some cases, served via TDS and/or ERDDAP. These include:
1. Bathymetry from the Hawaii Mapping Research Group (HMRG)
2. ETOPO-5 bathymetry
3. Distance to coast
4. Flood Hazard Zones
5. Tagged marine animal maps
6. PacIOOS domain
9.
Data re-served from external sites
The final category of data available on the PacIOOS site includes those maintained
and provided by external groups. These groups maintain the data and provide it via
some service, and PacIOOS accesses and reserves it. In these cases, the data are not
saved by PacIOOS but simply provided via the PacIOOS interfaces.
a)
Water quality from State
The State of Hawaii Department of Health (DOH) Clean Water Branch (CWB)
maintains a Beach Monitoring Quality Assurance Program through which specific
beaches are monitored for various parameters. Measurements of bacteria levels
(Enterococcus and Clostridium perfingens) are used to assess water quality. These
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and other water measurements (temperature, salinity, pH, etc.) are collected
periodically (from a few times per week to monthly) at several beaches throughout
the state.
b)
Satellite data from NOAA OceanWatch
The Pacific Islands Fisheries Science Center (PIFSC) operates a regional OceanWatch
node for the central Pacific. As part of this service they provide a variety of satellite
measurements including SST, salinity, winds, etc. for the PacIOOS domain. These
data are supplied both in TDS and LAS, and PacIOOS servers can link into this and
re-serve the data via the PacIOOS services.
c)
Wave buoy data
There are two different wave buoys in use in the PacIOOS domain: deep-water
buoys maintain by NOAA’s National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) and coastal buoys
maintained by the Coastal Data Information Program (CDIP)13 at Scripps. The NDBC
buoys carry an array of meteorological and oceanographic instrumentation and
transmit barometric pressure; wind direction, speed, and gust; air and sea
temperature; and wave energy spectra from which significant wave height,
dominant wave period, and average wave period are derived. The direction of wave
propagation is also measured on many moored buoys.
The CDIP buoys are generally closer to shore and do not measure atmospheric
conditions. Table 11 lists the buoys in the PacIOOS region.
Buoy ID
51000
51003
51004
51101
188
202
187
239
098
198
225
238
106
189
163
197
196
121
233

Location
Northeast Hawaiian Islands
Southwest Hawaiian Islands
Southeast Hawaiian Islands
Northwest Hawaii (Kauai)
Hilo, Hawaii
Hanalei, Kauai
Pauwela, Maui
Kaumalapau, Lanai
Mokapu Point, Oahu
Kaneohe Bay, Oahu
Kaneohe Bay, Oahu (WETS)
Barbers Point, Oahu
Waimea Bay, Oahu
Aunuu, American Samoa
Kalo, Majuro, RMI
Tanapag, Saipan, CNMI
Ritidian Point, Guam
Ipan, Guam
Pearl Harbor, Oahu

Provider
NDBC
NDBC
NDBC
NDBC
CDIP
CDIP
CDIP
CDIP
CDIP
CDIP
CDIP
CDIP
CDIP
CDIP
CDIP
CDIP
CDIP
CDIP
CDIP

Table 11. Wave buoy nomenclature.

The CDIP buoys in the PacIOOS domain are listed as “PacIOOS buoys” while those
in the other regions (e.g., along the coast of California) are listed as “CDIP buoys”
13
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d)
Tide gauge data
The UH Sea Level Center (UHSLC) maintains the global tide gauge network and
provides data via OPeNDAP. In the past these data were downloaded daily using ftp
daily. More recently the UHSLC provided data via OPeNDAP, and now PacIOOS
accesses these data via catalog entry (no data downloads).
e)
Sea level
Sea level is measured by different platforms such as tide gauge and bottommounted pressure gauges. The tide gauge data was referenced earlier, but PacIOOS
also provides access to sea level from Deep-ocean Assessment and Reporting of
Tsunami (DART) and other high-temporal resolution stations. These are mainly for
the detection of tsunamis. DART systems consist of an anchored seafloor bottom
pressure recorder (BPR) and a companion moored surface buoy for real-time
communications. The pressure values are corrected for temperature effects and
converted to an estimated water column height (height of the ocean surface above
the seafloor).
In addition to DART buoys, the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC)
and NOAAs National Ocean Service (NOS) maintain a global array of sea-level
stations. The NOS shore stations are the foundation for NOAA's tide prediction
products. They report water level, or sea surface height, as the amount of water
above or below mean lower low water (MLLW). In addition, they also report
meteorological observations such as wind, air temperature, air pressure, and sea
surface temperature.
f)
Ocean model output
Similar to the atmospheric model, results from a global operational model are
downloaded. These are served via the PacIOOS services but also used as boundary
conditions for the regional models. The operation models are run by the US Navy,
and used to include the Navy Layered Ocean Model (NLOM) and Coastal Ocean
Model (NCOM). In early 2013 the Navy discontinued these in favor of HYCOM
(Hybrid Co-ordinate Ocean Model). PacIOOS does not archive the global HYCOM but
reserves the output from the APDRC (APDRC has global output for the top 200
meters of the ocean and the full-depth output for a region around Hawaii). The
HYCOM downloads are done daily and contain a 4-day forecast.
g)
Ocean Acidification buoys
There are a number of buoys that measure atmospheric CO2, pH and other variables
used to estimate ocean acidification. Since this is an area of interest for the region,
PacIOOS pulls the data from these buoys and provides plots on a special ocean
acidification projects page as well as on Voyager. The buoys include the Hawaii
Ocean Timeseries, Woods Hole buoy (WHOTS), the Tropical Atmosphere and Ocean
(TAO) array, and the local PacIOOS WQB’s. Table 12 lists the buoys that are part of
the ocean acidification display.
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Buoy ID
WQB-AW
WQB-KN
CRIMP14
Kaneohe
WHOTS
TAO110W
TAO125W
TAO140W
TAO155W
TAO170W
TAO165E
TAO165E8S
Chuuk

Location
Ala Wai, Oahu, Hawaii
Kilo Nalu, Oahu, Hawaii
Kaneohe Bay, Oahu, Hawaii
Kaneohe Bay, Oahu, Hawaii
HOT Site, north of Oahu
Equator at 110oW
Equator at 125oW
Equator at 140oW
Equator at 155oW
Equator at 170oW
Equator at 165oE
8oS at 165oE
Chuuk, FSM

Provider
PacIOOS
PacIOOS
PMEL
PMEL
HOT
PMEL
PMEL
PMEL
PMEL
PMEL
PMEL
PMEL
PMEL

Table 12. Ocean acidification buoy nomenclature

B.

Data servers

The PacIOOS DMS has run on a variety of servers, and at present are in a state of
flux. The original server, lawelawe.soest.hawaii.edu, is a Dell PowerEdge 2950
purchased in April 2008. It was moved from POST-31 in March 2015 to the new
UH/ITS building. This should provide 24/7 operations, but it does mean the
machine is outside the SOEST subnet (but we still proxy through the SOEST
firewall). In February 2010 PacIOOS purchased an additional server, a Dell R510, as
the primary server for the insular Pacific data and GeoServer (these two machines
were purchased when HiOOS and PacIOOS were separate grants). This machine,
pacioos.soest.hawaii.edu, was originally in HIG-319 and later moved to Keller. It also
hosts the beach safety site and DBEDT cable survey WMS15. In July 2011 a pair of
Dell PowerEdge R610’s were purchased. The intention is to have these two
machines as primary hosts of all PacIOOS servers and data. They are housed in
Keller-103. The two older machines will be used as developmental servers, and
tested implementations will be migrated to the main machines when ready. The
plan is to virtualize all our services onto a physical stack of three Dell machines.
The main services from PacIOOS will run on different virtual machines as follows:
• Web pages and voyager:
sonoflawelawe
• HFR processing:
hfr
• Model output processing: pacmod
• Data services and storage: pae-paha
• ERDDAP:
erddakine
• GeoServer:
geoserver

The original CRIMP buoy in Kaneohe; it went inactive in 2008. The new buoy is
referred to as Kaneohe or CRIMP2
15 This Web Map Service was done under contract to the Department of Business,
Economic Development and Tourism (DBEDT) and provides data collected by
SOEST in support of the Inter-Island cable project.
14
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In addition to these machines there are two other machines, purchased in support of
the Kilo Nalu effort, that are now maintained by the DMG. One of these was installed
on-site in Kakaako, the other is in the Advanced Network Computing Lab (ANCL) in
HIG-P5 (part of Brian Chee’s lab). This second machine, bbl.ancl.hawaii.edu, was
maintained by Kilo Nalu and the water quality staff, but was turned over the data
group in 2012. DataTurbine runs on this machine, and it holds the archive off all the
data that is acquired via DT (i.e., WQB, NSS and Kilo Nalu).
In addition to these machines, workstations were purchased to support the DMG
staff. These include a variety of Dell (Windows-based) and Macs, and are not listed
here.
Machine Location

Specification

Purpose

lawelawe

ITS

Ticket/UH ID
3SLG2G1
138148

Dell PowerEdge 2950
purchased 04-2008
48TB Xyratex RAID

pacioos

HIG-319

216B3M1
145245

Dell PowerEdge R510
purchased 02-2010
internal disk array

lawelawe2

Keller-103

26R4YQ1
146724

Dell PowerEdge R610
Purchased 07-2011
96TB Infotrend RAID

pacioos2

Keller-103

26RZXQ1
146723

Dell PowerEdge R610
Purchased 07-2011

sonoflawelawe

Keller-103

1LSWQV1
150060

Dell PowerEdge
R620
Purchased 11-2014
96TB Infortrend
RAID
Dell ?

Developmental data
services including: web
page hosting, OPeNDAP
servers, etc.; main
archive
GIS-based system
including: GeoServer,
Postgres, cable survey
site, beach safety site
Main server for: web
pages, non-GIS based
data services and
associated data
Main server for GISbased data; beach
safety and all
associated data
Backup server, soon to
be main server; hosts
development web site

8505772
150024
bbl.ancl

HIG-500

switch

HIG-500

storage

HIG-500

server

HIG-500

server

HIG-500

server

HIG-500

server
server
server

HIG-500
HIG-500
HIG-500

DN9ZJN1
147208
9C4L6S1
147208
GRGFJN1
145783
6562NM1
145782
FLZ84S1
147331
6LZJJn1
7LZJJN1
9FF0WJ1
144614

Brocade 300

DataTurbine and Kilo
Nalu data services
old EPSCOR

Dell MD3600F

old EPSCOR

Dell PowerEdge R710

old EPSCOR

Dell PowerEdge R710

old EPSCOR

Dell PowerEdge R710

old EPSCOR

Dell PowerEdge R210
Dell PowerEdge R210
Dell PowerEdge
R2950

old EPSCOR
old EPSCOR
old EPSCOR

Table 13. PacIOOS data server hardware.
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In late 2014 a set of machines that were being used for a different project (UH Hilo
EPSCOR) were “donated” to PacIOOS. This was done via agreement between Kohei
Miyagi and Lisa Canale. The machines included six power edge machines and a
switch). These are listed as “old EPSCOR”.
Figure 8 shows the rack layout in the three server rooms. Brian Chee and
SOEST/RCF have access to the HIG-319 servers. The other two, one in Keller and
the other in the new ITS building, are accessed only by contacting ITS (Jonathan
Trawick, jonathan@hawaii.edu). The proceedures as outlined by ITS are:
You may contact the ITOC @956-2393, let them know who you
are and when you want to come over. It really helps if you can
give a heads up of at least 15 minutes as staff may be occupied
with other operation work or installations. I have staff manning
the line usually 24x7x365. Staffing is reduced to a bare minimum
on Holidays and lighter coverage during late/early hours. Your
technical contacts names should already be on the access list
(Ross and Joe). If arriving after general building access hours, MF 7:45am – 4:30pm (excluding holidays), you will need to be
buzzed into the building. There is a silver/gray video/voice
buzzer to the right of the main doorway. Press the silver button
and it should ring the operations staff. If arriving during regular
building access hours, the Reception desk should be able to ring
up and get a person to escort you up to the DC.
It should be noted that PacIOOS pays fees for all three of these setups. The SOEST
charges (HIG-319) are per-rack and per-IP address. The ITS fees are also per rack,
but a certain number of IP’s are assigned at no cost.
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Figure 8. Schedmatic of rack layout. The first two racks are in HIG-319 (mostly GeoServer and Data
Turbine); the third is the main server (lawelawe) in ITS; the final one is for Keller.

The POST-31 machine has an attached 40-TB RAID disk (Xyratex), and the Keller
machines have two identical, 48-TB Infotrend RAID arrays. The disk on the main
server (at present) lawelawe has three equally-sized 14TB partitions: lawelawe0,
lawelawe1 and lawelawe2. The first partition has data assimilated into the
ocean circulation model, for example raw satellite swath data; HRF files; and the
system backups (a daily cron is run on lawelawe to copy any recently modified files
to the RAID disk). The second partition, lawelawe1, has almost all the locally
stored data including beach camera pictures, model output, converted HFR, etc. In
March/April 2015 the disk became full due to the model output files. These were
then split, with atmospheric model output now saved to partition 0 and wave model
output saved to partition 2 (with symbolic links to partition 1). The last of these
(lawelawe2) has backup files from the HFR group
(/export/lawelawe2/radlab/backups). Table 14 summarizes the disk
usage as of June 1, 2015.
Amount
% of
Partition
Directory
used (MB) partition % full
lawelawe0
obs_roms
radlab
model (atm)
sys backup
lawelawe1
SCUD
model/tide
model/ocn
lawelawe2
model (wave)
radlab backup

12,289,753
2,371
83,739
3,757,129
8,165,443
7,402,732
3,181
854,232
6,279,993
11,319,894
3,280,007
8,037,124

90
1
1
30
66
55
1
11
84
83
29
71

Table 14. Disk usage on lawelawe (as of June 2015).
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All the servers in Keller and HIG are virtualized, and require special steps to
access. This is done with Vsphere. To access these machines, first need to use VPN
(network settings on a Mac, or NetExtender). The server address is 192.168.100.2.
Once on, users can then ssh or remote desktop to a machine listed in Table 15 (the
complete IP is 192.168.100.XX where XX is the number in the first column).
IP
2
3
10
11
12
13
31
32
33
39
40
41
42
43
47
48
49
50
58
61
62
64
101
250
252
253
254

Machine
JoeCentOS
Dell switch
JoeNAS
ESX1
ESX2
ESX3
Infotrend-1
Infotrend-2
Infotrend-3
Brocade switch
SonOfLawelawe
Lawelawe_Sr
Matlab_NFS
Kohei GeoServer
PacIOOS_BeachSafety_W2k8
PACIOOS_MAP_SERVER2_W2k8
PACIOOS_PGSQL_DB2_W2k8
Abe_GeoNode_Ubuntu
PacIOOS1-345
BBL072512_61
BBLVM_62 kilonalu-sharedPW4kn
JimP NOAA Fisheries
pfSense (All)
vSphereCenter5_w2008R2
Windows2012R2HyperV
Cabinet APC bar
Vcenter 192.168.100.2-p3389
MySQL

Table 15. PacIOOS virtual machines.

C.

Data services

The backbone of the PacIOOS data system is the data service. On the back-end of
this system is an OPeNDAP-based architecture. In this section, the data transport
and discovery tools are described. Implementation specifications are described in
Section V.
The data system can be envisioned as a tiered system, with data at one end and
client tools, including web page displays, at the other. Connecting these two are
data bases and files systems, data servers, and data services. Figure 9 shows this
schematically.
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Figure 9. PacIOOS Data Flow16

PacIOOS Data can generally be classified as geospatial (maps, rasters, etc.) layers,
files or binary streams from instruments. The geospatial data are added to a
PostGIS database. Data from instruments are translated to ASCII and handled with
Data Turbine. All other files are translated to netCDF and are stored in a flat file
system (directories and files).
The three main data servers are the GeoServer (reading geospatial data from the
PostGIS database), TDS (reading netCDF files from local directories) and Data
Turbine (note in this sense Data Turbine acts as a server and a database). In some
cases data are read from the Data Turbine archive, converted to netCDF, and then
served by TDS.
GeoServer provides data via OGC standard services (WMS/WCS), and supports the
web-based map server GeoExplorer. TDS mainly provides data via OPeNDAP, but it
also has a Sensor Observation Service (SOS), and OCG services. Finally, ERDDAP
acts as both a server and service, allowing for OPeNDAP access
The final layer is the data viewers. ERDDAP provides graphical output of data and
subsets. LAS and Dchart are similar web-based data browsing tools. The main end16

LAS and DChart were discontinued in 2019
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user display is Voyager, and this reads data directly from the data services. In
addition to the web-based tools, data may be accessed directly via OPeNDAP and
OGC services.
1.
TDS
The main OPeNDAP system employed by PacIOOS is the Thematic Realtime
Environmental Distributed Data Services (THREDDS) Data Server (TDS). TDS
actually serves the contents of the datasets in addition to providing catalogs and
metadata for them.
The TDS uses the Common Data Model17 to read datasets in various formats, and
serves them through OPeNDAP, OGC Web Coverage Service, NetCDF subset, and
bulk HTTP file transfer services. The first three allow the user to obtain subsets of
the data, which is crucial for large datasets.
The TDS has the ability to aggregate many files into virtual datasets, which insulates
users from the details of file storage and naming, and greatly simplifies user access
to large collections of files.
The TDS is written in Java, and runs inside a Tomcat servlet container. The
implementation is installed on pae-paha in
/usr/local/tomcat/content/thredds. The PacIOOS TDS runs through port
8080 and is accessed via the web at http://lawelawe.soest.hawaii.edu:8080/thredds
(within SOEST) or http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds from everywhere else
(SOEST/RCF require this service to be proxied).

Unidata’s Common Data Model (CDM) is an ambitious project to unify scientific
data access. It merges the OPeNDAP, NetCDF, and HDF5 data models to create a
common API for many types of data. As currently implemented by the NetCDF Java
library, it can read (besides OPeNDAP, NetCDF, and HDF5) GRIB 1 and 2, BUFR,
NEXRAD, and GINI, among others. A pluggable framework allows other developers
to add readers for their own specialized formats. The CDM also provides standard
APIs for georeferencing coordinate systems, and specialized queries for scientific data
types like Grid, Point, and Radial datasets.
17
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Figure 10. The top catalog page for the PacIOOS TDS. The page can be accessed at
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds.

2.

ERDDAP

In addition to the TDS, PacIOOS uses the Environmental Research Division’s Data
Access Program (ERDDAP). ERDDAP is a data server that gives a simple, consistent
way to download subsets of scientific datasets in common file formats and make
graphs and maps. It was developed by the Environmental Research Division (ERD)
at the NOAA Southwest Fisheries Science Center (SWFSC) and is available at
http://coastwatch.pfeg.noaa.gov/erddap/download/setup.html. ERDDAP has both
human readable web pages and RESTful services for machine-to-machine exchange.
Like TDS, ERDDAP can provide OPeNDAP URL’s for data in the catalog, but ERDDAP
provides many more data services such as browsing capabilities (via on-the-fly
graphics generation), sub-setting and data downloads. The data download
capabilities in ERDDAP are extensive; results can be returned in any of several
common data file formats (for example, html table, ESRI, Google Earth, Matlab
binary, NetCDF, Ocean Data View, json, etc.).
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ERDDAP runs in tomcat, and due to conflicts it is configured in a single instance of
tomcat. The service runs on port 8080 and is proxied, similar to TDS, as
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/erddap (from http://lawelawe:8080/erddap).

Figure 11. PacIOOS ERDDAP top-page showing the data catalog list. Each dataset is identified by a title,
and ERDDAP provides links to DAP, WMS and various metadata pages.

3.

Sensor Observation Service

The Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) web services (OWS) include services for
maps (WMS), features (WFS) and vector data (WCS). Sensor Observation Service
(SOS) is something like a WFS, although SOS is specifically for sensor data, while
WFS is more generic. These services have the following operations:
• SOS: GetCapabilities, DescribeSensor, GetObservation
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•
•
•

WMS: GetCapabilities, GetMap, GetFeatureInfo
WCS: GetCoverage
WFS: GetCapabilities, GetFeature, DescribeFeatureType

Following the IOOS guidelines, SOS was implemented following the OOSTethys
convention and code-base. At the time when it was installed, there were several
packages, but most relied on reading data from MySQL database. Since PacIOOS is
using a flat-file system, and since most data are in NetCDF, the decision was made to
use the SOS version written in Java that reads NetCDF files in a flat file system. This
is the OOSTethys version written by Luis Bermudez.
Later, the Applied Science Associates (ASA) group developed an SOS “plugin” for
THREDDS. This seems like a more logical route for PacIOOS, given our success with
TDS. It is noted that SOS will likely phase out in favor of ERDDAP.
4.

DataTurbine

DataTurbine (DT) is a real-time streaming data engine that allows for quick datastreaming from a variety of sensors. It acts as a “black box” to which applications
and devices send and receive data. It is mainly used in PacIOOS to get data from
WQB’s and NSS’s into a database. There are two instances used by PacIOOS, a realtime side (http://bbl.ancl.hawaii.edu:8080/RBNB) and an archive side
(http://bbl.ancl.hawaii.edu/kilonalu-data). Individual sensor data are listed as ascii
files in a directory structure categorized by location and platform type.
5.

GeoServer

GeoServer is an OpenSource server written in Java that allows users to share,
process and edit geospatial data. It publishes data from most sources using open
standards. GeoServer functions as the reference implementation of the Open
Geospatial Consortium Web Feature, Map and Coverage Services.
The PacIOOS implementation reads from a PostGIS database and serves layers to
GeoExplorer.
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D.

Data Browsing Tools

The data services described in the previous section provide access to the data
streams. In this section, the tools that allow users to view, subset and optionally
download data are described. Again, as with the data transport tools, the software
used is either developed locally or is free, open-source code. All tools provide webbased access to the data and therefore the only requirement is a web browser and
network access.
It should be noted that some of the data server tools provide both transport and
browse capability. The main use, at least within PacIOOS, is where these tools are
described. For example, ERDDAP provides OPeNDAP capabilities, but also allows
users to display and subset data via on-line maps and figures. Finally, the main GIS
service in PacIOOS, GeoServer, is described in this section, but it is more than a data
browsing tool as it provides GIS analysis capabilities. At this point, however, it is
mainly used to search and display maps and features.
1.

ERDDAP

The ERDDAP server, described earlier, acts as both a data service and as a data
browsing tool.
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2.

Voyager (Data Viewer)

The core data-browsing tool is called Voyager. This is a map-based tool for
displaying data as overlays. The viewer, developed by John Maurer, uses the Google
Map API as foundation for the overlays. The viewer is linked to the web pages when
the Hawaiian Islands group pages are active, or directly at
http://pacioos.org/voyager.
Figure 12 shows the viewer with the default background. The list on the left
contains all the available layers. Some are static datasets or premade images, others
are generated and updated by feeds from remote servers, and still others are
generated from the PacIOOS servers. The list is ever-growing, but includes:
1. 36aprico radar: live feeds from the National Weather Service, the maps get
updated every 2 minutes; options include short-range reflectivity, velocity,
precipitation, etc.
2. hazards
a. air quality
b. drought
c. earthquakes
d. emergency shelters
e. flood hazard zones
f. tsunami evac zones
g. tsunami heights
h. unexploded ordnance
i. volcanoes
3. nautical charts
4. bathymetry (depth)
5. waves
a. PacIOOS wave buoys
b. NDBC buoys
c. CDIP wave buoys
6. tide and water level
a. DART stations
b. IOC stations
c. NOS shore stations
7. surface currents (HFR)
8. satellite data
a. ASCAT
b. AVHRR
c. GOES
d. Jason
e. SeaWifs
f. MODIS
g. QuikSCAT
9. weather forecast
10. surf forecast
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11. tide forecast
12. ocean forecast
13. maritime boundaries
a. three nautical miles
b. territorial sea
c. contiguous zone
d. EEZ
14. geographic boundaries
a. antemeridian
b. equator
c. international date line
d. prime meridian
e. tropic of cancer
f. tropic of 37apricorn
15. navigation
a. aids to navigation (beacons, buoys, lighthouses, lights)
b. boating facilities (anchorage areas, commercial harbors, launch
ramps, mooring buoys, pier only, small boat harbors)
c. FADs
d. Obstructions
e. Ship locations
f. Ship routes
16. seafloor infrastructure
a. dumping sites (dumping, discontinued, explosives)
b. sewer lines
c. underwater cables
17. fish and wildlife
a. monk seals
18. protected areas
a. bottom fish areas
b. Coconut Island
c. Conservation districts
d. Fish replenishment
e. Fisheries management
f. Kaho’olawe
g. National monument
h. Natural area reserve
i. Whale sanctuary
j. Wildlife refuge
k. Wildlife sanctuary
19. benthic habitats
a. biology
b. geomorphology
c. geography
20. water quality
a. nearshore sensors
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b. water quality buoys
c. water quality sites
21. water resources
a. stream gauges
b. rain gauges
22. ocean observatories
a. HOT
b. Kilo Nalu

Figure 12. Voyager top page.

The viewer has many features for modifying or interacting with layers. Most of
these are available via options on the page, and some are internal features (for
example, [shift-click-drag] will zoom to a specified region). Of the page options,
there are three types: layout options at the top, drawing at the lower left, and dataspecific options.
At the top of the page are quick-zoom options to specific islands and beaches (note
that zoom-to-beach is not yet implemented). Also along the top of the viewer is an
option to cycle through domains (arrows), and a “link” box. This box allows users to
save, via a single URL, the map with all parameters and overlays (for example a user
can zoom to a certain area, overlay specific data, and then save the result as a URL to
reproduce the image). This link can either be emailed to another user or saved as a
link in a web page. Finally, consistent with the Google Map API, the basemap can be
changed to a satellite, terrain or map view.
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In the lower left corner are another set of options. These allow the user to draw
latitude and longitude grid lines, click on a point to get range lines, draw a line to
show distance, or draw a polygon to get area. There are also links to clear these or
change units.
Finally, each data set has it’s own set of options once displayed. These include, for
example, changing the transparency of an overlay, changing color ranges, animation,
etc.
3.
Explorer (GeoExplorer)
Geospatial data services, including the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) standards
Web Map Service (WMS), Web Feature Service (WFS) and Web Coverage Service
(WCS) are available via the PacIOOS GeoServer.
GeoServer is an open-source server written in Java that allows users to share and
edit geospatial data. Designed for interoperability, it publishes data from any major
spatial data source using open standards. GeoServer has evolved to become an easy
method of connecting existing information to Virtual Globes such as Google Earth
and NASA World Wind as well as to web-based maps such as OpenLayers, Google
Maps and Bing Maps. GeoServer functions as the reference implementation of the
OGC WFS standard, and also implements the WMS and WCS specifications.
GeoServer reads a variety of formats, including PostGIS18, Shapefiles, GeoTIFF, etc.,
and through standard protocols it can produce KML, GML, Shapefile19, GeoRSS, PDF,
GeoJSON, GIF, and more. It also includes an integrated OpenLayers client for
previewing data layers. Figure 13 is a schematic of the service. In the PacIOOS
implementation, the database is Postgres, the interface is PostGIS; the web browser
is OpenLayers.

PostGIS is an open-source program that adds support for geographic objects to
the PostgreSQL object-relational database. PostGIS follows the Simple Features for
SQL specification from OGC.
19 OpenLayers is an open source JavaScript library for displaying map data in web
browsers. It provides an API for building rich web-based geographic applications
similar to Google Maps.
18
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Figure 13. Schematic representation of GeoServer.

The PacIOOS GeoServer is hosted on separate server machine, and the interface is
found at:
http://pacioos-mapserver2.ancl.hawaii.edu:8080/geoexplorer/index_pacioos.html
Figure 14 shows the default entry page. Note that the PacIOOS web site links to
individual domains via the “dashboard”. For example, if the region “American
Samoa” is selected, then “Pacific Data Explorer” links to the domain of American
Samoa (and not the entire Pacific).
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Figure 14. PacIOOS GeoServer page.

Different data/layers are obtained by selecting the “Overlays” folder. This brings up
a window wherein a user can select data from the PacIOOS database or other
distributed data. At the top are icons that when clicked provide some mapping tools
(print, rulers, metadata, pan, zoom) and a Google Earth option.

E.

Discovery Tools

The ability to search for data and data-services via the web is handled with a Web
Catalog Service (WCS). This type of service works as a link between metadata (both
about data and data services) and user requests to and about data holdings. The
OGC Catalog Service defines common interfaces to discover, browse and query
metadata about data, services and other resources.
In addition to the WCS, a user interface is used to assist in queries. These are
typically composed of maps, pull-downs or fill-in boxes that users enter their search
criteria. The back engine, then, is the CWS that searches both local, and optionally
remote, data catalogs. Data catalogs from remote servers that are access in a catalog
service are referred to as “brokered resources”.
A premium is therefore placed on metadata; having metadata in a recognized
standard allows the data set to be “harvested” by the catalog service. Beyond the
metadata, the layout, or search process is also done in a standard or specific way.
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These “published interfaces” include things like CSW and OPENSEARCH, and
metadata standards include ISO and FGDC.
Figure 15 is a schematic of the meta-data process for the PacIOOS data. The current
catalog is based on this, and reads information from a PostGRES database that is
connected to a Web Accessible Folder (WAF; http://pacioos.org/metadata/iso).

Figure 15. Schematic flow of data and meta-data from file to server. The PyCSW reads from the ncISO
WAF via a PostGRES database.

At present, the main catalog service is done using PyCSW
(http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/search). This is based on python and was
developed by John.

F.

Web pages

The PacIOOS web pages are obviously the key component of the entire endeavor,
and creation and maintenance of these falls upon the DMG. Data services are also
integrally tied to the web pages, so data services and web services work together.
The web pages essentially went through three iterations. The first was put together
by an ad-hoc group of local developers, including Sharon DeCarlo, Paul Johnson, Jim
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Potemra, Peter Hacker, Marcie Grabowski and others. These initial web pages were
organized around the four themes, and data services were limited.

Figure 16. Initial PacIOOS (then HiOOS) web page.

Later, mainly through input and design ideas from Doug Luther, the pages were
redone to address specific user groups (Figure 17). The top page had links for
surfers, swimmers, etc. The pages were developed by Chip Fletcher’s programmer
(Chyn Lim). Users would self-identify and find information about particular topics.
These pages were confusing to some, much appreciated by others.
In mid-2010, Jennifer Patterson (formerly with the Kilo Nalu project) was hired to
completely revamp the HIOOS pages, in the process convert everything to the
PacIOOS brand, and develop the real-time data quality pages. The current pages
have a consistent format that includes a “dashboard” for each region.
Later in 2015 the web pages were redone again. This time the backend was based
on WordPress, and an external company (Hibiscus) did the development. The pages
are hosted on sonoflawelawe, and Fiona mostly handles the updates.
The pages are all served from lawelawe and are proxied as
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu, or equivalently, http://pacioos.org (the latter
purchased from GoDaddy.com). There are three main features on the web site:
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regional “dashboards” that appear when specific regions are selected, IOOS general
content at the bottom of the page (links to other regions and partners), and menus
along the top.

Figure 17. Second version of the PacIOOS web page (still referred to as HiOOS).

The dashboards include real-time and forecast information about local tides,
weather, waves, etc.
The menus at the top provide links to all the subsequent pages. One of these, “Focus
Areas”, contains information about the main groups, i.e., water quality, ocean
conditions, modeling, etc.
Another important link is “Data Access”, which provides links to the data servers,
browsers and products.
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Figure 18. Third version of the PacIOOS top page (http://pacioos.org).
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Figure 19. Current PacIOOS top page (http://pacioos.org)

G.

Statistics

An important metric for the PacIOOS DMS is access statistics. These are separated
between hits to the web page, which are tracked via Google Analytics, and access via
data services. The latter are tracked with AWStats.
Advanced Web Statistics, or AWStats, is a free tool that generates advanced web,
streaming, ftp or mail server statistics, graphically. This log analyzer works as a CGI
or from command line and shows all possible information in the apache log in a
graphical way. It uses a partial information file to be able to process large log files,
often and quickly. It can analyze log files from all major server tools like Apache log
files (NCSA combined/XLF/ELF log format or common/CLF log format), WebStar,
IIS (W3C log format) and a lot of other web, proxy, wap, streaming servers, mail
servers and some ftp servers.
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Figure 20. AWStats page.

The most popular server, both in terms of hits and data downloaded, is the TDS.
Statistics began in February 2012. Recently, the THREDDS server averages over 1
million hits per month and just over 1TB of data accessed. The rest of the server
totals are given in Table 16.
Server
TDS
ERDDAP

Ave Hits
(month)
1,674,131
1,400,000

Ave GB
(month)
1,010
1,010

Table 16. Server statistics for 2020.
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III.

Data Server Specifications

The PacIOOS data management system is fundamentally based on providing access
to data via standard web services. OPeNDAP is at the core of this, specifically
handled with TDS and ERDDAP. OGC standard services are also supported through
these and GeoServer. Table 17 below summarizes these services.
Server

Version

THREDDS

4.6.11

GeoServer

2.4.8

ERDDAP

1.82

DataTurbine
LDM
GeoExplorer

6.9.8

Table 17. PacIOOS server versions.

Protocol Supported
OPeNDAP
WMS 1.3.0
WCS 1.0.0
ncSOS 1.4.3
ISO 19115
WMS 1.3.0
WCS 1.1.1
WFS 2.0.0
TMS 1.0.0
GWC 1.5.3
OPeNDAP
WMS 1.3.0
ISO 19115
FGDC
RSS

IV.

Data File Specifications

The PacIOOS data management system is fundamentally based on providing access
to data via standard web services. At present, TDS is the main mechanism for this,
and therefore data are saved in netCDF format whenever possible. The number of
files is still manageable without need of a database (except in the case of the
geospatial data, described later), so a flat file system is used. Data sets are organized
by platform (e.g., buoy, model, etc.) and put into directories based on type. Different
platforms are then put into subdirectories by name, typically these are based on
location or sequence. For example, the near-shore sensor data are kept in a
directory /export/lawelawe1/nss. In this directory are subdirectories for
ns01, ns02, ns03, etc.
Within each platform subdirectory, the data are further organized by time.
Depending on the granularity of the output, subdirectories can include year and
month.
Finally, data sets are named with an indication of the date, again depending on the
granularity of the data sets. Table 18 lists the file structure along with the filename
convention for data archived on the PacIOOS system.
ACO
Directory
Sub-directories
Filenames
Example
File dimensions (x,y,z,t)

/export/data/aco
by platform (only ADCP), netcdf files by year, month, day
platform_yyyymmdd_h1_h2.nc
adcp/2012/08/28/adp5_20120828_00_08.nc
1, 1, 20, 14297 (one file per 8hr, 2-second resolution)

AIS
Directory
Sub-directories
Filenames
Example
File dimensions (x,y,z,t)

/export/data/ais
none
aisdatayymmdd-hhmm.ais
aisdata120828-0700.ais
1, 1, 1, var (one file per hour)

Beach cameras
Directory
Sub-directories
Filenames
Example
File dimensions (x,y,z,t)

/export/data/beach_cam
location and view, date, date and time
color.jpg, movie.avi
sheraton1/2012-08-28/20120828T170000/color.jpg
1, 1, 1, 1 (one file per hour)

Degree Heating Weeks
Directory
Sub-directories
Filenames
Example
File dimensions (x,y,z,t)

/export/data/dhw
type (netcdf and hdf), year
merged_ct5km_v3.1_yyyymmdd.nc
2012/merged_ct5km_v3.1_20120828.nc
720,331,1,1 (one file per day)

Gliders
Directory
Sub-directories
Filenames
Example
File dimensions (x,y,z,t)

/export/data/glider
glider number and mission number
pnnnmmmm.nc
sg139_7/p1390749.nc
1, 1, various, various (one file dive cycle; single up and down)

HF Radios
Directory
Sub-directories
Filenames
Example
File dimensions (x,y,z,t)

/export/data/hfr
site name, year, month
RDL_sss_yyyy_ddd_HHMM.nc
kok_netcdf/2012/08/RDL_kok_2012_240_2300.nc
76, various,1,1 (actually range, bearing for single level and single time)

Models
Directory
Sub-directories
Filenames
Example
File dimensions (x,y,z,t)

/export/data/model
discipline, model type, grid
grid_yyyymmdd.nc
ore/ww3/Hawaii/ww3hawaii_20120828.nc
completely variable

Near-shore sensors
Directory
Sub-directories
Filenames
Example
File dimensions (x,y,z,t)

/export/data/nss
by platform, raw and netcdf data by year
platform_year_month_day.nc
ns01/netcdf_data_2010/ns01_2010_08_28.nc
1,1,1,360 (one file per day, 4-minute resolution)

OrbComm AIS
Directory
Sub-directories
Filenames
Example
File dimensions (x,y,z,t)

/export/data/orbcomm_ais
glider number and mission number
pnnnmmmm.nc
sg139_7/p1390749.nc
1, 1, 1, various (one file contains all broadcasts for the month)

Tide gauge
Directory
Sub-directories
Filenames
Example
File dimensions (x,y,z,t)

/export/data/uhslc
time period,
hnnn.nc, dnnn.nc, mnnn.nc
fast_monthly/m400.nc
1, 1, 1, various (depends on hourly, daily or monthly and location)

Water quality buoys
Directory
Sub-directories
Filenames
Example
File dimensions (x,y,z,t)

/export/data/wqb
by platform, raw and netcdf data by year
platform_year_month_day.nc
wqbaw/netcdf_data_2010/wqbaw_2010_08_28.nc
1,1,1,72 (one file per day, 20-minute resolution)

Table 18. Summary of data files on local PacIOOS server machine.

PacIOOS attempts to make each file in netCDF format whenever possible. In
addition to this format, every attempt is made to use Climate Forecast (CF)
conventions for variable names and units. At present, the only data sets that are
created by the DMG are those from the near-shore sensors and water quality buoys.
Glider output comes directly from the piloting software (in netCDF); models supply
output in native netCDF; HFR data are sent via Matlab binary and converted; all
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model output is delivered in netCDF. Data coming from external sources, e.g., AIS
data, are converted as needed.
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V.

Data Processing Specifications

This section outlines the process that is undertaken for each data set archived by
PacIOOS. It does not include data that are not saved but merely served (e.g., data
that appear on the data viewer as an overlay). Data are typically downloaded
and/or converted on a regular basis via an automatic cron job on lawelawe. Table
19 gives a listing of all these, both those that involve data transfer/convert and
system crons (e.g., the weekly backup). Following this, details for each data set are
given.
Script

Timing

ais_hourly

hourly, top of the hour

get_adcp.py

hourly, top of the hour

conv_HFR_kak2cdf.s

hourly, 05 past the hour

conv_HFR_kok2cdf.s

hourly, 07 past the hour

conv_HFR_kal2cdf.s

hourly, 09 past the hour

conv_HFR_kna2cdf.s

hourly, 11 past the hour

conv_HFR_kkh2cdf.s

hourly, 13 past the hour

conv_HFR_ppk2cdf.s

hourly, 15 past the hour

conv_HFR_kap2cdf.s

hourly, 17 past the hour

conv_HFR.s

hourly, 20 past the hour

update_http_stats.s
get_gfs.s

daily, 03:09 AM
daily, 10:00 AM

get_gfs_pacific.s

daily, 10:30 AM

get_scud.s
copy_ore_output

daily, 10:00 AM
daily, 01:30 AM

copy_ocn_output
rotate_dmac.sh

daily, 01:15 PM
daily, 2:00 PM

conv_nss_data

daily, 04:00 PM

get_adp_data.s

daily, 06:00 PM

get_dhw.py

daily, 08:30 AM

Table 19. Cron scripts run on PacIOOS server.

Purpose

Machine

retrieve ship locations from
AIS receiver
Get ADCP data from ACO ftp
site
convert the raw (Matlab) KAK
files to NetCDF
convert the raw (Matlab) KOK
files to NetCDF
convert the raw (Matlab) KAL
files to NetCDF
convert the raw (Matlab) KNA
files to NetCDF
convert the raw (Matlab) KKH
files to NetCDF
convert the raw (Matlab) PPK
files to NetCDF
convert the raw (Matlab) KAL
files to NetCDF
convert the raw (Matlab) HFR
files to ASCII
update AWStats
get and convert global forecast
model (atm)
get and convert Pacific
forecast model (atm)
get SCUD model output
get and convert wave model
output
get ocean circ model output
move model output from
“today” to 7-day archive
get and convert NSS data from
DT
get ACO ADCP data from ftp
and convert to netCDF
get and convert Degree
Heating Weeks data

pae-paha
pae-paha
hfr
hfr
hfr
hfr
hfr
hfr
hfr
hfr
Y
pacmod
pacmod
pacmod
pacmod
pacmod
lawelawe
lawelawe
pae-paha
pacmod
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A.

WQB-04 (Hilo) and WQB-05 (Kawaihae/Pelekane)

description: The data are supplied via ftp from YSI. They push data to the SOEST
ftp server every hour, with each hourly file having a header and four lines of data
(15 minute intervals). One script converts this to a regular CSV file that is then
pulled into DataTurbine. Another script pulls the data from DataTurbine and makes
a NetCDF file. The following is for WQB-04, but WQB-05 should be the same.
script:
conv_wqb04_DT.s
timing:
runs every hour at 10 past the hour
function:
pulls data from SOEST ftp server and creates CSV for DataTurbine
input:
ftp://ftp.soest.hawaii.edu/hioos/incoming /1518962400.csv
output:
/export/lawelawe1/wqb/wqb04/for_DT/wqb04.2017-0327_05:15:00.dat
script:
conv_wqb04.s
timing:
runs daily at 3:30PM
function:
pulls data from DataTurbine creates NetCDF
input:
https://bbl.ancl.hawaii.edu/kilonaludata/bigisland/WQB_04/DecimalASCIISampleData/2018/02/02/WQB04_2018020
2000000.10.1.dat
output:
/export/lawelawe1/wqb/wqb04/netcdf_data_2018/wqb04_2018_02_02.nc
notes:
• The raw data for time=hour1 have data for hour1:15, hour1:30, hour1:45
and hour1+1:00, and these are local times
• The raw data for time=hour1 typically get posted a hour later (hour1+2:00)
• The DataTurbine files are a complete day starting at 14:00 running to 13:45
with a total of 96 lines (24*4), so they are a complete UTC day with times
given as local time
• The netCDF converted files have UTC time for a complete UTC day
• The buoys used to have a pH sensor, but it was removed; we just report this
as missing to keep all the files the same length
• Oxygen saturation is listed as percent and fraction. The raw data have
fraction first, and percent second. The Data Turbine files switch this order,
so the netCDF conversion program reads percent first (oxy1) and fraction
second (oxy2)
• More generally, the columns in Data Turbine are not necessarily the same as
the raw data
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B.

WQB-AW, WQB-KN

description: The data are supplied via ftp from YSI. They push data to the SOEST
ftp server every hour, with each hourly file having a header and four lines of data
(15 minute intervals). One script converts this to a regular CSV file that is then
pulled into DataTurbine. Another script pulls the data from DataTurbine and makes
a NetCDF file.
script:
conv_wqb04_DT.s
timing:
runs every hour at 10 past the hour
function:
pulls data from SOEST ftp server and creates CSV for DataTurbine
input:
ftp://ftp.soest.hawaii.edu/hioos/incoming /1518962400.csv
output:
/export/lawelawe1/wqb/wqb04/for_DT/wqb04.2017-0327_05:15:00.dat
script:
conv_wqb04.s
timing:
runs daily at 3:30PM
function:
pulls data from DataTurbine creates NetCDF
input:
https://bbl.ancl.hawaii.edu/kilonaludata/bigisland/WQB_04/DecimalASCIISampleData/2018/02/02/WQB04_2018020
2000000.10.1.dat
output:
/export/lawelawe1/wqb/wqb04/netcdf_data_2018/wqb04_2018_02_02.nc
notes:
• The raw data for time=hour1 have data for hour1:15, hour1:30, hour1:45
and hour1+1:00
• The raw data for time=hour1 typically get posted a hour later (hour1+2:00)
• The DataTurbine files are a complete day starting at 14:00 running to 13:45
with a total of 96 lines (24*4)
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C.

HFR

description: The data come from each site in a Matlab binary format by Pierre’s
processing. The files are placed on lawelawe every hour. One script converts these
binary files to ASCII for the HFR national DAC (they have their own scp access to
lawelawe). Another script creates NetCDF files. Note that the first script is generic
(works on all HFR sites) while the second requires a different executable for each
site.
script:
conv_HFR.s
timing:
runs every hour at 20 past the hour
executable: lawelawe1/hfr/src/convert_HFR_mat2ascii
program:
lawelawe1/hfr/src/convert_HFR_mat2ascii.F
function:
reads data from radlab directories and creates CSV for HFR DAC
(Scripps)
input:
lawelawe0/radlab/hioos/site/realtime/yyyydddHH00_site.RAD_Beam.mat
output:
lawelawe/hfrnet/site/RDL_site_yyyy_mm_dd_HH0000.ruv
script:
conv_HFR_site2cdf.s
timing:
run every hour at 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15 and 17 past the hour (7 sites)
executable: lawelawe1/hfr/src/convert_site_netcdf
program:
lawelawe1/hfr/src/convert_HFR_mat2ascii.F
function:
accesses data from RadLab disk (.mat) and creates NetCDF
input:
lawelawe0/radlab/hioos/site/realtime/yyydddhhh00_site.RAD_Beam.mat
output:
lawelawe1/hfr/site_netcdf/yyyy/mm/RDL_site_yyyy_ddd_HHMM.nc
notes:
• Raw .mat files are written close to an hour after the measurement time, on
the half-hour and given a UTC time in the file name.
• The programs used to only compile on an external machine (lii), but this was
fixed in 2017.
• The programs read a generic input file “radar_in.mat”, so the raw files are
first copied to this. The syntax is different for the two however:
o “convert_HFR_mat2ascii” with the following input: yyyy mm dd HH
MM SS site. The input files have “day of year” in the title, but this
program needs month and day. For example:
§ Copy 2016110010000_kal.RAD_Beam.mat to radar_in.mat
§ Day 110 is April 20th, 04/20, so run convert_HFR_mat2ascii
and then enter: 2016 04 20 01 00 00 kal
o “convert_HFR_site2cdf” with the following input: yyyy ddd HH MM SS
site. For example:
§ Copy 201611001000_kal.RAD_Beam.mat to radar_in.mat
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Day 110 is April 20th, 04/02, so run convert_HFR_kal2cdf and
then enter: 2016 110 01 00 kal
The DAC (Scripps) will occasionally purge files from the ~hfrnet directories
Raw .mat files are kept in the RadLab directory, netcdf’s in lawelawe1, .ruv
are not saved
§

•
•
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D.

NSS (realtime)

description: There are two types of NSS data streams, one that comes in real-time
and one that has to be manually off-loaded from the instrument and processed
locally. The data come in ASCII space delineated files. The real-time ones send data
straight to DataTurbine, the delayed mode ones are ASCII files that Joe puts into
DataTurbine. The procedures below get the data from DataTurbine and make
NetCDF files. Note that both are pulled from the archive side of DataTurbine not the
Real-time ring buffer.
script:
timing:
executable:
program:
function:
NetCDF
input:
output:

conv_nss_data
runs every day at 4:00 PM
lawelawe1/nss/src/new/conv2netcdf
lawelawe1/nss/src/new/write_netcdf.f
pulls hourly data files from DataTurbine and makes aggregated daily

timing:
executable:
program:
function:
NetCDF
input:
output:

runs daily at 3:30PM
lawelawe1/nss/src/conv2netcdf
lawelawe1/nss/src/write_netcdf.f
pulls hourly data files from DataTurbine and makes aggregated daily

https://bbl.ancl.hawaii.edu/kilonalu-data/loc/…
/export/lawelawe1/nss/site/netcdf_data_yyyy

https://bbl.ancl.hawaii.edu/kilonalu-data/loc/…
/export/lawelawe1/nss/site/netcdf_data_yyyy

notes:
• The data are reported every four minutes, and there is a single file for each
hour. The times in the file are reported as local time, i.e., they start at 14:00
for the previous day and run through 13:56 for the current day. The
filenames on the other hand are UTC, e.g.,
AW02XX_001CTDXXXXR00_20180202000001.10.1.dat (Feb 02, 2018 00:00)
through AW02XX_001CTDXXXXR00_20180202230001.10.1.dat (Feb 02,
2018 23:00). The program converts time to UTC.
• The delayed mode files are in UTC natively, but the filenames are not.
• QARTOD real-time QC is done on the real-time streams while delayed mode
data do not have this (thus the two different programs).
• The scripts get_DT.s and conv_raw2cdf.s are used to batch process delayed
mode files (typically these come in monthly).
• The Maui NSS (NS-12 and NS-13) are processed differently, and these use
executable and code in their own subdirectories.
• Back when Saipan had an NSS (NS-11) this was handled with a separate
program.
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E.

Ocean/Atmosphere model output

description: Ocean and atmospheric models are run every day and provide several
day forecasts. The output files are simply copied from the common directory
(shared by the data and modeling groups) as the models provide NetCDF files
already. The atmospheric output we get is pre-processed by the ocean modeling
group (it contains a subset of variables and is on the ocean model grid).
script:
timing:
function:
input:
output:

copy_ocn_output
runs at 1:15 PM daily
copies ocean and atmosphere model output to main server disk
lawelawe0/dmac/0day/ocn/*.nc
lawelawe1/model (subdirs for ocn/atm and forecast/assimilation

notes:
• The modeling group shares a server disk called “dmac” with subdirectories
for the past seven days (0day for today, 1day for yesterday, etc.). The files
are cycled daily at 2:00 PM using rotate_dmac.sh
• The time in the WRF (atmospheric ) model are sometimes incorrect so the
script /root/cron_jobs/conv_wrf_time.s is run by copy_ocn_output to correct
this.
• Typically the atmospheric model output is ready by 7:00 AM and the ocean
model output between 10:00 AM and 1:00 PM; to ensure we get it all, the
copy script is run at 1:15.
• The raw output files do not have a date in the file name, so this is added
during the copy so that these files may be aggregated by THREDDS. For
example, hiig_fore.nc will get copied to hiig_forec_20180223.nc for Feb 23,
2018.
• The atmospheric model output are written to lawelawe0 with a link to
lawelawe1 due to limited space.
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F.

Wave model output

description: The wave models are run using the WRF as forcing. There are two
types, a large-scale WaveWatchIII and regional SWAN grids. The WW3 output
comes as ASCII files with data in rows. Each variable is in a separate file, and there
are multiple grids (e.g., global, Hawaii, Samoa, etc.). The SWAN output comes in
Matlab binary files, again in different grids (e.g., Kauai, Oahu, etc.). Two different
programs are run to convert all these files to NetCDF.
script:
timing:
executable:
program:
function:
input:
output:

copy_ore_output
runs daily at 03:30 AM
~jimp/waves/write_grid_nc
~jimp/waves/write_grid_nc.f.
copies WW3 output from model disk and converts to NetCDF
lawelawe0/dmac/0day/ww3_grid_var.vr
lawelawe1/model/ore/ww3/grid/ww3grid_yyymmdd.nc

executable:
program:
function:
input:
output:

~jimp/waves/write_grid_nc
~jimp/waves/write_regional_nc.F
copies SWAN output from model disk and converts to NetCDF
lawelawe0/dmac/0day/ore/grid.mat
lawelawe1/model/ore/swan/grid/swan_grid_yyymmdd.nc

notes:
• The wave models run late at night/early morning (around midnight)
• Files are actually written to lawlawe2 with a link to lawelawe1 due to limited
space
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G.

SCUD

description: The Surface Current model is run by Jan Hafner in the IPRC, and daily
output is put on the SOEST ftp server. The files are already in NetCDF so the process
is merely to copy these daily to the PacIOOS server.
script:
timing:
function:
input:
dd.nc
output:

get_scud.s
runs daily at 10:00 AM
ftp data from SOEST ftp server and to PacIOOS disk
ftp.soest.hawaii.edu/users/hafner/SCUD/PACIOOS/yyyy/yyyy-mmlawelawe1/model/scud/ yyyy/yyyy-mm-dd.nc

notes:
• The model is run on Jan’s machine, and occasionally there are problems. If
the problem is corrected, old output can be downloaded manually (email
jhafner@hawaii.edu if the problem persists).
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H.

NCEP GFS

description: The NCEP daily forecast model is run four times per day, initialized a
00, 06, 12 and 18 hour; we only get the 12:00 run. There are many variables in the
forecast of which we download and convert just a few (heat fluxes, winds, etc.). The
raw files are accessed via an OPeNDAP call and converted to NetCDF. We get both
the 0.5-degree global output and higher resolution 0.25-degree Pacific output.
script:
get_gfs.s
timing:
runs daily at 09:00 AM
executable: grads
program:
lawelawe1/model/atm/gfs_global/src/get_gfs_0.5deg.gs
function:
pulls data from NCEP OPeNDAP server and saves local NetCDF files
input:
http://nomads.ncep.noaa.gov:9090/dods/gfs_0p50/date/gfs_0p50_12z
output:
lawelawe1/model/atm/gfs/gfs_global/data/gfs_surf_yyyy_mm_dd.nc
script:
get_gfs_pacific.s
timing:
runs daily at 09:30 AM
executable: grads
program:
lawelawe1/model/atm/gfs_pacific/src/get_gfs_0.25deg.gs
function:
pulls data from NCEP OPeNDAP server and saves local NetCDF files
input:
http://nomads.ncep.noaa.gov:9090/dods/gfs_0p25/gfsdate/gfs_0p25_12z
output:
lawelawe1/model/atm/gfs/gfs_pacific/data/gfs_surf_pac_yyyy_mm_dd.nc
notes:
• GrADS is used to convert these files as it provides an easy OPeNDAP interface
and can write NetCDF
• The scripts occasionally fail and need to be rerun. If done same day there is
no problem, otherwise the date needs to be manually entered and run.
• The scripts first run grads with an argument specifying the date and time
(e.g., grads –lcb “run get_gfs_0.5deg.gs 20180226“ to specify Feb 26, 2018).
The grads scripts then just gets the surface values of nine different variables
and writes them to temporary (e.g., file01.nc, file02.nc, etc.) files.
• The shell script then uses ncks to concatenate the NetCDF files, ncap to
correct the date (GrADS defaults to a start date of 0), and ncatted to change
some of the metadata (variable long names, units, etc.).
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I.

ACO

description: At present we are accessing two data sets from the ALOHA Cabled
Observatory (ACO), namely bottom pressure (of interest to the Pacific Tsunami
Warning Center) and bottom currents from the ADCP. Both are high-frequency data
streams.
script:
timing:
function:
input:
output:

aco_pressure.s
runs every hour at the top of the hour
“listens” to port 48331 from the ACO and gets 40Hz data
aco-makaha.soest.hawaii.edu:48331
lawelawe1/aco/pressure/time-HHMM.acop

script:
get_adp_data.s
timing:
runs daily at 6:00PM
function:
ftp data from ACO server and copy files to PacIOOS
input:
mananui.soest.hawaii.edu:/pub/aco/adp/adp5_yyyymmdd.nc
output:
lawelawe1/aco/adcp/yyyy/mm/adp5_yyyymmdd_HH_HH.nc
notes:
• The pressure data are posted immediately to ERDDAP
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J.

AIS

description: PacIOOS has a receiver for ship locations down at Kaka’ako (HFR site).
This script “listens” for data via port 8080 and pipes the data to
/export/lawelawe1/ais
script:
timing:
function:
input:
output:

ais_hourly.s
runs every hour at the top of the hour
“listens” to port 8080 from the AIS receiver
lawelawe.pacioos.hawaii.edu:8080
lawelawe1/ais/aisdata/time.ais
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VI.

Data Format Specifications

This section goes into all the details of each data set, including data formats,
vocabularies and server end-points.

A.

High-Frequency Radios (HFR)

1.
Data flow
The HFR sites report along-track (radial) velocities (bearing and range) every 15
minutes, basically the time it takes for the HFR to make a single swath or sweep of
the ocean surface. The data are collected locally on a Linux box known as the Wera
server at each site. It’s then periodically SCP’d via the route that is current on each
site’s failover router directly to lawelawe (the setup has two Internet connections
at each site, a broadband and if it goes down, it automatically fails over to GSM;
Kaena Pt’s GSM is currently inoperable until he gets an external cellular antenna).
The data are copied, after being sent to lawelawe, to the HFR “lab server” as a
means of backup.
The raw data are then processed by the HFR group. This processing includes
computing averaged hourly files in Matlab binary format. The resulting files are
then placed on lawelawe20 in
/export/lawelawe0/radlab/hioos/sitename where sitename is one of
kak, kal, kok, etc. (note that there is a legacy site, koo that is not used). The files
are of the form yyyydddhhmm_site.RAD_Beam.mat, where yyyy is the fourdecimal year, ddd is the three-decimal day-of-year, hh is the hour and mm is the
minute (e.g., 20102790200_kak.RAD_Beam.mat).
The HFR data are then converted in two different ways: from Matlab binary to ASCII
.ruv files that are read by the National HFR site at UCSD/Scripps, and from Matlab
binary to NetCDF for serving on the PacIOOS TDS. Note the local TDS service is just
for local model assimilation and this link is not advertised.
Conversion to ASCII: The raw files are converted to ASCII via an hourly cron script,
conv_HFR.s, that runs at 20 minutes past the hour. The script accesses programs
in /export/lawelawe/jimp/HFR, primarily convert_HFR_mat2ASCII.F,
to convert the Matlab binary files into ASCII. The program reads input of time (as
year, month, day, hour, minute and second) and location (as three character code).
All values are read from the Matlab files except time, which is read from the file
name. An example call is:
convert_HFR_mat2ascii 2016 08 28 13 00 00 kak
lawelawe will be used throughout to refer to the main PacIOOS server machine,
lawelawe.soest.hawaii.edu
20

and this will read from an input file called 20162411300_kak.RAD_Beam.mat
and create a file called RDL_kak_2016_08_28_130000.ruv with data from
August 28, 2016 at 1:00PM for station KAK.
The ASCII files are copied to a site-specific subdirectory in
/export/lawelawe1/hfrnet where they are retrieved by the National HFR
group at Scripps. This group converts the raw, radial velocities to vectors by
combining data from overlapping HFR and then servers the data via the National
network. These files are then used for the overlays in the local PacIOOS Data
Explorer. Scripps looks for new files by filename (date in the filename, not file
creation time), but the local processing looks for recently modified files. Thus, if the
local HFR group posts a set of new files, these will all get processed as new, but the
National network will only pick the ones for “today”.
Conversion to NetCDF: Separate cron scripts are run to convert the Matlab binary
files into NetCDF for inclusion in the PacIOOS TDS. These scripts are site-specific
and contain the site in the script name, for example conv_HFR_kak2cdf.s
converts the data for the KAK site. These scripts are run at 5, 7, 9 …, 17 minutes past
the hour (every hour). The scripts use programs in
/export/lawelawe1/hfr/src to convert the Matlab binary files into NetCDF so
the data can be included in the TDS. The programs are unique for each site since
they have different ranges and resolutions (e.g., convert_kak_netcdf, a
compiled version of convert_HFR_mat2netcdf.F, is used to make the NetCDF
file for the KAK site). This program requires the Matlab library glnxa64, so this
must be loaded first. Similar to the conversion program for Matlab-to-ASCII, times
are obtained from the filename.
The generated NetCDF files are put in
/export/lawelawe1/hfr/sitename_netcdf/year/month, where
sitename is one of kak, kal or kok; year is the 4-digit year and month is the 2digit month. The filenames are then of the form RDL_kkk_yyyy_ddd_hhmm.nc,
again with kkk being the site name (three letter abbreviation), yyyy the year, ddd
the day of the year (0 to 366), hh the hour and mm the minute. The cron job looks for
all files with creation/modified times less than 70 minutes old, copies them over,
and makes the NetCDF file. The dates in the output filenames are based on the input
filenames.
An important note is that the conversion program for binary-to-ASCII compiles fine
on lawelawe, but the binary-to-NetCDF codes do not. These have to be compiled
on lii.soest.hawaii.edu (files in /export/lii/jimp/OOS/HIOOS/HFR).
Secondly, since the range (and possibly bearing) seem to change without notice, the
conversion programs for binary-to-NetCDF now have a default number of ranges
(125) and bearings (245). If the actually observations are less than this, the arrays
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are filled with NaN’s. Table 20 gives the actual range numbers from recent (as of
this edit) files.
In summary:
1. Convert Matlab binary files to ASCII for HFRNET (conv_HFR.s):
• convert_HFR_mat2ascii.F used to convert .mat to .ruv
• one executable for all sites, convert_HFR_mat2ascii, and it reads at
command line the year, month, day, hour, minute, second and location; e.g.,
convert_HFR_mat2ascii < 2014 08 28 06 00 00 kak
• lat/lon specified in program (“origin” in ASCII file)
• slat/slon read from matlab file, used to calculate ranges
• time is obtained from input filename
2. Convert Matlab binary files to NetCDF files for TDS (conv_HFR_*2cdf.s):
• convert_HFR_mat2netcdf.F used to convert .mat to .nc
• executables are different for each site, e.g., convert_kal_netcdf, and
they read at command line the year, day, hour, minute and location, e.g.,
convert_kal_netcdf < 2014 128 10 30 kal
• lat/lon specified in global attributes (program)
• slat/slon read from matlab file, written as variable
• time is obtained from input filename
• range and bearing are standardized to 125x245, respectively; NaN’s are used
to fill in values then are replaced with actual observations if available
Location
Koko Head
Kaka’ako
Barber’s Pt.
Kaena Pt.
Keaukaha
Pepe’ekeo
Kapiolani

Site
name
KOK
KAK
KAL
KNA
KKH
PPK
KAP

Range
Res
1.5 km
0.6 km
1.5 km
1.5 km
0.6 km
0.6 km
1.5 km

Range
110 km
60 km
150 km
110 km
50 km
50 km
150 km

First
valid data
09-12-2011
10-09-2014
09-25-2010
03-26-2013
12-17-2013
05-06-2015
09-13-2015

File
freq
60 min
60 min
60 min
60 min
60 min
60 min
60 min

Filesize
per file
738,900
738,900
738,900
738,900
738,900
738,900
738,900

Filesize
per year
6.47 GB
6.47 GB
6.47 GB
6.47 GB
6.47 GB
6.47 GB
6.47 GB

Table 20. HFR data specifics.
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Figure 21. Generic data flow for HFR. The data are acquired from each site by the HRF group, and
Matlab binary files are supplied to the PacIOOS disk (1), converted (2) and put on the servers (3).

2.

3.

File naming convention
- RDL_sitename_yyyy_ddd_HHMM.nc, where
o Sitename is one of KAK, KNA, KAL, KOK
o yyyy is four-digit year
o ddd is day of the year
o HHMM is hour/minute
Data format specification
netcdf RDL_kal_2013_178_1700 {
dimensions:
range = 125 ;
bearing = 245 ;
z = 1 ;
time = UNLIMITED ; // (1 currently)
variables:
float x-origin ;
x-origin:long_name = “longitude of HFR at zero range” ;
x-origin:short_name = “slon” ;
x-origin:units = “degrees_east” ;
float y-origin ;
y-origin:long_name = “latitude of HFR at zero range” ;
y-origin:short_name = “slat” ;
y-origin:units = “degrees_north” ;
float range(range) ;
range:long_name = “range to cell” ;
range:units = “km” ;
float bearing(bearing) ;
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bearing:long_name = “bearing to cell clockwise from north”
;
bearing:units = “degrees” ;
float z(z) ;
z:long_name = “depth below mean sea level” ;
z:standard_name = “depth” ;
z:axis = “z” ;
z:units = “meters” ;
int time(time) ;
time:long_name = “time” ;
time:standard_name = “time” ;
time:axis = “t” ;
time:units = “minutes since 2008-01-01 00:00:00” ;
float lat(range, bearing) ;
lat:long_name = “latitude” ;
lat:standard_name = “latitude” ;
lat:axis = “y” ;
lat:units = “degrees_north” ;
lat:_FillValue = -999.f ;
float lon(range, bearing) ;
lon:long_name = “longitude” ;
lon:standard_name = “longitude” ;
lon:axis = “x” ;
lon:units = “degrees_east” ;
lon:_FillValue = -999.f ;
float accu(time, z, range, bearing) ;
accu:long_name = “accuracy of the Bragg estimate in cell” ;
accu:units = “m/s” ;
accu:_FillValue = -999.f ;
float powr(time, z, range, bearing) ;
powr:long_name = “relative power of cell” ;
powr:units = “dB” ;
powr:_FillValue = -999.f ;
float urad(time, z, range, bearing) ;
urad:long_name = “radial current in cell” ;
urad:standard_name =
“radial_sea_water_velocity_away_from_instrument” ;
urad:units = “m/s” ;
urad:_FillValue = -999.f ;
float vari(time, z, range, bearing) ;
vari:long_name = “variance of grid interpolation” ;
vari:units = “unknown” ;
vari:_FillValue = -999.f ;
// global attributes:
:title = “Results from Kalaeloa HFR, raw 15-minute data
provided by SOEST RADLAB group, P. Flament, PI. Data are radial
velocities.......................................x-origin = 157.08360...................y-origin =
21.29750...................” ;
:Conventions = “CF-1.4” ;
}

4.

Data vocabulary
Variable

Long name

Short
name

Standard
Name

Units
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x-origin

y-origin

range(range)
bearing(bearing)

z(z)
time(time)

lat(range,bearing)
lon(range,bearing)
accu(time,z,range,bearing)

powr(time,z,range,bearing)
urad(time,z,range,bearing)

vari(time,z,range,bearing)

longitude of
HFR at zero
range
latitude of
HFR at zero
range
range to cell
bearing to cell
clockwise
from north
depth below
mean sea level
time
latitude
longitude
accuracy of
the Bragg
estimate in
cell
relative power
of cell
radial current
in cell
variance of
grid
interpolation

slon

degrees_east

slat

degrees_north
km
degrees
depth

meters

time

minutes since
2008-01-01
00:00:00
degrees_north
degrees_east
m/s

latitude
longitude

dB
radial_sea_water
velocityaway
from_instrument

m/s
unknown

Table 21. HFR variable list.

5.
Data distribution
Near-Real Time Surface Ocean Velocity, Hawaii, 1 km Resolution
• Metadata: http://pacioos.org/metadata/HFRADAR_USHI_hourly_RTV_1km.html
• Voyager: http://pacioos.org/voyager/index.html?b=20.838278%2C158.535461%2C21.460737%2C-157.364731&t=h&o=hfrad::1
• TDS:
http://hfrnet.ucsd.edu/thredds/HFRADAR_USHI_hourly_RTV.html?dataset=HFR
Net/USHI/1km/hourly/RTV
• WMS:
http://hfrnet.ucsd.edu/thredds/wms/HFRNet/USHI/1km/hourly/RTV?service
=WMS&version=1.3.0&request=GetCapabilities
• WCS:
http://hfrnet.ucsd.edu/thredds/wcs/HFRNet/USHI/1km/hourly/RTV?service=
WCS&version=1.0.0&request=GetCapabilities
• NCSS:
http://hfrnet.ucsd.edu/thredds/ncss/grid/HFRNet/USHI/1km/hourly/RTV/dat
aset.html
• OPeNDAP:
http://hfrnet.ucsd.edu/thredds/dodsC/HFRNet/USHI/1km/hourly/RTV.html
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Near-Real Time Surface Ocean Velocity, Hawaii, 2 km Resolution
• Metadata: http://pacioos.org/metadata/HFRADAR_USHI_hourly_RTV_2km.html
• Voyager: http://pacioos.org/voyager/index.html?b=20.838278%2C158.535461%2C21.460737%2C-157.364731&t=h&o=hfrad::1
• THREDDS:
http://hfrnet.ucsd.edu/thredds/HFRADAR_USHI_hourly_RTV.html?dataset=HFR
Net/USHI/2km/hourly/RTV
• WMS:
http://hfrnet.ucsd.edu/thredds/wms/HFRNet/USHI/2km/hourly/RTV?service
=WMS&version=1.3.0&request=GetCapabilities
• WCS:
http://hfrnet.ucsd.edu/thredds/wcs/HFRNet/USHI/2km/hourly/RTV?service=
WCS&version=1.0.0&request=GetCapabilities
• NCSS:
http://hfrnet.ucsd.edu/thredds/ncss/grid/HFRNet/USHI/2km/hourly/RTV/dat
aset.html
• OPeNDAP:
http://hfrnet.ucsd.edu/thredds/dodsC/HFRNet/USHI/2km/hourly/RTV.html
Near-Real Time Surface Ocean Velocity, Hawaii, 6 km Resolution
• Metadata: http://pacioos.org/metadata/HFRADAR_USHI_hourly_RTV_6km.html
• Voyager: http://pacioos.org/voyager/index.html?b=20.838278%2C158.535461%2C21.460737%2C-157.364731&t=h&o=hfrad::1
• THREDDS:
http://hfrnet.ucsd.edu/thredds/HFRADAR_USHI_hourly_RTV.html?dataset=HFR
Net/USHI/6km/hourly/RTV
• WMS:
http://hfrnet.ucsd.edu/thredds/wms/HFRNet/USHI/6km/hourly/RTV?service
=WMS&version=1.3.0&request=GetCapabilities
• WCS:
http://hfrnet.ucsd.edu/thredds/wcs/HFRNet/USHI/6km/hourly/RTV?service=
WCS&version=1.0.0&request=GetCapabilities
• NCSS:
http://hfrnet.ucsd.edu/thredds/ncss/grid/HFRNet/USHI/6km/hourly/RTV/dat
aset.html
• OPeNDAP:
http://hfrnet.ucsd.edu/thredds/dodsC/HFRNet/USHI/6km/hourly/RTV.html

B.

Beach cameras

1.
Data flow
The beach camera still images and animations are placed directly on the PacIOOS
server by Chris Kontoes (Mark Merrifield, PI). The two cameras (Sheraton and
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Waimea), have two different views and take both still and animated images. The
animations are based on images taken within the hour (typically 5 minute
intervals). The images placed on lawelawe are always called “color.jpg” and
animations are called “movie.avi”. The times are determined by the directory
structure; the directory name has the data and time. Files are copied over every
hour for daylight hours only (typically 07:00 to 17:00 HST) via an hourly cron job
(copy_beachcams.s).
Location

Site
name

Sheraton

sheraton1
sheraton2

Waimea

waimea1
waimea2

View

Valid dates Filesize Filesize
per file per year
(hr)
toward
02-05-2009 211,807 850 MB
Diamond Head 10-13-2013 442,212 1.78 GB
straight down 02-05-2009 261,961 1.05 GB
10-13-2013 451,482 1.81 GB
toward ocean 02-05-2009 186,399 748 MB
10-14-2013 187,490 752 MB
along shore
02-05-2009 126,057 506 MB
10-14-2013 164,488 660 MB

Table 22. File specifications for beach camera images.

2.
File naming convention
The files are supplied directly to disk with the names color.jpg and movie.avi.
The directory structure gives the data and time, e.g., a picture from the Sheraton at
noon on in August 28, 2011 would be named
/export/lawelawe1/beach_cam/sheraton1/2011-0828/20110828T120000/color.jpg
3.
Data format specification
The files are jpeg images and avi animations.
4.
N/A

Data vocabulary

5.
Data distribution
The beach camera images are not distributed via a data service. They can be saved
off the web page in real-time, or requests can be emailed to the data group for
specific sets of images. These will be handled on a case by case basis, and images
would be made available on the SOEST ftp server.

C.

Near-shore sensors (NSS)

1.
Data flow
The near-shore sensor (NSS) network is composed of individual platforms with
multiple sensors. These platforms are mounted to piers or other such structures
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and measure temperature and salinity in the near surface. Some additionally
measure pressure, chlorophyll (florescence) and turbidity.
In short, data from sensors that have telemetry enabled are put into a database by
DataTurbine (DT) every four minutes. There are two different DT sites, the “realtime” DT (RBNB) and the “archive” DT. It is not always the case that these two
match, i.e., there could be data on one server that is not on the other. The two
different DT sites are:
1. Archive: http://bbl.ancl.hawaii.edu/kilonalu-data/
2. Realtime: http://bbl.ancl.hawaii.edu:8080/RBNB/
The sensor data are placed in directories based on location name and instrument.
Note that the list below is for the archive DT; the real-time side doesn’t pre-append
the location:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NS01:
alawai/AW01XX_002CTDXXXXR00/DecimalASCIISampleData/
NS02:
alawai/AW02XX_001CTDXXXXR00/DecimalASCIISampleData/
NS03:
alawai/WK01XX_001CTDXXXXR00/DecimalASCIISampleData/
NS04:
alawai/WK02XX_001CTDXXXXR00/DecimalASCIISampleData/
NS05:
pacioos/PIAS01_001CTDXXXXR00/DecimalASCIISampleData/
NS06:
pacioos/PIFM02_002CTDXXXXR00/DecimalASCIISampleData/
(note this was PIFM01 until 08/2011, and PIFM02_001 until 06/2014)
NS07:
pacioos/PIMI01_001CTDXXXXR00/DecimalASCIISampleData/
NS08:
pacioos/PIPL01_001CTDXXXXR00/DecimalASCIISampleData/
NS09:
pacioos/PIGM01_001CTDXXXXR00/DecimalASCIISampleData/
NS10:
alawai/MB01XX_001CTDXXXXR00/DecimalASCIISampleData/
NS11:
pacioos/PINM01_002CTDX008R00/DecimalASCIISampleData/
NS12: maui/MU02XX_001YCTDXXXR00/DecimalASCIISampleData/
NS13: maui/MU01XX_001YCTDXXXR00/DecimalASCIISampleData/
NS15:
pacioos/PIGM01_002CTDX002R00/DecimalASCIISampleData/
NS16:
alawai/MB02XX_001CTDXXXXR00/DecimalASCIISampleData/
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At present processing is done once per day pulling data from the “archive” server.
This is done via a cron job run at 16:00 HST (conv_nss_data) which is a link to
/export/lawelawe1/nss/src/conv_nss_data.
This script gets the current day (Hawaii time), pulls data from DT via wget from the
directory for that day (today). Note that DT puts files into a directory structure with
subdirectories for year, then month, and finally day. Within the “day” subdirectory
are individual files whose name includes the creation time. All these times are UTC,
but the times listed in the files themselves are local time. For example the process
for an NSS in Hawaii, ten hours behind UTC, would be:
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

On March 9, 2012 at 16:00 HST the download/conversion script is run
It acquires all data in the directory …/2012/03/09
The files in this directory are named inst20120309000317
(00:03:17 for March 9 2012) through inst20120309230317
(23:03:17 for March 9 2012)
The first line of the first file has time 14:00 and the last line is 14:59
for March 8 (this is one hour in local time and corresponds to 00:00
March 9 UTC)
The last file has times 13:00 through 13:59 for March 9 (again, this is
local time and corresponds to 23:00 through 23:59 UTC)

The conversion script gets local time via the “date” command. Note that “today” in
HST, if run at 16:00, is “yesterday” in GMT, so the script gets all data from a
complete single day, e.g., the script run at 16:00 HST on January 2, 2011 will get all
data for January 2, 2011 and create a file with Jan02 in the file name.
All data are concatenated into a single file (infile) and then the program
conv2netcdf (binary form of write_netcdf.f) is run to create a NetCDF file.
As noted above, the times in the raw, ASCII files are local times, while the file name
convention is UTC (the single exception is NS-11 that reports in UCT). The program
conv2netcdf will convert from local time to UTC, so the NetCDF files have a
filename, and time within the file, in UTC.
If there are missing data for an entire day, a file is still made with all missing data.
The next step in the conversion is to create a link in the sensor/agg directory, then
using ncrcat, create a single aggregate file.
Processing these files exposed a few issues in both the data collection and
conversion. In summary:
1. The format of the data on the DataTurbine is not consistent, sometimes being
preceded with a hash mark (#), sometimes not; sometimes fields are
separated by a comma, sometimes not; etc.
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2. Sensors sometimes move, in which case they should get a new ID number
(e.g., see PIFM01 and PIFM02; same sensor just got moved). In processing
we keep this all as NS06 (probably need to address this).
3. The sensors require coefficients and offsets. These get changed every time
the sensors are recalibrated. It is important that the NSS group pass this
information to the DMG.
The file conversion also includes two calculations (potentially) to convert input
voltages to values. This typically involves a “dark count” and a “scale factor” and is
used for both chlorphyll and turbidity calculations. The calculation is then applied
as:
flor = scale factorc x ( measured value – dark countsc )
turb = scale factort x ( measured value – dark countst )
The dark counts and scale factors are obtained from the WET Labs FLNTU
characterization sheets and get updated every time the instrument is calibrated.
The current calibration coefficients are summarized in Table 23 (note some NSS do
not carry a FLTNUS and thus no calibration coefficients are listed). The actual spec
sheets can be found at https://sites.google.com/site/hioosdmac/nearshore-sensors
Note that NS-01 stopped in April, 2013 and NS-09 stopped in January, 2011.
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Site

FLNTUS

NS-01

860
860
1630
860
1630
1630
861
861
2568
1675
1628
1675
n/a
n/a
1310
1310
1310
1310
1309
861
861
1534
1534
1534
1676
1676
1675
1675
860
860
1628
1628
n/a
n/a
n/a
1309
2568
1309
1309
1310
1630
2568

NS-02

NS-03
NS-04
NS-05

NS-06
NS-07
NS-08
NS-09
NS-10
NS-11
NS-12
NS-13
NS-14
NS-15

NS-16

Calibration
Date

Effective
Date

dark_c

scale_c dark_t scale_t

Nov 27, 2007
Oct 05, 2009
Nov 09, 2009
Oct 25, 2010
Nov 09, 2009
Jul 18, 2012
Nov 27, 2007
Apr 30, 2010
Feb 08, 2012
Mar 15, 2013
Apr 14, 2013
Jan 25, 2016

Aug 15, 2008
Oct 19, 2009
Jun 30, 2010
Nov 10, 2010
Feb 04, 2011
Mar 27, 2012
Jul 28, 2008
Apr 30, 2010
Mar 19, 2013
Apr 05, 2013
Dec 09, 2015
Mar 11, 2016

0.099
0.099
0.068
0.065
0.068
0.071
0.099
0.088
0.078
0.070
0.066
0.067

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

0.065
0.063
0.037
0.076
0.037
0.040
0.065
0.064
0.066
0.084
0.062
0.085

5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
20.0
5.0
20.0

Jun 17, 2009
Jun 15, 2011
Nov 27, 2012
Mar 03, 2016
Jun 17, 2009
Nov 30, 2012
Sep 01, 2015
Jul 13, 2009
Mar 13, 2014
Oct 14, 2015
Jan 7, 2010
Sep 17, 2012
Jan 07, 2010
Jun 09, 2011
Oct 25, 2010
Jan 30, 2012
Nov 05, 2009
Apr 15, 2013

Jun 09, 2010
Aug 25, 2011
Nov 01, 2013
Apr 28, 2016
May 07, 2010
Feb 13, 2013
Nov 05, 2015
May 01, 2010
Jul 23, 2014
Oct 23, 2015
May 24, 2010
Oct 10, 2012
May 20, 2010
Jun 09, 2011
May 31, 2011
Feb 16, 2012
Sep 15, 2011
May 01, 2013

0.062
0.059
0.061
0.060
0.069
0.093
0.048
0.060
0.058
0.058
0.052
0.067
0.071
0.070
0.065
0.064
0.065
0.066

25.0
10.0
11.0
12.0
25.0
13.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

0.079
0.079
0.080
0.079
0.068
0.069
0.064
0.066
0.067
0.068
0.066
0.065
0.084
0.084
0.076
0.075
0.057
0.062

199.0
5.0
5.0
6.0
197.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

Jun 17, 2009
Feb 08, 2012
May 14, 2014
Mar 26, 2015
Oct 17, 2017
Aug 14, 2013
Feb 08, 2012

Jul 07, 2012
Jul 16, 2013
Jun 01, 2014
Jun 04, 2015
Dec 11, 2017
Jan 15, 2014
Jul 31, 2015

0.069
0.078
0.070
0.070
0.064
0.070
0.078

25.0
10.0
51.0
52.0
11.0
10.0
10.0

0.068
0.066
0.069
0.069
0.081
0.040
0.066

197.0
5.0
204.0
184.0
6.0
5.0
5.0

Table 23. NSS Calibration Coefficients.
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Location
Waikiki YC
Hawaii YC
Hilton
Aquarium
Am. Samoa
FSM
RMI
Palau
Guam
Maunalua Bay
Saipan
Kihei, Maui
Kahului, Maui
Maui
Guam
Wailupe

ID
NS-01
NS-02
NS-03
NS-04
NS-05
NS-06
NS-07
NS-08
NS-09
NS-10
NS-11
NS-12
NS-13
NS-14
NS-15
NS-16

Lat
21.29
21.29
21.28
21.26
-14.28
6.96
7.11
7.34
13.32
21.28
15.16
20.73
20.89

Lon
-157.84
-157.84
-157.84
-157.82
-170.69
158.22
171.37
134.46
144.66
-157.71
145.77
-156.46
-156.47

13.42
21.27

144.79
-157.76

DT
Name
AW01XX_002CTDXXXXR00
AW02XX_001CTDXXXXR00
WK01XX_001CTDXXXXR00
WK02XX_001CTDXXXXR00
PIAS_001CTDXXXXR00
PIFM02_002CTDXXXXR00
PIMI01_001CTDXXXXR00
PIPL01_001CTDXXXXR00
PIGM01_001CTDXXXXR00
MB01XX_001CTDXXXXR00
PINM01_002CTDX008R00
MU02XX_001YCTDXXXR00
MU01XX_001YCTDXXXR00

PIGM01_002CTDX002R00
MB02XX_001CTDXXXXR00

First
valid
data
08/15/08
07/28/08
01/15/09
12/15/09
06/08/10
05/07/10
05/02/10
05/24/10
05/20/10
05/31/11
09/15/11
07/19/14
02/05/14

Filesize
per
year21
5.89 MB
5.85 MB
5.85 MB
5.85 MB
6.00 MB
7.29 MB
7.49 MB
7.48 MB
5.89 MB
5.85 MB
5.85 MB
3.41 MB
3.41 MB

07/06/12 5.75 MB
01/15/14 4.67 MB

Table 24. Near-shore sensor locationa and IDs.

This is the size of the daily netCDF files, not the raw ASCII files, but both are saved
to disk
21
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Figure 22. Data flow chart for near-shore sensors. Note that not all are telemetered in real-time.

2.
File naming convention
All files are put in /export/lawelawe1/nss under subdirectories for the sensor,
raw data (by year) and NetCDF data (by year), e.g.,
/export/lawelawe1/nss/ns01/netcdf_data_2010 and then have
filenames with the sensor number, year, month and day, e.g.,
ns01_2010_01_30.nc. These files are about 13K per day, or 4.7MB per year (per
sensor).
3.

Data format specification
netcdf ns01_2013_04_04 {
dimensions:
time = UNLIMITED ; // (360 currently)
z = 1 ;
lat = 1 ;
lon = 1 ;
variables:
float time(time) ;
time:long_name = "Time" ;
time:standard_name = "time" ;
time:short_name = "time" ;
time:axis = "T" ;
time:units = "minutes since 2008-01-01 00:00:00" ;
float z(z) ;
z:long_name = "depth below mean sea level" ;
z:standard_name = "depth" ;
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z:short_name = "depth" ;
z:axis = "z" ;
z:units = "meters" ;
float lat(lat) ;
lat:long_name = "Latitude" ;
lat:standard_name = "latitude" ;
lat:short_name = "lat" ;
lat:axis = "Y" ;
lat:units = "degrees_north" ;
float lon(lon) ;
lon:long_name = "Longitude" ;
lon:standard_name = "longitude" ;
lon:short_name = "lon" ;
lon:axis = "X" ;
lon:units = "degrees_east" ;
float temp(time, z, lat, lon) ;
temp:long_name = "Temperature" ;
temp:standard_name = "sea_water_temperature" ;
temp:short_name = "temp" ;
temp:units = "Celsius" ;
temp:valid_range = 11., 31. ;
temp:_FillValue = -999.f ;
float cond(time, z, lat, lon) ;
cond:long_name = "Conductivity" ;
cond:standard_name = "sea_water_electrical_conductivity" ;
cond:short_name = "cond" ;
cond:units = "S m-1" ;
cond:valid_range = 0., 50. ;
cond:_FillValue = -999.f ;
float turb(time, z, lat, lon) ;
turb:long_name = "Turbidity" ;
turb:standard_name = "turbidity_of_sea_water" ;
turb:short_name = "turb" ;
turb:units = "ntus" ;
turb:valid_range = 0., 10. ;
turb:_FillValue = -999.f ;
float flor(time, z, lat, lon) ;
flor:long_name = "Chlorophyll" ;
flor:standard_name =
"chlorophyll_concentration_in_sea_water" ;
flor:short_name = "flor" ;
flor:units = "kg m-3" ;
flor:valid_range = 0., 10. ;
flor:_FillValue = -999.f ;
float salt(time, z, lat, lon) ;
salt:long_name = "Salinity" ;
salt:standard_name = "sea_water_salinity" ;
salt:short_name = "salt" ;
salt:units = "1e-3" ;
salt:valid_range = 10., 40. ;
salt:_FillValue = -999.f ;
float pres(time, z, lat, lon) ;
pres:long_name = "Pressure" ;
pres:standard_name = "sea_water_pressure" ;
pres:short_name = "pres" ;
pres:units = "dbar" ;
pres:valid_range = 0., 100. ;
pres:_FillValue = -999.f ;
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// global attributes:
:title = "Near Shore sensor 1 located at the Waikiki Yacht
Club. Instrument is a Sea-Bird Electronics model 16plus V2 coupled
with a WET Labs ECO-FLNTUS combination sensor. The package is
fixed to a piling ~0.5m below msl: M. McManus/R. Timmerman.
" ;
:Conventions = "CF-1.4" ;

4.

Data vocabulary
Variable

Long name

Short
name

Standard
Name

time(time)

Time

time

time

z(z)

depth

depth

lat(lat)
lon(lon)
temp(time,z,lat,lon)

depth below
mean sea level
Latitude
Longitude
Temperature

lat
lon
temp

cond(time,z,lat,lon)

Conductivity

cond

turb(time,z,lat,lon)

Turbidity

turb

flor(time,z,lat,lon)

Chlorophyll

flor

salt(time,z,lat,lon)

Salinity

salt

pres(time,z,lat,lon)

Pressure

pres

latitude
longitude
sea_water_temp
erature
sea_water_electr
ical_conductivity
turbidity_of_sea_
water
chlorophyll_conc
entration_in_sea
_water
sea_water_salini
ty
sea_water_press
ure

Units
minutes since
2008-01-01
00:00:00
meters
degrees_east
degrees_north
Celsius
S m-1
ntu
kg m-3
1e-3
dB

Table 25. Near-shore sensor variable list.

5.
Data distribution22
PacIOOS Nearshore Sensor 01: Waikiki Yacht Club, Oahu, Hawaii
• Metadata: http://pacioos.org/metadata/NS01agg.html
• HTML: http://pacioos.org/focus/waterquality/wq_oahu.php
• Voyager: http://pacioos.org/voyager/index.html?b=21.26694%2C157.87744%2C21.308287%2C-157.80427&o=qual:2::p0NS01p1
• THREDDS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/idd/nss_hioos.html?dataset=NS01agg
• ERDDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/erddap/tabledap/nss01_agg.graph?time%2Ctempe
rature&.draw=lines

Only one NSS is given as an example here; all NSS are available in a similar way
using the same services but with different specifications (e.g., NS02agg instead of
NS01agg, etc.).
22
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•
•

D.

DChart:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/dchart/index.html?dsetid=6963be769a1c6f6396b1
7b26a2413f1
OPeNDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/dodsC/hioos/nss/ns01agg.html

Gliders

1.
Data flow
There have been a few different gliders funded via HIOOS/PacIOOS: sg114, sg139
sg523 and sg513. Difficulties in keeping the gliders in the water have reduced their
presence as part of the PacIOOS data system, and they are typically deployed one at
a time. When active, the glider data are included in the PacIOOS DMS and are mainly
used directly by the ocean models via assimilation.
The gliders measure temperature, salinity and depth (along with position) every
few minutes (configurable) on successive dives. The early deployments were for 3.5
hour dives. Each time the glider is deployed, the data stream is designated to belong
to a new mission.
Gliders report in NetCDF format and the files are written to the SOEST ftp server.
When the glider group notifies that a glider is deployed on a new mission, a cron
script (get_glider.s) will be initiated to copy the output from the SOEST ftp
server to local disk. There are several files for each glider, including log and
engineering files (.log, .eng, and .pro). The files with measured data are compressed
NetCDF files. The files have the glider number and dive number in them, e.g.,
p5230487.nc.gz for glider number 523 and dive number 0487. The files are
copied from /home/ftp1/ftp/pub/pilot/glider where glider is the glider
number (e.g., sg523). Within this directory the various dives for the current mission
are reported in compressed files. The script looks for recent files, copies them to
/export/lawelawe1/glider/glider_mission, where glider is the glider
number and mission is the mission number.
File sizes vary depending on the dive cycle, variables measured and other factors.
Typical files are about 100K per dive with four or five dives per day (note a dive
includes two profiles, one descending and one ascending).
Since the PacIOOS gliders were active, IOOS has setup a glider data assembly center
(DAC). RA’s are now encouraged to forward their glider data to the DAC for
distribution, and PacIOOS will do this with future missions (see
https://ioos.github.io/ioosngdac/). The older glider data are on the PacIOOS
servers but have not been sent to the DAC since the missions predate the DAC and
approved standard file format. At some point these netCDF files could be converted
to the DAC format and then archived there, but there is no plan yet for this.
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2.
File naming convention
File names include the glider number and dive number. Note for typical PacIOOS
operations, a dive is a single up/down profile and a single surfacing (and
transmission). Other glider groups run multiple dives between transmission
surfacing.
3.

Data format specification
netcdf p5230803 {
dimensions:
gc_time = 13 ;
log_gps_time = 3 ;
time = 341 ;
variables:
double sg_cal_sbe_temp_freq_max ;
double sg_cal_Tau20 ;
double sg_cal_vbd_max_cnts ;
double sg_cal_rho0 ;
double sg_cal_wlbbfl2_chl_scale ;
double sg_cal_o_e ;
double sg_cal_wlbbfl2_650_dark ;
double sg_cal_o_a ;
double sg_cal_o_c ;
double sg_cal_o_b ;
char sg_cal_calibcomm ;
sg_cal_calibcomm:value = "SN: 0073 CAL: 17-Jan-12" ;
double sg_cal_t_j ;
double sg_cal_Foffset ;
double sg_cal_t_h ;
double sg_cal_t_i ;
double sg_cal_c_g ;
double sg_cal_pump_power_slope ;
double sg_cal_wlbbfl2_cdom_scale ;
char sg_cal_comm_oxy_type ;
sg_cal_comm_oxy_type:value = "SBE 43f" ;
double sg_cal_wlbbfl2_chl_dark ;
double sg_cal_t_g ;
double sg_cal_ctcor ;
double sg_cal_roll_max_cnts ;
double sg_cal_wlbbfl2_650_scale ;
double sg_cal_cpcor ;
double sg_cal_Pcor ;
char sg_cal_id_str ;
sg_cal_id_str:value = "523" ;
double sg_cal_sbe_temp_freq_min ;
double sg_cal_abs_compress ;
char sg_cal_calibcomm_oxygen ;
sg_cal_calibcomm_oxygen:value = "SN: 0243 CAL:19-Jun-12" ;
double sg_cal_pitchbias ;
double sg_cal_hd_a ;
double sg_cal_hd_c ;
double sg_cal_hd_b ;
double sg_cal_c_i ;
double sg_cal_c_h ;
double sg_cal_c_j ;
double sg_cal_pitch_max_cnts ;
double sg_cal_pump_power_intercept ;
double sg_cal_sbe_cond_freq_min ;
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double sg_cal_pump_rate_slope ;
double sg_cal_pump_rate_intercept ;
double sg_cal_Soc ;
double sg_cal_temp_ref ;
double sg_cal_sbe_cond_freq_max ;
double sg_cal_roll_min_cnts ;
double sg_cal_pitch_min_cnts ;
double sg_cal_vbd_cnts_per_cc ;
double sg_cal_vbd_min_cnts ;
double sg_cal_volmax ;
double sg_cal_mass ;
double sg_cal_therm_expan ;
double sg_cal_wlbbfl2_cdom_dark ;
char sg_cal_mission_title ;
sg_cal_mission_title:value = "HiOOS mission " ;
double log_CAPUPLOAD ;
char log_KALMAN_Y ;
log_KALMAN_Y:value = "1854.6,-557.9,-459.8,-10758.5,-270.1"
;
char log_MHEAD_RNG_PITCHd_Wd ;
log_MHEAD_RNG_PITCHd_Wd:value = "40.6,13517,-17.6,-10.000"
;
double log_PHONE_DEVICE ;
double log_VBD_DBAND ;
double log_T_NO_W ;
double log_SURFACE_URGENCY ;
double log_XPDR_VALID ;
char log_SENSORS ;
log_SENSORS:value =
"SBE_CT,SBE_O2,WL_BBFL2VMT,nil,nil,nil,nil,nil" ;
double log_VBD_PUMP_AD_RATE_APOGEE ;
double log_T_MISSION ;
double log_FIX_MISSING_TIMEOUT ;
double log_RAFOS_CORR_THRESH ;
double log_D_SAFE ;
char log_SPEED_LIMITS ;
log_SPEED_LIMITS:value = "0.173,0.268" ;
double log_FG_AHR_10Vo ;
double log_VBD_TIMEOUT ;
double log_P_OVSHOOT ;
double log_TGT_DEFAULT_LAT ;
double log_COMPASS2_DEVICE ;
double log_PITCH_TIMEOUT ;
double log__XMS_NAKs ;
double log_D_NO_BLEED ;
double log_VBD_MAXERRORS ;
double log_FG_AHR_24Vo ;
double log_SURFACE_URGENCY_TRY ;
double log_C_ROLL_DIVE ;
double log_TCM_TEMP ;
char log_DEVICES ;
log_DEVICES:value =
"Pitch_motor,Roll_motor,VBD_pump_during_apogee,VBD_pump_during_sur
face,VBD_valve,Iridium_during_init,Iridium_during_connect,Iridium_
during_xfer,Transponder_ping,GUMSTIX_24V,GPS,TT8,LPSleep,TT8_Activ
e,TT8_Sampling,TT8_CF8,TT8_Kalman,Analog_circuits,GPS_charging,Com
pass,RAFOS,Transponder,Compass2" ;
char log_DATA_FILE_SIZE ;
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log_DATA_FILE_SIZE:value = "19229,341" ;
double log_VBD_MAX ;
double log_T_TURN ;
double log_RAFOS_DEVICE ;
double log_C_ROLL_CLIMB ;
double log_R_PORT_OVSHOOT ;
double log_LOGGERDEVICE1 ;
double log_ALTIM_TOP_MIN_OBSTACLE ;
double log_PRESSURE_YINT ;
double log_ROLL_DEG ;
double log_CALL_WAIT ;
double log_ROLL_TIMEOUT ;
double log_CALL_TRIES ;
double log_ALTIM_BOTTOM_PING_RANGE ;
double log_SEABIRD_C_J ;
double log_HEAD_ERRBAND ;
double log_SEABIRD_C_H ;
double log_C_VBD ;
char log_10V_AH ;
log_10V_AH:value = "10.1,78.504" ;
char log_IRIDIUM_FIX ;
log_IRIDIUM_FIX:value = "2059.45,-15803.33,201002,171759" ;
double log_PITCH_CNV ;
double log_KERMIT ;
double log_PITCH_ADJ_DBAND ;
double log_VBD_MIN ;
double log_RAFOS_PEAK_OFFSET ;
double log_PITCH_MIN ;
double log_HD_B ;
double log_HD_C ;
double log_PHONE_SUPPLY ;
double log_MINV_24V ;
double log_PITCH_AD_RATE ;
double log_SEABIRD_C_G ;
double log_INT_PRESSURE_SLOPE ;
double log_ALTIM_SENSITIVITY ;
double log_HEADING ;
double log__SM_DEPTHo ;
double log_COMM_SEQ ;
double log_KALMAN_USE ;
char log_TGT_NAME ;
log_TGT_NAME:value = "HOME" ;
double log_ALTIM_PING_DEPTH ;
char log_CFSIZE ;
log_CFSIZE:value = "260165632,213909504" ;
double log_UPLOAD_DIVES_MAX ;
double log_D_BOOST ;
double log_RHO ;
double log_ALTIM_PING_DELTA ;
double log_ROLL_MAX ;
double log_D_CALL ;
double log_HD_A ;
double log_FERRY_MAX ;
char log_SM_CCo ;
log_SM_CCo:value = "2153,18.73,0.375,0,0,1535,310.05" ;
double log_D_FLARE ;
double log_T_GPS ;
double log_D_SURF ;
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double log_PITCH_VBD_SHIFT ;
double log_PITCH_MAX ;
double log_TCM_PITCH_OFFSET ;
double log_XPDR_INHIBIT ;
double log_APOGEE_PITCH ;
double log_C_PITCH ;
char log_CAP_FILE_SIZE ;
log_CAP_FILE_SIZE:value = "48241,0" ;
double log_MASS ;
double log_T_ABORT ;
char log_SENSOR_MAMPS ;
log_SENSOR_MAMPS:value =
"24.000,19.000,105.000,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000" ;
double log_SPEED_FACTOR ;
double log_VBD_CNV ;
double log_STROBE ;
double log_COMPASS_DEVICE ;
double log_PRESSURE_SLOPE ;
double log_ALTIM_TOP_PING_RANGE ;
double log_T_GPS_CHARGE ;
double log_ID ;
double log_DEVICE4 ;
double log_PITCH_GAIN ;
double log_DEVICE2 ;
double log_DEVICE3 ;
double log_DEVICE1 ;
char log_KALMAN_CONTROL ;
log_KALMAN_CONTROL:value = "0.251,0.050" ;
double log__SM_ANGLEo ;
double log_T_TURN_SAMPINT ;
char log_SENSOR_SECS ;
log_SENSOR_SECS:value =
"224.682,172.342,799.862,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000" ;
double log__XMS_TOUTs ;
double log_CAPMAXSIZE ;
char log_SM_GC ;
log_SM_GC:value =
"1.91,0.00,0.00,18.73,0.000,0.000,0.375,32,1872,1535,-8.10,0.79,310.05" ;
char log_ERRORS ;
log_ERRORS:value = "0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1" ;
char log_KALMAN_X ;
log_KALMAN_X:value = "-103965.5,-1081.0,-691.7,103499.1,1313.7" ;
double log_N_FILEKB ;
double log_ESCAPE_HEADING ;
double log_ROLL_CNV ;
double log_DEEPGLIDER ;
double log_USE_ICE ;
double log_LOGGERDEVICE2 ;
double log_TGT_RADIUS ;
double log_R_STBD_OVSHOOT ;
char log_DEVICE_MAMPS ;
log_DEVICE_MAMPS:value =
"218.595,98.943,454.064,375.063,0.000,103.000,160.000,223.000,420.
000,0.000,50.000,19.800,2.190,19.800,39.800,45.800,81.800,12.000,0
.000,8.000,0.000,30.000,0.000" ;
double log_ICE_FREEZE_MARGIN ;
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double log_TGT_AUTO_DEFAULT ;
double log_D_ABORT ;
double log_INT_PRESSURE_YINT ;
double log_COURSE_BIAS ;
double log_TCM_ROLL_OFFSET ;
double log_N_GPS ;
double log_LOGGERS ;
double log_INTERNAL_PRESSURE ;
double log_T_DIVE ;
double log_MAX_BUOY ;
double log_FILEMGR ;
double log_D_TGT ;
double log_AH0_10V ;
double log_SEABIRD_T_H ;
double log_SEABIRD_T_I ;
double log_SEABIRD_T_J ;
double log_T_GPS_ALMANAC ;
double log_N_NOSURFACE ;
double log_CF8_MAXERRORS ;
char log_TGT_LATLONG ;
log_TGT_LATLONG:value = "2114.730,-15753.100" ;
double log_ROLL_MIN ;
double log_SEABIRD_T_G ;
double log_FG_AHR_10V ;
double log_TGT_DEFAULT_LON ;
double log_DIVE ;
double log_RELAUNCH ;
double log_SIM_PITCH ;
double log_HEAPDBG ;
double log_USE_BATHY ;
char log_24V_AH ;
log_24V_AH:value = "24.8,70.839" ;
double log_ROLL_ADJ_DBAND ;
double log_DEVICE6 ;
double log_ESCAPE_HEADING_DELTA ;
double log_ROLL_AD_RATE ;
double log_AD7714Ch0Gain ;
double log_MEM ;
double log_SIM_W ;
double log_AH0_24V ;
double log_DEVICE5 ;
double log_MINV_10V ;
double log_VBD_BLEED_AD_RATE ;
double log_SM_CC ;
double log_D_PITCH ;
double log_FG_AHR_24V ;
double log_T_LOITER ;
double log_CALL_NDIVES ;
double log_COMPASS_USE ;
double log_D_FINISH ;
double log_ROLL_MAXERRORS ;
double log_UNCOM_BLEED ;
double log_ALTIM_TOP_TURN_MARGIN ;
double log_TT8_MAMPS ;
double log_PITCH_DBAND ;
double log_SEABIRD_C_I ;
double log_N_NOCOMM ;
double log_D_OFFGRID ;
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double log_VBD_PUMP_AD_RATE_SURFACE ;
double log_RAFOS_HIT_WINDOW ;
double log_ALTIM_PULSE ;
double log_NAV_MODE ;
double log_XPDR_PINGS ;
double log_D_GRID ;
double log_T_WATCHDOG ;
double log__CALLS ;
double log_DEEPGLIDERMB ;
double log_T_RSLEEP ;
char log_DEVICE_SECS ;
log_DEVICE_SECS:value =
"18.425,23.275,354.600,18.725,0.000,29.817,39.987,758.148,14.000,0
.000,29.199,513.715,302.867,301.057,1053.034,1003.018,0.000,747.79
4,0.000,1039.001,0.000,5.662,0.000" ;
double log_XPDR_DEVICE ;
double log_ALTIM_FREQUENCY ;
double log_SURFACE_URGENCY_FORCE ;
double log_PITCH_MAXERRORS ;
double log_ROLL_ADJ_GAIN ;
double log_GLIDE_SLOPE ;
double log_GPS_DEVICE ;
double log_MOTHERBOARD ;
double log_PITCH_ADJ_GAIN ;
double log_MISSION ;
double log_ALTIM_BOTTOM_TURN_MARGIN ;
double log_HUMID ;
double gc_st_secs(gc_time) ;
gc_st_secs:missing_value = NaN ;
gc_st_secs:units = "seconds" ;
gc_st_secs:standard_name = "time" ;
gc_st_secs:description = "Start of GC time in GMT epoch
format" ;
double gc_pitch_ctl(gc_time) ;
gc_pitch_ctl:missing_value = NaN ;
double gc_vbd_ctl(gc_time) ;
gc_vbd_ctl:missing_value = NaN ;
double gc_depth(gc_time) ;
gc_depth:missing_value = NaN ;
double gc_ob_vertv(gc_time) ;
gc_ob_vertv:missing_value = NaN ;
int gc_data_pts(gc_time) ;
gc_data_pts:missing_value = -1 ;
double gc_end_secs(gc_time) ;
gc_end_secs:missing_value = NaN ;
gc_end_secs:units = "seconds" ;
gc_end_secs:standard_name = "time" ;
gc_end_secs:description = "End of GC time in GMT epoch
format" ;
double gc_pitch_secs(gc_time) ;
gc_pitch_secs:missing_value = NaN ;
double gc_roll_secs(gc_time) ;
gc_roll_secs:missing_value = NaN ;
double gc_vbd_secs(gc_time) ;
gc_vbd_secs:missing_value = NaN ;
double gc_vbd_i(gc_time) ;
gc_vbd_i:missing_value = NaN ;
int gc_gcphase(gc_time) ;
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gc_gcphase:missing_value = -1 ;
double gc_pitch_i(gc_time) ;
gc_pitch_i:missing_value = NaN ;
double gc_roll_i(gc_time) ;
gc_roll_i:missing_value = NaN ;
int gc_pitch_ad(gc_time) ;
gc_pitch_ad:missing_value = -1 ;
int gc_roll_ad(gc_time) ;
gc_roll_ad:missing_value = -1 ;
int gc_vbd_ad(gc_time) ;
gc_vbd_ad:missing_value = -1 ;
int gc_pitch_retries(gc_time) ;
gc_pitch_retries:missing_value = -1 ;
int gc_pitch_errors(gc_time) ;
gc_pitch_errors:missing_value = -1 ;
int gc_roll_retries(gc_time) ;
gc_roll_retries:missing_value = -1 ;
int gc_roll_errors(gc_time) ;
gc_roll_errors:missing_value = -1 ;
int gc_vbd_retries(gc_time) ;
gc_vbd_retries:missing_value = -1 ;
int gc_vbd_errors(gc_time) ;
gc_vbd_errors:missing_value = -1 ;
char log_GPS1 ;
log_GPS1:value = "$GPS1,183449,2110.091,15759.077,18,0.8,19,9.8" ;
log_GPS1:description = "String reported in logfile for GPS1
fix (first surface position before dive)" ;
char log_GPS2 ;
log_GPS2:value = "$GPS2,185132,2110.081,15759.137,28,0.8,28,9.8" ;
log_GPS2:description = "String reported in logfile for GPS2
fix (last surface position before dive)" ;
char log_GPS ;
log_GPS:value = "$GPS,260713,192854,2110.079,15758.970,14,1.5,14,9.8" ;
log_GPS:description = "String reported in logfile for GPS
fix (first surface position after dive)" ;
double log_gps_time(log_gps_time) ;
log_gps_time:missing_value = NaN ;
log_gps_time:units = "seconds" ;
log_gps_time:standard_name = "time" ;
log_gps_time:description = "time in GMT epoch format" ;
double log_gps_lat(log_gps_time) ;
log_gps_lat:missing_value = NaN ;
log_gps_lat:units = "decimal degrees" ;
log_gps_lat:standard_name = "lat" ;
log_gps_lat:description = "gps fix latitude" ;
double log_gps_lon(log_gps_time) ;
log_gps_lon:missing_value = NaN ;
log_gps_lon:units = "decimal degrees" ;
log_gps_lon:standard_name = "lon" ;
log_gps_lon:description = "gps fix longitude" ;
double eng_elaps_t_0000(time) ;
eng_elaps_t_0000:units = "seconds" ;
eng_elaps_t_0000:standard_name = "time" ;
eng_elaps_t_0000:description = "seconds since start of
mission" ;
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double eng_elaps_t(time) ;
eng_elaps_t:units = "seconds" ;
eng_elaps_t:standard_name = "time" ;
eng_elaps_t:description = "seconds since start of dive" ;
double eng_depth(time) ;
eng_depth:units = "cm" ;
eng_depth:standard_name = "depth" ;
eng_depth:description = "vertical distance below the
surface" ;
double eng_head(time) ;
double eng_pitchAng(time) ;
double eng_rollAng(time) ;
double eng_pitchCtl(time) ;
double eng_rollCtl(time) ;
double eng_vbdCC(time) ;
double eng_rec(time) ;
double eng_GC_phase(time) ;
double eng_sbect_condFreq(time) ;
double eng_sbect_tempFreq(time) ;
double eng_sbe43_O2Freq(time) ;
double eng_wlbbfl2vmt_wl600ref(time) ;
double eng_wlbbfl2vmt_wl600sig(time) ;
double eng_wlbbfl2vmt_Chlref(time) ;
double eng_wlbbfl2vmt_Chlsig(time) ;
double eng_wlbbfl2vmt_Cdomref(time) ;
double eng_wlbbfl2vmt_Cdomsig(time) ;
double eng_wlbbfl2vmt_L2VMTtemp(time) ;
eng_wlbbfl2vmt_L2VMTtemp:units = "C" ;
eng_wlbbfl2vmt_L2VMTtemp:standard_name = "temperature" ;
eng_wlbbfl2vmt_L2VMTtemp:description = "As reported by the
instrument" ;
double time(time) ;
time:missing_value = NaN ;
time:units = "seconds" ;
time:standard_name = "time" ;
time:description = "sample time in GMT epoch format" ;
time:reference = "00:00Z 1 January 1970" ;
double depth(time) ;
depth:missing_value = NaN ;
depth:units = "m" ;
depth:standard_name = "depth" ;
depth:description = "distance below the surface, corrected
for latitude" ;
double latitude(time) ;
latitude:missing_value = NaN ;
latitude:units = "Decimal degrees" ;
latitude:standard_name = "lat" ;
latitude:description = "sample latitude" ;
double longitude(time) ;
longitude:missing_value = NaN ;
longitude:units = "Decimal degrees" ;
longitude:standard_name = "lon" ;
longitude:description = "sample longitude" ;
double pressure(time) ;
pressure:missing_value = NaN ;
pressure:units = "dbar" ;
pressure:standard_name = "sea_water_pressure" ;
double temp_nolag(time) ;
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temp_nolag:missing_value = NaN ;
temp_nolag:units = "C" ;
temp_nolag:standard_name = "temperature (in situ)" ;
temp_nolag:description = "not corrected for first-order
lag" ;
double conductivity_nolag(time) ;
conductivity_nolag:missing_value = NaN ;
conductivity_nolag:units = "S m^-1" ;
conductivity_nolag:standard_name =
"electrical_conductivity" ;
conductivity_nolag:description = "not corrected for firstorder lag" ;
double salinity_nolag(time) ;
salinity_nolag:missing_value = NaN ;
salinity_nolag:units = "none" ;
salinity_nolag:standard_name = "salinity" ;
salinity_nolag:description = "not corrected for first-order
lag" ;
double temp(time) ;
temp:missing_value = NaN ;
temp:units = "C" ;
temp:standard_name = "temperature (in situ)" ;
temp:description = "corrected for first-order lag" ;
double conductivity(time) ;
conductivity:missing_value = NaN ;
conductivity:units = "S m^-1" ;
conductivity:standard_name = "electrical_conductivity" ;
conductivity:description = "corrected for first-order lag"
;
double salinity(time) ;
salinity:missing_value = NaN ;
salinity:units = "none" ;
salinity:standard_name = "salinity" ;
double sigma_t(time) ;
sigma_t:missing_value = NaN ;
sigma_t:units = "kg/m^3" ;
sigma_t:standard_name = "potential density" ;
sigma_t:ref_pressure = "0" ;
double theta(time) ;
theta:missing_value = NaN ;
theta:units = "C" ;
theta:standard_name = "potential temperature" ;
theta:description = "corrected for first-order lag" ;
double density(time) ;
density:missing_value = NaN ;
density:units = "kg/m^3" ;
density:standard_name = "density (in situ)" ;
double sigma_theta(time) ;
sigma_theta:missing_value = NaN ;
sigma_theta:units = "kg/m^3" ;
sigma_theta:standard_name = "potential density" ;
sigma_theta:ref_pressure = "0" ;
double horiz_speed_pitch_w(time) ;
horiz_speed_pitch_w:missing_value = NaN ;
horiz_speed_pitch_w:units = "cm/s" ;
horiz_speed_pitch_w:standard_name = "Horizontal speed, from
observed pitch and vertical velocity" ;
double horz_speed_pitch_buoy_hdm(time) ;
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horz_speed_pitch_buoy_hdm:missing_value = NaN ;
horz_speed_pitch_buoy_hdm:units = "cm/s" ;
horz_speed_pitch_buoy_hdm:standard_name = "Horizontal speed
from model (buoy and pitch)" ;
double vert_speed_pitch_buoy_hdm(time) ;
vert_speed_pitch_buoy_hdm:missing_value = NaN ;
vert_speed_pitch_buoy_hdm:units = "cm/s" ;
vert_speed_pitch_buoy_hdm:standard_name = "Vertical speed
from model (buoy and pitch)" ;
double glide_angle_hdm(time) ;
glide_angle_hdm:missing_value = NaN ;
glide_angle_hdm:units = "cm/s" ;
glide_angle_hdm:standard_name = "Glide angle from model
(buoy and pitch)" ;
double north_displacement_hdm(time) ;
north_displacement_hdm:missing_value = NaN ;
north_displacement_hdm:units = "m" ;
north_displacement_hdm:standard_name = "Northward
displacement from model" ;
double east_displacement_hdm(time) ;
east_displacement_hdm:missing_value = NaN ;
east_displacement_hdm:units = "m" ;
east_displacement_hdm:standard_name = "Eastward
displacement from model" ;
double Buoyancy(time) ;
Buoyancy:missing_value = NaN ;
double u_da ;
u_da:units = "m/s" ;
u_da:standard_name = "depth average current" ;
u_da:description = "Eastward component of depth averaged
current" ;
double v_da ;
v_da:units = "m/s" ;
v_da:standard_name = "depth average current" ;
v_da:description = "Northward component of depth averaged
current" ;
double u_mag ;
u_mag:units = "cm/s" ;
u_mag:standard_name = "depth average current" ;
u_mag:description = "Magnitude of the depth averaged
current" ;
double u_dir ;
u_dir:units = "degrees" ;
u_dir:standard_name = "depth average current" ;
u_dir:description = "True direction of the depth averaged
current" ;
// global attributes:
:Conventions = "CF-1.0" ;
:instrumentid = "SG523" ;
:title = "SG523 HiOOS mission " ;
:institution = "University of Washington Applied Physics
Lab" ;
:history = "Written Fri Jul 26 19:34:32 2013" ;
:dive_number = 803 ;
:file_version = 2.1 ;
:base_station_version = 2.4 ;
:seaglider_software_version = 66.06 ;
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:file_data_type = "timeseries" ;
}

4.

Data vocabulary23
Variable
Long name

Short
name

Standard Name

time(time)

time

depth(time)
latitude(time)
longitude(time)
temp(time)
salinity(time)
pressure(time)
conductivity(time)

depth
latitude
longitude
sea_water_temperature
sea_water_salinity
sea_water_pressure
sea_water_electrical_con
ductivity
sea_water_density

density(time)

temp
salt
pres

Units
seconds since
1970-01-01
T00:00:00Z
m
degrees_north
degrees_east
Celsius
1e-3
dbar
S m-1
kg m-3

Table 26. Glider variable list.

5.
Data distribution24
PacIOOS Ocean Gliders: SeaGlider 114: Mission 3
• Metadata: http://pacioos.org/metadata/sg114_3_agg.html
• HTML: http://hahana.soest.hawaii.edu/seagliders/history114.html
• Voyager: http://pacioos.org/voyager/index.html?b=20.985046%2C158.124769%2C21.312929%2C-157.540091&o=glide::d2v2c52
• THREDDS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/idd/glide.html?dataset=sg114_3_agg
• ERDDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/erddap/tabledap/sg114_3.graph?longitude%2Clatit
ude&.draw=lines
• SOS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/sos/hioos/glider/sg114_3_agg?service=SO
S&version=1.0.0&request=GetCapabilities
• OPeNDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/dodsC/hioos/glider/sg114_3_agg.html

The variables displayed via OPeNDAP is a small subset of the total number in the
data set. The format specification lists all the variables while this table is just those
served via OPeNDAP.
24 Only one glider mission is given as an example here; all missions are available in a
similar way using the same services but with different specifications (e.g., sg114_4
instead of sg114_3, etc.).
23
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E.

Water Quality Buoys (WQB)

1.
Data flow
There have been five active water quality buoys (see Table 27). There are similar
buoys in Kaneohe Bay, but as yet these are not incorporated into the PacIOOS DMS.
The buoys are maintained in co-operation with NOAA/PMEL and record
atmospheric CO2 and O2, as well as oceanic CO2, O2, temperature, salinity, turbidity
and fluorescence.
The KN and AW buoys were placed in operation in July 2008. The CO2 data are sent
via Iridium to PMEL where they are processed. In addition, data get recorded every
20 minutes (it is an average of four measurements) and sent via email. Mike
Tomlinson has been receiving these emails and is responsible for post-processing
the data. Due to funding cuts this was discontinued in mid-2015.
At present, one email gets generated every twenty minutes. These emails are
addressed to wqb@hokulea.soest.hawaii.edu, from storx@example.com,
with a subject line of the form "STOR-X sn0062 Log File (2008263.raw)". The data
are included as an attachment in base-64 encoding. The data are also sent to a
private company, Intelesense, for archive and distribution.
Python scripts are used to pull the data directly off the SOEST IMAP server, strip out
the attachment, decode it, parse the data line, and store it on disk via DataTurbine.
Similar to the NSS, there are two instances of these data on the DT, one in the
archive http://bbl.ancl.hawaii.edu/kilonalu-data/ :
• alawai/WQAW01_XXXCTDX001R00/DecimalASCIISampleData/
• kilonalu/WQKN01_XXXCTDX001R00/DecimalASCIISampleData/
and the other in the real-time archive http://bbl.ancl.hawaii.edu:8080/RBNB/
• WQAW01_XXXCTDX001R00/ DecimalASCIISampleData
• WQKN01_XXXCTDX001R00/ DecimalASCIISampleData
Daily cron job are run at 02:05 and 02:06 AM each day (conv_dt_wqbaw_data.s
and conv_dt_wqbkn_data.s). These script pulls the raw ASCII data from the
DT archive via wget and run conv2netcdf to make daily NetCDF files.
The Big Island buoys are handled in a very different way. Previously, Satlantic
would provide data telemetry for WQB03, but this was discontinued. For WQB04,
YSI manages the telemetry.
The buoy is located in Hilo Bay and records temperature, salinity, turbidity,
cholorphyll, pH and dissolved oxygen. The instruments are managed through a YSI
data logger, and YSI provides the telemetry for the system. This is done via hourly
ftp to the SOEST server. The files have four records (ideally) one line for every
fifteen minutes for a total of 96 records per day.
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There are then two scripts that get run. First, conv_wqb04_DT.s runs every hour at
ten past the hour. This script converts the data files on the ftp server to a simple
CSV. These new files are then ingested into DataTurbine via a separate script.
Second, conv_wqb04.s runs each day at 3:00PM local time. This script pulls the
daily files from DataTurbine and creates a netCDF file. More details follow.
•
•

Files are supplied by YSI to SOEST ftp server every hour on the hour
(/home/ftp1/ftp/pub/hioos/incoming)
The file name is composed of a Unix epoch time25 based on the file
creation/arrival time. As an example, the file that arrives on the ftp server at
21:00 Nov 13th 2016 is called 1497106800.csv where the Unix epoch time
147106800 corresponds to Nov 13th at 21:00 local (HST) time. The file name
is in local time.

-rw-r--r-- 1 jimp pacioos 516 Nov 13 21:00 1479106800.csv
•

Each file ideally contains four lines of data, one line per fifteen minutes.
Occasionally there are empty files; when this happens the next incoming file
should have the missing data (so new file will have more than four data lines).
Time is given in the file in both epoch time and calendar time, but there appears
to be an error here. The calendar/clock time appear to be local. For example,
the file that arrives at 21:00 will have data for the prior hour (19:15, 19:30,
19:45 and 20:00). The epoch time (first column titled UnixTimestamp) is
however in UTC. Using the same example, the epoch time 1479064500 (first
line, first column) corresponds to a UTC date of Nov 13th at 19:15 (matching the
second and third columns). Thus, the two times in the file match if UTC is
assumed, however YSI confirmed the time in the file to be local time, and YSI
recommended we ignore the first column. It is therefore assumed that the times
in the file are local time and the Unix stamp is incorrect.

UnixTimestamp,Date,Time,HBB SystemBattery,HBB…
1479064500,2016-11-13,19:15:00,12.63,-0.30,7.47,107.40,28.25,25.69,31.60
1479065400,2016-11-13,19:30:00,12.63,-0.30,7.72,110.40,28.25,25.37,35.00
1479066300,2016-11-13,19:45:00,12.64,-0.30,7.72,111.10,29.10,25.50,42.40
1479067200,2016-11-13,20:00:00,12.65,-0.30,7.63,111.40,30.61,25.80,61.20
•

25

Files are converted once per hour using conv_wqb04_DT.s which is run at 10
past the hour. This script converts the CSV format above into a space delimited
file. The new file is placed in /export/lawelawe1/wqb/wqbk04/for_DT and has
a name like wqb04.2016-12-20_11:15:00.dat:

This site http://www.epochconverter.com/ will convert back and forth
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2016-12-20 11:15:00
2016-12-20 11:30:00
2016-12-20 11:45:00
2016-12-20 12:00:00
•

•

0.00 6.49 92.800000 30.69 24.60
0.00 6.54 93.500000 30.30 24.63
0.00 6.59 94.000000 30.03 24.65
0.00 6.88 96.000000 27.13 24.37

1.20
1.70
1.50
1.60

These files are then inserted into DataTurbine [John Maurer redo of Marcia’s
script]. There is one file per day, running from 14:15 day-1 to 14:00 day. This is
a complete day in UTC time (midnight to midnight). This is a problem in that
really it should go 14:00 day-1 to 13:45 day (14:00 is the start of the new day,
but presently it’s listed as the last record of the old day).
Once in DT, the script conv_wqb04.s converts them into netCDF. This is done
daily at 3:00PM local time. This script reads time from the file and converts it to
UTC, so the input file is a complete UTC day in local time (14:00 to 13:45) and
the netCDF file is 00:00 to 23:45). The script accesses the program
write_netcdf.f compiled as conv2netcdf and run with the input of current time in
ISO format:
date -u +%Y-%m-%dT%H:%M:%S-10:00 | ./conv2netcdf
•
•
1.

2.

3.

4.

Note the files from 2010 through 2015 are different from those thereafter.
Jason Adolf provided these files after processing and Joe entered them into
DataTurbine using a different script.
Example sequence:
Data are ftp’d to the SOEST anonymous ftp server
a. file name:
1486864800.csv
b. date range: 11 Feb 14:15 to 11 Feb 15:00
c. arrives:
11 Feb 16:00
Data are converted for Data Turbine
a. script:
conv_wqb04_DT.s
b. run time:
every hour at 10 past the hour
c. output file: wqb04.2017-02-11_14:15:00.dat
Data are aggregated to single (whole) data and placed on Data Turbine26
a. script:
John’s
b. run time:
unknown
c. output file: WQB04_20170212000000.10.1.dat
Data are converted to netCDF
a. script:
conv_wqb04.s
b. run time:
15:00 daily
c. output file: wqb04_2017_02_11.nc

The daily files start at 14:00 and end at 13:45 the next day. The hourly files start
at 15 past the hour, so this means the daily file needs to first time entry of the first
hourly file from the previous hour and then skip the last time entry of the last
hourly file
26
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Location
Ala Wai
Kilo Nalu
Kiholo
Hilo Bay
Kaloko Bay

ID
WQBAW
WQBKN
WQB03
WQB04
WQB05

DataTurbine ID
WQAW01_XXXCTDX001R00
WQKN01_XXXXCTDX001R00
(Satlantic web grab)
(YSI ftp)
(YSI)

First
valid
data
06/06/08
08/07/08
12/01/12
10/23/10

Filesize
per
year
5.28 MB
5.64 MB
2.02 MB
5.46 MB

Table 27. Water quality buoy file specifications.

Figure 23. Schematic for WQB data streams. Data are initially sent via email to different machines, then
ultimately put into the DMS.

2.
File naming convention
The raw files are copied to
/export/lawelawe1/wqb/platform/raw_data_year, where platform is
either wqbkn or wqbaw and year is the 4-digit year. The daily NetCDF files are
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name by buoy and time, e.g., wqbaw_2010_12_30.nc and put in the same root
directory as the raw data but subdirectory netcdf_data_year.
The YSI-delievered data are place in /home/ftp1/ftp/pub/hioos/incoming.
The files have names of the form UnivyyymmddHHMMSS.csv, for example,
Univ20130829222115.csv.
Data for the Oahu buoys were also archived and served by Intelesense. This was
setup by the PI (DeCarlo) and is only accessible to his group. These data could be
downloaded from the Intelesence web site (http://www.intelesense.net/ ). First, a
login is required (userid is xxx, password is xxxxxx). Next, there is a link to "view
data", and all the platforms get listed. By selecting one of these, there is an option to
"download" data, and the criteria should be "all fields", "sensor timezone",
"American date format", "cronological order", and "CSV" format. The resulting file is
then saved locally as WQB-wqb-xx.csv where xx is aw for the Ala Wai buoy and
kn for the Kilo Nalu buoy.
3.

Data format specification
netcdf wqbkn_2013_08_14 {
dimensions:
time = UNLIMITED ; // (72 currently)
name_strlen = 5 ;
variables:
char station_name(name_strlen) ;
station_name:long_name = "wqbkn" ;
station_name:cf_role = "timeseries_id" ;
int qc_flag ;
qc_flag:long_name = "Quality control status" ;
qc_flag:short_name = "qc_flag" ;
qc_flag:valid_range = 0, 2 ;
qc_flag:flag_values = 0, 1, 2 ;
qc_flag:flag_meanings = "no_qc_applied realtime_qc_applied
delayed_mode_qc_applied" ;
qc_flag:units = "0" ;
float time(time) ;
time:long_name = "Time" ;
time:standard_name = "time" ;
time:short_name = "time" ;
time:axis = "T" ;
time:units = "minutes since 2008-01-01 00:00:00 -10:00" ;
float alt ;
alt:long_name = "depth below mean sea level" ;
alt:standard_name = "depth" ;
alt:short_name = "depth" ;
alt:axis = "z" ;
alt:units = "meters" ;
float lat ;
lat:long_name = "Latitude" ;
lat:standard_name = "latitude" ;
lat:short_name = "lat" ;
lat:axis = "Y" ;
lat:units = "degrees_north" ;
float lon ;
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lon:long_name = "Longitude" ;
lon:standard_name = "longitude" ;
lon:short_name = "lon" ;
lon:axis = "X" ;
lon:units = "degrees_east" ;
float temp_raw(time) ;
temp_raw:long_name = "Temperature (raw)" ;
temp_raw:standard_name = "sea_water_temperature" ;
temp_raw:short_name = "temp_raw" ;
temp_raw:units = "Celsius" ;
temp_raw:coordinates = "time lat lon alt" ;
temp_raw:valid_range = 10., 35. ;
temp_raw:_FillValue = -999.f ;
temp_raw:observation_type = "measured" ;
int temp_qd(time) ;
temp_qd:long_name = "Temperature quality descriptor" ;
temp_qd:short_name = "temp_qd" ;
temp_qd:valid_range = -9, 4 ;
temp_qd:flag_values = -9, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 ;
temp_qd:flag_meanings = "missing_value
quality_not_evaluated failed/bad questionable/suspect passed/good
interpolated/adjusted" ;
temp_qd:units = "0" ;
float temp(time) ;
temp:long_name = "Temperature (processed)" ;
temp:standard_name = "sea_water_temperature" ;
temp:short_name = "temp" ;
temp:units = "Celsius" ;
temp:coordinates = "time lat lon alt" ;
temp:valid_range = 10., 35. ;
temp:_FillValue = -999.f ;
temp:observation_type = "measured" ;
float cond_raw(time) ;
cond_raw:long_name = "Conductivity (raw)" ;
cond_raw:standard_name =
"sea_water_electrical_conductivity" ;
cond_raw:short_name = "cond_raw" ;
cond_raw:units = "S m-1" ;
cond_raw:coordinates = "time lat lon alt" ;
cond_raw:valid_range = 0., 10. ;
cond_raw:_FillValue = -999.f ;
cond_raw:observation_type = "measured" ;
int cond_qd(time) ;
cond_qd:long_name = "Conductivity quality descriptor" ;
cond_qd:short_name = "cond_qd" ;
cond_qd:valid_range = -9, 4 ;
cond_qd:flag_values = -9, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 ;
cond_qd:flag_meanings = "missing_value
quality_not_evaluated failed/bad questionable/suspect passed/good
interpolated/adjusted" ;
cond_qd:units = "0" ;
float cond(time) ;
cond:long_name = "Conductivity (processed)" ;
cond:standard_name = "sea_water_electrical_conductivity" ;
cond:short_name = "cond" ;
cond:units = "S m-1" ;
cond:coordinates = "time lat lon alt" ;
cond:valid_range = 0., 10. ;
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cond:_FillValue = -999.f ;
cond:observation_type = "measured" ;
float salt_raw(time) ;
salt_raw:long_name = "Salinity (raw)" ;
salt_raw:standard_name = "sea_water_salinity" ;
salt_raw:short_name = "salt_raw" ;
salt_raw:units = "1e-3" ;
salt_raw:coordinates = "time lat lon alt" ;
salt_raw:valid_range = 10., 40. ;
salt_raw:_FillValue = -999.f ;
salt_raw:observation_type = "calculated" ;
salt_raw:comment = "salinity is calculated from measured
temp and condc" ;
int salt_qd(time) ;
salt_qd:long_name = "Salinity quality descriptor" ;
salt_qd:short_name = "salt_qd" ;
salt_qd:valid_range = -9, 4 ;
salt_qd:flag_values = -9, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 ;
salt_qd:flag_meanings = "missing_value
quality_not_evaluated failed/bad questionable/suspect passed/good
interpolated/adjusted" ;
salt_qd:units = "0" ;
float salt(time) ;
salt:long_name = "Salinity (processed)" ;
salt:standard_name = "sea_water_salinity" ;
salt:short_name = "salt" ;
salt:units = "1e-3" ;
salt:coordinates = "time lat lon alt" ;
salt:valid_range = 10., 40. ;
salt:_FillValue = -999.f ;
salt:observation_type = "calculated" ;
salt:comment = "salinity is calculated from measured temp
and condc" ;
float oxyg_raw(time) ;
oxyg_raw:long_name = "Dissolved oxygen (raw)" ;
oxyg_raw:standard_name =
"mass_concentration_of_oxygen_in_sea_water" ;
oxyg_raw:short_name = "doxy_raw" ;
oxyg_raw:units = "kg m-3" ;
oxyg_raw:coordinates = "time lat lon alt" ;
oxyg_raw:valid_range = 0., 10. ;
oxyg_raw:_FillValue = -999.f ;
oxyg_raw:observation_type = "calculated" ;
oxyg_raw:comment = "oxygen is calculated from measured T,
S, P, V (DO thermistor voltage) and U (DO phase delay); see global
attrib calib_oxyg; and from mg/L to kg/m3 by oxy*1.4276/1000.0" ;
int oxyg_qd(time) ;
oxyg_qd:long_name = "Oxygen quality descriptor" ;
oxyg_qd:short_name = "doxy_qd" ;
oxyg_qd:valid_range = -9, 4 ;
oxyg_qd:flag_values = -9, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 ;
oxyg_qd:flag_meanings = "missing_value
quality_not_evaluated failed/bad questionable/suspect passed/good
interpolated/adjusted" ;
oxyg_qd:units = "0" ;
float oxyg(time) ;
oxyg:long_name = "Dissolved oxygen (processed)" ;
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oxyg:standard_name =
"mass_concentration_of_oxygen_in_sea_water" ;
oxyg:short_name = "doxy" ;
oxyg:units = "kg m-3" ;
oxyg:coordinates = "time lat lon alt" ;
oxyg:valid_range = 0., 10. ;
oxyg:_FillValue = -999.f ;
oxyg:observation_type = "calculated" ;
oxyg:comment = "oxygen is calculated from measured T, S, P,
V (DO thermistor voltage) and U (DO phase delay); see global
attrib calib_oxyg; and from mg/L to kg/m3 by oxy*1.4276/1000.0" ;
float flor_raw(time) ;
flor_raw:long_name = "Chlorophyll (raw)" ;
flor_raw:standard_name =
"mass_concentration_of_chlorophyll_in_sea_water" ;
flor_raw:short_name = "flor_raw" ;
flor_raw:units = "kg m-3" ;
flor_raw:coordinates = "time lat lon alt" ;
flor_raw:valid_range = 0., 10. ;
flor_raw:_FillValue = -999.f ;
flor_raw:observation_type = "calculated" ;
flor_raw:comment = "flor is calculated from voltage using
scale factor (FSF) and dark count (FDC); see global attrib
calib_flnt; and from ug/L to kg m-3 by flor*1E-6" ;
int flor_qd(time) ;
flor_qd:long_name = "Chlorophyll quality descriptor" ;
flor_qd:short_name = "flor_qd" ;
flor_qd:valid_range = -9, 4 ;
flor_qd:flag_values = -9, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 ;
flor_qd:flag_meanings = "missing_value
quality_not_evaluated failed/bad questionable/suspect passed/good
interpolated/adjusted" ;
flor_qd:units = "0" ;
float flor(time) ;
flor:long_name = "Chlorophyll (processed)" ;
flor:standard_name =
"mass_concentration_of_chlorophyll_in_sea_water" ;
flor:short_name = "flor" ;
flor:units = "kg m-3" ;
flor:coordinates = "time lat lon alt" ;
flor:valid_range = 0., 10. ;
flor:_FillValue = -999.f ;
flor:observation_type = "calculated" ;
flor:comment = "flor is calculated from voltage using scale
factor (FSF) and dark count (FDC); see global attrib calib_flnt;
and from ug/L to kg m-3 by flor*1E-6" ;
float turb_raw(time) ;
turb_raw:long_name = "Turbidity (raw)" ;
turb_raw:standard_name = "sea_water_turbidity" ;
turb_raw:short_name = "turb_raw" ;
turb_raw:units = "ntu" ;
turb_raw:coordinates = "time lat lon alt" ;
turb_raw:valid_range = 0., 10. ;
turb_raw:_FillValue = -999.f ;
turb_raw:observation_type = "calculated" ;
turb_raw:comment = "turb is calculated from voltage using
scale factor (TSF) and dark count (TDC); see global attrib
calib_flnt" ;
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int turb_qd(time) ;
turb_qd:long_name = "Turbidity quality descriptor" ;
turb_qd:short_name = "turb_qd" ;
turb_qd:valid_range = -9, 4 ;
turb_qd:flag_values = -9, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 ;
turb_qd:flag_meanings = "missing_value
quality_not_evaluated failed/bad questionable/suspect passed/good
interpolated/adjusted" ;
turb_qd:units = "0" ;
float turb(time) ;
turb:long_name = "Turbidity (processed)" ;
turb:standard_name = "sea_water_turbidity" ;
turb:short_name = "turb" ;
turb:units = "ntu" ;
turb:coordinates = "time lat lon alt" ;
turb:valid_range = 0., 10. ;
turb:_FillValue = -999.f ;
turb:observation_type = "calculated" ;
turb:comment = "turb is calculated from voltage using scale
factor (TSF) and dark count (TDC); see global attrib calib_flnt" ;
// global attributes:
:project = "PacIOOS" ;
:Conventions = "CF-1.6" ;
:featureType = "timeSeries" ;
:cdm_data_type = "Station" ;
:title = "Water Quality Buoy: Kilo Nalu" ;
:insitution = "UH/SOEST" ;
:date_created = "2013-08-15Z12:06:01 " ;
:abstract = "The water quality buoys are part of the
Pacific Islands Ocean Observing System (PacIOOS) and are designed
to measure a variety of ocean parameters at fixed points. WQBKN
is located at the Kilo Nalu Nearshore Reef Observatory near
Kakaako Waterfront Park and Kewalo Basin off Ala Moana Boulevard
in Honolulu. Continuous sampling of this area provides a record
of baseline conditions of the chemical and biological environment
for comparison when there are pollultion events such as storm
runoff or a sewage spill." ;
:calib_oxyg = "SBE63-0270, Calib 28-Sep-12: A0=1.0513E0,
A1=-1.50E-3, A2=4.1212E-1, B0=-2.36858E-1, B1=1.6366E0,
TA0=6.213918E-4, TA1=2.622048E-4, TA2=-5.482486E-7, TA3=1.356114E7 (effective date 10-25-2012)
" ;
:calib_flnt = "FLNTUS-2597, Calib 08-Mar-12: FSF=10,
FDC=0.56, TSF=5, TDC=0.077 (effective date 10-25-2012)
" ;
:keywords = "Turbidity, Chlorophyll, Oxygen, Fluorescence,
Scattering, Water Temperature, Conductivity, Salinity" ;
:references = "http://pacioos.org" ;
:platform_code = "WQBKN" ;
:naming_authority = "PacIOOS" ;
:geospatial_lat_min = "21.2887 " ;
:geospatial_lat_max = "21.2887 " ;
:geospatial_lon_min = "-157.865" ;
:geospatial_lon_max = "-157.865" ;
:geospatial_vertical_min = "-1.0" ;
:geospatial_vertical_max = "-1.0" ;
:time_coverage_start = "" ;
:time_coverage_end = "2013-08-14T21:41:23-10:00" ;
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:local_time_zone = "-10." ;
:data_center = "PacIOOS" ;
:data_center_email = "jimp@hawaii.edu" ;
:author_email = "jimp@hawaii.edu" ;
:author = "Dr. J. T. Potemra" ;
:principal_investigator = "Prof. Eric H. De Carlo" ;
:principal_investigator_email = "edecarlo@hawaii.edu" ;
:technical_contact = "Mike Tomlonson" ;
:technical_contact_email = "tomlinson86@q.com" ;
:citation = "Citation to be used in publications should
follow the form: \"PacIOOS.[year-of-data-download],[Title],[Data
access URL], accessed [date-of-access].\"" ;
:acknowledgement = "Data provided by PacIOOS
(http://pacioos.org) which is part of the U.S. Integrated Ocean
Observing System (IOOS) and are funded in part by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) award
#NA11NOS0120039." ;
:distribution_statement = "PacIOOS data may be re-used,
provided that related metadata explaning the data have been
reviewed by the user, and that the data are appropriately
acknowledged. Data, products and services from PacIOOS are
provided \"as is\" without and warranty as to fitness for a
particular purpose." ;
}

4.

Data vocabulary
Variable

Long name

Short
name

Standard
Name

station_name(name_strlen)
qc_flag

wqbkn
Quality control
status

qc_flag

time(time)

Time

time

time

alt

depth below
mean sea level
Latitude
Longitude
Temperature
(raw)
Temperature
quality
descriptor

depth

depth

lat
lon
temp_r
aw
temp_q
d

latitude
longitude
sea_water_temp
erature

Temperature
(processed)
Conductivity
(raw)
Conductivity
quality
descriptor

temp

sea_water_temp
erature
sea_water_electr
ical_conductivity

lat
lon
temp_raw(time)
temp_qd(time)

temp(time)
cond_raw(time)
cond_qd(time)

cond_r
aw
cond_q
d

Units
0: no qc app
1: realtime qc
2: delayed qc
minutes since
2008-01-01
00:00:00 10:00
meters
degrees_north
degrees_east
Celsius
-9: missing val
0: no eval
1: failed/bad
2: questionabl
3: pass/good
4: interp/adj
Celsius
S m-1
-9: missing val
0: no eval
1: failed/bad
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cond(time)
salt_raw(time)

Conductivity
(processed)
Salinity (raw)

cond
salt_ra
w
salt_qd

sea_water_electr
ical_conductivity
sea_water_salini
ty

salt_qd(time)

Salinity
quality
descriptor

salt(time)

Salinity
(processed)
Dissolved
oxygen (raw)

salt

oxyg_qd(time)

Oxygen quality
descriptor

doxy_q
d

oxyg(time)

Dissolved
oxygen
(processed)
Dissolved
oxygen
saturation
(raw)
Oxygen
saturation
quality
descriptor

doxy

Dissolved
oxygen
saturation
(processed)
Chlorophyll
(raw)

oxyg

fractional_satura
tion_of_oxygen_i
n_sea_water

flor_ra
w

mass_concentrat
ion_of_chloroph
yll_in_sea_water

flor(time)

Chlorophyll
quality
descriptor

flor_qd

flor(time)

Chlorophyll
(processed)

flor

turb_raw(time)

Turbidity

turb_ra

oxyg_raw(time)

oxy2_raw(time)

oxy2_qd(time)

oxy2(time)

flor_raw(time)

doxy_r
aw

oxyg_ra
w

sea_water_salini
ty
mass_concentrat
ion_of_oxygen_in
_sea_water

mass_concentrat
ion_of_oxygen_in
_sea_water
fractional_satura
tion_of_oxygen_i
n_sea_water

oxyg_q
d

mass_concentrat
ion_of_chloroph
yll_in_sea_water
sea_water_turbi

2: questionabl
3: pass/good
4: interp/adj
S m-1
1e-3
-9: missing val
0: no eval
1: failed/bad
2: questionabl
3: pass/good
4: interp/adj
1e-3
kg m-3
-9: missing val
0: no eval
1: failed/bad
2: questionabl
3: pass/good
4: interp/adj
kg m-3
1

-9: missing val
0: no eval
1: failed/bad
2: questionabl
3: pass/good
4: interp/adj
1

kg m-3
-9: missing val
0: no eval
1: failed/bad
2: questionabl
3: pass/good
4: interp/adj
kg m-3
ntu
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(raw)
Turbidity
quality
descriptor

w
turb_q
d

dity

Turbidity
(processed)
pH (raw)

turb

sea_water_turbi
dity
sea_water_ph_re
ported_on_total_
scale

ph01_qd(time)

pH quality
descriptor

ph01_q
d

ph01(time)

pH
(processed)

ph01

turb_qd(time)

turb(time)
ph01_raw(time)

ph01raw

sea_water_ph_re
ported_on_total_
scale

-9: missing val
0: no eval
1: failed/bad
2: questionabl
3: pass/good
4: interp/adj
ntu
1
-9: missing val
0: no eval
1: failed/bad
2: questionabl
3: pass/good
4: interp/adj
1

Table 28. Water quality buoy variable list.

5.
Data distribution27
PacIOOS Water Quality Buoy 03: Kiholo Bay, Big Island, Hawaii
• Metadata: http://pacioos.org/metadata/WQB03agg.html
• HTML: http://pacioos.org/focus/waterquality/wq_hawaii.php
• Voyager: http://pacioos.org/voyager/index.html?b=19.842249%2C155.966291%2C19.883984%2C-155.893121&o=qual:1::p0WQB-03p1
• THREDDS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/idd/wqb.html?dataset=WQB03agg
• ERDDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/erddap/tabledap/wqb03_agg.graph?time%2Ctemp
erature&.draw=lines
• DChart:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/dchart/index.html?dsetid=c6345cd283c6e7761ec3
40648b419781
• SOS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/sos/hioos/wqb/wqb03agg?service=SOS&v
ersion=1.0.0&request=GetCapabilities
• OPeNDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/dodsC/hioos/wqb/wqb03agg.html
• Other: http://hawaii.loboviz.com/loboviz/

Only one buoy is given as an example here; all buoys are available in a similar way
using the same services but with different specifications (e.g., wqbaw instead of
wqb03, etc.).
27
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F.

Model output (Atmospheric)

1.
Data flow
The atmospheric model is the Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) model and is
run by D. Chen’s group. At present there are three model grids saved from the local
runs: a main Hawaiian Islands grid (wrf_hi) that extends from roughly 165°W to
150°W, 17°N to 24°N at 7 km resolution; an Oahu grid (wrf_oa) that extends from
158.5°W to 157.5°W, 21°N to 22°N at 1.5 km resolution; and an Maui grid (wrf_mo)
that extends from 159°W to 155.6°W, 20.2°N to 21.9°N at 2 km resolution.
The models are run each day and are used to force the ocean wave and circulation
models. The data archived and served by PacIOOS are actually converted by the
ocean circulation model (ROMS) and are on the ocean model grid. A cron script,
copy_ocn_output, is run each day at 1:15 PM HST to copy the output files from
the modeling cluster machine (observer) to the data server. The files are copied
from /home/observer/dmac/0day/ocn to
/export/lawelawe1/model/atm. An additional step is required to convert the
raw data times (which are in fractional seconds) to whole integers
(conv_wrf_time.s is used).
2.
File naming convention
The input files are named wfr.nc, wrf-oahu.nc and wrf-mo.nc. These files are
saved in directories wrf_hi, wrf_oa and wrf_mo and given time-stamps in the
name, e.g., wrf_20120130.nc, wrf_oa_20120130.nc and
wrf_mo_20120130.nc for output from January 1, 2012. These dates are given by
“today” from the date command.
The files contain hourly output. The Hawaiian Islands and Maui grids contain a
single-day hindcast and six-day forecast (total of seven days of output), while the
Oahu grid has a half-day hindcast and two-day forecast (total of 2.5 days of output).
The saved variables are surface air temperature, pressure, rain rate, wind speed
(zonal and meridional), longwave and shortwave radiation, relative humidity and
sea surface temperature. Since the model output is processed first by the ocean
model, it contains the ROMS conventions for grid variables (e.g., eta and xi).
The output files are approximately 180MB, 10MB and 100MB per day for the
Hawaiian Island, Oahu and Maui grids, respectively. This gives a total of 106GB per
year for all three grids. The model configurations occasionally change, and this
makes it difficult to serve the output as continuous records in time. The most recent
output extends back to mid-May 2010.
WRF Grid
Lon
range

Hawaiian
Islands
165.0°W
150.0°W

Oahu
158.5°W
157.5°W

Maui
159.0°W
155.6°W

CNMI
116.0°E
149.0°E

GUAM
142.9°W
147.0°W

Samoa
174.1°W
168.7°W
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Lon res
Lon pts
Lat
range
Lat res
Lat pts
Depth rng
Depth res
Depth pts
Time
range
Time res
Time pts
Time start
Variables
File size
File name

6.5 km
216
17.0°N
24.0°N

1.5 km
78
21.0°N
22.0°N

2.0 km
180
20.2°N
21.9°N

12.0 km
293
10.0°N
27.0°N

3.0 km
148
11.9°N
16.0°N

3.0 km
196
16.1°S
11.9°S

6.5 km
136
surface
0
1
7.5 days
(6 forecast)

1.5 km
63
surface
0
1
2.5 days
(2 forecast)

1.5 km
93
surface
0
1
7.5 days
(6 forecast)

12.0 km
160
surface
0
1
7.5 days
(6 forecast)

2.0 km
148
surface
0
1
7.5 days
(6 forecast)

3.0 km
155
surface
0
1
7.5 days
(6 forecast)

hourly
181
05-14-2010
T, P, r, u, v,
Qs, Ql, Rh
191,667,056
wrf_*.nc

hourly
61
06-22-2010
T, P, r, u, v,
Qs, Ql, Rh
10,839,164
wrf_oa_*
.nc

hourly
181
05-14-2010
T, P, r, u, v,
Qs, Ql, Rh
109,229,476
wrf_mo_*.
nc

hourly
181
06-13-2013
T, P, r, u, v,
Qs, Ql, Rh
305,863,556
wrf_ma_*.
nc

hourly
181
06-13-2013
T, P, r, u, v,
Qs, Ql, Rh
142,919,504
wrf_gu_*.
nc

hourly
181
09-25-2013
T, P, r, u, v,
Qs, Ql, Rh
198,217,148
wrf_sa_*.
nc

Table 29. Atmospheric model grid specifications.

3.

Data format specification
netcdf wrf_oa_20130819 {
dimensions:
qair_time = 61 ;
srf_time = 61 ;
lrf_time = 61 ;
wind_time = 61 ;
rain_time = 61 ;
pair_time = 61 ;
tair_time = 61 ;
eta = 63 ;
xi = 78 ;
variables:
double qair_time(qair_time) ;
qair_time:units = "minutes since 2000-01-01 00:00:00 GMT" ;
qair_time:long_name = "surface air relative humidity time"
;
double srf_time(srf_time) ;
srf_time:units = "minutes since 2000-01-01 00:00:00 GMT" ;
srf_time:long_name = "solar shortwave radiation flux time"
;
double lrf_time(lrf_time) ;
lrf_time:units = "minutes since 2000-01-01 00:00:00 GMT" ;
lrf_time:long_name = "net longwave radiation flux time" ;
double wind_time(wind_time) ;
wind_time:units = "minutes since 2000-01-01 00:00:00 GMT" ;
wind_time:long_name = "surface u-wind component time" ;
double rain_time(rain_time) ;
rain_time:units = "minutes since 2000-01-01 00:00:00 GMT" ;
rain_time:long_name = "rain fall rate time" ;
double pair_time(pair_time) ;
pair_time:units = "minutes since 2000-01-01 00:00:00 GMT" ;
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pair_time:long_name = "surface air pressure time" ;
double tair_time(tair_time) ;
tair_time:units = "minutes since 2000-01-01 00:00:00 GMT" ;
tair_time:long_name = "surface air temperature time" ;
float xi(xi) ;
xi:long_name = "xi coordinate index" ;
float eta(eta) ;
eta:long_name = "eta coordinate index" ;
float lat(eta, xi) ;
lat:long_name = "Latitude" ;
lat:units = "degrees_north" ;
float lon(eta, xi) ;
lon:long_name = "Longitude" ;
lon:units = "degrees_east" ;
float Tair(tair_time, eta, xi) ;
Tair:long_name = "surface air temperature" ;
Tair:units = "Celsius" ;
Tair:coordinates = "lon lat" ;
Tair:field = "Tair, scalar, series" ;
Tair:time = "tair_time" ;
float Pair(pair_time, eta, xi) ;
Pair:long_name = "surface air pressure" ;
Pair:units = "millibar" ;
Pair:coordinates = "lon lat" ;
Pair:field = "Pair, scalar, series" ;
Pair:time = "pair_time" ;
float rain(rain_time, eta, xi) ;
rain:long_name = "rain fall rate" ;
rain:units = "kilogram meter-2 second-1" ;
rain:coordinates = "lon lat" ;
rain:field = "rain, scalar, series" ;
rain:time = "rain_time" ;
float Uwind(wind_time, eta, xi) ;
Uwind:long_name = "surface u-wind component" ;
Uwind:units = "meter second-1" ;
Uwind:coordinates = "lon lat" ;
Uwind:field = "u-wind, scalar, series" ;
Uwind:time = "wind_time" ;
float Vwind(wind_time, eta, xi) ;
Vwind:long_name = "v-wind component at 10m" ;
Vwind:units = "meter second-1" ;
Vwind:coordinates = "lon lat" ;
Vwind:field = "v-wind, scalar, series" ;
Vwind:time = "wind_time" ;
float lwrad_down(lrf_time, eta, xi) ;
lwrad_down:long_name = "net longwave radiation flux" ;
lwrad_down:units = "watt meter-2" ;
lwrad_down:coordinates = "lon lat" ;
lwrad_down:field = "longwave radiation, scalar, series" ;
lwrad_down:time = "lrf_time" ;
float swrad(srf_time, eta, xi) ;
swrad:long_name = "solar shortwave radiation flux" ;
swrad:units = "watt meter-2" ;
swrad:coordinates = "lon lat" ;
swrad:field = "shortwave radiation, scalar, series" ;
swrad:time = "srf_time" ;
float Qair(qair_time, eta, xi) ;
Qair:long_name = "surface air relative humidity" ;
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Qair:units = "percentage" ;
Qair:coordinates = "lon lat" ;
Qair:field = "Qair, scalar, series" ;
Qair:time = "qair_time" ;
float sst(tair_time, eta, xi) ;
sst:long_name = "atmospheric guess for sst" ;
sst:units = "Celsius" ;
sst:coordinates = "lon lat" ;
sst:field = "SST, series" ;
sst:time = "tair_time" ;
// global attributes:
:title = "nc Bulk Forcing Data" ;
:author = "Operational" ;
:type = "ROMS forcing" ;
:Conventions = "CF-1.0" ;
:history = "Mon Aug 19 13:19:16 2013:
/usr/local/bin/ncatted -a long_name,qair_time,c,c,surface air
relative humidity time temp7.nc\n",
"Mon Aug 19 13:19:16 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
units,qair_time,c,c,minutes since 2000-01-01 00:00:00 GMT
temp7.nc\n",
"Mon Aug 19 13:19:16 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
long_name,srf_time,c,c,solar shortwave radiation flux time
temp7.nc\n",
"Mon Aug 19 13:19:15 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
units,srf_time,c,c,minutes since 2000-01-01 00:00:00 GMT
temp7.nc\n",
"Mon Aug 19 13:19:15 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
long_name,lrf_time,c,c,net longwave radiation flux time
temp7.nc\n",
"Mon Aug 19 13:19:15 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
units,lrf_time,c,c,minutes since 2000-01-01 00:00:00 GMT
temp7.nc\n",
"Mon Aug 19 13:19:15 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
long_name,wind_time,c,c,surface u-wind component time temp7.nc\n",
"Mon Aug 19 13:19:15 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
units,wind_time,c,c,minutes since 2000-01-01 00:00:00 GMT
temp7.nc\n",
"Mon Aug 19 13:19:15 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
long_name,rain_time,c,c,rain fall rate time temp7.nc\n",
"Mon Aug 19 13:19:15 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
units,rain_time,c,c,minutes since 2000-01-01 00:00:00 GMT
temp7.nc\n",
"Mon Aug 19 13:19:15 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
long_name,pair_time,c,c,surface air pressure time temp7.nc\n",
"Mon Aug 19 13:19:15 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
units,pair_time,c,c,minutes since 2000-01-01 00:00:00 GMT
temp7.nc\n",
"Mon Aug 19 13:19:15 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
long_name,tair_time,c,c,surface air temperature time temp7.nc\n",
"Mon Aug 19 13:19:15 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
units,tair_time,c,c,minutes since 2000-01-01 00:00:00 GMT
temp7.nc\n",
"Mon Aug 19 13:19:15 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncap2 -s
qair_time[qair_time]=floor(qair_time*24.0*60.0+0.5) temp6.nc
temp7.nc\n",
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"Mon Aug 19 13:19:15 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncap2 -s
srf_time[srf_time]=floor(srf_time*24.0*60.0+0.5) temp5.nc
temp6.nc\n",
"Mon Aug 19 13:19:15 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncap2 -s
lrf_time[lrf_time]=floor(lrf_time*24.0*60.0+0.5) temp4.nc
temp5.nc\n",
"Mon Aug 19 13:19:15 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncap2 -s
wind_time[wind_time]=floor(wind_time*24.0*60.0+0.5) temp3.nc
temp4.nc\n",
"Mon Aug 19 13:19:15 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncap2 -s
rain_time[rain_time]=floor(rain_time*24.0*60.0+0.5) temp2.nc
temp3.nc\n",
"Mon Aug 19 13:19:15 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncap2 -s
pair_time[pair_time]=floor(pair_time*24.0*60.0+0.5) temp1.nc
temp2.nc\n",
"Mon Aug 19 13:19:15 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncap2 -s
tair_time[tair_time]=floor(tair_time*24.0*60.0+0.5) sample.nc
temp1.nc" ;
:nco_openmp_thread_number = 1 ;
}

4.

Data vocabulary
Variable

qair_time(qair_time)

srf_time(srf_time)

lrf_time(lrf_time)

wind_time(wind_time)

rain_time(rain_time)

Long name
surface air
relative
humidity time
solar
shortwave
radiative flux
time
net longwave
radiative flux
time
surface u-wind
component
time
rain fall rate
time

pair_time(pair_time)

surface air
pressure time

tair_time(tair_time)

surface air
temperature
time
xi coordinate
index
eta coordinate
index
Latitude
Longitude
surface air
temperature
surface air

xi(xi)
eta(eta)
lat(eta,xi)
lon(eta,xi)
Tair(tair_time,eta,xi)
Pair(pair_time,eta,xi)

Short
name

Standard
Name

Units
minutes since
2000-01-01
00:00:00 GMT
minutes since
2000-01-01
00:00:00 GMT
minutes since
2000-01-01
00:00:00 GMT
minutes since
2000-01-01
00:00:00 GMT
minutes since
2000-01-01
00:00:00 GMT
minutes since
2000-01-01
00:00:00 GMT
minutes since
2000-01-01
00:00:00 GMT

degrees_north
degrees_east
Celsius
mbar
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rain(rain_time,eta,xi)
Uwind(wind_time,eta,xi)
Vwind(wind_time,eta,xi)
lwrad_down(lrf_time,eta,xi
)
swrad_down(lrf_time,eta,xi
)
Qair(qair_time,eta,xi)

sst(tair_time,eta,xi)

pressure
rain fall rate
surface u-wind
component
surface v-wind
component
net longwave
radiation flux
solar
shortwave
radiation flux
surface air
relative
humidity
atmospheric
guess for sst

kg m-2 s-1
m s-1
m s-1
W m-2
W m-2
percentage
Celsius

Table 30. Atmospheric model variable specifications.

5.
Data distribution28
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Regional Atmospheric Model: CNMI
• Metadata: http://pacioos.org/metadata/wrf_cnmi.html
• Voyager:
http://pacioos.org/voyager/index.html?b=9.65111%2C115.606527%2C27.202
359%2C149.268637&o=wfore:1:f:d5
• THREDDS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/catalog/hioos/model/atm/wrf_cnmi/catal
og.html?dataset=wrf_cnmi/WRF_CNMI_Regional_Atmospheric_Model_best.ncd
• ERDDAP: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/erddap/griddap/WRF_CNMI_Best.graph
• LAS: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/las/UI.vm?dsid=wrf_cnmi&varid=Tairwrf_cnmi
• DChart:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/dchart/index.html?dsetid=dd82b9995039128d739
ee2c16b8c8f6
• WMS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wms/hioos/model/atm/wrf_cnmi/WRF_C
NMI_Regional_Atmospheric_Model_best.ncd?service=WMS&version=1.3.0&requ
est=GetCapabilities
• WCS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wcs/hioos/model/atm/wrf_cnmi/WRF_C
NMI_Regional_Atmospheric_Model_best.ncd?service=WCS&version=1.0.0&reque
st=GetCapabilities
• NCSS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/ncss/grid/hioos/model/atm/wrf_cnmi/W
RF_CNMI_Regional_Atmospheric_Model_best.ncd/dataset.html
Only one model domain is given as an example here; all domains are available in a
similar way using the same services but with different specifications (e.g., wfr_oahu
instead of wrf_cnmi, etc.).
28
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•

OPeNDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/dodsC/hioos/model/atm/wrf_cnmi/WRF_
CNMI_Regional_Atmospheric_Model_best.ncd.html

G.

Model output (Wave)

1.

Data flow

The two models output forecasts in different formats: the WW3 in ASCII and the
SWAN in Matlab binary format. The cron script, copy_ore_output, is run each
day at 1:00 PM HST just before the ocean circulation model download. The script
copies the raw model output from /home/observer/dmac/0day/ore to
/export/lawelawe/jimp/waves and runs two different conversion programs.
These are FORTRAN programs that convert between the model output format and
NetCDF. There is a different executable for each grid since the parameters are
different. For the WW3, write_global_nc and write_hawaii_nc are based
on write_global_nc.f and write_hawaii_nc.f, respectively (the difference
is in the metadata and variable dimensions).
For SWAN, the executables are based on write_regional_nc.F which is then
compiled using makefile.reg to specify one of write_kauai_nc,
write_oahu_nc, write_maui_nc and write_bigi_nc for each grid. Note
that this conversion requires a Matlab-FORTRAN library that is not installed on
lawelawe, so the programs have to be compiled elsewhere.
The WW3 model outputs files such as ww3_global_out.var, where var is one of
the several variables output (dir, dp, dpl, fp, hs, pnr, t, wsf). There are
additional files for swell- and wind-driven waves (out is replaced by swell and/or
wind) and for the Hawaii grid (global is replaced by hawaii). The SWAN output
is in a single file, one per domain, in the form grid.mat where grid is one of
kauai, oahu, maui, or bigisland.
2.
File naming convention
The output files are saved in /export/lawelawe1/model/ore/swan and
/ww3. There are then subdirectories for each domain (bigisland, oahu, maui
and kauai for SWAN, and global and hawaii for ww3). The individual files have
names with model, grid and date, e.g., ww3hawaii_20110828.nc for WW3 output
on the Hawaiian Island grid for August 28, 2011 (note that for legacy reasons the
global output filenames actually contain “pac” instead of “global”). The dates are
read from the model output files, both the ASCII WW3 output and Matlab binary
SWAN output. The output dates are typically two days prior to current, for example
the download and conversion done on August 28th will copy from the “day0”
directory and create a file with a date of August 26th. At 2:00PM HST, the “day0”
files get moved to “day1”, so if there is a problem the file conversion can be re-run
(note that only the past seven days are saved in directories “day1” through “day7”.
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The files contain hourly output for a 7.5-day forecast (181 points). The saved
variables are different for the two models. WW3 predicts significant wave height,
period, and direction for peak, swell and wind waves. The SWAN output contains
significant wave height, period and direction for mean and peak waves.
The output files are approximately 1.5GB for the global model, 90MB for the Hawaii
Islands, 109MB for Kauai, 82MB for the Big Island, 60MB for Oahu and 49MB for
Mauai. This gives a total of 675GB per year for all grids. The model configurations
occasionally change, and this makes it difficult to serve the output as continuous
records in time. The most recent output extends to June 2010 for the SWAN output,
November 2010 for the global WW3 and June 2011 for the Hawaiian Island WW3.
Hawaii Island

Oahu

Maui

Kauai

156.2°W
154.7°W
1 km
151

158.35°W
157.60°W
0.5 km
151

157.4°W
155.9°W
1 km
151

160.35°W
159.20°W
0.5 km
231

18.85°N
20.35°N
1 km
151
7.5 day
(6 day forecast)

21.20°N
21.75°N
0.5 km
111
7.5 days
(6 day forecast)

20.4°N
21.3°N
1 km
91
7.5 days
(6 day forecast)

21.70°N
22.35°N
0.5 km
131
7.5 days
(6 day forecast)

hourly
181
06-29-2010
82,544,012
swan_bigi_*

hourly
181
06-29-2010
60,679,052
swan_oahu_*

hourly
181
06-29-2010
49,746,572
swan_maui_*

hourly
181
06-29-2010
109,549,452
swa_kauai_*

SWAN
Grid
Lon range
Lon res
Lon pts
Lat range
Lat res
Lat pts
Time
range
Time res
Time pts
Time start
File size
File name

SWAN
Grid
Lon range
Lon res
Lon pts
Lat range
Lat res
Lat pts
Time
range
Time res
Time pts
Time start

Guam

Apra

Samoa

144.50°W
145.05°W
0.5 km
111
13.14°N
13.75°N
0.5 km
121
7.5 days
(6 day forecast)

144.61°W
144.69°W
50 m
161
13.41°N
13.48°N
50 m
141
7.5 days
(6 day forecast)

171.00°E
170.40°E
0.5 km
121
14.40°S
14.15°S
0.5 km
51
7.5 days
(6 day forecast)

hourly
181
05-16-2012

hourly
181
05-15-2012

hourly
181
02-19-2013
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File size
File name

48,624,332
swan_guam_*.nc

82,182,012
swan_apra_*.nc

22,342,892
swa_tutu_*.nc

Table 31. SWAN wave model variable definitions.

WW3 Grid
Lon range
Lon res
Lon points
Lat range
Lat res
Lat points
Time range
Time res
Time points
Time start
File size
File name

Global
0.0° to 359.5°W
50 km
720
77.5°S to 77.5°N
50 km
311
7.5 days
hourly
181
11-07-2010
1,459,071,172
ww3pac_*.nc

Hawaii
161.0° to 154.0°W
0.5 km
141
18.0° to 23.0°N
0.5 km
101
7.5 days
hourly
181
06-21-2011
92,799,652
ww3hawaii_*.nc

CNMI
143.5° to 146.5°E
5.5 km
61
12.2° to 15.7°N
5.5 km
71
7.5 days
hourly
181
05-16-2012
28,225,652
ww3mariana_*.nc

Samoa
174.0° to 169.0°W
5.5 km
101
15.0° to 13.0°S
5.5 km
41
7.5 days
hourly
181
02-12-2013
26,987,652
ww3samoa_*.nc

Table 32. WW3 wave model variable definitions.

3.
Data format specification
SWAN output:
netcdf swan_oahu_20130818 {
dimensions:
lon = 151 ;
lat = 111 ;
z = 1 ;
time = UNLIMITED ; // (181 currently)
variables:
float lon(lon) ;
lon:long_name = “longitude” ;
lon:standard_name = “longitude” ;
lon:short_name = “lon” ;
lon:axis = “x” ;
lon:units = “degrees_east” ;
float lat(lat) ;
lat:long_name = “latitude” ;
lat:standard_name = “latitude” ;
lat:short_name = “lat” ;
lat:axis = “y” ;
lat:units = “degrees_north” ;
float z(z) ;
z:long_name = “depth below mean sea level” ;
z:standard_name = “depth” ;
z:short_name = “depth” ;
z:axis = “z” ;
z:units = “meters” ;
int time(time) ;
time:long_name = “time” ;
time:standard_name = “time” ;
time:short_name = “time” ;
time:axis = “t” ;
time:units = “minutes since 2008-01-01 00:00:00” ;
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float shgt(time, z, lat, lon) ;
shgt:long_name = “significant wave height” ;
shgt:standard_name = “sea_surface_wave_significant_height”
;
shgt:short_name = “hs” ;
shgt:units = “meters” ;
shgt:valid_range = 0.f, 20.f ;
shgt:_FillValue = -999.f ;
float mper(time, z, lat, lon) ;
mper:long_name = “mean wave period” ;
mper:standard_name = “sea_surface_wave_period” ;
mper:short_name = “mper” ;
mper:units = “seconds” ;
mper:valid_range = 0.f, 30.f ;
mper:_FillValue = -999.f ;
float mdir(time, z, lat, lon) ;
mdir:long_name = “mean wave direction” ;
mdir:standard_name = “sea_surface_wave_from_direction” ;
mdir:short_name = “mdir” ;
mdir:units = “degrees” ;
mdir:valid_range = 0.f, 360.f ;
mdir:_FillValue = -999.f ;
float pper(time, z, lat, lon) ;
pper:long_name = “peak wave period” ;
pper:standard_name = “sea_surface_peak_wave_period” ;
pper:short_name = “pper” ;
pper:units = “seconds” ;
pper:valid_range = 0.f, 30.f ;
pper:_FillValue = -999.f ;
float pdir(time, z, lat, lon) ;
pdir:long_name = “peak wave direction” ;
pdir:standard_name = “sea_surface_peak_wave_from_direction”
;
pdir:short_name = “pdir” ;
pdir:units = “degrees” ;
pdir:valid_range = 0.f, 360.f ;
pdir:_FillValue = -999.f ;
// global attributes:
:title = “Results from ORE SWAN model for Oahu. Results
provided by Ning Li, K.-F. Cheung,
PI…...............................................................
..................................................................
........................” ;
}

WaveWatchIII output:
netcdf ww3hawaii_20130828 {
dimensions:
lon = 141 ;
lat = 101 ;
z = 1 ;
time = UNLIMITED ; // (181 currently)
variables:
float lon(lon) ;
lon:long_name = "longitude" ;
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lon:standard_name = "longitude" ;
lon:short_name = "lon" ;
lon:axis = "x" ;
lon:units = "degrees_east" ;
float lat(lat) ;
lat:long_name = "latitude" ;
lat:standard_name = "latitude" ;
lat:short_name = "lat" ;
lat:axis = "y" ;
lat:units = "degrees_north" ;
float z(z) ;
z:long_name = "depth below mean sea level" ;
z:standard_name = "depth" ;
z:short_name = "depth" ;
z:axis = "z" ;
z:units = "meters" ;
int time(time) ;
time:long_name = "time" ;
time:standard_name = "time" ;
time:short_name = "time" ;
time:axis = "t" ;
time:units = "minutes since 2008-01-01 00:00:00" ;
float Thgt(time, z, lat, lon) ;
Thgt:long_name = "significant wave height" ;
Thgt:standard_name = "sea_surface_wave_significant_height"
;
Thgt:short_name = "Thgt" ;
Thgt:units = "meters" ;
Thgt:valid_range = 0.f, 60.f ;
Thgt:_FillValue = -999.f ;
float Tper(time, z, lat, lon) ;
Tper:long_name = "peak wave period" ;
Tper:standard_name = "sea_surface_wave_period" ;
Tper:short_name = "Tper" ;
Tper:units = "seconds" ;
Tper:valid_range = 0.f, 60.f ;
Tper:_FillValue = -999.f ;
float Tdir(time, z, lat, lon) ;
Tdir:long_name = "peak wave direction" ;
Tdir:standard_name = "sea_surface_wave_from_direction" ;
Tdir:short_name = "Tdir" ;
Tdir:units = "degrees" ;
Tdir:valid_range = 0.f, 360.f ;
Tdir:_FillValue = -999.f ;
float shgt(time, z, lat, lon) ;
shgt:long_name = "swell significant wave height" ;
shgt:standard_name =
"sea_surface_swell_wave_significant_height" ;
shgt:short_name = "shgt" ;
shgt:units = "meters" ;
shgt:valid_range = 0.f, 60.f ;
shgt:_FillValue = -999.f ;
float sper(time, z, lat, lon) ;
sper:long_name = "swell peak wave period" ;
sper:standard_name = "sea_surface_swell_wave_period" ;
sper:short_name = "sper" ;
sper:units = "seconds" ;
sper:valid_range = 0.f, 60.f ;
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sper:_FillValue = -999.f ;
float sdir(time, z, lat, lon) ;
sdir:long_name = "swell peak wave direction" ;
sdir:standard_name =
"sea_surface_swell_wave_from_direction" ;
sdir:short_name = "sdir" ;
sdir:units = "degrees" ;
sdir:valid_range = 0.f, 360.f ;
sdir:_FillValue = -999.f ;
float whgt(time, z, lat, lon) ;
whgt:long_name = "wind significant wave height" ;
whgt:standard_name =
"sea_surface_wind_wave_significant_height" ;
whgt:short_name = "whgt" ;
whgt:units = "meters" ;
whgt:valid_range = 0.f, 60.f ;
whgt:_FillValue = -999.f ;
float wper(time, z, lat, lon) ;
wper:long_name = "wind peak wave period" ;
wper:standard_name = "sea_surface_wind_wave_period" ;
wper:short_name = "wper" ;
wper:units = "seconds" ;
wper:valid_range = 0.f, 60.f ;
wper:_FillValue = -999.f ;
float wdir(time, z, lat, lon) ;
wdir:long_name = "wind peak wave direction" ;
wdir:standard_name = "sea_surface_wind_wave_from_direction"
;
wdir:short_name = "wdir" ;
wdir:units = "degrees" ;
wdir:valid_range = 0.f, 360.f ;
wdir:_FillValue = -999.f ;
// global attributes:
:title = "WaveWatch-III results from ORE level2 model.
Results provided by Ning Li, K.-F. Cheung,
PI................................................................
..................................................................
..................." ;
}

4.

Data vocabulary
Variable

Long name

Short
name
lon
lat
depth

longitude
latitude
depth

degrees_east
degrees_north
meters

time(time)

longitude
latitude
depth below
mean sea level
time

time

time

shgt(time,z,lat,lon)
(SWAN)

significant
wave height

hs

mper(time,z,lat,lon)
(SWAN)

mean wave
period

mper

sea_surface_wav
e_significant_hei
ght
sea_surface_wav
e_period

minutes since
2008-01-01
00:00:00
meters

lon(lon)
lat(lat)
z(z)

Standard
Name

Units

seconds
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mdir(time,z,lat,lon)
(SWAN)
pper(time,z,lat,lon)
(SWAN)
pdir(time,z,lat,lon)
(SWAN)

mean wave
direction
peak wave
period
peak wave
direction

mdir

Thgt(time,z,lat,lon)
(WW3)

significant
wave height

Thgt

Tper(time,z,lat,lon)
(WW3)
Tdir(time,z,lat,lon)
(WW3)
shgt(time,z,lat,lon)
(WW3)

peak wave
period
peak wave
direction
swell
significant
wave height
swell peak
wave direction

Tper

wind
significant
wave height
wind peak
wave period
wind peak
wave direction

whgt

sdir(time,z,lat,lon)
(WW3)
whgt(time,z,lat,lon)
(WW3)
wper(time,z,lat,lon)
(WW3)
wdir(time,z,lat,lon)
(WW3)

pper
pdir

Tdir
shgt
sdir

wper
wdir

sea_surface_wav
e_from_direction
sea_surface_pea
k_wave_period
sea_surface_pea
k_wave_from_dir
ection
sea_surface_wav
e_significant_hei
ght
sea_surface_wav
e_period
sea_surface_wav
e_from_direction
sea_surface_swel
l_wave_significa
nt_height
sea_surface_swel
l_wave_from_dir
ection
sea_surface_win
d_wave_significa
nt_height
sea_surface_win
d_wave_period
sea_surface_wav
e_from_direction

degrees
seconds
degrees
meters
seconds
degrees
meters
degrees
meters
seconds
degrees

Table 33. Wave model variable definitions.

5.
Data distribution29
WaveWatch III (WW3) Samoa Regional Wave Model
• Metadata: http://pacioos.org/metadata/ww3_samoa.html
• Voyager: http://pacioos.org/voyager/index.html?b=-15%2C-174%2C-13%2C169&o=sfore:4:ft:d10
• THREDDS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/catalog/hioos/model/wav/ww3/samoa/c
atalog.html?dataset=ww3_samoa/WaveWatch_III_Samoa_Regional_Wave_Model
_best.ncd
• ERDDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/erddap/griddap/NWW3_Samoa_Best.graph
• LAS: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/las/UI.vm?dsid=nww3_samoa&varid=Thgtnww3_samoa
• DChart:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/dchart/index.html?dsetid=339c19e37a6e9be0e670
6b4e4cdc49b3

Only one model domain is given as an example here; all domains are available in a
similar way using the same services but with different specifications (e.g.,
ww3_oahu instead of ww3_samoa, etc.).
29
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•

•

•
•

H.

WMS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wms/hioos/model/wav/ww3/samoa/Wa
veWatch_III_Samoa_Regional_Wave_Model_best.ncd?service=WMS&version=1.3.
0&request=GetCapabilities
WCS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wcs/hioos/model/wav/ww3/samoa/Wav
eWatch_III_Samoa_Regional_Wave_Model_best.ncd?service=WCS&version=1.0.0
&request=GetCapabilities
NCSS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/ncss/grid/hioos/model/wav/ww3/samoa
/WaveWatch_III_Samoa_Regional_Wave_Model_best.ncd/dataset.html
OPeNDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/dodsC/hioos/model/wav/ww3/samoa/W
aveWatch_III_Samoa_Regional_Wave_Model_best.ncd.html

Model output (Ocean circulation)

1.
Data flow
The cron script copy_ocn_output is run each day at 1:15 PM HST to copy the
output files from the modeling cluster machine (observer) to the data server. The
files are copied from /home/observer/dmac/0day/ocn/. The files are named
grid_type.nc, where grid is one of hiig, hiog, or hiomsg and type is either
fore or assim. These files are already in netCDF format, so no further conversion
is done.
2.
File naming convention
Files are copied to /export/lawelawe1/model/ocn/type/grid (where
type is the run-type, either roms_forecast or roms_assim, and grid is the
grid hiig, hiog or hiomsg) and named grid_type_yyyymmdd.nc (grid is
one of hiig, hiog, or hiomsg; type is forec or assim; yyyy is four-digit year;
mm is two-digit month; and dd is two-digit day). The files are already in NetCDF
format and no other conversion is necessary.
The output files are approximately 2.5GB for the all-islands grids, 600 and 350MB
for the Oahu grid (without and with data-assimilation, respectively), and 61MB for
the south shore grid (all per day). This gives a total of 1.2TB per year for all grids.
The model configurations occasionally change, and this makes it difficult to serve
the output as continuous records in time. The most recent output extends back to
late March 2011.
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ROMS
Grid
Lon
range
Lon res
Lon pts
Lat
range
Lat res
Lat pts
Depth rng
Depth res
Depth pts
Time
range
Time res
Time pts
Time
start
File size
File name

Hawaii Islands
(hiig)

Oahu
(hiog)

South Shore
(hiomsg)

Waianae
(hiomwg)

163.8°W
152.5°W

variable

variable

variable

4 km
294
17.0°N
24.0°N

2 to 0.7 km
70 (xi)
variable

200 to 60 m
138 (xi)
variable

200 to 60 m
58 (xi)
variable

4 km
194
surface
bottom
variable
30
7.125 days

2 to 0.7 km
170 (eta)
surface
bottom
variable
30
7.125 days

200 to 60 m
47 (eta)
surface
bottom
variable
30
5.0 days

200 to 60 m
35 (eta)
surface
bottom
variable
20
2.125 days

3-hourly
57
03-25-2011

3-hourly
57
04-01-2011

3-hourly
41
04-07-2011

3-hourly
17
06-05-2010

2,878,123,344
hiig_forec_*

610,236,424
hiog_forec_*

69,452,972
hiomsg_forec_*

21,076,956
hiomwg_forec_*
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ROMS
Grid
Lon
range
Lon res
Lon pts
Lat
range
Lat res
Lat pts
Depth rng
Depth res
Depth pts
Time
range
Time res
Time pts
Time
start
File size
File name

CNMI
(mari)

Guam
(marig)

116.0°E
148.9°E

142.9°E
147.1°E

8 km
432
10.7°N
27.0°N

2 km
221
11.9°N
16.0°N

8 km
230
surface
bottom
variable
24
6.125 days

2 km
225
surface
bottom
variable
30
6.125 days

3-hourly
49
09-25-2013

3-hourly
57
09-25-2013

7,133,925,432
mari_forec_*.nc

2,148,105,684
marig_forec_*.nc

Table 34. Specifications for ROMS (local ocean circulation model) without data assimilation (forecast
runs).
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ROMS
Grid
Lon
range
Lon res
Lon pts
Lat
range
Lat res
Lat pts
Depth rng
Depth res
Depth pts
Time
range
Time res
Time pts
Time start
File size
File name

Hawaii Islands
(hiig)

Oahu
(hiog)

CNMI
(mari)

163.8°W
152.5°W

variable

116.0°E
148.9°E

4 km
294
17.0°N
24.0°N

2 to 0.7 km
70 (xi)
variable

8 km
432
10.7°N
27.0°N

4 km
194
sea surface
bottom
variable
30
3.125 days

2 to 0.7 km
170 (eta)
sea surface
bottom
variable
30
2.125 days

8 km
230
surface
bottom
variable
24
3.125 days

3-hourly
25
03-26-2011
2,571,061,176
hiig_assim_*.nc

3-hourly
17
04-02-2011
364,661,820
hiog_assim_*.nc

3-hourly
25
09-25-2013
3,646,374,348
mari_forec_*.nc

Table 35. Specifications for ROMS (local ocean circulation model) with assimilation.

3.

Data format convention
netcdf hiig_forec_20130819 {
dimensions:
xi_rho = 294 ;
xi_u = 293 ;
xi_v = 294 ;
xi_psi = 293 ;
eta_rho = 194 ;
eta_u = 194 ;
eta_v = 193 ;
eta_psi = 193 ;
N = 30 ;
s_rho = 30 ;
s_w = 31 ;
tracer = 2 ;
boundary = 4 ;
ocean_time = UNLIMITED ; // (57 currently)
Nuser = 25 ;
variables:
int ntimes ;
ntimes:long_name = "number of long time-steps" ;
int ndtfast ;
ndtfast:long_name = "number of short time-steps" ;
double dt ;
dt:long_name = "size of long time-steps" ;
dt:units = "second" ;
double dtfast ;
dtfast:long_name = "size of short time-steps" ;
dtfast:units = "second" ;
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double dstart ;
dstart:long_name = "time stamp assigned to model
initilization" ;
dstart:units = "days since 2000-01-01 00:00:00" ;
int nHIS ;
nHIS:long_name = "number of time-steps between history
records" ;
int ndefHIS ;
ndefHIS:long_name = "number of time-steps between the
creation of history files" ;
int nRST ;
nRST:long_name = "number of time-steps between restart
records" ;
nRST:cycle = "only latest two records are maintained" ;
int ntsAVG ;
ntsAVG:long_name = "starting time-step for accumulation of
time-averaged fields" ;
int nAVG ;
nAVG:long_name = "number of time-steps between timeaveraged records" ;
int ndefAVG ;
ndefAVG:long_name = "number of time-steps between the
creation of average files" ;
int nSTA ;
nSTA:long_name = "number of time-steps between stations
records" ;
double Falpha ;
Falpha:long_name = "Power-law shape barotropic filter
parameter" ;
double Fbeta ;
Fbeta:long_name = "Power-law shape barotropic filter
parameter" ;
double Fgamma ;
Fgamma:long_name = "Power-law shape barotropic filter
parameter" ;
double nl_tnu2(tracer) ;
nl_tnu2:long_name = "nonlinear model Laplacian mixing
coefficient for tracers" ;
nl_tnu2:units = "meter2 second-1" ;
double nl_visc2 ;
nl_visc2:long_name = "nonlinear model Laplacian mixing
coefficient for momentum" ;
nl_visc2:units = "meter2 second-1" ;
double Akt_bak(tracer) ;
Akt_bak:long_name = "background vertical mixing coefficient
for tracers" ;
Akt_bak:units = "meter2 second-1" ;
double Akv_bak ;
Akv_bak:long_name = "background vertical mixing coefficient
for momentum" ;
Akv_bak:units = "meter2 second-1" ;
double rdrg ;
rdrg:long_name = "linear drag coefficient" ;
rdrg:units = "meter second-1" ;
double rdrg2 ;
rdrg2:long_name = "quadratic drag coefficient" ;
double Zob ;
Zob:long_name = "bottom roughness" ;
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Zob:units = "meter" ;
double Zos ;
Zos:long_name = "surface roughness" ;
Zos:units = "meter" ;
double Znudg ;
Znudg:long_name = "free-surface nudging/relaxation inverse
time scale" ;
Znudg:units = "day-1" ;
double M2nudg ;
M2nudg:long_name = "2D momentum nudging/relaxation inverse
time scale" ;
M2nudg:units = "day-1" ;
double M3nudg ;
M3nudg:long_name = "3D momentum nudging/relaxation inverse
time scale" ;
M3nudg:units = "day-1" ;
double Tnudg(tracer) ;
Tnudg:long_name = "Tracers nudging/relaxation inverse time
scale" ;
Tnudg:units = "day-1" ;
double FSobc_in(boundary) ;
FSobc_in:long_name = "free-surface inflow, nudging inverse
time scale" ;
FSobc_in:units = "second-1" ;
double FSobc_out(boundary) ;
FSobc_out:long_name = "free-surface outflow, nudging
inverse time scale" ;
FSobc_out:units = "second-1" ;
double M2obc_in(boundary) ;
M2obc_in:long_name = "2D momentum inflow, nudging inverse
time scale" ;
M2obc_in:units = "second-1" ;
double M2obc_out(boundary) ;
M2obc_out:long_name = "2D momentum outflow, nudging inverse
time scale" ;
M2obc_out:units = "second-1" ;
double Tobc_in(boundary, tracer) ;
Tobc_in:long_name = "tracers inflow, nudging inverse time
scale" ;
Tobc_in:units = "second-1" ;
double Tobc_out(boundary, tracer) ;
Tobc_out:long_name = "tracers outflow, nudging inverse time
scale" ;
Tobc_out:units = "second-1" ;
double M3obc_in(boundary) ;
M3obc_in:long_name = "3D momentum inflow, nudging inverse
time scale" ;
M3obc_in:units = "second-1" ;
double M3obc_out(boundary) ;
M3obc_out:long_name = "3D momentum outflow, nudging inverse
time scale" ;
M3obc_out:units = "second-1" ;
double rho0 ;
rho0:long_name = "mean density used in Boussinesq
approximation" ;
rho0:units = "kilogram meter-3" ;
double gamma2 ;
gamma2:long_name = "slipperiness parameter" ;
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int spherical ;
spherical:long_name = "grid type logical switch" ;
spherical:flag_values = 0, 1 ;
spherical:flag_meanings = "Cartesian spherical" ;
double xl ;
xl:long_name = "domain length in the XI-direction" ;
xl:units = "meter" ;
double el ;
el:long_name = "domain length in the ETA-direction" ;
el:units = "meter" ;
int Vtransform ;
Vtransform:long_name = "vertical terrain-following
transformation equation" ;
int Vstretching ;
Vstretching:long_name = "vertical terrain-following
stretching function" ;
double theta_s ;
theta_s:long_name = "S-coordinate surface control
parameter" ;
double theta_b ;
theta_b:long_name = "S-coordinate bottom control parameter"
;
double Tcline ;
Tcline:long_name = "S-coordinate surface/bottom layer
width" ;
Tcline:units = "meter" ;
double hc ;
hc:long_name = "S-coordinate parameter, critical depth" ;
hc:units = "meter" ;
double s_rho(s_rho) ;
s_rho:long_name = "S-coordinate at RHO-points" ;
s_rho:valid_min = -1. ;
s_rho:valid_max = 0. ;
s_rho:positive = "up" ;
s_rho:standard_name = "ocean_s_coordinate_g2" ;
s_rho:formula_terms = "s: s_rho C: Cs_r eta: zeta depth: h
depth_c: hc" ;
s_rho:field = "s_rho, scalar" ;
double s_w(s_w) ;
s_w:long_name = "S-coordinate at W-points" ;
s_w:valid_min = -1. ;
s_w:valid_max = 0. ;
s_w:positive = "up" ;
s_w:standard_name = "ocean_s_coordinate_g2" ;
s_w:formula_terms = "s: s_w C: Cs_w eta: zeta depth: h
depth_c: hc" ;
s_w:field = "s_w, scalar" ;
double Cs_r(s_rho) ;
Cs_r:long_name = "S-coordinate stretching curves at RHOpoints" ;
Cs_r:valid_min = -1. ;
Cs_r:valid_max = 0. ;
Cs_r:field = "Cs_r, scalar" ;
double Cs_w(s_w) ;
Cs_w:long_name = "S-coordinate stretching curves at Wpoints" ;
Cs_w:valid_min = -1. ;
Cs_w:valid_max = 0. ;
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Cs_w:field = "Cs_w, scalar" ;
double user(Nuser) ;
user:long_name = "user generic parameters" ;
user:field = "user, scalar" ;
double h(eta_rho, xi_rho) ;
h:long_name = "bathymetry at RHO-points" ;
h:units = "meter" ;
h:coordinates = "lon_rho lat_rho" ;
h:field = "bath, scalar" ;
double f(eta_rho, xi_rho) ;
f:long_name = "Coriolis parameter at RHO-points" ;
f:units = "second-1" ;
f:coordinates = "lon_rho lat_rho" ;
f:field = "coriolis, scalar" ;
double pm(eta_rho, xi_rho) ;
pm:long_name = "curvilinear coordinate metric in XI" ;
pm:units = "meter-1" ;
pm:coordinates = "lon_rho lat_rho" ;
pm:field = "pm, scalar" ;
double pn(eta_rho, xi_rho) ;
pn:long_name = "curvilinear coordinate metric in ETA" ;
pn:units = "meter-1" ;
pn:coordinates = "lon_rho lat_rho" ;
pn:field = "pn, scalar" ;
double lon_rho(eta_rho, xi_rho) ;
lon_rho:long_name = "longitude of RHO-points" ;
lon_rho:units = "degree_east" ;
lon_rho:standard_name = "longitude" ;
lon_rho:field = "lon_rho, scalar" ;
double lat_rho(eta_rho, xi_rho) ;
lat_rho:long_name = "latitude of RHO-points" ;
lat_rho:units = "degree_north" ;
lat_rho:standard_name = "latitude" ;
lat_rho:field = "lat_rho, scalar" ;
double lon_u(eta_u, xi_u) ;
lon_u:long_name = "longitude of U-points" ;
lon_u:units = "degree_east" ;
lon_u:standard_name = "longitude" ;
lon_u:field = "lon_u, scalar" ;
double lat_u(eta_u, xi_u) ;
lat_u:long_name = "latitude of U-points" ;
lat_u:units = "degree_north" ;
lat_u:standard_name = "latitude" ;
lat_u:field = "lat_u, scalar" ;
double lon_v(eta_v, xi_v) ;
lon_v:long_name = "longitude of V-points" ;
lon_v:units = "degree_east" ;
lon_v:standard_name = "longitude" ;
lon_v:field = "lon_v, scalar" ;
double lat_v(eta_v, xi_v) ;
lat_v:long_name = "latitude of V-points" ;
lat_v:units = "degree_north" ;
lat_v:standard_name = "latitude" ;
lat_v:field = "lat_v, scalar" ;
double lon_psi(eta_psi, xi_psi) ;
lon_psi:long_name = "longitude of PSI-points" ;
lon_psi:units = "degree_east" ;
lon_psi:standard_name = "longitude" ;
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lon_psi:field = "lon_psi, scalar" ;
double lat_psi(eta_psi, xi_psi) ;
lat_psi:long_name = "latitude of PSI-points" ;
lat_psi:units = "degree_north" ;
lat_psi:standard_name = "latitude" ;
lat_psi:field = "lat_psi, scalar" ;
double angle(eta_rho, xi_rho) ;
angle:long_name = "angle between XI-axis and EAST" ;
angle:units = "radians" ;
angle:coordinates = "lon_rho lat_rho" ;
angle:field = "angle, scalar" ;
double mask_rho(eta_rho, xi_rho) ;
mask_rho:long_name = "mask on RHO-points" ;
mask_rho:flag_values = 0., 1. ;
mask_rho:flag_meanings = "land water" ;
mask_rho:coordinates = "lon_rho lat_rho" ;
double mask_u(eta_u, xi_u) ;
mask_u:long_name = "mask on U-points" ;
mask_u:flag_values = 0., 1. ;
mask_u:flag_meanings = "land water" ;
mask_u:coordinates = "lon_u lat_u" ;
double mask_v(eta_v, xi_v) ;
mask_v:long_name = "mask on V-points" ;
mask_v:flag_values = 0., 1. ;
mask_v:flag_meanings = "land water" ;
mask_v:coordinates = "lon_v lat_v" ;
double mask_psi(eta_psi, xi_psi) ;
mask_psi:long_name = "mask on psi-points" ;
mask_psi:flag_values = 0., 1. ;
mask_psi:flag_meanings = "land water" ;
mask_psi:coordinates = "lon_psi lat_psi" ;
double ocean_time(ocean_time) ;
ocean_time:long_name = "time since initialization" ;
ocean_time:units = "seconds since 2000-01-01 00:00:00" ;
ocean_time:calendar = "gregorian" ;
ocean_time:field = "time, scalar, series" ;
float zeta(ocean_time, eta_rho, xi_rho) ;
zeta:long_name = "free-surface" ;
zeta:units = "meter" ;
zeta:time = "ocean_time" ;
zeta:coordinates = "lon_rho lat_rho ocean_time" ;
zeta:field = "free-surface, scalar, series" ;
zeta:_FillValue = 1.e+37f ;
float ubar(ocean_time, eta_u, xi_u) ;
ubar:long_name = "vertically integrated u-momentum
component" ;
ubar:units = "meter second-1" ;
ubar:time = "ocean_time" ;
ubar:coordinates = "lon_u lat_u ocean_time" ;
ubar:field = "ubar-velocity, scalar, series" ;
ubar:_FillValue = 1.e+37f ;
float vbar(ocean_time, eta_v, xi_v) ;
vbar:long_name = "vertically integrated v-momentum
component" ;
vbar:units = "meter second-1" ;
vbar:time = "ocean_time" ;
vbar:coordinates = "lon_v lat_v ocean_time" ;
vbar:field = "vbar-velocity, scalar, series" ;
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vbar:_FillValue = 1.e+37f ;
float u(ocean_time, s_rho, eta_u, xi_u) ;
u:long_name = "u-momentum component" ;
u:units = "meter second-1" ;
u:time = "ocean_time" ;
u:coordinates = "lon_u lat_u s_rho ocean_time" ;
u:field = "u-velocity, scalar, series" ;
u:_FillValue = 1.e+37f ;
float v(ocean_time, s_rho, eta_v, xi_v) ;
v:long_name = "v-momentum component" ;
v:units = "meter second-1" ;
v:time = "ocean_time" ;
v:coordinates = "lon_v lat_v s_rho ocean_time" ;
v:field = "v-velocity, scalar, series" ;
v:_FillValue = 1.e+37f ;
float temp(ocean_time, s_rho, eta_rho, xi_rho) ;
temp:long_name = "potential temperature" ;
temp:units = "Celsius" ;
temp:time = "ocean_time" ;
temp:coordinates = "lon_rho lat_rho s_rho ocean_time" ;
temp:field = "temperature, scalar, series" ;
temp:_FillValue = 1.e+37f ;
float salt(ocean_time, s_rho, eta_rho, xi_rho) ;
salt:long_name = "salinity" ;
salt:time = "ocean_time" ;
salt:coordinates = "lon_rho lat_rho s_rho ocean_time" ;
salt:field = "salinity, scalar, series" ;
salt:_FillValue = 1.e+37f ;
float AKv(ocean_time, s_w, eta_rho, xi_rho) ;
AKv:long_name = "vertical viscosity coefficient" ;
AKv:units = "meter2 second-1" ;
AKv:time = "ocean_time" ;
AKv:coordinates = "lon_rho lat_rho s_w ocean_time" ;
AKv:field = "AKv, scalar, series" ;
float AKt(ocean_time, s_w, eta_rho, xi_rho) ;
AKt:long_name = "temperature vertical diffusion
coefficient" ;
AKt:units = "meter2 second-1" ;
AKt:time = "ocean_time" ;
AKt:coordinates = "lon_rho lat_rho s_w ocean_time" ;
AKt:field = "AKt, scalar, series" ;
float AKs(ocean_time, s_w, eta_rho, xi_rho) ;
AKs:long_name = "salinity vertical diffusion coefficient" ;
AKs:units = "meter2 second-1" ;
AKs:time = "ocean_time" ;
AKs:coordinates = "lon_rho lat_rho s_w ocean_time" ;
AKs:field = "AKs, scalar, series" ;
float shflux(ocean_time, eta_rho, xi_rho) ;
shflux:long_name = "surface net heat flux" ;
shflux:units = "watt meter-2" ;
shflux:negative_value = "upward flux, cooling" ;
shflux:positive_value = "downward flux, heating" ;
shflux:time = "ocean_time" ;
shflux:coordinates = "lon_rho lat_rho ocean_time" ;
shflux:field = "surface heat flux, scalar, series" ;
shflux:_FillValue = 1.e+37f ;
float ssflux(ocean_time, eta_rho, xi_rho) ;
ssflux:long_name = "surface net salt flux, (E-P)*SALT" ;
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ssflux:units = "meter second-1" ;
ssflux:negative_value = "upward flux, freshening (net
precipitation)" ;
ssflux:positive_value = "downward flux, salting (net
evaporation)" ;
ssflux:time = "ocean_time" ;
ssflux:coordinates = "lon_rho lat_rho ocean_time" ;
ssflux:field = "surface net salt flux, scalar, series" ;
ssflux:_FillValue = 1.e+37f ;
float EminusP(ocean_time, eta_rho, xi_rho) ;
EminusP:long_name = "bulk_flux surface net freswater flux,
(E-P)" ;
EminusP:units = "meter second-1" ;
EminusP:negative_value = "upward flux, freshening (net
precipitation)" ;
EminusP:positive_value = "downward flux, salting (net
evaporation)" ;
EminusP:time = "ocean_time" ;
EminusP:coordinates = "lon_rho lat_rho ocean_time" ;
EminusP:field = "EminusP, scalar, series" ;
EminusP:_FillValue = 1.e+37f ;
float sustr(ocean_time, eta_u, xi_u) ;
sustr:long_name = "surface u-momentum stress" ;
sustr:units = "newton meter-2" ;
sustr:time = "ocean_time" ;
sustr:coordinates = "lon_u lat_u ocean_time" ;
sustr:field = "surface u-momentum stress, scalar, series" ;
sustr:_FillValue = 1.e+37f ;
float svstr(ocean_time, eta_v, xi_v) ;
svstr:long_name = "surface v-momentum stress" ;
svstr:units = "newton meter-2" ;
svstr:time = "ocean_time" ;
svstr:coordinates = "lon_v lat_v ocean_time" ;
svstr:field = "surface v-momentum stress, scalar, series" ;
svstr:_FillValue = 1.e+37f ;
// global attributes:
:file = "hiig_his.nc" ;
:format = "netCDF-3 classic file" ;
:Conventions = "CF-1.4" ;
:type = "ROMS/TOMS history file" ;
:title = "HIIG FORE" ;
:rst_file = "hiig_rst.nc" ;
:his_file = "hiig_his.nc" ;
:avg_file = "hiig_avg.nc" ;
:sta_file = "hiig_sta.nc" ;
:grd_file = "../grid/roms-hiig-grid-ncom.nc" ;
:ini_file = "ini.nc" ;
:frc_file_01 = "hiig-frc.nc" ;
:frc_file_02 = "../ncfiles/qcorr_wrf.nc" ;
:frc_file_03 = "../ncfiles/ncom-sss.nc" ;
:frc_file_04 = "tide.nc" ;
:bry_file = "hiig-bry.nc" ;
:clm_file = "hiig-clim.nc" ;
:script_file =
"/share/forecast/ocean/pacioos/hawaii/work/ocean.in" ;
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:spos_file =
"/share/forecast/ocean/pacioos/hawaii/roms/nlmhiig/hiog_stations.in" ;
:svn_url = "https:://myroms.org/svn/src" ;
:svn_rev = "Unversioned directory" ;
:code_dir = "/share/forecast/ocean/roms/src" ;
:header_dir = "/share/forecast/ocean/pacioos/roms/nlm-hiig"
;
:header_file = "hiig.h" ;
:os = "Linux" ;
:cpu = "x86_64" ;
:compiler_system = "ifort" ;
:compiler_command = "/share/apps/openmpi-ifort/bin/mpif90"
;
:compiler_flags = "-heap-arrays -ip -O3 -free" ;
:tiling = "008x008" ;
:history = "ROMS/TOMS, Version 3.4, Monday - August 19,
2013 - 9:15:22 AM" ;
:ana_file = "/share/forecast/ocean/pacioos/roms/nlmhiig/../include/ana_btflux.h,
/share/forecast/ocean/pacioos/roms/nlmhiig/../include/ana_hmixcoef.h,
/share/forecast/ocean/pacioos/roms/nlmhiig/../include/ana_nudgcoef.h" ;
:CPP_options = "hiig, ADD_FSOBC, ADD_M2OBC, ANA_BSFLUX,
ANA_BTFLUX, ASSUMED_SHAPE, AVERAGES, BULK_FLUXES, CLIMA_TS_MIX,
CURVGRID, DIFF_GRID, DJ_GRADPS, DOUBLE_PRECISION, EAST_FSCHAPMAN,
EAST_M2FLATHER, EAST_M3NUDGING, EAST_M3RADIATION, EAST_TNUDGING,
EAST_TRADIATION, EMINUSP, LMD_CONVEC, LMD_MIXING, LMD_NONLOCAL,
LMD_RIMIX, LMD_SHAPIRO, LMD_SKPP, LMD_SPLINE LONGWAVE_OUT,
M3CLIMATOLOGY, M3CLM_NUDGING, MASKING, MIX_GEO_TS, MIX_S_UV, MPI,
NONLINEAR, NONLIN_EOS, NORTH_FSCHAPMAN, NORTH_M2FLATHER,
NORTH_M3NUDGING, NORTH_M3RADIATION, NORTH_TNUDGING,
NORTH_TRADIATION, PERFECT_RESTART, POWER_LAW, PROFILE,
QCORRECTION, RADIATION_2D, RI_HORAVG, RI_VERAVG, !RST_SINGLE,
SALINITY, SOLAR_SOURCE, SOLVE3D, SOUTH_FSCHAPMAN, SOUTH_M2FLATHER,
SOUTH_M3NUDGING, SOUTH_M3RADIATION, SOUTH_TNUDGING,
SOUTH_TRADIATION, SPONGE, SSH_TIDES, STATIONS, TCLIMATOLOGY,
TCLM_NUDGING, TS_U3HADVECTION, TS_C4VADVECTION, TS_DIF2, UV_ADV,
UV_COR, UV_U3HADVECTION, UV_C4VADVECTION, UV_LDRAG, UV_TIDES,
UV_VIS2, VAR_RHO_2D, VISC_GRID, WEST_FSCHAPMAN, WEST_M2FLATHER,
WEST_M3NUDGING, WEST_M3RADIATION, WEST_TNUDGING, WEST_TRADIATION"
;
}

4.

Data vocabulary
Variable

hc

Cs_r(s_rho)

h(eta_rho,xi_rho)

Long name
S-coordinate
parameter,
critical depth
S-coordinate
stretching
curves at RHOpoints
bathymetry at
RHO-points

Short
name

Standard
Name

Units
meter

sea_floor_depth

meter
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angle(eta_rho,xi_rho)

mask_rho(eta_rho,xi_rho)
mask_u(eta_u,xi_u)
mask_v(eta_v,xi_v)
zeta(time,eta_rho,xi_rho)
u(time,s_rho,eta_u,xi_u)
v(time,s_rho,eta_v,xi_v)
temp(time,s_rho,eta_rho,xi
_rho)
salt(time,s_rho,eta_rho,xi
_rho)
time_offset(time)

s_rho(s_rho)
lon_rho(eta_rho,xi_rho)
lat_rho(eta_rho,xi_rho)
lon_u(eta_u,xi_u)
lat_u(eta_u,xi_u)
lon_v(eta_v,xi_v)
lat_v(eta_v,xi_v)
ocean_time(ocean_time)

time(time)

time_run(time)

angle between
XI-axis and
EAST
mask on RHOpoints
mask on Upoints
mask on Vpoints
free-surface
u-velocity
component
v-velocity
component
potential
temperature
salinity
offset hour
from start of
run
S-coordinate
at RHO-points
longitude of
RHO-points
latitude of
RHO-points
longitude of Upoints
latitude of Upoints
longitude of Vpoints
latitude of Vpoints
time since
initialization
Forecast time
for
ForecastModel
RunCollection
run times for
coordinate
time

radians

sea_surface_heig
ht
eastward_sea_w
ater_velocity
northward_sea_
water_velocity
sea_water_poten
tial_temperature
sea_water_salini
ty
forecast_period

meter
meter sec-1
meter sec-1
Celcius
1e-3
hours since
2011-0325T00:00:00Z

ocean_s_coordin
ate_g2
longitude

degrees_east

latitude

degrees_north

longitude

degrees_east

latitude

degrees_north

longitude

degrees_north

latitude

degrees_east

time

forecast_referen
ce_time

seconds since
2000-01-01
00:00:00
hours since
2011-0325T00:00:00Z
hours since
2011-0325T00:00:00Z

Table 36. Ocean model variable definitions.
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5.
Data distribution30
Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS): Waikiki
• Metadata: http://pacioos.org/metadata/roms_hiomsag_forecast.html
• Voyager: http://pacioos.org/voyager_dev/index.html?b=21.209486%2C158.01104%2C21.373269%2C-157.7187&t=h&o=ofore:1:f:d9
• THREDDS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/catalog/hioos/roms_forec/hiomsag/catalog
.html?dataset=roms_hiomsag_forecast/ROMS_Waikiki_Regional_Ocean_Model_be
st.ncd
• LAS: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/las/UI.vm?dsid=hiroms_hiomsag&varid=temphiroms_hiomsag
• WMS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wms/hioos/roms_forec/hiomsag/ROMS_W
aikiki_Regional_Ocean_Model_best.ncd?service=WMS&version=1.3.0&request=Ge
tCapabilities
• NCSS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/ncss/grid/hioos/roms_forec/hiomsag/RO
MS_Waikiki_Regional_Ocean_Model_best.ncd/dataset.html
• OPeNDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/dodsC/hioos/roms_forec/hiomsag/ROMS
Waikiki_Regional_Ocean_Model_best.ncd.html

I.

Model output (Tide)

1.
Data flow
PacIOOS serves output from two tide models. One is a barotropic model run for the
entire Pacific. This model is based on code from the Oregon State University (OSU
Tidal Prediction Software, or OTPS). The original program works on single points,
and this was modified to work on the Pacific basin at 2°x2° intervals. A series of
FORTRAN programs are compiled and then run on a local machine. The output is
then modified with two additional steps. First, ncap is used to convert the time to
be sequential minutes since January 1, 2011. Second, ncatted is used to convert
the variable names and attributes to be CF compliant.
The second tide model run by PacIOOS is a fully-baroclinic model for the Hawaiian
Islands. This model is based on Matlab code supplied by Glenn Carter. The
harmonics are computed from seasonal-mean stratification. Similar to the Pacific
bartropic model, the baroclinic model is run each year to provide a yearly forecast.
The output are also hourly, but the horizontal grid is more fine, roughly 1x1 km.
Because of this, two domains are run separately, one for the Big Island and the other
for the rest of the main Hawaiian Islands. This model output also requires some
conversion. The raw output is in flat IEEE binary (GrADS format). The GrADS files
Only one model domain is given as an example here; all domains are available in a
similar way using the same services but with different specifications (e.g., roms_hiig
instead of roms_hiomsg, etc.).
30
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are converted to NetCDF using conv_netcdf.gs, then the times are modified
with change_time.s (basically using ncap) and change_attrib.s (using
ncatted).
2.
File naming convention
The Pacific (barotropic) model produces daily files with hourly output. The output
files are of the form Pactide_yyyy_mm_dd.nc, where yyyy is the 4-digit year,
mm is the 2-digit month and dd is the 2-digit day of the month. The model grid is
2°x2° (higher resolution could be run but it would be computationally expensive),
and the domain is 66°S to 66°N, 118°E to 70°W or roughly the entire Pacific. The
output are stored in /export/lawelawe1/model/tide/pacific.
Results from the regional (baroclinic) model are stored in
/export/lawelawe1/model/tide/netcdf_data/aa/AAtide_yyyy_mm_
dd.nc where aa is the location (either bi or mhi), yyyy is the 4-digit year, mm is
the 2-digit month, and dd is the two digit day.
Grid
Lon range
Lon res
Lon points
Lat range
Lat res
Lat points
Depth levels
Time range
Time res
Time points
Time start
File size
File name

Pacific
118°E to 70°W
2°
87
66°S to 66°N
2°
67
1 (barotropic)
daily
hourly
24
01-01-2011
3,362,400
Pactide_*_*_*.nc

Kauai-Oahu-Maui
160.69°W to 155.49°W
1.0 km
521
20.48° to 22.89°N
1.0 km
242
3
daily
hourly
24
01-01-2008
169,461,852
MHItide_*_*_*.nc

Big Island
156.73°W to 154.01°W
1.0 km
273
18.13° to 22.33°N
1.0 km
221
3
daily
hourly
24
01-21-2008
81,093,044
BItide_*_*_*.nc

Table 37. Time model specifications (note the Pacific domain is a barotropic model; the other two are
baroclinic).

3.
Data format specification
Pacific (barotropic) model:
netcdf Pactide_2013_12_31 {
dimensions:
time = 24 ;
lon = 87 ;
lat = 67 ;
lev = 1 ;
variables:
double time(time) ;
time:long_name = "Time" ;
time:units = "minutes since 2011-01-01 00:00" ;
double lon(lon) ;
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lon:units = "degrees_east" ;
lon:long_name = "Longitude" ;
lon:standard_name = "longitude" ;
double lat(lat) ;
lat:units = "degrees_north" ;
lat:long_name = "Latitude" ;
lat:standard_name = "latitude" ;
double ssh(time, lat, lon) ;
ssh:_FillValue = -999.99 ;
ssh:units = "meters" ;
ssh:long_name = "tidal elevation" ;
ssh:standard_name = "sea_surface_height" ;
ssh:missing_value = -999.99f ;
double lev(lev) ;
lev:units = "1" ;
lev:long_name = "Level" ;
lev:positive = "down" ;
double u(time, lev, lat, lon) ;
u:_FillValue = -999.99 ;
u:units = "meter second-1" ;
u:long_name = "u-velocity component" ;
u:standard_name = "eastward_sea_water_velocity" ;
u:missing_value = -999.99f ;
double v(time, lev, lat, lon) ;
v:_FillValue = -999.99 ;
v:units = "meter second-1" ;
v:long_name = "v-velocity component" ;
v:standard_name = "northward_sea_water_velocity" ;
v:missing_value = -999.99f ;
// global attributes:
:history = "Fri Dec 21 09:59:55 2012: ncatted -a
missing_value,v,c,f,-999.99
./netcdf_data/Pactide_2013_12_31.nc\n",
"Fri Dec 21 09:59:55 2012: ncatted -a
standard_name,v,c,c,northward_sea_water_velocity
./netcdf_data/Pactide_2013_12_31.nc\n",
"Fri Dec 21 09:59:55 2012: ncatted -a
long_name,v,c,c,v-velocity component
./netcdf_data/Pactide_2013_12_31.nc\n",
"Fri Dec 21 09:59:55 2012: ncatted -a
units,v,c,c,meter second-1 ./netcdf_data/Pactide_2013_12_31.nc\n",
"Fri Dec 21 09:59:55 2012: ncatted -a
missing_value,u,c,f,-999.99
./netcdf_data/Pactide_2013_12_31.nc\n",
"Fri Dec 21 09:59:55 2012: ncatted -a
standard_name,u,c,c,eastward_sea_water_velocity
./netcdf_data/Pactide_2013_12_31.nc\n",
"Fri Dec 21 09:59:55 2012: ncatted -a
long_name,u,c,c,u-velocity component
./netcdf_data/Pactide_2013_12_31.nc\n",
"Fri Dec 21 09:59:55 2012: ncatted -a
units,u,c,c,meter second-1 ./netcdf_data/Pactide_2013_12_31.nc\n",
"Fri Dec 21 09:59:55 2012: ncatted -a
missing_value,ssh,c,f,-999.99
./netcdf_data/Pactide_2013_12_31.nc\n",
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"Fri Dec 21 09:59:55 2012: ncatted -a
standard_name,ssh,c,c,sea_surface_height
./netcdf_data/Pactide_2013_12_31.nc\n",
"Fri Dec 21 09:59:55 2012: ncatted -a
long_name,ssh,c,c,tidal elevation
./netcdf_data/Pactide_2013_12_31.nc\n",
"Fri Dec 21 09:59:55 2012: ncatted -a
units,ssh,c,c,meters ./netcdf_data/Pactide_2013_12_31.nc\n",
"Fri Dec 21 09:59:55 2012: ncatted -a
positive,lev,c,c,down ./netcdf_data/Pactide_2013_12_31.nc\n",
"Fri Dec 21 09:59:55 2012: ncatted -a
long_name,lev,c,c,model level number
./netcdf_data/Pactide_2013_12_31.nc\n",
"Fri Dec 21 09:59:55 2012: ncatted -a units,lev,m,c,1
./netcdf_data/Pactide_2013_12_31.nc\n",
"Fri Dec 21 09:59:55 2012: ncatted -a
units,time,c,c,minutes since 2011-01-01 00:00
./netcdf_data/Pactide_2013_12_31.nc\n",
"Fri Dec 21 09:59:55 2012: ncatted -a
long_name,time,c,c,Time ./netcdf_data/Pactide_2013_12_31.nc\n",
"Fri Dec 21 09:59:55 2012: ncatted -a
standard_name,lat,c,c,latitude
./netcdf_data/Pactide_2013_12_31.nc\n",
"Fri Dec 21 09:59:55 2012: ncatted -a
standard_name,lon,c,c,longitude
./netcdf_data/Pactide_2013_12_31.nc\n",
"Fri Dec 21 09:55:19 2012: ncap -s
time[time]=time+1576800 ./netcdf_data/Pactide_2013_12_31.nc
temp.nc" ;
}

Regional (baroclinic) model:
2013_12_31.nc
netcdf MHItide_2013_12_31 {
dimensions:
longitude = 521 ;
latitude = 242 ;
depth = 3 ;
time = UNLIMITED ; // (24 currently)
variables:
double longitude(longitude) ;
longitude:units = "degrees_east" ;
longitude:long_name = "longitude" ;
longitude:standard_name = "longitude" ;
double latitude(latitude) ;
latitude:units = "degrees_north" ;
latitude:long_name = "latitude" ;
latitude:standard_name = "latitude" ;
byte depth(depth) ;
depth:units = "%" ;
depth:positive = "down" ;
depth:long_name = "percent depth" ;
double v(time, depth, latitude, longitude) ;
v:units = "meter second-1" ;
v:long_name = "v-velocity component" ;
v:standard_name = "northward_sea_water_velocity" ;
v:missing_value = -999.99f ;
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v:_FillValue = -999.99f ;
double u(time, depth, latitude, longitude) ;
u:units = "meter second-1" ;
u:long_name = "u-velocity component" ;
u:standard_name = "eastward_sea_water_velocity" ;
u:missing_value = -999.99f ;
u:_FillValue = -999.99f ;
double time(time) ;
time:units = "minutes since 2008-01-01 00:00" ;
time:long_name = "time" ;
double ssh(time, latitude, longitude) ;
ssh:units = "meters" ;
ssh:long_name = "tidal elevation" ;
ssh:standard_name = "sea_surface_height" ;
ssh:missing_value = -999.99f ;
ssh:_FillValue = -999.99f ;
}

4.

Data vocabulary
Variable

Long name

time(time)

Time

lon(lon)
lat(lat)
ssh(time,lat,lon)

Longitude
Latitude
tidal elevation

lev(lev)
u(time,lev,lat,lon)

Level
u-velocity
component
v-velocity
component

v(time,lev,lat,lon)

Short
name

Standard
Name

longitude
latitude
sea_surface_heig
ht

Units
minutes since
2011-01-01
00:00
degrees_east
degrees_north
meters

eastward_sea_w
ater_velocity
northward_sea_
water_velocity

meter second1
meter second1

Standard
Name

Units

Table 38. Pacific (brotropic) model specifics.

Variable

Long name

Short
name

longitude(longitude)
latitude(latitude)
depth(depth)
v(time,depth,latitude,long
itude)
u(time,depth,latitude,long
itude)
time(time)

longitude
latitude
percent depth
v-velocity
component
u-velocity
component
time

longitude
latitude

ssh(time,latitude,longitud
e)

tidal elevation

sea_surface_heig
ht

northward_sea_
water_velocity
eastward_sea_w
ater_velocity

degrees_east
degrees_north
%
meter sec-1
meter sec-1
minutes since
2008-01-01
00:00
meters

Table 39. Regional (baroclinic) model specifics.
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5.
Data distribution31
Barotropic Tide Model for the Pacific Basin
• Metadata: http://pacioos.org/metadata/tide_pac.html
• Voyager: http://pacioos.org/voyager/index.html?b=66.861082%2C54.140625%2C66.861082%2C-6.152344&o=tfore:3:ft:d1
• THREDDS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/idd/tide_mod.html?dataset=tide_pac
• ERDDAP: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/erddap/griddap/tide_pac_elev.graph
• ERDDAP: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/erddap/griddap/tide_pac.graph
• LAS: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/las/UI.vm?dsid=tide_pac&varid=ssh-tide_pac
• DChart:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/dchart/index.html?dsetid=908878c9491a24d94cb
32038ca5dab
• WMS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wms/hioos/tide_pac?service=WMS&versi
on=1.3.0&request=GetCapabilities
• WCS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wcs/hioos/tide_pac?service=WCS&version
=1.0.0&request=GetCapabilities
• NCSS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/ncss/grid/hioos/tide_pac/dataset.html
• OPeNDAP: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/dodsC/hioos/tide_pac.html

J.

Shark tracking

1.
Data flow
Argos sends daily e-mails with tag locations, which are manually screened to discard
bogus data points that are on land or that exceed the expected swim rate of ~4 mph.
Data that passes the screen are uploaded to a custom Python CGI web interface for
translation to GeoJSON format. GeoJSON files are read by PacIOOS Voyager, where
custom JavaScript allows the public to map and animate tracks on top of the Google
Maps API.
2.
File naming convention
No files are created or stored on the local machine.
3.
N/A

Data format specification

4.
N/A

Data vocabulary

Only one model domain is given as an example here; all domains are available in a
similar way using the same services but with different specifications (e.g., tide_mhi
instead of tide_pac, etc.).
31
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5.
N/A

Data distribution

K.

Data obtained from non-PacIOOS providers (ACO)

1.
Data flow
The ALOHA Cabled Observatory (ACO) has numerous instruments reporting in realtime. At present, PacIOOS is only receiving the data from the Acoustic Doppler
Profiler (ADP). The ACO group produces files every 8 hours in netCDF format, so
PacIOOS just transfers these files and serves them without modification. The files
are copied from mana.soest.hawaii.edu by ftp. This is done once per day at
18:00 HST via the cron script get_adp_data.s. Files are transferred to
/export/lawelawe1/aco/adcp/yyyy/mm where yyyy is the four digit year
and mm is the two digit month. Files contain data every 2 seconds over an 8 hour
period.
2.
File naming convention
Files are named by date, e.g., adp5_20130828_08_16.nc, for August 28, 2013 for
08:00 to 16:00. Files are approximately 7MB for a total of about 8GB per year. The
archive starts in June 2011.
3.

Data format specification
netcdf adp5_20120828_08_16 {
dimensions:
TIME = UNLIMITED ; // (14138 currently)
DEPTH = 20 ;
LATITUDE = 1 ;
LONGITUDE = 1 ;
variables:
double TIME(TIME) ;
TIME:FillValue = -99999. ;
TIME:units = "days since 1950-01-01T00:00:00Z" ;
TIME:standard_name = "time" ;
TIME:long_name = "time" ;
TIME:axis = "T" ;
TIME:valid_min = 0. ;
TIME:valid_max = 90000. ;
double LATITUDE(LATITUDE) ;
LATITUDE:FillValue = -99999. ;
LATITUDE:units = "degrees_north" ;
LATITUDE:standard_name = "latitude" ;
LATITUDE:long_name = "Latitude of each location" ;
LATITUDE:axis = "Y" ;
LATITUDE:valid_min = -90. ;
LATITUDE:valid_max = 90. ;
double LONGITUDE(LONGITUDE) ;
LONGITUDE:FillValue = -99999. ;
LONGITUDE:units = "degrees_east" ;
LONGITUDE:standard_name = "longitude" ;
LONGITUDE:long_name = "Longitude of each location" ;
LONGITUDE:axis = "X" ;
LONGITUDE:valid_min = -180. ;
LONGITUDE:valid_max = 180. ;
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float DEPTH(DEPTH) ;
DEPTH:FillValue = -9999. ;
DEPTH:units = "meters" ;
DEPTH:standard_name = "depth" ;
DEPTH:long_name = "Depth of each location" ;
DEPTH:positive = "down" ;
DEPTH:axis = "Z" ;
DEPTH:valid_min = 0. ;
DEPTH:valid_max = 6000. ;
float TEMP(TIME) ;
TEMP:FillValue = -999. ;
TEMP:missing_value = -999. ;
TEMP:units = "degree_Celsius" ;
TEMP:standard_name = "sea_water_temperature" ;
TEMP:long_name = "sea water temperature" ;
TEMP:QC_indicator = 0. ;
TEMP:QC_procedure = 0. ;
TEMP:valid_min = -2. ;
TEMP:valid_max = 40. ;
TEMP:comment = "In-situ sea water temperature using
International Temperature Scale of 1990" ;
TEMP:sensor_depth = 4726.2 ;
TEMP:sensor_mount = "mounted_on_benthic_node" ;
TEMP:sensor_name = "SonTek 250 KHz" ;
TEMP:sensor_serial_number = "C117" ;
TEMP:accuracy = 0.02 ;
TEMP:resolution = 0.01 ;
TEMP:cell_methods = "TIME:point DEPTH:point LATITUDE:point
LONGITUDE:point" ;
TEMP:DM_indicator = "D" ;
TEMP:reference_scale = "ITS-90" ;
float UCUR(TIME, DEPTH) ;
UCUR:FillValue = -999. ;
UCUR:missing_value = -999. ;
UCUR:units = "meters/second" ;
UCUR:standard_name = "eastward_sea_water_velocity" ;
UCUR:long_name = "current east component" ;
UCUR:positive = "east" ;
UCUR:valid_min = -2. ;
UCUR:valid_max = 2. ;
UCUR:comment = "All suspect or bad data have been replaced
with FillValue" ;
UCUR:sensor_depth = 4726.2 ;
UCUR:sensor_mount = "mounted_on_benthic_node" ;
UCUR:sensor_name = "SonTek 250 KHz" ;
UCUR:sensor_serial_number = "C117" ;
UCUR:sensor_orientation = "upward" ;
UCUR:accuracy = 0.005 ;
UCUR:resolution = 0.001 ;
UCUR:cell_methods = "TIME:point DEPTH:point LATITUDE:point
LONGITUDE:point" ;
UCUR:DM_indicator = "D" ;
float VCUR(TIME, DEPTH) ;
VCUR:FillValue = -999. ;
VCUR:missing_value = -999. ;
VCUR:units = "meters/second" ;
VCUR:standard_name = "northward_sea_water_velocity" ;
VCUR:long_name = "current north component" ;
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VCUR:positive = "north" ;
VCUR:valid_min = -2. ;
VCUR:valid_max = 2. ;
VCUR:comment = "All suspect or bad data have been replaced
with FillValue" ;
VCUR:sensor_depth = 4726.2 ;
VCUR:sensor_mount = "mounted_on_benthic_node" ;
VCUR:sensor_name = "SonTek 250 KHz" ;
VCUR:sensor_serial_number = "C117" ;
VCUR:sensor_orientation = "upward" ;
VCUR:accuracy = 0.005 ;
VCUR:resolution = 0.001 ;
VCUR:cell_methods = "TIME:point DEPTH:point LATITUDE:point
LONGITUDE:point" ;
VCUR:DM_indicator = "D" ;
float WCUR(TIME, DEPTH) ;
WCUR:FillValue = -999. ;
WCUR:missing_value = -999. ;
WCUR:units = "meters/second" ;
WCUR:long_name = "current upward component" ;
WCUR:positive = "upward" ;
WCUR:valid_min = -2. ;
WCUR:valid_max = 2. ;
WCUR:comment = "All suspect or bad data have been replaced
with FillValue" ;
WCUR:sensor_depth = 4726.2 ;
WCUR:sensor_mount = "mounted_on_benthic_node" ;
WCUR:sensor_name = "SonTek 250 KHz" ;
WCUR:sensor_serial_number = "C117" ;
WCUR:sensor_orientation = "upward" ;
WCUR:accuracy = 0.005 ;
WCUR:resolution = 0.001 ;
WCUR:cell_methods = "TIME:point DEPTH:point LATITUDE:point
LONGITUDE:point" ;
WCUR:DM_indicator = "D" ;
float RUCUR(TIME, DEPTH) ;
RUCUR:FillValue = -999. ;
RUCUR:missing_value = -999. ;
RUCUR:units = "meters/second" ;
RUCUR:long_name = "raw current east component" ;
RUCUR:positive = "east" ;
RUCUR:valid_min = -2. ;
RUCUR:valid_max = 2. ;
RUCUR:sensor_depth = 4726.2 ;
RUCUR:sensor_mount = "mounted_on_benthic_node" ;
RUCUR:sensor_name = "SonTek 250 KHz" ;
RUCUR:sensor_serial_number = "C117" ;
RUCUR:sensor_orientation = "upward" ;
RUCUR:accuracy = 0.005 ;
RUCUR:resolution = 0.001 ;
RUCUR:cell_methods = "TIME:point DEPTH:point LATITUDE:point
LONGITUDE:point" ;
RUCUR:DM_indicator = "D" ;
float RVCUR(TIME, DEPTH) ;
RVCUR:FillValue = -999. ;
RVCUR:missing_value = -999. ;
RVCUR:units = "meters/second" ;
RVCUR:long_name = "raw current north component" ;
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RVCUR:positive = "north" ;
RVCUR:valid_min = -2. ;
RVCUR:valid_max = 2. ;
RVCUR:sensor_depth = 4726.2 ;
RVCUR:sensor_mount = "mounted_on_benthic_node" ;
RVCUR:sensor_name = "SonTek 250 KHz" ;
RVCUR:sensor_serial_number = "C117" ;
RVCUR:sensor_orientation = "upward" ;
RVCUR:accuracy = 0.005 ;
RVCUR:resolution = 0.001 ;
RVCUR:cell_methods = "TIME:point DEPTH:point LATITUDE:point
LONGITUDE:point" ;
RVCUR:DM_indicator = "D" ;
float RWCUR(TIME, DEPTH) ;
RWCUR:FillValue = -999. ;
RWCUR:missing_value = -999. ;
RWCUR:units = "meters/second" ;
RWCUR:long_name = "raw current upward component" ;
RWCUR:positive = "upward" ;
RWCUR:valid_min = -2. ;
RWCUR:valid_max = 2. ;
RWCUR:sensor_depth = 4726.2 ;
RWCUR:sensor_mount = "mounted_on_benthic_node" ;
RWCUR:sensor_name = "SonTek 250 KHz" ;
RWCUR:sensor_serial_number = "C117" ;
RWCUR:sensor_orientation = "upward" ;
RWCUR:accuracy = 0.005 ;
RWCUR:resolution = 0.001 ;
RWCUR:cell_methods = "TIME:point DEPTH:point LATITUDE:point
LONGITUDE:point" ;
RWCUR:DM_indicator = "D" ;
byte CUR_QC(TIME, DEPTH) ;
CUR_QC:long_name = "velocity quality flag" ;
CUR_QC:conventions = "OceanSITES reference table 2" ;
CUR_QC:comment = "Current velocity quality flag applicable
to Eastward, Northward and Upward velocities. Velocities are
flagged bad if the amplitude is excessively low or high. An
amplitude is high if it exceeds the average of the ping before and
the ping after by 20 counts. An amplitude is low if less than 6
counts. After this the velocities are flagged bad if the absolute
deviation of the vertical velocity from its ensemble median
exceeds 0.15 m/s or if its value is less than -0.25 m/s" ;
CUR_QC:valid_min = 0. ;
CUR_QC:valid_max = 9. ;
CUR_QC:flag_values = 0., 1., 2., 3., 4., 5., 7., 8., 9. ;
CUR_QC:flag_meanings = "no_qc_performed good_data
probably_good_data bad_data_that_are_potentially_correctable
bad_data value_changed nominal_value interpolated_value
missing_value" ;
short EAMP(TIME, DEPTH) ;
EAMP:FillValue = -999. ;
EAMP:missing_value = -999. ;
EAMP:units = "counts (1 count = 0.43 dB)" ;
EAMP:long_name = "echo_amplitude" ;
EAMP:QC_indicator = 0. ;
EAMP:QC_procedure = 0. ;
EAMP:valid_min = 0. ;
EAMP:valid_max = 200. ;
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EAMP:comment = "4-beams average amplitude per cell" ;
EAMP:cell_methods = "TIME:point DEPTH:point LATITUDE:point
LONGITUDE:point" ;
EAMP:DM_indicator = "D" ;
// global attributes:
:description = "OceanSITES time-series data" ;
:data_type = "OceanSITES time-series data" ;
:format_version = "1.2" ;
:platform_code = "ACO" ;
:date_update = "2013-01-04T13:35:34Z" ;
:institution = "Department of Oceanography/University of
Hawaii" ;
:site_code = "ALOHA" ;
:source = "Mooring observation" ;
:history = "2012-08-28T16:00:00Z Data Collected, B.Howe,
R.Lukas" ;
:data_mode = "D" ;
:quality_control_indicator = "1" ;
:quality_index = "1" ;
:references = "http://www.oceansites.org, http://acossds.soest.hawaii.edu" ;
:comment = "Current velocity at the ACO from a 250 kHz
SonTek ADP at 1.83 m above the bottom." ;
:Conventions = "OceanSITES 1.2" ;
:Netcdf_version = "4.0.1" ;
:title = "Time-series Currents Data from the ALOHA Cabled
Observatory" ;
:summary = "Oceanographic data collected at the ALOHA
Cabled Observatory deployed June, 2011. Location is approx. 100 km
north of Oahu, Hawaii. Measured properties: Current velocities
(Eastward, Northward, and Upward) and Temperature." ;
:naming_authority = "OceanSITES" ;
:id =
"/home/mana1/ftp/pub/aco/adp/2012/08/adp5_20120828_08_16." ;
:cdm_data_type = "Station" ;
:area = "Tropical Pacific Ocean" ;
:geospatial_vertical_positive = "down" ;
:geospatial_lat_min = 22.7387 ;
:geospatial_lat_max = 22.7387 ;
:geospatial_lon_min = -158.0062 ;
:geospatial_lon_max = -158.0062 ;
:geospatial_vertical_min = 4555.5 ;
:geospatial_vertical_max = 4707.5 ;
:time_coverage_start = "2012-08-28T08:00:00Z" ;
:time_coverage_end = "2012-08-28T16:00:00Z" ;
:institution_references = "http://acossds.soest.hawaii.edu" ;
:contact = "rlukas@hawaii.edu" ;
:author = "Fernando Santiago-Mandujano" ;
:pi_name = "Bruce Howe, Roger Lukas" ;
:distribution_statement = "Following CLIVAR standards, cf.
www.clivar.org/data/data_policy.php. Data available free of
charge. User assumes all risk for use of data. User must display
citation in any publication or product using data. User must
contact PI prior to any commercial use of data" ;
:citation = "These data were collected and made freely
available by the ALOHA Cable Observatory under the University of
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Hawaii (UH) National Science Foundation (NSF) project OCE 0216164,
0652430 and 0939570" ;
:update_interval = "8 hours" ;
}

4.

Data vocabulary
Variable

Long name

Short
name

Standard
Name

Units

TIME(TIME)

time

time

LATITUDE(LATITUDE)

Latitude of
each location
Longitude of
each location
Depth of each
location
sea water
temperature
current east
component
current north
component
current
upward
component
raw current
east
component
raw current
north
component
raw current
upward
component
velocity
quality flag
echo_amplitud
e

latitude

days since
1950-0101T00:00:00Z
degrees_north

longitude

degrees_east

depth

meters

sea_water_temp
erature
eastward_sea_w
ater_velocity
northward_sea_
water_velocity

degree_Celsiu
s
meters/secon
d
meters/secon
d
meters/secon
d

LONGITUDE(LONGITUDE)
DEPTH(DEPTH)
TEMP(TIME)
UCUR(TIME,DEPTH)
VCUR(TIME,DEPTH)
WCUR(TIME,DEPTH)

RUCUR(TIME,DEPTH)

RVCUR(TIME,DEPTH)

RWCUR(TIME,DEPTH)

CUR_QC(TIME,DEPTH)
EAMP(TIME,DEPTH)

meters/secon
d
meters/secon
d
meters/secon
d

counts

Table 40. ACO variable definitions.

5.
Data distribution
ALOHA Cabled Observatory (ACO) Observations
• Metadata: http://pacioos.org/metadata/aco_adcp_agg.html
• Voyager: http://pacioos.org/voyager/index.html?o=obs:3
• THREDDS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/idd/aco.html?dataset=aco_adcp_agg
• OPeNDAP: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/dodsC/pacioos/aco/adcp_agg
• ERDDAP: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/erddap/tabledap/aco_adcp_temp.html
• ERDDAP: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/erddap/tabledap/aco_adcp_vel.html
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L.

Data obtained from non-PacIOOS providers (AIS)

1.
Data flow
AIS files were obtained from ORBCOMM via their ftp site ftp.orbcomm.com
(username is xxxxx, password is xxxxx). The files are in two forms, one is a socalled “long report” (type-5 message), and the others are “unchecked reports” (type3 message). The long messages have “all_type5-raw” in the filename, while the
unchecked reports have “posits-raw” in the filename.
The filenames have the form ORBCOMM_1_0_yyyymmdd_HHMMSSyyyymmdd_HHMMSS where yyyymmdd is year, month, day and HHMMSS is hour,
minute, second. We received files for August 2011 through June 2012 (note that the
June 2012 file appears to end in the 19th).
The two types of files are in a raw, message format. An example line from the long
messages is:
\g:1-28588,s:rORBCOMM00,c:1312156951*6c\!AIVDM,2,1,2,A,55NM<jT2
BhqUL@KKWW9<4hU<R22222222222220t0i@8840Ht00000000000,0*23
and from the unchecked reports:
\s:rORBCOMM00u,c:1312156951*66\!AIVDM,1,1,,A,15Mqjl0000Ji
OKTGKa4bPl:f0408,0*3C
The files were converted to ASCII using gpsd-2.9.2. This converts GPS or Loran2 type messages into ASCII. The script decode_data.s reads each input file and
creates ASCII files named, long_report_mm_yyyy.dat and
unchecked_report_mm_yyyy.dat.
These converted files have comma-delimited columns with the following variables:
unchecked reports:
sample line: 3,0,265887000,5,0,0,0,-1801550,32059700,1280,267,55,0x0,0,0x0
col 1: 3 (message ID, can be 1, 2 or 3)
col 2: 0 (repeat indicator, 0 is default)
col 3: 265887000 (ship ID)
col 4: 5 (navigational status, 0=underway w/ engine; 1=at anchor; 2=not under
command; 3=restricted manoeuvrability; 4=constrained by draught;
5=moored; 6=aground; 7=engaged in fishing; 8=underway w/sail)
col 5: 0 (rate of turn)
col 6: 0 (speed over ground in 1/10 kts)
col 7: 0 (position accuracy, 1=high; 0=low)
col 8: -1801550 (longitude in 1/10000 minutes, +/-180)
col 9: 32059700 (latitude in 1/10000 minutes, +/-90)
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col 10: 1280 (course over ground in 1/10, 0-3600)
col 11: 267 (true heading )
col 12: 55 (UTC time stamp second, 0-59; 60 if not available)
col 13: 0x0 (special manoeuver indicator)
col 14: 0 (RAIM flag, 0=RAIM not in use; 1=RAIM in use)
col 15: 0x0 (communication state)
long reports:
sample line: 5,0,235066164,1009508,0,2BHL9,ST EKATERINA,37,30,30,6,5,1,1128T14:00Z,34,LIVORNO,0
col 1: 5 (message ID)
col 2: 0 (repeat indicator)
col 3: 235066164 (ship ID)
col 4: 1009508 (IMO number)
col 5: 0 (AIS version)
col 6: 2BHL9 (call sign)
col 7: ST EKATERINA (name)
col 8: 37 (type of ship and cargo)
col 9: 30 (overall dimension)
col 10: 30 (?)
col 11: 6 (?)
col 12: 5 (?)
col 13: 1 (?)
col 14: 11-28T14:00Z (ETA)
col 15: 34 (maximum present static draught in 1/10 m)
col 16: LIVORNO (destination)
col 17: 0 (date terminal equipment ready, 0=available; 1=not available)
The unchecked reports also contain the time of the position report in the leading
character string (does not appear in the decoded files). The time is reported in
seconds since January 1, 1970. For example in the above,
\s:rORBCOMM00u,c:1312156951*66\!AIVDM,1….
time is recorded as 1312156951, and the message starts at !AIVDM…
These files are further converted using the script conv_decoded2ascii.s that
reads the time from the raw, unchecked reports (and converts to decimal days since
Jan 1, 2011) and the following fields from the decoded unchecked files (note we
don’t use the long report files at this point): ship id, navigational status, rate of turn,
speed over ground, position accuracy, longitude, latitude, course over ground and
true heading. Within this script the following conversions are also done:
1. input time in seconds since Jan 1, 1970 is converted to days since Jan 1, 2011
($1/86400 – 14975)
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2. longitude and latitude are converted from minutes*10,000 to degrees
($8/600000, $9/600000)
3. speed over ground is converted from kts*10 to kts ($6/10)
4. course over ground is converted from degrees*10 to degrees ($10/10)
Finally, the files appear to contain values for the entire globe, and since our contract
is for a 30-degree square, we only extract values from that region. Thus,
conv_decoded2ascii.s creates an ASCII file for each month with values for 178oW to
152oW, 5oN to 35oN with the following columns:
1. time in decimal days since Jan 1, 2011
2. ship id (integer)
3. navigational status (integer)
4. rate of turn
5. speed over ground (kts)
6. position accuracy (1=high, 0=low)
7. longitude (degrees)
8. latitude (degrees)
9. course over ground (degrees)
10. true heading (degrees)
The last step is to create a netCDF file, one per month, with each of the above
variables. The entries in the raw files are not sequential in time, nor is each report
time unique (e.g., could get more than one report in a given time), so the data model
is to have a single dimension of observation number, then variables with that
dimension. The program make_cdf.f does this (note also that program converts
the integer values to real and the time from decimal days to seconds). The program
reads the ASCII files described above as input and produces a netCDF file named
orbcomm_ais_mmmyyy.nc as output (mmm is 3-character month and yyyy is four
digit year).
2.
File naming convention
The program reads the ASCII files described above as input and produces a netCDF
file named orbcomm_ais_mmmyyy.nc as output (mmm is 3-character month and
yyyy is four digit year).
Note that the final file is different from others in two respects. First, it is not for a
specific month but rather extends over a 30 day period from July 17th through
August 16th. Second, this file was not in a message format but was already
converted to an ASCII table, space delimited.
3.
Data format specification
Global aggregate file:
netcdf orbcomm_ais_global_agg {
dimensions:
longitude = 3600 ;
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latitude = 1801 ;
variables:
double longitude(longitude) ;
longitude:units = "degrees_east" ;
longitude:long_name = "Longitude" ;
double latitude(latitude) ;
latitude:units = "degrees_north" ;
latitude:long_name = "Latitude" ;
double freq2(latitude, longitude) ;
freq2:missing_value = -999.f ;
freq2:_FillValue = "0" ;
// global attributes:
:history = "Tue Jan 8 13:00:39 2013: ncatted -O -a
_FillValue,freq2,o,c,0 orbcomm_ais_global_agg.nc\n",
"Tue Jan 8 13:00:12 2013: ncatted -O -a
_FillValue,freq2,o,f,0.0 orbcomm_ais_global_agg.nc\n",
"Tue Jan 8 12:59:01 2013: ncatted -O -a
missing_value,freq2,o,f,-999.0 orbcomm_ais_global_agg.nc" ;
}

Monthly files:
netcdf orbcomm_ais_2011_08 {
dimensions:
obs = UNLIMITED ; // (53611 currently)
variables:
int obs(obs) ;
obs:long_name = "observation" ;
obs:short_name = "obs" ;
obs:units = "0" ;
float time(obs) ;
time:long_name = "Time" ;
time:standard_name = "time" ;
time:short_name = "time" ;
time:axis = "T" ;
time:units = "seconds since 2011-01-01 00:00:00" ;
int shipid(obs) ;
shipid:long_name = "ship identification number (MMSI)" ;
shipid:short_name = "ship_id" ;
shipid:units = "0" ;
int navstat(obs) ;
navstat:long_name = "navigational status" ;
navstat:short_name = "navstat" ;
navstat:valid_range = 0, 15 ;
navstat:flag_values = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15 ;
navstat:flag_meanings = "under_way_using_engine at_anchor
not_under_command restricted_manoeuvrability
constrained_by_her_draught moored aground engaged_in_fishing
under_way_sailing reserved_for_future_use reserved_for_future_use
reserved_for_future_use reserved_for_future_use
reserved_for_future_use AIS_SART_active not_defined" ;
navstat:units = "0" ;
float rot(obs) ;
rot:long_name = "rate of turn" ;
rot:short_name = "rot" ;
rot:units = "degrees minutes-1" ;
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float sog(obs) ;
sog:long_name = "speed over ground" ;
sog:standard_name = "platform_speed_wrt_ground" ;
sog:short_name = "sog" ;
sog:units = "kts" ;
int pflag(obs) ;
pflag:long_name = "position accuracy" ;
pflag:short_name = "pflag" ;
pflag:valid_range = 0, 1 ;
pflag:flag_values = 0, 1 ;
pflag:flag_meanings = "high_<=_10m low_>_10m" ;
pflag:units = "0" ;
float lon(obs) ;
lon:long_name = "Longitude" ;
lon:standard_name = "longitude" ;
lon:short_name = "lon" ;
lon:axis = "X" ;
lon:units = "degrees_east" ;
float lat(obs) ;
lat:long_name = "Latitude" ;
lat:standard_name = "latitude" ;
lat:short_name = "lat" ;
lat:axis = "Y" ;
lat:units = "degrees_north" ;
float cog(obs) ;
cog:long_name = "course over ground" ;
cog:standard_name = "platform_course" ;
cog:short_name = "cog" ;
cog:units = "deg" ;
float thead(obs) ;
thead:long_name = "true heading" ;
thead:short_name = "thead" ;
thead:units = "deg" ;
// global attributes:
:title = "NAIS ship track data from ORBCOMM. Data were
purchased jointly by PacIOOS, ORE, and PNMM. The data are
restricted via agreement signed with ORBCOMM. Data were decoded
and reformatted by jim 09/12 " ;
:Conventions = "CF-1.6" ;
:featureType = "point" ;
}

4.

Data vocabulary
Variable

Long name

Short
name

obs(obs)
time(obs)

observation
Time

obs
time

shipid(obs)

ship
identification
number
navigational
status
rate of turn

ship_id

0
seconds since
2011-01-01
00:00:00
0

navstat

0

rot

degrees min-1

navstat(obs)
rot(obs)

Standard
Name
time

Units
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sog(obs)
pflag(obs)
lon(obs)
lat(obs)
cog(obs)
thead(obs)

speed over
ground
position
accuracy
Longitude
Latitude
course over
ground
true heading

sog

kts

pflag

0

lon
lat
cog
thead

longitude
latitude
platform_course

degrees_east
degrees_north
deg
deg

Table 41. AIS data specifications.

5.
Data distribution
The ORBCOMM data were purchased with an agreement of limited distribution.
Aggregation maps are available via WMS as
• WMS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wms/ais/ais_global_20112012_grid?servic
e=WMS&version=1.3.0&request=GetCapabilities

M.

Data obtained from non-PacIOOS providers (Degree Heating Weeks)

1.
Data flow
The NOAA Oceanographic Data Center (NODC) produces an estimate of coral reef
health estimated by satellites. The half-degree product was released approximately
every 5 to 7 days and includes SST, SST anomalies, “degree heating weeks” (an
estimate of the persistence of warm water), and “hot spots” (areas where coral
bleaching is likely to occur. In mid-2017 they changed to a 5-km daily product.
Data are retrieved from the NESDIS ftp site ftp.star.nesdis.noaa.gov in the directory
pub/socd/mecb/crw/data/5km/nc/var/yyyy where var is the specific
variable and yyyy is the year. The files are in native NetCDF format, so the only
conversion needed is to aggregate the variables into a single file.
2.
File naming convention
Files are named by date and placed in
/export/lawelawe1/dhw5km/data/yyyy where yyyy is the year. The file
names follow the NODC archive, e.g., merged_b5km_20130828.nc.
3.

Data format specification
netcdf merged_b5km_20180225 {
dimensions:
time = 1 ;
lat = 3600 ;
lon = 7200 ;
variables:
int time(time) ;
time:long_name = "reference time of source daily sst
analysis field" ;
time:standard_name = "time" ;
time:axis = "T" ;
time:calendar = "gregorian" ;
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time:units = "seconds since 1981-01-01 00:00:00" ;
time:comment = "Nominal time of Level 4 analysis" ;
time:coverage_content_type = "coordinate" ;
float lat(lat) ;
lat:long_name = "latitude" ;
lat:standard_name = "latitude" ;
lat:units = "degrees_north" ;
lat:axis = "Y" ;
lat:valid_min = -89.975f ;
lat:valid_max = 89.975f ;
lat:comment = "equirectangular projection and grid centers"
;
lat:coverage_content_type = "coordinate" ;
float lon(lon) ;
lon:long_name = "longitude" ;
lon:standard_name = "longitude" ;
lon:units = "degrees_east" ;
lon:axis = "X" ;
lon:valid_min = -179.975f ;
lon:valid_max = 179.975f ;
lon:comment = "equirectangular projection and grid centers"
;
lon:coverage_content_type = "coordinate" ;
byte surface_flag(lat, lon) ;
surface_flag:long_name = "Pixel characteristics flag array"
;
surface_flag:coordinates = "lon lat" ;
surface_flag:comment = "A 2D array, in the same size as the
data array in the X and Y directions, classifying land, missing,
and ice pixels that are all flagged by the same missing_value
(specified by the variable attribute _FillValue) in the data
array(s), along with water (data) pixels." ;
surface_flag:flag_values = 0b, 1b, 2b, 4b ;
surface_flag:flag_meanings = "valid-water land missing ice"
;
surface_flag:coverage_content_type =
"thematicClassification" ;
surface_flag:grid_mapping = "crs" ;
float CRW_DHW(time, lat, lon) ;
CRW_DHW:_FillValue = 251.f ;
CRW_DHW:long_name = "analysed degree heating week" ;
CRW_DHW:units = "degree Celsius-weeks" ;
CRW_DHW:add_offset = 0.f ;
CRW_DHW:scale_factor = 1.f ;
CRW_DHW:valid_min = 0.f ;
CRW_DHW:valid_max = 100.f ;
CRW_DHW:coordinates = "lon lat time" ;
CRW_DHW:reference = "Liu, G, Heron SF, Eakin CM, MullerKarger FE, Vega-Rodriguez M, Guild LS, De La Cour JL, Geiger EF,
Skirving WJ, Burgess TFR, Strong AE, Harris A, Maturi E, Ignatov
A, Sapper J, Li J, Lynds S (2014) Reef-scale Thermal Stress
Monitoring of Coral Ecosystems: New 5-km Global Products from NOAA
Coral Reef Watch, Remote Sensing 6(11): 11579-11606,
doi:10.3390/rs61111579." ;
CRW_DHW:source = "npp viirs, metop-b avhrr, goese/w imager,
msg seviri, mtsat imager" ;
CRW_DHW:comment = "Degree Heating Week for each ocean grid
point" ;
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CRW_DHW:coverage_content_type = "physicalMeasurement" ;
CRW_DHW:grid_mapping = "crs" ;
short crs ;
crs:grid_mapping_name = "latitude_longitude" ;
crs:epsg_code = "EPSG:4326" ;
crs:semi_major_axis = 6378137.f ;
crs:inverse_flattening = 298.2572f ;
crs:comment = "This is a container variable that describes
the grid_mapping used by the data in this file. This variable does
not contain any data; only information about the geographic
coordinate system." ;
float CRW_HOTSPOT(time, lat, lon) ;
CRW_HOTSPOT:_FillValue = 251.f ;
CRW_HOTSPOT:long_name = "analysed coral bleaching hotspot"
;
CRW_HOTSPOT:units = "degrees Celsius" ;
CRW_HOTSPOT:add_offset = 0.f ;
CRW_HOTSPOT:scale_factor = 1.f ;
CRW_HOTSPOT:valid_min = 0.f ;
CRW_HOTSPOT:valid_max = 15.f ;
CRW_HOTSPOT:coordinates = "lon lat time" ;
CRW_HOTSPOT:reference = "Liu, G, Heron SF, Eakin CM,
Muller-Karger FE, Vega-Rodriguez M, Guild LS, De La Cour JL,
Geiger EF, Skirving WJ, Burgess TFR, Strong AE, Harris A, Maturi
E, Ignatov A, Sapper J, Li J, Lynds S (2014) Reef-scale Thermal
Stress Monitoring of Coral Ecosystems: New 5-km Global Products
from NOAA Coral Reef Watch, Remote Sensing 6(11): 11579-11606,
doi:10.3390/rs61111579." ;
CRW_HOTSPOT:source = "npp viirs, metop-b avhrr, goese/w
imager, msg seviri, mtsat imager" ;
CRW_HOTSPOT:comment = "Coral Bleaching HotSpot for each
ocean grid point" ;
CRW_HOTSPOT:coverage_content_type = "physicalMeasurement" ;
CRW_HOTSPOT:grid_mapping = "crs" ;
float CRW_SST(time, lat, lon) ;
CRW_SST:_FillValue = 251.f ;
CRW_SST:long_name = "analysed sea surface temperature" ;
CRW_SST:standard_name =
"sea_surface_foundation_temperature" ;
CRW_SST:units = "degrees Celsius" ;
CRW_SST:add_offset = 0.f ;
CRW_SST:scale_factor = 1.f ;
CRW_SST:valid_min = -2.f ;
CRW_SST:valid_max = 50.f ;
CRW_SST:coordinates = "lon lat time" ;
CRW_SST:reference = "Liu, G, Heron SF, Eakin CM, MullerKarger FE, Vega-Rodriguez M, Guild LS, De La Cour JL, Geiger EF,
Skirving WJ, Burgess TFR, Strong AE, Harris A, Maturi E, Ignatov
A, Sapper J, Li J, Lynds S (2014) Reef-scale Thermal Stress
Monitoring of Coral Ecosystems: New 5-km Global Products from NOAA
Coral Reef Watch, Remote Sensing 6(11): 11579-11606,
doi:10.3390/rs61111579." ;
CRW_SST:source = "npp viirs, metop-b avhrr, goese/w imager,
msg seviri, mtsat imager" ;
CRW_SST:comment = "analysed night-only SST for each ocean
grid point" ;
CRW_SST:coverage_content_type = "physicalMeasurement" ;
CRW_SST:grid_mapping = "crs" ;
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float CRW_SSTANOMALY(time, lat, lon) ;
CRW_SSTANOMALY:_FillValue = 251.f ;
CRW_SSTANOMALY:long_name = "analysed sea surface
temperature anomaly" ;
CRW_SSTANOMALY:units = "degrees Celsius" ;
CRW_SSTANOMALY:add_offset = 0.f ;
CRW_SSTANOMALY:scale_factor = 1.f ;
CRW_SSTANOMALY:valid_min = -15.f ;
CRW_SSTANOMALY:valid_max = 15.f ;
CRW_SSTANOMALY:coordinates = "lon lat time" ;
CRW_SSTANOMALY:reference = "Liu, G, Heron SF, Eakin CM,
Muller-Karger FE, Vega-Rodriguez M, Guild LS, De La Cour JL,
Geiger EF, Skirving WJ, Burgess TFR, Strong AE, Harris A, Maturi
E, Ignatov A, Sapper J, Li J, Lynds S (2014) Reef-scale Thermal
Stress Monitoring of Coral Ecosystems: New 5-km Global Products
from NOAA Coral Reef Watch, Remote Sensing 6(11): 11579-11606,
doi:10.3390/rs61111579." ;
CRW_SSTANOMALY:source = "npp viirs, metop-b avhrr, goese/w
imager, msg seviri, mtsat imager" ;
CRW_SSTANOMALY:comment = "analysed night-only SST anomaly
for each ocean grid point" ;
CRW_SSTANOMALY:coverage_content_type =
"physicalMeasurement" ;
CRW_SSTANOMALY:grid_mapping = "crs" ;
// global attributes:
:Conventions = "CF-1.6, ACDD-1.3, Unidata Observation
Dataset v1.0" ;
:ncei_template_version = "NCEI_NetCDF_Grid_Template_v2.0" ;
:title = "NOAA Coral Reef Watch Daily Global 5-km Geo-polar
Blended Night-only Satellite Sea Surface Temperature Anomaly" ;
:summary = "This is a product of NOAA Coral Reef Watch
daily 5 km global satellite coral bleaching heat stress monitoring
product suite." ;
:references = "Liu, G, Heron SF, Eakin CM, Muller-Karger
FE, Vega-Rodriguez M, Guild LS, De La Cour JL, Geiger EF, Skirving
WJ, Burgess TFR, Strong AE, Harris A, Maturi E, Ignatov A, Sapper
J, Li J, Lynds S (2014) Reef-scale Thermal Stress Monitoring of
Coral Ecosystems: New 5-km Global Products from NOAA Coral Reef
Watch, Remote Sensing 6(11): 11579-11606, doi:10.3390/rs61111579."
;
:institution = "NOAA/NESDIS/STAR Coral Reef Watch program"
;
:history = "Mon Feb 26 10:31:12 2018: /usr/local/bin/ncks A b5km_ssta_20180225.nc merged_b5km_20180225.nc\nThis product is
based on CRW Version 1.0 NetCDF Standards (released on August 17,
2015) for the CRW 5 km global satellite coral bleaching heat
stress monitoring product suite." ;
:comment = "This product is a product of the Coral Reef
Watch Daily 5-km Global Satellite Coral Bleaching Heat Stress
Monitoring Product Suite Version 3.0." ;
:license = "The data are available for use without
restriction, but it is required to credit the NOAA Coral Reef
Watch program for any data use. Recommendations for citing and
providing credit are provided at
https://coralreefwatch.noaa.gov/satellite/docs/recommendations_crw
_citation.php. Users are referred to the footer section of Coral
Reef Watch\'s website (https://coralreefwatch.noaa.gov/index.php)
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for disclaimers, policies, notices pertaining to the use of the
data." ;
:id =
"Satellite_Daily_Global_5km_Blended_Night_SST_Anomaly" ;
:naming_authority = "gov.noaa.coralreefwatch" ;
:product_version = "3.0" ;
:product_netcdf_version = "1.0" ;
:uuid = "cb288872-6cd9-4bd0-8e48-2570e042801c" ;
:gds_version_id = "2.0" ;
:netcdf_version_id = "4.1.2" ;
:date_created = "20130312T120000Z" ;
:date_issued = "20180226T175543Z" ;
:date_modified = "20180226T175543Z" ;
:date_metadata_modified = "20180226T175543Z" ;
:start_time = "20180225T000000Z" ;
:time_coverage_start = "20180225T000000Z" ;
:time_coverage_duration = "P1D" ;
:stop_time = "20180226T000000Z" ;
:time_coverage_end = "20180226T000000Z" ;
:time_coverage_resolution = "P1D" ;
:source = "npp viirs, metop-b avhrr, goese/w imager, msg
seviri, mtsat imager" ;
:platform = "metop-b GOESE (GOES-13) GOESW (GOES-15)
msg/mtsat-2 npp" ;
:sensor = "npp viirs, metop-b avhrr, goese/w imager, msg
seviri, mtsat imager" ;
:instrument = "npp viirs, metop-b avhrr, goese/w imager,
msg seviri, mtsat imager" ;
:platform_vocabulary = "metop-b GOESE (GOES-13) GOESW
(GOES-15) msg/mtsat-2 npp" ;
:instrument_vocabulary = "npp viirs, metop-b avhrr, goese/w
imager, msg seviri, mtsat imager" ;
:metadata_link =
"https://coralreefwatch.noaa.gov/satellite/bleaching5km/index.php"
;
:keywords = "Oceans > Ocean Temperature > Sea Surface
Temperature Anomaly" ;
:keywords_vocabulary = "NASA Global Change Master Directory
(GCMD) Science Keywords" ;
:standard_name_vocabulary = "NetCDF Climate and Forecast
(CF) Metadata Convention Standard Name Table v27" ;
:geospatial_bounds = "POLYGON((-90.0 180.0, 90.0 180.0,
90.0 -180.0, -90.0 -180.0, -90.0 180.0))" ;
:geospatial_bounds_crs = "EPSG:4326" ;
:geospatial_lon_min = -180.f ;
:geospatial_lon_max = 180.f ;
:geospatial_lat_min = -90.f ;
:geospatial_lat_max = 90.f ;
:spatial_resolution = "0.05 degree" ;
:geospatial_lat_units = "degrees north" ;
:geospatial_lat_resolution = 0.05f ;
:geospatial_lon_units = "degrees east" ;
:geospatial_lon_resolution = 0.05f ;
:acknowledgment = "NOAA Coral Reef Watch program" ;
:creator_type = "group" ;
:creator_institution = "NOAA/NESDIS/STAR" ;
:creator_name = "NOAA Coral Reef Watch program" ;
:creator_email = "coralreefwatch@noaa.gov" ;
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:creator_url = "https://coralreefwatch.noaa.gov" ;
:project = "NOAA Coral Reef Watch program" ;
:program = "NOAA Coral Reef Watch program" ;
:publisher_type = "group" ;
:publisher_institution = "NOAA/NESDIS/STAR" ;
:publisher_name = "NOAA Coral Reef Watch program" ;
:publisher_url = "https://coralreefwatch.noaa.gov" ;
:publisher_email = "coralreefwatch@noaa.gov" ;
:contributor_name = "NOAA Coral Reef Watch program" ;
:contributor_role = "Collecting source data and deriving
products; performing quality control of products; disseminating,
storing, and submitting data to archive." ;
:processing_level = "L4" ;
:cdm_data_type = "Grid" ;
:NCO = "4.2.0" ;
}

4.

Data vocabulary
Variable

CRW_SST(time,latitude,long
itude)

CRW_SSTANOMALY(time,latitu
de,longitude)

CRW_HOTSPOT(time,latitude,
longitude)

CRW_DHW(time,latitude,long
itude)

surface_flag(time,latitude
,longitude)
longitude(longitude)
latitude(latitude)
time(time)

Long name
Daily global
5km satellite
nighttime sea
surface
temperature
Daily global
5km satellite
nighttime sea
surface
temperature
anomalies
Daily global
5km satellite
coral
bleaching hot
spot
Daily global
5km satellite
coral
bleaching
degree heating
weeks
Pixel
characteristics
flag
longitude
latitude

Short
name

Standard
Name

Units
degrees
Celsius

degrees
Celsius

degrees
Celsius

degrees
Celsius-weeks

none
degrees-east
degrees-north
days since
1970-01-01
00:00:00

Table 42. Degree heating weeks variable specifications.
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5.
Data distribution
NOAA Coral Reef Watch Operational Twice-Weekly Near-Real-Time Global 50km
Satellite Coral Bleaching Monitoring Products
• Metadata: http://pacioos.org/metadata/dhw.html
• Voyager: http://pacioos.org/voyager/index.html?b=-75.845169%2C180%2C75.845169%2C180&o=sat:5:fweeks:d6
• THREDDS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/idd/satellite.html?dataset=dhw
• ERDDAP: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/erddap/griddap/NOAA_DHW.graph
• LAS: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/las/UI.vm?dsid=dhw&varid=CRW_DHW-dhw
• DChart:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/dchart/index.html?dsetid=af866abc27c1df2b887ef
6aac9a4e124
• WMS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wms/hioos/satellite/dhw?service=WMS&
version=1.3.0&request=GetCapabilities
• WCS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wcs/hioos/satellite/dhw?service=WCS&v
ersion=1.0.0&request=GetCapabilities
• NCSS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/ncss/grid/hioos/satellite/dhw/dataset.ht
ml
• OPeNDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/dodsC/hioos/satellite/dhw.html

N.

Data obtained from non-PacIOOS providers (Atmospheric model)

1.
Data flow
In addition to the locally-run atmospheric models, PacIOOS also downloads daily
output from the Global Forecast System (GFS) model from NOAA/NCEP. This model
output is used as boundary conditions for the local atmospheric models and
provides global coverage at 0.5°. Output is obtained via the cron script get_gfs.s
that is run daily at 9:00 AM HST. The model outputs forecasts every six hours, but
we are just getting the 12:00 UTC forecast each day.
In addition to the global run at 0.5°, the higher-resolution 0.25° output is
downloaded for just the Pacific (40°S to 40°N, 120°E. to 80°W). The variables and
process is the same as for the global run, but the script, get_gfs_pacific.s is
run at 9:30 AM HST.
The script accesses the GFS output via an OPeNDAP call in a GrADS script. The files
are at http://nomads.ncep.noaa.gov:9090/dods/gfs_hd in subdirectories by date.
The script first runs GrADS and get_gfs_0.5deg.gs (get_gfs_0.25deg.gs
for the Pacific high-res subset) extracts certain variables and saves them to a series
of NetCDF files (one per variable). The ncsk utility is then used to combine these
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into a single NetCDF file. Finally, ncap is used to make the forecast time and
ncatted is used to change the variable names.
The files obtained have 720 longitudes and 361 latitudes for the whole globe at 0.5°
resolution. The Pacific subset is 641 by 321. There are 65 time values, representing
just over eight days (3-hourly resolution). Of the many variables available in the
GFS, only eight surface variables are transferred:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

net downward longwave radiation flux (dlwrfsfc)
net downward shortwave radiation flux (dswrfsfc)
rainfall rate (pratesfc)
mean sea level pressure (prmslmsl)
relative humidity at 2m (rh2m)
surface temperature (tmpsfc)
eastward wind velocity at 10m (ugrd10m)
northward wind velocity at 10m (vgrd10m)

2.
File naming convention
Files are copied to /export/lawelawe1/model/atm/gfs_global/data and
have file names based on date, e.g., gfs_surf_2010_08_28.nc for August 28,
2010. The archive starts May 6, 2011. Each file is 1.2 GB for a total of 444 GB per
year.
GFS Grid
Lon range
Lon res
Lon points
Lat range
Lat res
Lat points
Depth range
Depth res
Depth points
Time range
Time res
Time points
Time start
Variables
File size
File name

Global
global
50 km
720
global
50 km
361
surface
0
1
8.125 days
3-hourly
65
05-06-2011
T, P, r, u, v, Qs, Ql, Rh
1,216,440,324
gfs_surf_*.nc

Pacific
120°E to 80°W
25 km
641
40°S to 40°N
25 km
321
surface
0
1
8.125 days
3-hourly
65
02-29-2016
T, P, r, u, v, Qs, Ql, Rh
962,970,888
gfs_surf_*.nc

Table 43. GFS (atmospheric) model variable specifications.

3.

Data format specification
netcdf gfs_surf_2013_08_28 {
dimensions:
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time = 65 ;
longitude = 720 ;
latitude = 361 ;
variables:
double time(time) ;
time:long_name = "Time" ;
time:standard_name = "Time" ;
time:units = "minutes since 2011-01-01 00:00" ;
double longitude(longitude) ;
longitude:units = "degrees_east" ;
longitude:long_name = "Longitude" ;
double latitude(latitude) ;
latitude:units = "degrees_north" ;
latitude:long_name = "Latitude" ;
double dlwrfsfc(time, latitude, longitude) ;
dlwrfsfc:missing_value = -999000000. ;
dlwrfsfc:long_name = "net downward longwave radiation flux"
;
dlwrfsfc:standard_name =
"surface_net_downward_longwave_flux" ;
dlwrfsfc:units = "W m-2" ;
double dswrfsfc(time, latitude, longitude) ;
dswrfsfc:missing_value = -999000000. ;
dswrfsfc:long_name = "net downward shortwave radiation
flux" ;
dswrfsfc:standard_name =
"surface_net_downward_shortwave_flux" ;
dswrfsfc:units = "W m-2" ;
double pratesfc(time, latitude, longitude) ;
pratesfc:missing_value = -999000000. ;
pratesfc:long_name = "rainfall rate" ;
pratesfc:standard_name = "precipitation_flux" ;
pratesfc:units = "kg m-2 s-1" ;
double prmslmsl(time, latitude, longitude) ;
prmslmsl:missing_value = -999000000. ;
prmslmsl:long_name = "mean sea level pressure" ;
prmslmsl:standard_name = "air_pressure_at_sea_level" ;
prmslmsl:units = "Pa" ;
double rh2m(time, latitude, longitude) ;
rh2m:missing_value = -999000000. ;
rh2m:long_name = "relative humidity at 2m" ;
rh2m:standard_name = "relative_humidity" ;
rh2m:units = "percent" ;
double tmpsfc(time, latitude, longitude) ;
tmpsfc:missing_value = -999000000. ;
tmpsfc:long_name = "surface temperature" ;
tmpsfc:standard_name = "surface_temperature" ;
tmpsfc:units = "K" ;
double tmp2m(time, latitude, longitude) ;
tmp2m:missing_value = -999000000. ;
tmp2m:long_name = "air temperature at 2m" ;
tmp2m:standard_name = "air_temperature" ;
tmp2m:units = "K" ;
double ugrd10m(time, latitude, longitude) ;
ugrd10m:missing_value = -999000000. ;
ugrd10m:long_name = "eastward wind velocity at 10m" ;
ugrd10m:standard_name = "eastward_wind" ;
ugrd10m:units = "m s-1" ;
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double vgrd10m(time, latitude, longitude) ;
vgrd10m:missing_value = -999000000. ;
vgrd10m:long_name = "northward wind velocity at 10m" ;
vgrd10m:standard_name = "northward_wind" ;
vgrd10m:units = "m s-1" ;
// global attributes:
:NCO = "4.2.0" ;
:history = "Wed Aug 28 08:09:20 2013:
/usr/local/bin/ncatted -a units,vgrd10m,c,c,m s-1 fileout.nc\n",
"Wed Aug 28 08:09:18 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
standard_name,vgrd10m,c,c,northward_wind fileout.nc\n",
"Wed Aug 28 08:09:15 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
long_name,vgrd10m,c,c,northward wind velocity at 10m
fileout.nc\n",
"Wed Aug 28 08:09:13 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
units,ugrd10m,c,c,m s-1 fileout.nc\n",
"Wed Aug 28 08:09:10 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
standard_name,ugrd10m,c,c,eastward_wind fileout.nc\n",
"Wed Aug 28 08:09:08 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
long_name,ugrd10m,c,c,eastward wind velocity at 10m fileout.nc\n",
"Wed Aug 28 08:09:06 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
units,tmp2m,c,c,K fileout.nc\n",
"Wed Aug 28 08:09:03 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
standard_name,tmp2m,c,c,air_temperature fileout.nc\n",
"Wed Aug 28 08:09:01 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
long_name,tmp2m,c,c,air temperature at 2m fileout.nc\n",
"Wed Aug 28 08:08:59 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
units,tmpsfc,c,c,K fileout.nc\n",
"Wed Aug 28 08:08:56 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
standard_name,tmpsfc,c,c,surface_temperature fileout.nc\n",
"Wed Aug 28 08:08:54 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
long_name,tmpsfc,c,c,surface temperature fileout.nc\n",
"Wed Aug 28 08:08:51 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
units,rh2m,c,c,percent fileout.nc\n",
"Wed Aug 28 08:08:49 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
standard_name,rh2m,c,c,relative_humidity fileout.nc\n",
"Wed Aug 28 08:08:47 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
long_name,rh2m,c,c,relative humidity at 2m fileout.nc\n",
"Wed Aug 28 08:08:44 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
units,prmslmsl,c,c,Pa fileout.nc\n",
"Wed Aug 28 08:08:42 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
standard_name,prmslmsl,c,c,air_pressure_at_sea_level
fileout.nc\n",
"Wed Aug 28 08:08:39 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
long_name,prmslmsl,c,c,mean sea level pressure fileout.nc\n",
"Wed Aug 28 08:08:37 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
units,pratesfc,c,c,kg m-2 s-1 fileout.nc\n",
"Wed Aug 28 08:08:35 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
standard_name,pratesfc,c,c,precipitation_flux fileout.nc\n",
"Wed Aug 28 08:08:32 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
long_name,pratesfc,c,c,rainfall rate fileout.nc\n",
"Wed Aug 28 08:08:30 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
units,dswrfsfc,c,c,W m-2 fileout.nc\n",
"Wed Aug 28 08:08:27 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted -a
standard_name,dswrfsfc,c,c,surface_net_downward_shortwave_flux
fileout.nc\n",
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"Wed Aug 28 08:08:25 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted
long_name,dswrfsfc,c,c,net downward shortwave radiation flux
fileout.nc\n",
"Wed Aug 28 08:08:23 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted
units,dlwrfsfc,c,c,W m-2 fileout.nc\n",
"Wed Aug 28 08:08:20 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted
standard_name,dlwrfsfc,c,c,surface_net_downward_longwave_flux
fileout.nc\n",
"Wed Aug 28 08:08:18 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted
long_name,dlwrfsfc,c,c,net downward longwave radiation flux
fileout.nc\n",
"Wed Aug 28 08:08:16 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted
units,time,c,c,minutes since 2011-01-01 00:00 fileout.nc\n",
"Wed Aug 28 08:08:13 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted
standard_name,time,c,c,Time fileout.nc\n",
"Wed Aug 28 08:08:11 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncatted
long_name,time,c,c,Time fileout.nc\n",
"Wed Aug 28 08:08:04 2013: /usr/local/bin/ncap -s
time[time]=time+1395360 fileout.nc temp.nc" ;
}

4.

Data vocabulary
Variable

Long name

time(time)

Time

longitude(longitude)
latitude(latitude)
dlwrfsfc(time,latitude,lon
gitude)

Longitude
Latitude
net downward
longwave
radiation flux
net downward
shortwave
radiation flux
rainfall rate

dswrfsfc(time,latitude,lon
gitude)
pratesfc(time,latitude,lon
gitude)
prmslmsl(time,latitude,lon
gitude)
rh2m(time,latitude,longitu
de)
tmpsfc(time,latitude,longi
tude)
tmp2m(time,latitude,longit
ude)
ugrid10m(time,latitude,lon
gitude)
vgrid10m(time,latitude,lon
gitude)

mean sea level
pressure
relative
humidity at
2m
surface
temperature
air
temperature
at 2m
eastward wind
velocity at
10m
northward
wind velocity
at 10m

Short
name

Standard
Name
Time

surface_net_dow
nward_longwav
e_flux
surface_net_dow
nward_shortwav
e_flux
precipitation_flu
x
air_pressure_at_
sea_level
relative_humidit
y

-a
-a
-a
-a
-a
-a
-a

Units
minutes since
2011-01-01
00:00
degrees_east
degrees_north
W m-2
W m-2
kg m-2 s-1
Pa
percent

surface_tempera
ture
air_temperature

K

eastward_wind

m s-1

northward_wind

m s-1

K

Table 44. GDS (atmospheric model) variable definitions.
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5.
Data distribution
NOAA/NCEP Global Forecast System (GFS) Atmospheric Model
• Metadata: http://pacioos.org/metadata/ncep_global.html
• Voyager: http://pacioos.org/voyager/index.html?b=-85.200475%2C180%2C85.200475%2C180&t=h&o=wfore:6:f:d1
• THREDDS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/catalog/hioos/model/atm/ncep_global/ca
talog.html?dataset=ncep_global/NCEP_Global_Atmospheric_Model_best.ncd
• ERDDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/erddap/griddap/NCEP_Global_Best.graph
• LAS: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/las/UI.vm?dsid=ncep_global&varid=tmpsfcncep_global
• DChart:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/dchart/index.html?dsetid=ec4524a9fc8340d3405a
6d5e087f52
• WMS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wms/hioos/model/atm/ncep_global/NCE
P_Global_Atmospheric_Model_best.ncd?service=WMS&version=1.3.0&request=G
etCapabilities
• WCS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wcs/hioos/model/atm/ncep_global/NCEP
_Global_Atmospheric_Model_best.ncd?service=WCS&version=1.0.0&request=Get
Capabilities
• NCSS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/ncss/grid/hioos/model/atm/ncep_global/
NCEP_Global_Atmospheric_Model_best.ncd/dataset.html
• OPeNDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/dodsC/hioos/model/atm/ncep_global/NC
EP_Global_Atmospheric_Model_best.ncd.html

O.

Data obtained from non-PacIOOS providers (SCUD)

1.
Data flow
The SCUD model is run on an IPRC machine each day by Jan Hafner. The output is a
single netCDF file that is placed in Jan’s ftp account,
ftp://apapane.soest.hawaii.edu/users/hafner/SCUD/PACIOOS
(note that SCUD is run in different configurations, but PacIOOS just gets the realtime
Pacific run). The script get_scud.s is run via cron every day at 10:00 HST and
retrieves the output file.
2.
File naming convention
SCUD output is stored in /export/lawelawe1/model/scud/yyyy and the
filenames contain the date, e.g., 2013-08-28.nc has the output for August 28,
2013.
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3.

Data format specification
netcdf \2013-08-22 {
dimensions:
longitude = 689 ;
latitude = 529 ;
time = UNLIMITED ; // (1 currently)
variables:
float longitude(longitude) ;
longitude:units = "degrees_east" ;
longitude:title = "longitude" ;
longitude:missing_value = -9999.f ;
longitude:_FillValue = -9999.f ;
float latitude(latitude) ;
latitude:units = "degrees_north" ;
latitude:title = "latitudes" ;
latitude:missing_value = -9999.f ;
latitude:_FillValue = -9999.f ;
int time(time) ;
time:units = "days since 1950-01-01" ;
time:title = "datum" ;
time:missing_value = -9999 ;
time:_FillValue = -9999 ;
float u(time, latitude, longitude) ;
u:units = "m/s" ;
u:title = "zonal_surface_current" ;
u:missing_value = -9999.f ;
u:_FillValue = -9999.f ;
float v(time, latitude, longitude) ;
v:units = "m/s" ;
v:title = "meridional_surface_current" ;
v:missing_value = -9999.f ;
v:_FillValue = -9999.f ;
// global attributes:
:title = "SCUD: Surface CUrrents from Diagnostic model" ;
:File_type = "gridded lat/lon" ;
:CreatedBy = "IPRC/SOEST U. of Hawaii" ;
:CreatedOn = "2013-08-22 02:49:14 HST" ;
:Version = "v 1.0" ;
}

4.

Data vocabulary
Variable

Long name

Short
name

Standard
Name

longitude(longitude)
latitude(latitude)
time(time)
u(time,latitude,longitude)
v(time,latitude,longitude)

Units
degrees_east
degrees_north
days since
1950-01-01
m/s
m/s

Table 45. SCUD variable definitions.

5.
Data distribution
Surface CUrrents from a Diagnostic model (SCUD): Pacific
• Metadata: http://pacioos.org/metadata/scud_pac.html
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

P.

Voyager: http://pacioos.org/voyager/index.html?b=-76.351896%2C180,74.211983,180&o=ofore:9:kts:d5
THREDDS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/idd/ocn_mod.html?dataset=scud_pac
ERDDAP,http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/erddap/griddap/SCUD_Pac.graph
LAS: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/las/UI.vm?dsid=scud_pac&varid=velscud_pac
DChart:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/dchart/index.html?dsetid=a4f9ddad64b1db656
0ff47c5e2ceea19
WMS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wms/pacioos/scud/pac?service=WMS
&version=1.3.0&request=GetCapabilities
WCS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wcs/pacioos/scud/pac?service=WCS&
version=1.0.0&request=GetCapabilities
NCSS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/ncss/grid/pacioos/scud/pac/dataset.h
tml
OPeNDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/dodsC/pacioos/scud/pac.html

Data obtained from non-PacIOOS providers (Reef Fish Assessments)

1.
Data flow
PacIOOS worked on an early “biological observations project” with the IOOS
Program Office in late 2009. This project was initiated to try and incorporate
biological data into a standard service. Prior to this project, almost all the variables
that were being served by PacIOOS via SOS or THREDDS were geophysical. With
small seed funding, PacIOOS worked with the PO to develop a process by which
geospatial biological data could be served. The initial focus was on reef fish
population assessments in the Pacific Islands, and PacIOOS partnered with the Coral
Reef Ecosystem Division (CREF) division of NOAA, the National Park Service (NPS)
and the Papahanaumokuakea Marine National Monument (PMNM).
Population assessments of reef fish are done by these three groups in various reef
locations during different years. The surveys are done either as belt transects (BLT),
towed diver surveys (TDS) or stationary point counts (SPC), and the observers
record “presence, absence, abundance”.
PacIOOS acquired existing databases in different formats from the three providers
and put them into a consistent format (tabular, ASCII) with a developed standard.
CRED acted as the primary aggregator and passed postGRES databases to PacIOOS
to process. The database has not been updated since the initial setup in 2011.
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2.
File naming convention
The files are all contained in a postGRES database on pacioos.soest.hawaiii.edu.
3.
Data format specification
Datasets are in ASCII tables.
4.
Data Vocabulary
The data sets include several different variables including absence, abundance,
presence; species and counts; geospatial information such as lat/lon/depth. The
ERDDAP page has the complete list.
5.
Data distribution32
Northwestern Hawaiian Islands, Coral Reef Monitoring, Fish Surveys, Belt Transects
(BLT)
• Metadata: http://pacioos.org/metadata/PMNM_FISH_BLT.html
• ERDDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/erddap/tabledap/PMNM_FISH_BLT.html

Q.

Data obtained from non-PacIOOS providers (Maui Water Quality)

1.
Data flow
A citizen science group in Maui collects water quality measurements and posts them
to the Coral Reef Monitoring Data Portal
(http://monitoring.coral.org/admin/monitoring_export). Since these files are not
supplied via RESTful services, a manual download via ftp is done each week. The
data are manually downloaded from the web site, exported to CSV, and uploaded to
lawelawe. The script get_maui_water_quality.py is then run to load the data
into the database.
2.
File naming convention
Files are named mauiwg_type_yyymmdd.csv (before entering in the database),
where type is either basic or bacteria, yyyy is the four digit year, mm is the
two digit month and dd is the two digit day.
3.
Data format specification
Data are saved as ASCII, comma-separated value files.
4.

Data Vocabulary
Variable
report_id

Long name

observer_id
dataentry_id
report_date
obs_hour

The stationary point counts (SPC) and towed diver surveys are served in the same
way; this is just one specific example.
32
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data_hours
obs_mileage
location
visibility
wind
survey_date
survey_begin_time
survey_end_time
latitude
longitude
swell_height
swell_direction
current_velocity
current_direction
lunar_phase
watershed
raingauge1
raingauge1_inches
raingauge2
raingauge2_inches
raingauge3
raingauge3_inches
streamflow1
streamflow2
streamflow3
collection_hours
collection_min
name
incubator_temp
incubator_start_hrs
incubator_start_min
incubator_out_temp
incubator_out_hrs
incubator_out_min
total_incubation_hrs
total_incubation_min
large_wells
small_wells
mpn
upper_95
lower_95
dilution_factor
adjusted_dilution
blank_ran
blank_type
blank_result
comments
collection_ampm
incubator_start_ampm
incubator_out_ampm
wqbid
waterquality_id
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sampler_id
replicated
sample_min
sample_hrs
sample_depth
air_method
air_units
air_value
salinity_method
salinity_value
conductivity_method
conductivity_units
conductivity_value
ph_method
ph_value
water_method
water_value
oxygen_method
oxygen_units
oxygen_value
turbidity_method
turbidity_units
turbidity_value
phosphate_method
phosphate_value
nitrate_method
nitrate_value
phosphorus_method
phosphorus_value
nitrogen_method
nitrogen_value
sample_ampm
Table 46. Maui citizen science water quality measurements variable definitions.

5.
Data distribution
Maui Citizen Science Coastal Water Quality Data
• Metadata: http://pacioos.org/metadata/maui_water_quality.html
• Voyager: http://pacioos.org/voyager/index.html?b=20.466247%2C156.954431%2C21.128688%2C-155.785074&t=m&s=1&o=qual:4::v7c50
• ERDDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/erddap/tabledap/maui_water_quality.html

R.

Data obtained from non-PacIOOS providers (Liquid Robotics)

1.
Data flow
Liquid Robotics (LR)occasionally releases wave gliders in the region and uses the
PacIOOS services to display the glider tracks and values of certain measured
variables. The data are supplied via an authenticated “fetch” service provided by LR.
The script get_liquidrobotics_glider.py is used to get the data and
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convert to JSON for making tracks on Voyager. Separately, netCDF files are made to
serve the data via TDS.
2.
File naming convention
Files are named with the glider name and date, e.g., aa_2013_10_24.nc for the
glider called A’a and mission on October 24, 2013.
3.

Data format specification
netcdf aa_2013_12_07 {
dimensions:
time = 3 ;
name_strlen = 14 ;
variables:
char trajectory(name_strlen) ;
trajectory:cf_role = "trajectory_id" ;
int time(time) ;
time:units = "seconds since 1970-01-01T00:00:00Z" ;
time:long_name = "time" ;
time:standard_name = "time" ;
float shgt(time) ;
shgt:units = "meters" ;
shgt:long_name = "significat wave height" ;
shgt:standard_name = "sea_surface_wave_significant_height"
;
shgt:coordinates = "time longitude latitude" ;
float pper(time) ;
pper:units = "seconds" ;
pper:long_name = "peak wave period" ;
pper:standard_name =
"sea_surface_wave_period_at_variance_spectral_density_maximum" ;
pper:coordinates = "time longitude latitude" ;
float pdir(time) ;
pdir:units = "degrees" ;
pdir:long_name = "peak wave direction" ;
pdir:standard_name = "sea_surface_wave_from_direction" ;
pdir:coordinates = "time longitude latitude" ;
float mper(time) ;
mper:units = "seconds" ;
mper:long_name = "mean wave period" ;
mper:standard_name =
"sea_surface_wave_mean_period_from_variance_spectral_density_secon
d_frequency_moment" ;
mper:coordinates = "time longitude latitude" ;
float longitude(time) ;
longitude:units = "degrees_east" ;
longitude:long_name = "longitude" ;
longitude:standard_name = "longitude" ;
float latitude(time) ;
latitude:units = "degrees_north" ;
latitude:long_name = "latitude" ;
latitude:standard_name = "latitude" ;
// global attributes:
:comment = "Data produced by Liquid Robotics, Inc." ;
:time_coverage_resolution = "PT30M" ;
:geospatial_vertical_max = "0" ;
:geospatial_lat_units = "degrees_north" ;
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:geospatial_lon_units = "degrees_east" ;
:references = "http://liquidr.com, http://pacioos.org" ;
:Metadata_Conventions = "Unidata Dataset Discovery v1.0,
CF-1.6" ;
:keywords = "Oceans &gt; Ocean Waves &gt; Significant Wave
Height, Oceans &gt; Ocean Waves &gt; Wave Period, Oceans &gt;
Ocean Waves &gt; Wave Speed/Direction" ;
:Conventions = "Unidata Dataset Discovery v1.0, CF-1.6" ;
:publisher_name = "Pacific Islands Ocean Observing System
(PacIOOS)" ;
:id = "wave_glider_aa" ;
:naming_authority = "org.pacioos" ;
:instrumentid = "Aa" ;
:geospatial_lat_max = "20.057237" ;
:acknowledgment = "The Pacific Islands Ocean Observing
System (PacIOOS) is funded through the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) as a Regional Association within
the U.S. Integrated Ocean Observing System (IOOS). PacIOOS is
coordinated by the University of Hawaii School of Ocean and Earth
Science and Technology (SOEST)." ;
:title = "Liquid Robotics Wave Glider: Aa" ;
:standard_name_vocabulary = "CF-1.6" ;
:creator_email = "support@liquidr.com" ;
:publisher_url = "http://pacioos.org" ;
:processing_level = "near real-time (nrt)" ;
:featureType = "Trajectory" ;
:publisher_email = "jimp@hawaii.edu" ;
:keywords_vocabulary = "GCMD Science Keywords" ;
:date_issued = "2014-04-24" ;
:geospatial_lat_min = "20.050563" ;
:time_coverage_start = "2013-12-07T00:00:00Z" ;
:Metadata_Link =
"http://pacioos.org/metadata/wave_glider_aa.html" ;
:geospatial_vertical_min = "0" ;
:date_created = "2014-04-24" ;
:contributor_role = "distributor" ;
:institution = "Liquid Robotics, Inc." ;
:geospatial_lon_max = "-155.957738" ;
:geospatial_lon_min = "-156.000122" ;
:contributor_name = "Jim Potemra" ;
:license = "The data may be used and redistributed for free
but is not intended for legal use, since it may contain
inaccuracies. Neither the data Contributor, University of Hawaii,
PacIOOS, NOAA, State of Hawaii nor the United States Government,
nor any of their employees or contractors, makes any warranty,
express or implied, including warranties of merchantability and
fitness for a particular purpose, or assumes any legal liability
for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness, of this
information." ;
:creator_name = "Liquid Robotics, Inc." ;
:time_coverage_end = "2013-12-07T01:00:00Z" ;
:date_modified = "2014-04-25" ;
:summary = "Wave gliders provide very detailed information
about the physical condition of the waters in which they travel.
They are small, unmanned vehicles that can cruise along the ocean
surface for several months gathering information about wave
conditions, currents, and other water properties. Because gliders
are unmanned, they communicate with scientists on land using
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satellite telemetry. Wave glider mission \"A\'a\" from Liquid
Robotics, Inc. started off the leeward (western) coast of Big
Island on October 23, 2013, recording wave height, wave direction,
and wave period every half hour. It made its way to the
Papahanaumokuakea Marine National Monument (Northwestern Hawaiian
Islands), reaching NOAA/NDBC moored buoy 51101 190 nautical miles
northwest of Kauai on November 7, 2013. It then returned to its
origin, reaching Big Island again on December 6, 2013." ;
:project = "Pacific Islands Ocean Observing System
(PacIOOS)" ;
:cdm_data_type = "Trajectory" ;
:source = "Liquid Robotics, Inc. Wave Glider" ;
:geospatial_vertical_positive = "down" ;
:creator_url = "http://liquidr.com" ;
:file_data_type = "timeseries" ;
:geospatial_vertical_units = "m" ;
:history = "Mon Dec 1 09:54:54 2014: ncatted -O -a
title,global,o,c,Liquid Robotics Wave Glider: Aa
aa_2013_12_07.nc\n",
"Deployed W. of Big Island (2013-10-23)" ;etcdf
\2013-08-22 {

4.

Data Vocabulary
Variable
Long name

Short
name

time
shgt(time)

time
significant wave height

time
shgt

pper(time)

peak wave period

pper

pdir(time)

peak wave direction

pdir

mper(time)

mean wave period

mper

longitude(time)
latitude(time)

longitude
latitude

longitude
latitude

Standard Name
time
sea_surface_wave_si
gnificant_height
sea_surface_wave_p
eriod_at_variance_s
pectral_density_max
imum
sea_surface_wave_fr
om_direction
sea_surface_wave_p
eriod_at_variance_s
pectral_density_sec
ond_frequency_mo
ment
longitude
latitude

Units
seconds
meters
seconds

degrees
seconds

degrees_east
degrees_north

Table 47. Liquid Robotics wave glider variable definitions.

5.
Data distribution33
Liquid Robotics Wave Glider: Aa
• Metadata: http://pacioos.org/metadata/aa_agg.html
33

Example for single glider A’a (aa); other missions/gliders are done similarly.
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S.

Voyager: http://pacioos.org/voyager/index.html?b=19.555555%2C163.555073%2C24.802602%2C-154.2002147&o=glide::d1v4c52
THREDDS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/idd/glide_wave.html?dataset=aa_agg
ERDDAP: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/erddap/tabledap/Aa.graph
SOS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/sos/hioos/glider/aa_agg?service=SOS&ver
sion=1.0.0&request=GetCapabilities
OPeNDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/dodsC/hioos/glider/aa_agg.html

Data obtained from non-PacIOOS providers (USGS Digital Elevation Map)

1.
Data flow
Digital elevation maps, created by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) were
obtained from the Scripps/UCSD satellite geodesy group
(http://topex.ucsd.edu/WWW_html/srtm30_plus.html) and are saved as static tiff
and netCDF files.
2.
File naming convention
DEMs are stored in directories by location (e.g., oahu, global, bigisland, etc.). Each
directory has netcdf files and tif files named, for example, hi_usgs_oahu_dem.nc
and hi_usgs_oahu_dem.tif.
3.

Data format specification
netcdf hi_usgs_oahu_dem {
dimensions:
lat = 4943 ;
lon = 6829 ;
variables:
float elev(lat, lon) ;
elev:long_name = "elevation" ;
elev:_FillValue = NaNf ;
elev:standard_name = "height" ;
elev:units = "meters" ;
elev:positive = "up" ;
double lat(lat) ;
lat:standard_name = "latitude" ;
lat:long_name = "latitude" ;
lat:units = "degrees_north" ;
double lon(lon) ;
lon:standard_name = "longitude" ;
lon:long_name = "longitude" ;
lon:units = "degrees_east" ;
// global attributes:
:Conventions = "CF-1.5" ;
}

4.
Data vocabulary
Variable Long name

Short name

Standard Name

Units
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lon
lat
elev

longitude
latitude
elevation

lon
lat
evel

longitude
latitude
height

degrees_east
degrees_north
meters

Table 48. USGS DEM variable definitions.

5.
Data distribution34
USGS 10-m Digital Elevation Model (DEM): Hawaii: Oahu
• Metadata: http://pacioos.org/metadata/usgs_dem_10m_oahu.html
• THREDDS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/idd/dem.html?dataset=usgs_dem_10m_oa
hu
• ERDDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/erddap/griddap/usgs_dem_10m_oahu.graph
• LAS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/las/UI.vm?dsid=usgs_dem_10m_oahu&varid=elevusgs_dem_10m_oahu
• DChart:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/dchart/index.html?dsetid=689b41f352755224f383
17d7b3ecd66e
• WMS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wms/usgs_dem_10m_oahu?service=WMS
&version=1.3.0&request=GetCapabilities
• WCS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wcs/usgs_dem_10m_oahu?service=WCS&v
ersion=1.0.0&request=GetCapabilities
• NCSS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/ncss/grid/usgs_dem_10m_oahu/dataset.ht
ml
• OPeNDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/dodsC/usgs_dem_10m_oahu.html

T.

Data obtained from non-PacIOOS providers (Benthic Habitat Map)

1.
Data flow
These data were taken from the “Shallow Water Benthic Habitat Maps” DVD’s
produced by the National Ocean Service Center for Coastal Monitoring and
Assessment Biogeography Branch (September 2007). The files were loaded into the
PacIOOS GeoServer and from there ported to data services.
2.
N/A

File naming convention

3.
N/A

Data format specification

This is an example for a single DEM, Oahu. The other files are served in the same
manner with the same services.
34
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4.
N/A

Data Vocabulary

5.
Data distribution
NOAA Shallow-Water Benthic Habitats: Insular Pacific
• Metadata: http://pacioos.org/metadata/benthic_habitats.html
• Voyager: http://pacioos.org/voyager/index.html?b=-11.078081%2C171.114292%2C-11.034615%2C-171.041208&o=benth:1::d11
• WMS:
http://pacioos.org/ogc/benthic_habitats?service=WMS&version=1.1.1&request
=GetCapabilities
• WFS:
http://pacioos.org/ogc/benthic_habitats?service=WFS&version=1.1.0&request=
GetCapabilities
• Other: http://ccma.nos.noaa.gov/products/biogeography/hawaii_cd_07/
• Other: http://ccma.nos.noaa.gov/ecosystems/coralreef/nwhi/
• Other: http://ccma.nos.noaa.gov/products/biogeography/palau/
• Other: http://ccma.nos.noaa.gov/ecosystems/coralreef/us_pac_mapping.aspx

U.

Data obtained from non-PacIOOS providers (misc layers)

1.
Data flow
There are several geospatial layers that are served through TDS/ERDDAP and
available on Voyager. These are all static layers and include things like distance to
coast, bathymetry, etc.
2.
File naming convention
Various
3.
Data format specification
Various
4.
Data vocabulary
Various
5.
Data distribution
PacIOOS Boundaries: EEZs and Geographic
• Metadata: http://pacioos.org/metadata/pacioos_boundaries.html
• Voyager:
http://pacioos.org/voyager/index.html?t=m&o=geog:1+2+7+5+6%2Cbound:4+
5
• WMS:
http://pacioos.org/ogc/pacioos_boundaries?service=WMS&version=1.1.1&requ
est=GetCapabilities
• WFS:
http://pacioos.org/ogc/pacioos_boundaries?service=WFS&version=1.1.0&reque
st=GetCapabilities
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Other: http://www.nauticalcharts.noaa.gov/csdl/mbound.htm

Distance to Nearest Coastline: 0.01-Degree Grid35
• Metadata: http://pacioos.org/metadata/dist2coast_1deg.html
• Voyager: http://pacioos.org/voyager/index.html?b=-85.200475%2C180%2C85.200475%2C180&o=nav:5%2Cnav:6
• THREDDS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/idd/dist2coast.html?dataset=dist2coast_1
deg
• ERDDAP: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/erddap/griddap/dist2coast_1deg.graph
• LAS: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/las/UI.vm?dsid=dist2coast_1deg&varid=distdist2coast_1deg
• DChart:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/dchart/index.html?dsetid=eba3652b92c3df358334
673821ab158
• WMS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wms/dist2coast_1deg?service=WMS&vers
ion=1.3.0&request=GetCapabilities
• WCS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wcs/dist2coast_1deg?service=WCS&versio
n=1.0.0&request=GetCapabilities
• NCSS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/ncss/grid/dist2coast_1deg/dataset.html
• OPeNDAP: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/dodsC/dist2coast_1deg.html
ETOPO5 Global Surface Relief
• Metadata: http://pacioos.org/metadata/etopo5.html
• THREDDS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/idd/bathymetry.html?dataset=etopo5
• ERDDAP: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/erddap/griddap/etopo5.graph
• LAS: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/las/UI.vm?dsid=etopo5&varid=ROSE-etopo5
• DChart:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/dchart/index.html?dsetid=6218adc134776eab524
49069f8dac993
• WMS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wms/etopo5?service=WMS&version=1.3.0
&request=GetCapabilities
• WCS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wcs/etopo5?service=WCS&version=1.0.0&
request=GetCapabilities
• NCSS: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/ncss/grid/etopo5/dataset.html
• OPeNDAP: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/dodsC/etopo5.html
There are also layers for 0.04-degree resolution, and both sets include land and
ocean only (three layers total for each resolution).
35
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FEMA Flood Hazard Zones: State of Hawaii
• Metadata: http://pacioos.org/metadata/flood_hazard_zones.html
• Voyager: http://pacioos.org/voyager/index.html?b=21.226889%2C158.22012%2C21.556788%2C-157.635441&t=m&o=flzn:1
• WMS:
http://pacioos.org/ogc/flood_hazard_zones?service=WMS&version=1.1.1&requ
est=GetCapabilities
• WFS:
http://pacioos.org/ogc/flood_hazard_zones?service=WFS&version=1.1.0&reque
st=GetCapabilities
• Other: http://planning.hawaii.gov/gis/download-gis-data-expanded/
Main Hawaiian Islands Multibeam Bathymetry Synthesis: 1-km Bathymetry and
Topography36
• Metadata: http://pacioos.org/metadata/hmrg_bathytopo_1km_mhi.html
• THREDDS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/idd/bathymetry.html?dataset=hmrg_bathy
topo_1km_mhi
• ERDDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/erddap/griddap/hmrg_bathytopo_1km_mhi.graph
• LAS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/las/UI.vm?dsid=hmrg_bathytopo_1km_mhi&varid=
z-hmrg_bathytopo_1km_mhi
• DChart:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/dchart/index.html?dsetid=8c8e5e0d3dbc86767c5c
b7b944cc8a4
• WMS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wms/hmrg_bathytopo_1km_mhi?service=
WMS&version=1.3.0&request=GetCapabilities
• WCS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wcs/hmrg_bathytopo_1km_mhi?service=
WCS&version=1.0.0&request=GetCapabilities
• NCSS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/ncss/grid/hmrg_bathytopo_1km_mhi/data
set.html
• OPeNDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/dodsC/hmrg_bathytopo_1km_mhi.html
PacIOOS Marine Species Spatial Distributions
• Metadata: http://pacioos.org/metadata/species_dist.html

There are also layers for the 50m synthesis and a combined 50m bathymetry and
topography layer.
36
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Voyager: http://pacioos.org/voyager/index.html?b=17.845511%2C162.155429%2C23.153049%2C-152.800571&t=m&o=botds:1:d1n300i-1
WMS:
http://pacioos.org/ogc/species_dist?service=WMS&version=1.1.1&request=Get
Capabilities

NOAA/NGDC Regional Bathymetry (10 meter for Tutuila, Guam, and Wake; 180
meter for Mariana Trench; 90 meter for American Samoa)
• Metadata:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/metadata/as_ngdc_tutma_bathy90m_hillsh
ade.html
• THREDDS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/idd/bathymetry.html?dataset=ngdc_bathy
_90m_amsamoa
• ERDDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/erddap/griddap/ngdc_bathy_90m_amsamoa.graph
• LAS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/las/UI.vm?catid=ngdc_bathy_90m_amsamoa&dsid=
ngdc_bathy_90m_amsamoa&varid=elev-ngdc_bathy_90m_amsamoa
• DChart:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/dchart/index.html?dsetid=248f3dcfbbf8c25a18451
6b251824c3b
• WMS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wms/ngdc_bathy_90m_amsamoa?service=
WMS&version=1.3.0&request=GetCapabilities
• WCS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wcs/ngdc_bathy_90m_amsamoa?service=
WCS&version=1.0.0&request=GetCapabilities
• NCSS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/ncss/ngdc_bathy_90m_amsamoa/dataset.h
tml
• OPeNDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/dodsC/ngdc_bathy_90m_amsamoa.html
NOAA/PIBHMC Regional Bathymetry (1 meter for Apra Harbor; 2 meter for
Agrihan; 5 meter for Northeast Bank, Ofu And Olosega, Rose Atoll, Swains, Tau,
Alamagan, Asuncion, Farallon De Medinilla, Marpi Bank, Maug, Rota, Saipan, Tinian,
Guam, Baker Island, Howland Island, Jarvis Island, Johnston Atoll, Kingman Reef,
Palmyra Atoll; 10 meter for Swains, Agrihan, Alamagan, Asuncion, Farallon De
Pajaros, Guguan, Maug, Pagan, Sarigan, Supply Reef; 20 meter for Northeast Bank,
Jarvis Island, Johnston Atoll, Kingman Reef; 40 meter for Rose Atoll, Swains, Baker
Island, Howland Island, Palmyra Atoll; 60 meter for Rota and Guam)
• Metadata:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/metadata/pibhmc_bathy_10m_swains.html
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THREDDS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/idd/bathymetry.html?dataset=pibhmc_bat
hy_10m_swains
ERDDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/erddap/griddap/pibhmc_bathy_10m_swains.graph
LAS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/las/UI.vm?catid=pibhmc_bathy_10m_swains&dsid=
pibhmc_bathy_10m_swains&varid=elev-pibhmc_bathy_10m_swains
DChart:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/dchart/index.html?dsetid=dcaeae80992965249b10
d2e330154287
WMS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wms/pibhmc_bathy_10m_swains?service=
WMS&version=1.3.0&request=GetCapabilities
WCS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wcs/pibhmc_bathy_10m_swains?service=
WCS&version=1.0.0&request=GetCapabilities
NCSS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/ncss/pibhmc_bathy_10m_swains/dataset.h
tml
OPeNDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/dodsC/pibhmc_bathy_10m_swains.html

USGS 10 meter Digital Elevation Model (Ofu and Olosega, Tau, Tutuila, Aguijan, Rota,
Saipan, Tinian, Chuuk, Kosrae, Pohnpei, Guam, Big Island, Kahoolawe, Kauai, Lanai,
Maui, Molokai, Niihau, Oahu, and Palau)
• Metadata:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/metadata/usgs_dem_10m_kosrae.html
• THREDDS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/idd/dem.html?dataset=usgs_dem_10m_kos
rae
• ERDDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/erddap/griddap/usgs_dem_10m_kosrae.graph
• LAS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/las/UI.vm?catid=usgs_dem_10m_kosrae&dsid=usgs
_dem_10m_kosrae&varid=elev-usgs_dem_10m_kosrae
• DChart:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/dchart/index.html?dsetid=6cfc9e0b285daa2681eb
3402758ea42
• WMS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wms/usgs_dem_10m_kosrae?service=WM
S&version=1.3.0&request=GetCapabilities
• WCS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wcs/usgs_dem_10m_kosrae?service=WCS
&version=1.0.0&request=GetCapabilities
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NCSS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/ncss/usgs_dem_10m_kosrae/dataset.html
OPeNDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/dodsC/usgs_dem_10m_kosrae.html

V.

Data re-served from external sites (Hawaii State DoH water quality)

1.
Data flow
The State of Hawaii Department of Health (DOH) Clean Water Branch (CWB)
maintains a Beach Monitoring Quality Assurance Program through which specific
beaches are monitored for various parameters. Measurements of bacteria levels
(Enterococcus and Clostridium perfingens) are used to assess water quality. These
and other water measurements (temperature, salinity, pH, etc.) are collected
periodically (from a few times per week to monthly) at several beaches throughout
the state.
2.
N/A

File naming convention

3.
N/A

Data format specification

4.

Data vocabulary
Variable

longitude
latitude
time
location_id
location_name
number_concentration_of_enterococcus_in_sea_water
number_concentration_of_clostridium_perfringens_in_sea_water
sea_water_quality_alert
sea_water_temperature
sea_water_salinity
sea_water_turbidity
sea_water_ph_reported_on_total_scale
mass_concentration_of_oxygen_in_sea_water
fractional_saturation_of_oxygen_in_sea_water

Units
degrees_east
degrees_north
meters
CWB
identifier
CFU/100 mil
CFU/100 mil
1
degrees C
PSU
NTU
pH
mg/L
percent

Table 49. State of Hawaii DOH water quality variable definitions.

5.
Data distribution
Hawaii Clean Water Branch (CWB) Beach Water Quality Data
• Metadata: http://pacioos.org/metadata/cwb_water_quality.html
• HTML: http://pacioos.org/focus/cwb/cwb_oahu.php
• Voyager:
http://pacioos.org/voyager/index.html?region=hi&t=m&s=1&o=qual:3::v6c50n
1
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•

ERDDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/erddap/tabledap/cwb_water_quality.html

W.

Data re-served from external sites (OceanWatch satellite data)

1.
Data flow
The Pacific Islands Fisheries Science Center (PIFSC) operates a regional OceanWatch
node for the central Pacific (http://oceanwatch.pifsc.noaa.gov). As part of this
service they provide a variety of satellite measurements including SST, salinity,
winds, etc. for the PacIOOS domain. These data are supplied both in TDS and LAS,
and PacIOOS servers can link into this and re-serve the data via the PacIOOS
services. The data served include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MODIS Aqua Ocean Color (weekly, monthly and near-real-time)
SeaWiFS Ocean Color (weekly and monthly)
VIIRS NASA Ocean Color (weekly and monthly)
ASCAT Ocean Surface Winds (daily)
QuikSCAT Ocean Surface Winds (3-day, weekly and monthly)
Merged AVISO Sea-Surface Height and Geostrophic Currents (weekly, monthly
and near-real-time))
GOES Sea-Surface Temperature (2-day)
Global GOES-POES Sea-Surface Temperature (2-day, weekly, monthly)
AVHRR Pathfinder Sea-Surface Temperature v4.1 (weekly and monthly)
AVHRR-GAC Sea-Surface Temperature (3-day)
AVHRR Pathfinder Sea-Surface Temperature v5 and v5.1 (weekly and monthly)
CCMP Ocean Surface Winds (monthly)
Aquarius Sea-Surface Salinity (weekly and monthly)
NPP VIIRS Ocean Color (weekly)
MODIS Aqua Ocean Color (monthly)
SeaWiFS Monthly Ocean Color (Climatology)
AVHRR Pathfinder v5 Monthly Sea-Surface Temperature (Climatology)
MODIS Aqua Monthly Ocean Color (Climatology)
Smith and Sandwell v8.2 - Topography and Bathymetry

2.
N/A

File naming convention

3.
N/A

Data format specification

4.
N/A

Data vocabulary
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5.
Data distribution
Pacific Islands Fisheries Science Center (PIFSC)37
• THREDDS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/remoteCatalogService?catalog=http://ocea
nwatch.pifsc.noaa.gov/thredds/catalog.xml
• OPENDAP: http://oceanwatch.pifsc.noaa.gov/thredds/dodsC/aqua/weekly
• WCS: http://oceanwatch.pifsc.noaa.gov/thredds/wcs/aqua/weekly
• WMS: http://oceanwatch.pifsc.noaa.gov/thredds/wms/aqua/weekly
• NCSS: http://oceanwatch.pifsc.noaa.gov/thredds/ncss/grid/aqua/weekly

X.

Data re-served from external sites (Wave Buoys)

1.
Data flow
PacIOOS maintains a set of wave buoys throughout the insular Pacific. The data are
transmitted via Iridium to the Coastal Data Information Program (CDIP) at UCSD.
CDIP provides the data management for the wave buoys deployed by PacIOOS as
well as the deep-water wave buoys around Hawaii. The PacIOOS servers access the
data from CDIP and re-serve it through local servers.
2.
N/A

File naming convention

3.
N/A

Data format specification

4.

Data vocabulary
Variable

Long name

wave height
wave from direction
wave period
water temperature

Short
name

Standard
Name

Units
meters
degrees_north
seconds
degrees C

Table 50. Wave buoy variable definitions.

5.
Data distribution38
PacIOOS Wave Buoy 098: Mokapu Point, Oahu, Hawaii
• Metadata: http://pacioos.org/metadata/cdip098.html
• HTML: http://pacioos.org/wavebuoy/mokapubuoy.php
• Voyager: http://pacioos.org/voyager/index.html?b=21.148524%2C158.486994%2C21.802829%2C-157.317637&o=wave:1::c52p0098p1
• Other: http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/station_page.php/?station=51202
• Other: http://cdip.ucsd.edu/?nav=historic&xitem=stn_home&stn=098
Example shown is for weekly MODIS data; other data are served similarly.
PacIOOS provides all the near-shore wave buoy data via Voyager in a similar way,
this is a single example for buoy 098.
37
38
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Y.

Data re-served from external sites (Tide gauge)

1.
Data flow
The UH Sea Level Center maintains the global tide gauge network and provides the
data via OPeNDAP. PacIOOS now links into the UHSLC rather than periodically
downloading the data.
[OLD WAY: UHSLC would provide netCDF (and ASCII) formats via ftp. To allow
users to access these data via the PacIOOS data servers, the data are downloaded
and added to the DMS. The downloads are done via get_uhslc_data.s that
runs daily at 10:00AM local time. This script ftp’s the data from
ilikai.soest.hawaii.edu, the main UHSLC archive site, from the “fast” directory. Sea
level data are released in near-real-time in the fast directory, or in delayed model
after QC has been done. The delayed mode files, called “research quality”,
sometimes take a while to be updated, so only the fast data are distributed via the
PacIOOS DMS.]
2.
File naming convention
N/A
[OLD WAY: There are three types of files based on temporal resolution. These
include hourly, daily and monthly files. The file have a single letter prefix (h, hourly;
d, daily; or m, montly) followed by a three-digit station id number, e.g., m699.nc
contains monthly data for tide gauge 699 (which happens to be in Singapore).]
3.

Data format specification
netcdf m699 {
dimensions:
time = 304 ;
depth = 1 ;
latitude = 1 ;
longitude = 1 ;
variables:
float time(time) ;
time:FORTRAN_format = " " ;
time:units = "day since 1985-1-1 0:0:0" ;
time:type = "EVEN" ;
float depth(depth) ;
depth:FORTRAN_format = " " ;
depth:units = "m" ;
depth:type = "EVEN" ;
depth:epic_code = 3 ;
float latitude(latitude) ;
latitude:FORTRAN_format = " " ;
latitude:units = "degree_north" ;
latitude:type = "EVEN" ;
latitude:epic_code = 500 ;
float longitude(longitude) ;
longitude:FORTRAN_format = " " ;
longitude:units = "degree_east" ;
longitude:type = "EVEN" ;
longitude:epic_code = 502 ;
float sea_level_m_208(time, depth, latitude, longitude) ;
sea_level_m_208:name = "sea_level_m" ;
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sea_level_m_208:long_name = "SEA LEVEL (monthly)
sea_level_m_208:generic_name = "SLm" ;
sea_level_m_208:FORTRAN_format = "f7.3" ;
sea_level_m_208:units = "m" ;
sea_level_m_208:epic_code = 208 ;

" ;

// global attributes:
:INST_TYPE = "FLOAT GAUGE" ;
:DATA_TYPE = "TIME" ;
:DATA_SUBTYPE = "H" ;
:DATA_ORIGIN = "UHSLC" ;
:COORD_SYSTEM = "GEOGRAPHICAL" ;
:Conventions = "PMEL-EPIC/TIME" ;
:EXPERIMENT = "WOCE" ;
:PROJECT = "FAST" ;
:MOORING = "699" ;
:DELTA_T = "MONTHLY" ;
:VAR_DESC = "SEA LEVEL" ;
:DESCRIPT = "AVERAGE DATA" ;
:VAR_FILL = "1.e35" ;
:DRIFTER = 0 ;
:WATER_DEPTH = 0 ;
:FILL_FLAG = 1 ;
:PROG_CMNT1 = "conversion from ascii" ;
:COMPOSITE = 0 ;
:POS_CONST = 0 ;
:DEPTH_CONST = 0 ;
:WOCETIME = "YYYYMMDDhh" ;
:WOCEstartTIME_MONTHLY = 1985011512 ;
:WOCEendTIME_MONTHLY = 2010041500 ;
:MINIMUM_SLH_VALUE_MONTHLY = 1.469f ;
:MAXIMUM_SLH_VALUE_MONTHLY = 1.976f ;
:DOC_001 = "
\r" ;
:DOC_002 = "
QUALITY ASSESSMENT OF SEA LEVEL
DATA
\r" ;
:DOC_003 = "
by the
\r" ;
:DOC_004 = "
UH SEA LEVEL CENTER/NATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHIC
DATA CENTER
\r" ;
:DOC_005 = "
JOINT ARCHIVE FOR SEA LEVEL
\r" ;
:DOC_006 = "
updated: 27 Feb
2009\r" ;
:DOC_007 = "Station : Tanjong Pagar
Latitude:
01 15.7N\r" ;
:DOC_008 = "Country : Singapore
Longitude:
103 51.2E\r" ;
:DOC_009 = "JASL #
: 699A
Time Meridian:
120E (GMT + 8 hr) \r" ;
:DOC_010 = "GLOSS # : 044 Originator #:
NODC #:
10101305
\r" ;
:DOC_011 = "Contributor : Maritime and Port of Singapore
Authority\r" ;
:DOC_012 = "
Hydrographic Department\r" ;
:DOC_013 = "
7B Keppel Road #13-07\r" ;
:DOC_014 = "
Tanjong Pagar Complex\r" ;
:DOC_015 = "
Singapore 089055\r" ;
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:DOC_016 = "Originator

: same

\r" ;
:DOC_017 = "Original Data:
:DOC_018 = "Instrmnt Type:
(12/1996+)\r" ;
:DOC_019 = "Digitzd Intvl:
:DOC_020 = "Present Data :
values obtained by:
\r" ;
:DOC_021 = "
Hourly :
(analog);\r" ;
:DOC_022 = "
;
:DOC_023 = "
Daily :
(Bloomfield, 1976)
\r" ;
:DOC_024 = "
hourly data
\r" ;
:DOC_025 = "
95, 50, and 5%
\r" ;
:DOC_026 = "
and 40.2 hours
\r" ;
:DOC_027 = "
Monthly:
values; calculated if \r" ;
:DOC_028 = "
\r" ;
:DOC_029 = "Span of data :
:DOC_030 = "Gaps > 1 mon :
1995 - 11 Nov 1995\r" ;
:DOC_031 = "
2001 - 06 Feb 2002\r" ;
:DOC_032 = "Time Refernce:
Flag
:-9999
\r" ;
:DOC_033 = "Units
:
Flag
: 9999
\r" ;
:DOC_034 = "Existing
:
: Yes
\r" ;
:DOC_035 = "Sat. Trans. :
: 1988-2008\r" ;
:DOC_036 = "Refernce Levl:
referred to the chart
\r" ;
:DOC_037 = "
level of the tide
\r" ;
:DOC_038 = "
available upon
\r" ;
:DOC_039 = "
\r" ;
:DOC_040 = "Comment
:
noisy, which is
\r" ;
:DOC_041 = "
are not
\r" ;
:DOC_042 = "
analysis or due to timing \r" ;
:DOC_043 = "
Since the newer\r" ;
:DOC_044 = "
resolution, a\r" ;
:DOC_045 = "
Thus, it is clear\r" ;

analog; digital (acoustic)\r" ;
A.OTT Float Type; Acoustic gauge
1 hour; 6 min (acoustic)\r" ;
Hourly, daily, and monthly
digitized from chart paper
spot sampled on hour (6 min)\r"
119-point convolution filter
centered on noon applied to the
with respective periods of the
amplitude points at 124.0, 60.2,
Simple average of all daily
7 or fewer days are missing
01 Jan 1984 - 31 Dec 2008\r" ;
30 Apr 1995 - 30 Jun 1995;31 Aug
05 May 2001 - 02 Jul 2001;31 Dec
GMT (hours 00-23)

Space-filler

millimeters

Missing Data

Yes

Operational

No

Distribution

The sea level heights are
datum which is also the zero
gauge. Bench mark information is
request from the contributors.
The residual series are very
due to shallow water tides that
resolved by the harmonic
drifts of less than 15 minutes.
acoustic gauge of higher timing
similar signature remains.
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:DOC_046 = "
and the fluctuations\r" ;
:DOC_047 = "
reflection of unresolved\r"
:DOC_048 = "
differences \r" ;
:DOC_049 = "
Harbor and Johor \r" ;
:DOC_050 = "
shifts on 28 Aug 1984,\r" ;
:DOC_051 = "
1985, 01 May 1986.\r" ;
:DOC_052 = "
unusually low values \r" ;
:DOC_053 = "
the acoustic gauge\r" ;
:DOC_054 = "
:DOC_055 = "
:DOC_056 = "
CI
QUESTIONABLE
\r" ;
:DOC_057 = "YEAR (%)
FLUCTUATIONS
\r" ;
:DOC_058 = "---- ---------------------\r" ;
:DOC_059 = "1984 100
none\r" ;
:DOC_060 = "1985 100
none
\r" ;
:DOC_061 = "1986 100
none
\r" ;
:DOC_062 = "1987 99
none\r" ;
:DOC_063 = "1988 99
none\r" ;
:DOC_064 = "1989 95
none\r" ;
:DOC_065 = "1990 97
none\r" ;
:DOC_066 = "
:DOC_067 = "1991 93
none\r" ;
:DOC_068 = "
:DOC_069 = "1992 88
none\r" ;
:DOC_070 = "1993 100
none\r" ;
:DOC_071 = "1994 90
none\r" ;
:DOC_072 = "
:DOC_073 = "1995 50
none\r" ;
:DOC_074 = "
:DOC_075 = "
:DOC_076 = "
:DOC_077 = "1996 95
none\r" ;
:DOC_078 = "1997 100
none\r" ;

the timing is relatively good
in the residuals are a
;
tidal constituents.

The

in daily values with Keppel
Bahru suggest subtle level
29 Oct 1984, 9 Nov 1984, 9 May
The differences also show
for most of 1987. The data of
are of higher quality.\r" ;
\r" ;
MISSING
REPLACED GAPS
DATA

OR BAD DATA

-------------------- --------------- none

none

none

none

none

none

197-202

none

92-95

none

250-257,309-319

none

314-316,323-326,331- none
334,358-362\r" ;
33-39,70-72,83-89,

none

91-100,335-338\r" ;
7-16,189-219,225-230 none
none

none

10-32,161-167,170-

none

173,352-358\r" ;
46-55,58-67,97-110,

none

120-181,205-206,210-\r" ;
215,243-314,332-338,\r" ;
345-353\r" ;
80-98
none
none

(03)091-(16)091
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:DOC_079 = "
(01)192\r" ;
:DOC_080 = "
(16)360\r" ;
:DOC_081 = "1998 100 none
none\r" ;
:DOC_082 = "1999 95 119-123,140-153,
none\r" ;
:DOC_083 = "
349-351\r" ;
:DOC_084 = "2000 99 353-355
none\r" ;
:DOC_085 = "2001 82 29-36,125-183,
none\r" ;
:DOC_086 = "
361-362,365\r" ;
:DOC_087 = "2002 90 1-37
none\r" ;
:DOC_088 = "
(01)146\r" ;
:DOC_089 = "
(02)147\r" ;
:DOC_090 = "
(01)148\r" ;
:DOC_091 = "2003 100 none
none\r" ;
:DOC_092 = "2004 97 12-14,70-72,172-174,
none\r" ;
:DOC_093 = "
213-215,220-224\r" ;
:DOC_094 = "2005 97 109-116,158-160,274none\r" ;
:DOC_095 = "
276,326-327
(18)261\r" ;
:DOC_096 = "
(00)263\r" ;
:DOC_097 = "
(01)264\r" ;
:DOC_098 = "2006 99 291-292
none\r" ;
:DOC_099 = "2007 99 12-15
none\r" ;
:DOC_100 = "2008 99 366
none\r" ;
:CREATION_DATE = "12:45 25-JUN-2010" ;
}

4.

Data vocabulary
Variable

Long name

time(time)

depth(depth)
longitude(longitude)
latitude(latitude)
sea_level_m_208(time,depth
,latitude,longitude)

SEA LEVEL
(monthly)

Short
name

(17)191(17)359none
(21)282-(04)283
none
none
(17)144-(00)145
(17)145(11)146(13)147none
none
(15)255-(08)256
(11)261(09)262(08)263(13)363-(00)364
none
none

Standard
Name

Units
days since
1985-01-01
0:0:0
m
degrees_east
degrees_north
m

Table 51. Tide gauge variable specifications.
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5.
Data distribution
The tide gauge data are provided and served by the University of Hawaii Sea Level
Center (UHSLC, http://uhslc.soest.hawaii.edu), and PacIOOS provides access to
these data through our data servers. There is no transfer or duplication of the data,
the PacIOOS server catalogs point to the UHSLC services. Previously, the UHSLC did
not provide data transport other than ftp, so PacIOOS would actually transfer the
data over and serve it.
• THREDDS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/remoteCatalogService?catalog=http://uhsl
c.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/uhslc_quality.xml

Z.

Data re-served from external sites (HYCOM)

1.
Data flow
In addition to the locally run models, PacIOOS also downloads daily output from the
US Navy model HYCOM (Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model)39. HYCOM runs daily and
is archived and distributed by the Asia Pacific Data Research Center (APDRC); the
APDRC gets daily output via an agreement with NRL and the HYCOM consortium.
The PacIOOS servers point to the APDRC server catalogs, and there are no actual
data transfers between the two.
The global output is 1/12°, and contain the top ten vertical levels in the model (top
200 meters of the ocean). The output includes temperature, salinity, horizontal
velocity and surface fluxes.
2.
N/A
3.

File naming convention
Data format specification
netcdf global {
dimensions:
lat = 2170 ;
lev = 10 ;
lon = 4500 ;
time = 2794 ;
time2d = 863 ;
variables:
double time(time) ;
time:grads_dim = "t" ;
time:grads_mapping = "linear" ;
time:grads_size = "2794" ;
time:grads_min = "00z08may2008" ;
time:grads_step = "1dy" ;
time:units = "days since 0001-01-01 00:00:00" ;
time:long_name = "time" ;
time:minimum = "00z08may2008" ;

The Navy operational model used to be NCOM, and PacIOOS would do daily
downloads, but this was discontinued in March 2013.
39
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time:maximum = "00z31dec2015" ;
time:resolution = 1.f ;
double lev(lev) ;
lev:units = "meters" ;
lev:positive = "down" ;
lev:name = "Depth" ;
lev:grads_dim = "z" ;
lev:grads_mapping = "levels" ;
lev:long_name = "altitude" ;
lev:minimum = 0. ;
lev:maximum = 200. ;
lev:resolution = 22.22222f ;
double lat(lat) ;
lat:grads_dim = "y" ;
lat:grads_mapping = "levels" ;
lat:grads_size = "2170" ;
lat:units = "degrees_north" ;
lat:long_name = "latitude" ;
lat:minimum = -78.64 ;
lat:maximum = 46.8781 ;
lat:resolution = 0.05786911f ;
double lon(lon) ;
lon:grads_dim = "x" ;
lon:grads_mapping = "linear" ;
lon:grads_size = "4500" ;
lon:units = "degrees_east" ;
lon:long_name = "longitude" ;
lon:minimum = 74.16003 ;
lon:maximum = 434.08003 ;
lon:resolution = 0.08f ;
double time2d(time2d) ;
time2d:grads_dim = "t" ;
time2d:grads_mapping = "linear" ;
time2d:grads_size = "863" ;
time2d:grads_min = "00z21aug2013" ;
time2d:grads_step = "1dy" ;
time2d:units = "days since 1-1-1 00:00:0.0" ;
time2d:long_name = "time" ;
time2d:minimum = "00z21aug2013" ;
time2d:maximum = "00z31dec2015" ;
time2d:resolution = 1.f ;
float temperature(time, lev, lat, lon) ;
temperature:_CoordinateAxes = "time lev lat lon " ;
temperature:_FillValue = 1.267651e+30f ;
temperature:missing_value = 1.267651e+30f ;
temperature:long_name = "potential temperature (degc) " ;
temperature:units = "Celsius" ;
temperature:standard_name =
"sea_water_potential_temperature" ;
float salinity(time, lev, lat, lon) ;
salinity:_CoordinateAxes = "time lev lat lon " ;
salinity:_FillValue = 1.267651e+30f ;
salinity:missing_value = 1.267651e+30f ;
salinity:long_name = "salinity (psu) " ;
salinity:units = "1e-3" ;
salinity:standard_name = "sea_water_salinity" ;
float u(time, lev, lat, lon) ;
u:_CoordinateAxes = "time lev lat lon " ;
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u:_FillValue = 1.267651e+30f ;
u:missing_value = 1.267651e+30f ;
u:long_name = "eastward velocity (m/s) " ;
u:units = "meter second-1" ;
u:standard_name = "eastward_sea_water_velocity" ;
float v(time, lev, lat, lon) ;
v:_CoordinateAxes = "time lev lat lon " ;
v:_FillValue = 1.267651e+30f ;
v:missing_value = 1.267651e+30f ;
v:long_name = "northward velocity (m/s) " ;
v:units = "meter second-1" ;
v:standard_name = "northward_sea_water_velocity" ;
float qtot(time2d, lat, lon) ;
qtot:_FillValue = 1.267651e+30f ;
qtot:missing_value = 1.267651e+30f ;
qtot:long_name = "surface downward heat flux in air (w/m2)
" ;
qtot:units = "watt meter-2" ;
qtot:standard_name = "surface_downward_heat_flux_in_air" ;
float emp(time2d, lat, lon) ;
emp:_FillValue = 1.267651e+30f ;
emp:missing_value = 1.267651e+30f ;
emp:long_name = "water flux into ocean (kg/m2/s) " ;
emp:units = "kg m-2 s-1" ;
emp:standard_name = "water_flux_into_ocean" ;
float t_trend(time2d, lat, lon) ;
t_trend:_FillValue = 1.267651e+30f ;
t_trend:missing_value = 1.267651e+30f ;
t_trend:long_name = "surface temperature trend (degc/day) "
;
t_trend:units = "Celsius day-1" ;
t_trend:standard_name =
"tendency_of_sea_surface_temperature" ;
float s_trend(time2d, lat, lon) ;
s_trend:_FillValue = 1.267651e+30f ;
s_trend:missing_value = 1.267651e+30f ;
s_trend:long_name = "surface salinity trend (psu/day) " ;
s_trend:units = "1e-3 day-1" ;
s_trend:standard_name = "tendency_of_sea_surface_salinity"
;
float ssh(time2d, lat, lon) ;
ssh:_FillValue = 1.267651e+30f ;
ssh:missing_value = 1.267651e+30f ;
ssh:long_name = "sea surface elevation (m) " ;
ssh:units = "meter" ;
ssh:standard_name = "sea_surface_height" ;
float mlt(time2d, lat, lon) ;
mlt:_FillValue = 1.267651e+30f ;
mlt:missing_value = 1.267651e+30f ;
mlt:long_name = "ocean mixed layer thickness (m) " ;
mlt:units = "m" ;
mlt:standard_name = "ocean_mixed_layer_thickness" ;
// global attributes:
:title = "HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM): Global" ;
:Conventions = "Unidata Dataset Discovery v1.0, CF-1.4" ;
:dataType = "Grid" ;
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:documentation =
"http://apdrc.soest.hawaii.edu/datadoc/hycom_global.php" ;
:history = "HYCOM aggregated via NcML from University of
Hawaii Asia-Pacific Data-Research Center (APDRC) GrADS Data Server
(GDS) OPeNDAP for redistribution by PacIOOS data servers, J.
Maurer (04/2013), HYCOM changed: now provides mlt rather than mld
and mlp (02/2014)" ;
:id = "hycom_global" ;
:naming_authority = "org.pacioos" ;
:Metadata_Conventions = "Unidata Dataset Discovery v1.0,
CF-1.4" ;
:Metadata_Link =
"http://pacioos.org/metadata/hycom_global.html" ;
:summary = "Global HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM)
and U.S. Navy Coupled Ocean Data Assimilation (NCODA) 3-day, daily
forecast at approximately 9-km (1/12-degree) resolution. This is a
demonstration product from the HYCOM Consortium and is provided as
is. While considerable effort has been made to implement all model
components in a thorough, correct, and accurate manner, numerous
sources of error are possible. As such, please use these data with
the caution appropriate for any ocean related activity." ;
:keywords = "Earth Science > Atmosphere > Atmospheric
Radiation > Heat Flux, Earth Science Services > Models > Ocean
General Circulation Models (OGCM)/Regional Ocean Models, Earth
Science Services > Models > Weather Research/Forecast Models,
Earth Science > Oceans > Ocean Circulation > Fresh Water Flux,
Earth Science > Oceans > Ocean Circulation > Ocean Currents, Earth
Science > Oceans > Ocean Circulation > Ocean Mixed Layer, Earth
Science > Oceans > Ocean Temperature > Ocean Mixed Layer, Earth
Science > Oceans > Ocean Temperature > Sea Surface Temperature,
Earth Science > Oceans > Salinity/Density > Salinity, Earth
Science > Oceans > Sea Surface Topography > Sea Surface Height" ;
:keywords_vocabulary = "GCMD Science Keywords" ;
:standard_name_vocabulary = "CF-1.4" ;
:comment = "These model data are provided by the HYCOM
Consortium as served via the Asia-Pacific Data-Research Center
(APDRC) (http://apdrc.soest.hawaii.edu) GrADS Data Server (GDS).
3D variables start at 2008-05-08 while 2D variables start at 201308-21." ;
:geospatial_lat_min = -78.64 ;
:geospatial_lat_max = 46.8781 ;
:geospatial_lon_min = 0. ;
:geospatial_lon_max = 360. ;
:geospatial_vertical_min = 0. ;
:geospatial_vertical_max = 200. ;
:geospatial_vertical_positive = "down" ;
:time_coverage_start = "2008-05-08T00:00:00Z" ;
:geospatial_lat_units = "degrees_north" ;
:geospatial_lon_units = "degrees_east" ;
:geospatial_vertical_units = "meters" ;
:time_coverage_resolution = "P1D" ;
:creator_email = "forum@hycom.org" ;
:creator_name = "HYCOM Consortium" ;
:creator_url = "http://hycom.org" ;
:date_created = "2013-04-23" ;
:date_issued = "2013-04-23" ;
:date_modified = "2014-06-23" ;
:institution = "University of Hawaii" ;
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:project = "Pacific Islands Ocean Observing System
(PacIOOS)" ;
:contributor_name = "Jim Potemra" ;
:contributor_role = "distributor" ;
:publisher_email = "info@pacioos.org" ;
:publisher_name = "Pacific Islands Ocean Observing System
(PacIOOS)" ;
:publisher_url = "http://pacioos.org" ;
:license = "The data may be used and redistributed for free
but is not intended for legal use, since it may contain
inaccuracies. Neither the data Contributor, University of Hawaii,
PacIOOS, NOAA, State of Hawaii nor the United States Government,
nor any of their employees or contractors, makes any warranty,
express or implied, including warranties of merchantability and
fitness for a particular purpose, or assumes any legal liability
for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness, of this
information." ;
:acknowledgment = "The Pacific Islands Ocean Observing
System (PacIOOS) is funded through the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) as a Regional Association within
the U.S. Integrated Ocean Observing System (IOOS). PacIOOS is
coordinated by the University of Hawaii School of Ocean and Earth
Science and Technology (SOEST)." ;
:cdm_data_type = "Grid" ;
:source = "HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM) and Navy
Coupled Ocean Data Assimilation (NCODA), http://hycom.org" ;
:references =
"http://apdrc.soest.hawaii.edu/datadoc/hycom_global.php,
http://hycom.org, http://pacioos.org" ;
}

4.

Data vocabulary
Variable

Long name

time(time)

time

lev(lev)
lon(lon)

altitude
longitude

lat(lat)

latitude

time2(time2)

time

temperature(time, lev,
lat, lon)
salinity(time, lev, lat,
lon)
u(time, lev, lat, lon)

potential
temperature
salinity

v(time, lev, lat, lon)

northward
velocity

qtot(time2, lat, lon)

surface
downward

eastward
velocity

Short
name

Standard
Name

sea_water_te
mperature
sea_water_sa
linity
eastward_sea
_water_veloc
ity
northward_se
a_water_velo
city
surface_down
ward_heatflu

Units
days since
0001-01-01
0:0:0
m
degrees_ea
st
degrees_no
rth
days since
0001-01-01
0:0:0
C
PSU
m s-1
m s-1
W m-2
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emp(time2, lat, lon)
t_trend(time2, lat, lon)
s_trend(time2, lat, lon)
ssh(time2, lat, lon)
mlt(time2, lat, lon)

heat flux
in air
water flux
into ocean
surface
temperature
trend
surface
salinity
trend
sea surface
elevation
ocean mixed
layer
thickness

x_in_air
water_flux_i
nto_ocean
tendency_of_
sea_surface_
temperature
tendency_of_
sea_surface_
salinity
sea_surface_
height
ocean_mixed_
layer_thickn
ess

kg m-2 s-1
C day-1
PSU day-1
m
m

Table 52. HYCOM variable definitions.

5.
Data distribution
HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM): Global
• Metadata: http://pacioos.org/metadata/hycom_global.html
• Voyager: http://pacioos.org/voyager/index.html?b=-85.200475%2C180%2C85.200475%2C180&o=ofore:5:f:d1
• THREDDS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/idd/ocn_mod.html?dataset=hycom_global
• ERDDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/erddap/griddap/HYCOM_Global_3D.graph
• ERDDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/erddap/griddap/HYCOM_Global_2D.graph
• LAS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/las/UI.vm?dsid=hycom_global&varid=temperaturehycom_global
• WMS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wms/pacioos/hycom/global?service=WM
S&version=1.3.0&request=GetCapabilities
• WCS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/wcs/pacioos/hycom/global?service=WCS
&version=1.0.0&request=GetCapabilities
• NCSS:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/ncss/grid/pacioos/hycom/global/dataset.
html
• OPeNDAP:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds/dodsC/pacioos/hycom/global.html

AA.

Data re-served from external sites (Ocean Acidification/CO2 buoys)

1.
Data flow
Several buoys are deployed throughout the PacIOOS region that include sensors for
measuring ocean acidification, namely pH and CO2. These buoys include some in the
Tropical Atmosphere and Ocean (TAO) array, long timeseries sites such as the
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Hawaii Ocean Timeseries (HOT) and some of the PacIOOS WQB. The CO2 data are
typically used in climate studies and are subject to a strict and complex data quality
analysis. This is done by the NOAA Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory
(PMEL) who then release the data. The PacIOOS WQB (described earlier) provide
data to the PacIOOS servers, but the CO2 data are held at PMEL for analysis.
PacIOOS shows these buoys on web pages, but does not hold or serve the data.
Instead, users are directed to contact PMEL for access. This was done at PMEL’s
request and will continue until otherwise directed.
2.
N/A

File naming convention

3.
N/A

Data format specification

4.
N/A

Data vocabulary

5.
Data distribution
Data are only available from PMEL; requests made through Voyager are directed to
email adrienne.sutton@noaa.gov
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VII. Data QA/QC Procedures
PacIOOS is responsible for providing a wide array of data to the public. These data
are used in numerous ways, and PacIOOS therefore recognizes the need to ensure all
these data are of known quality and that this quality measure is made available to
the user. In data management terms this is referred to as Quality Assurance (QA)
and Quality Control (QC).
The difference is somewhat subtle, but QC is generally used to describe the
equations or steps undertaken to evaluate the data, typically after the data have
been collected. For example, checks to ensure measurements are in a certain
reasonable range. QA on the other hand refers to a set of activities designed to
ensure that the data meet specific requirements. Another way to describe this is QA
procedures are usually process-oriented while QC is product-oriented.
In this section, the QA/QC procedures for the PacIOOS data are described. The
PacIOOS data management system provides data to the public from two different
sources: data from PacIOOS-funded investigators (local data) and data from external
sources. The external data sources are varied, and include data provided from
partners, State, and Federal data servers. Model output and value-added products
derived from data are not discussed in this document, as they are not observational
data. Similarly, location of static assets (buildings, cables, wrecks, UXO, ports,
harbors, etc.) in the ocean and along the coastline are not described, as they are
static position descriptions, not observational data.
The following definitions are used to delineate the different “states” of data, since
these determine in some regards the type of QC applied.
Real Time Data: Data transferred from a sensor package to the
PacIOOS data servers at the same frequency the data are collected,
with virtually no latency. Data may not arrive instantaneously, but
are sufficiently timely to make real-time decisions. Example: Wave
height is determined by wave buoys every half hour. Data are
transferred to the PacIOOS servers every half hour, immediately
after the calculation is made, with latency of less than 4 minutes by
the time the data are available on our servers. Real time data is
ideal for operational decision making.
Near Real Time Data: Data transferred from a sensor package to the
PacIOOS data servers at a frequency that is less than the frequency
the data are collected, with latency on the order of hour(s) or a few
days. The time of collection and collection frequency are preserved

in the data transfer, but data are only made available after some
delay. Example: water quality data are collected by PacIOOS sensors
every four minutes, but is transferred to the PacIOOS servers once
per hour.
Historical Data: Data are transferred from a sensor package to
PacIOOS servers at frequencies significantly less than the frequency
of data collection, on the order of weeks/months, with latency of at
least one month. Historical data are not usable for real-time or
near-real time decision-making. The data are made available only as
a public reference for historical conditions. Historical data are for
limited amounts of time and are from close-ended data set
collections (i.e., not part of an ongoing or continuous instrument
time series or are one-time discrete measurements).
Citizen Science Data: Data that are collected by members of the
general public who are not trained scientists, often in cooperation
with a non-profit, education, or science program. These data are
collected by volunteers and have limited quality control.
Appropriate user discretion is advised. Example: Maui Citizen
Science Water Quality Data are collected by an informed, yet
unofficial network of citizen science volunteers working with the
Coral Reef Alliance and the NOAA Friends of the Sanctuaries.
Measurements are used to assess general conditions for public
awareness raising and educational opportunities.

A.

Quality Assurance procedures

PacIOOS relies on local investigators (e.g., university principle investigators) to
provide the best practices for QA on specific instruments. These investigators are
internationally recognized scientists with a great deal of experience making in-situ
and remote sensing observations in their particular field. All instruments are
deployed and maintained by their research groups, and they advise the Data
Management Group (DMG) as to quality assurance steps.
At present, the extent of the PacIOOS funded observations includes water quality
buoys (WQB), near-shore sensors (NSS), high-frequency radars (HFR), gliders,
animal-borne satellite tags, and wave buoys. The WQB, NSS, gliders, and animalborne satellite tags have components that get calibrated by the manufacturer and
deployed under the guidance of the investigator. The HFR are built within an
established production facility at the University of Hawaii, under the supervision of
Prof. Flament. The HFR are deployed and calibrated by the RadLab group at UH.
The wave buoys are managed in collaboration with the UH Sea Level Center
personnel and the Coastal Data Information Program (CDIP) at Scripps/UCSD.
Deployment, maintenance, buoy validation, and data management are executed
following manufacturer engineering guidance, and best practices/established
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policies from CDIP. CDIP performs buoy validation for PacIOOS buoys. If a buoy
falls out of range, it is shipped to the manufacturer (Datawell) for calibration.
PacIOOS serves real-time and near real-time raw data provided by federal agencies,
IOOS data assembly centers (e.g., CDIP, HFR), and from external groups (e.g., State of
Hawaii Department of Health) that perform their own QA/QC according to
international best practices and standards. PacIOOS plans to run future PacIOOS
glider missions through the Glider data assembly center (DAC).
PacIOOS does not serve real-time or near-real-time data from external partners who
do not perform QA/QC. PacIOOS currently serves historical data without
documented QC from internal sources (gliders) and external partners, including
citizen science groups.
For all external partners providing data to PacIOOS, the PacIOOS DMG screens the
provider to ensure the provider is an authoritative source (i.e., government agency,
contractor providing data for regulatory agency operations, a University research
center), and is maintaining the observational equipment that collects the original
source data according to published manufacturer standards and in-line with
scientific best practices.

B.

PacIOOS Data Quality Control procedures

The data QC procedures for real-time and near real-time data collected and served
by PacIOOS are divided into real-time (RT) checks and delayed-mode (DM) analyses.
Raw data are processed using automatic checks and given flags depending on
certain criteria. In the case that a variable has a QARTOD specific check, those are
either used, or a timeline is detailed below for the adoption of the check by PacIOOS.
Regardless of whether variables have QARTOD guidelines or not, PacIOOS performs
data QC using standard scientific data checks determined by the science teams
within the PacIOOS component groups (see Figure 24).
In the case of PacIOOS-collected, real-time and near real-time data, QC procedures
are performed when the data are converted from their native form into netCDF for
the data services (e.g., during the processing from a raw signal off an RS-232 port to
a file on a shore-side machine). In all cases, the resulting data values are either
deleted (e.g., a signal at report time is garbled off the instrument and cannot be
resolved), or files are flagged with the level of QC applied, with data viewers
indicating flagged data when displayed. Note that data are usually aggregated into
files at some set interval, while measurements are made at higher frequencies. Data
are never changed or modified, but flags are given to let users know the quality.
For all real-time and near real-time data streams provided by PacIOOS, all of which
are generated internal to the program (again, except data provided by federal
agencies, processed through a DAC, or provided by external partner who has
performed QC), three standard QC checks are presently performed, in order, prior to
data being made publicly available:
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1. Syntax check: Test determines if received data message contains the
proper structure without any indicators of flawed transmission such as
parity errors.
2. Timing/Gap Check: Test determines that the most recent data point has
been measured and received within the expected time window and has a
correct and readable time stamp.
3. Location Test: Check that information received from the proper location.
For most of the PacIOOS assets this test is passed since they are fixed
moorings.
4. Gross Range Check: All variables have been assigned a valid range. This
was determined through consultation with the investigator responsible for
deployment and maintenance. The netCDF files contain a range attribute
based on this number. Additionally, the netCDF files contain global attributes
that contain the PI name and contact information, the appropriate technician,
and the calibration sheet number (if appropriate) used to come up with the
valid range. (It should be noted that many netCDF services and viewers will
treat flagged “out of range” data as missing).
In addition to automated Gross Range Checks, water quality data collected by
PacIOOS near shore sensors (NSS) and through water quality buoys (WQB) are
manually examined daily and manual climatology and spike tests are performed,
with data that fall outside the expected or accepted range flagged, and associated
warnings transmitted to the user via the data viewers, when data are accessed.
The QC procedures for the data from the animal-borne satellite tags are slightly
different than the above QC procedures. These data are manually examined daily
before they are made publically available. Positional accuracy of shark tracks is
evaluated by knowing the quality of the initial satellite-derived positional fixes,
which are then further refined through the application of various movement
models that eliminate erroneous positions.
QC Procedures are not performed on historical data, as such data are not available
for real-time and near real-time decision making, is for historical reference only, and
is delivered to PacIOOS machines at infrequent and highly-latent intervals (see
Definitions above and Figure 24). However, prior to accepting historical data in to
the PacIOOS data system the Data Management Group and PacIOOS leadership
closely examine the QA procedures of each provider, through direct discussion and
data review. All providers of historical data to PacIOOS employ scientifically sound
QA procedures, in-line with manufacturer specifications and scientific best
practices.
QC Procedures are not performed on citizen science data; however, all such data are
flagged accordingly, and user discretion is advised. These data are typically at least 1
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week old before they reach PacIOOS servers. More often, data are several weeks to
months old before they are uploaded to the database from which PacIOOS checks for
new data (on a weekly basis).
All data available through PacIOOS web services, for which QC is not done by
PacIOOS directly, are either provided by:
1. Federal agencies who perform their own QA/QC:
• NDBC buoys (including TAO, DART, and OA arrays)
• NOS Water level
• NWS Doppler Radar
• USAF Doppler Radar
• USGS rainfall
• USGS stream flow
• USGS gauge height
• EPA Air Quality
• USGS Earthquakes
• NOAA Fish Surveys
• DOI/USFW Fish Monitoring
2. PacIOOS, via a functioning National Data Assembly Center who does QC:
• HFR (data served following QC at CORDC. Raw radials not served)
• Wave Buoy
• All future PacIOOS glider mission data
3. By a partner with documented QA/QC procedures:
• Aloha Cabled Observatory, following standard PacIOOS 3-point QC checks,
• UH Sea Level Center, following IOC standards (see pacioos.org/certification
for manuals)
• State of Hawaii Department of Health Water Quality Analysis
4. Citizen Science data:
• Water Quality Analysis collected in Maui County
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Figure 24. Schematic of data flow through the PacIOOS DMS detailing the source of QC.

C.

Status of QARTOD QC Test Implementation

PacIOOS presently performs three standard QC checks on all real-time and near
real-time data generated and provided by the program, other than federal or data
coming from ACO, who perform QC external to PacIOOS (see above). Those three
tests (Gap, Syntax, Gross Range) are required in most of the presently published
QARTOD manuals. For manuals that exist, for variables provided by PacIOOS, all
required QARTOD tests will be in place no later than December 2015. For variables
presently served by PacIOOS for which no QARTOD manual has been published, the
aforementioned three QC tests are performed. Required tests published in future
manuals that are different than existing QC tests already performed (i.e., Turbidity,
carbon dioxide, chlorophyll) will be implemented within six months of manual
publication.
Real-time and near
real-time variables
served by PacIOOS

QARTOD
manual
available

PacIOOS
platforms
providing data

PacIOOS deadline for full
implementation of
published and required
QARTOD QC tests
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surface waves

Yes

Wave buoys

dissolved oxygen
temperature/salinity
turbidity
chlorophyll
remote currents
carbon dioxide

Yes
Y
No
No
No
No

NSS, WQB
NSS, WQB
NSS, WQB
NSS, WQB
HFR
WQB

QC Provided by CDIP as a
DAC
December 2015
December 2015
Within 6 months of release
Within 6 months of release
QC Provided by HFR DAC
Within 6 months of release

Table 53. Data QC guidelines and plan.

D.

Summary of QC for Data Served by PacIOOS

The table below (Table 54) is a summary of data available via PacIOOS data services,
detailing the variables collected by various sensor platforms, the QC procedures
applied, and any notes necessary to gauge QC procedures.
Platform

Variable

QC Tests
Performed?

QC Performed
by?

NSS

temperature
salinity
turbidity
florescence
pH
pressure

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

PacIOOS
PacIOOS
PacIOOS
PacIOOS
PacIOOS
PacIOOS

HFR

velocity
range
bearing
temperature
salinity
oxygen
pressure
density
temperature
salinity
turbidity
florescence
CO2 (atm)
O2 (atm)
oxygen (w)
pH
temperature

Yes
Yes
Yes
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

HFR DAC
HFR DAC
HFR DAC
Glider DAC
Glider DAC
Glider DAC
Glider DAC
Glider DAC
PacIOOS
PacIOOS
PacIOOS
PacIOOS
PacIOOS
PacIOOS
PacIOOS
PacIOOS
Provider

gliders

WQB

ACO

currents

Yes

Provider

Tide Gauge
Tide Gauge

various
wave height
wave period
wave direc.
sea level
sea level

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Provider
CDIP
CDIP
CDIP
Federal Source
UH Sea Level Center

Air Quality
Water Quality

AQI
Entero.

Yes
Yes

Federal Source
State of Hawaii

Satellite
Waves

Notes
Data subjected to the
standards 3-point PacIOOS QC
tests. QARTOD standards to be
adopted no later than
December 2015, or within 6
months of release, as
appropriate.
QC performed by IOOS HDR
DACIOOS HFR DAC.
Future glider data will run
through the Glider DAC.

Data subjected to the standard
3-point PacIOOS QC tests.
QARTOD standards to be
adopted no later than
December 2015, or within 6
months of release, as
appropriate.
QC performed by provider
using PacIOOS 3-point tests
Federal source (NASA, NOAA)
Wave data QC performed by
CDIP
Federal source (NOAA)
Following IOC standards. IOC
Manuals at
pacioos.org/certification
Federal source (EPA)
Following State of Hawaii
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Samples from
State of Hawaii
Department of
Health

Maui citizen
science WQ

Rain Gauge
Animal-borne
satellite tags

Clostridium
temperature
salinity
turbidity
oxygen
pH
Entero.
temperature
salinity
turbidity
pH
precip
Animal location

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

Stream G.
Ocean Acid.

flow rate
Yes
CO2 (water)
Yes
CO2 (air)
Yes
pH
Yes
slp
Yes
temperature
Yes
salinity
Yes
Table 54. QC procedures for PacIOOS data.

E.

State of Hawaii
State of Hawaii
State of Hawaii
State of Hawaii
State of Hawaii
State of Hawaii
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
USGS
PacIOOS

Department of Health “Beach
Monitoring Quality Assurance
Project Plan” (2012).

USGS
NOAA
NOAA
NOAA
NOAA
NOAA
NOAA

Federal source (USGS)
Data is provided by Federal
source (NOAA/PMEL)

Data collected by volunteers,
pulled from Coral Reef Alliance
database manually on a weekly
basis, and flagged accordingly
on PacIOOS Voyager.
Federal source (USGS)
Tag sensors calibrated by
manufacturer and/or
individual researchers prior to
deployment

Implementation of QC procedures

The data QC procedures for real-time and near real-time data collected and served
by PacIOOS are div The QC is provided in two steps: one is done in real-time and the
other in delayed mode. The real-time QC is done via automated scripts that also
convert the incoming data into netCDF files. This is usually done once per day to
create daily aggregate files. The delayed mode QC process is labor-intensive and is
typically done by the PI’s technician on a regular but infrequent basis (e.g., once a
year). When new, delayed-mode QC files are provided, these replace the older data
files.
To track this process, the files have a variable called qc_flag, defined as follows:
0: No QC applied
1: Real-time QC applied
2: Delayed-mode QC applied
3: Both real-time and delayed mode QC applied
This variable is not a function of time but of file, so if any of the measurements at
any time within the file were tested, this flag will be adjusted to 1, 2, or three from
the default value of 0.
In addition, there are now four variables associated with each measurement,
including the raw value (var_raw(time)), the adjusted value (var), the real-time
QC status (var_rt_qd(time,qartod_test)) and the delayed mode QC status
(var_dm_qd(time)). For example, for temperature these would be temp_raw,
temp_rt_qd, temp_dm_qd and temp. Note that if no delayed-mode QC is done, or
if the delayed-mode QC process does not impact a particular measurement at a
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particular time, then the raw value (var_raw) will be identical to the adjusted
value (var).
1.
Delayed-mode QC
When new, QC’d files are provided, these are converted to netCDF similar to the
daily conversion but done in batch mode. The new files then replace existing files
and have a qc_flag equal to 2 (or 3 if real-time QC checks were also done). In
addition, the delayed-mode QC flag (var_dm_qd(time)) will change from 0 to one
of the following:
-9: missing value
0: quality not evaluated
1: failed/bad
2: questionable
3: pass/good
4: interpolated/adjusted
If the value of the measurement is adjusted for some reason (value=4), the raw
variable will be different from the adjusted, otherwise the raw value and adjusted
should be identical (var_raw = var). Note that there is delayed-mode QC flag for
every variable, but no other dimensions (e.g., no indication of what kind of test or
tests were run).
2.
Real-time QC
Following certification, PacIOOS is now required to provide QC procedures on all the
real-time data being served. Since this only applies to real-time data, and since this
only applies to data not going to a functional DAC (e.g., gliders, wave data, and HFR),
for PacIOOS this means providing QC for the near-shore sensors (only those
reporting in real-time) and the water quality buoys.
The QC to be provided will follow QARTOD recommendations. These QC tests are
listed as “required”, “strongly recommended” and “suggested” (see Table 55). All
the measured quantities have an associated QARTOD manual:
•
•
•
•

Temperature (T), salinity (S) and conductivity (C) from QARTOD manual V1
(01/2014)
Pressure/water level from QARTOD manual V1 (05/2014)
Chlor/turb from Optics QARTOD manual V1 (06/2015)
Dissolved Oxygen (DO) from QARTOD manual V2 (04/2015)

PacIOOS implements these tests in the course of converting raw data into daily
netCDF aggregate files (typically once per day).
No.
1
2

Test
Timing/Gap
Syntax

Description
data received at expected time and correct time stamp
data in correct format/syntax

Variable
all
all
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Location
Gross Range
Climatology
Spike
Rate of Change
Flat Line
Multi-Variate
Attenuated Signal
Neighbor
TS Curve/Space
Density Inversion
Decreasing
Radiance40
Photic Zone Limit41

reported location within operator determined limits
sensor range (manufacturer or operator supplied)
same as gross range but seasonally varying
single point exceeding specified value
change in value less than 3-std over past 24hr
change in value less than threshold over set period
one variable outside range while another is within
specified low std or max-min range
comparison to nearby sensor
T/S fit to known T/S curves
density decreasing with depth
values decrease with depth

all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all
T,S,C
T,S,C
chlor,turb

near-zero values across photic zone

chlor,turb

Table 55. List of QARTOD QC checks.

Only the required tests are done at this time (see yellow highlights in Table 55).
Further, of these the climatology test is not done since there are insufficient
measurements at all the PacIOOS sites to accurately compute a meaningful
climatology. Finally, the required test on decreasing radiance with depth will also
not be done since all the PacIOOS sensors are at fixed depth. Thus, only the
following tests will be performed on the NSS and WQB data:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Timing/gap
Syntax
Location
Gross range

The first two are actually already done in a passive way. If data are not reported at
the expected time, the scripts fill in a missing value. Similarly, if the syntax of the file
is not correct, it won’t be read and again missing values are inserted. Finally, all the
NSS and WQB are at fixed locations, so there is no need for a location test (if
operating, the location is correct). Therefore, the QC flags for timing, syntax and
location will either be 1 (pass) or 9 (missing data).
The one QC test left to be performed is the “gross range test”. This will be applied to
every measurement with the resulting flag as follows:
Value
1
2
3
4
9

Meaning
pass
not evaluated
suspect
fail
missing data

Interpretation
measurement is outside PI-specified limits
measurement is outside manufacturer limits

Table 56. Realtime QC test values (based on QARTOD documentation).

40
41

This is listed as test 5 in QARTOD optics manual
This is listed as test 6 in QARTOD optics manual
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The implementation of this is added into the daily conversion of raw data from
DataTurbine (archive side) into netCDF files. A new dimension was added to the
netCDF file called qartod_test. The variable is set to 13 corresponding to the
QARTOD tests listed in Table 55.
In addition, a real-time QC flag was added to the files. Like the delayed-mode flag,
the real-time QC flag is a function of time (every measurement is evaluated). Unlike
the delayed-mode flag however, the real-time flag is also a function of the specific
test evaluated (qartod_test). For example, the value of the “gross range test”
(QARTOD test number 4) for “temperature” at the 50th time-record will be
contained in temp_rt_qd(50,4) and the value will be based on the definitions in
Table 56.
The specific limits used to evaluate the “gross range “test are supplied by the
responsible PI (listed in Table 57). There are two limits checked. The first is the
manufacturer specified range for the individual instrument. If a reported value is
outside this range, the test result is 4 (fail). The second limit is the PI-reported
range specific for each instrument, and it will depend on instrument location. If a
reported value is outside this limit (but still within manufacturer range), the test
gets a value of 3 (suspect).
The supplied numbers are as follows:
Platform
WQBAW

WQBKN

WQB-03
Kiholo

WQB-04
Hilo

Variable
temp
salt
cond
chlor
turb
DO
temp
salt
cond
chlor
turb
DO
temp
salt
cond
chlor
turb
DO (frac)
DO (conc)
temp
salt
cond
chlor
turb
DO (frac)

Mf Range
-5.0 to 35.0
N/A
0.0 to 9.0
10-8 to 5x10-5
0.01 to 25.0
0.0 to 0.05
-5.0 to 35.0
N/A
0.0 to 9.0
10-8 to 5x10-5
0.01 to 25.0
0.0 to 0.05
-5.0 to 50.0
0.0 to 70.0
0.0 to 10.0
0.0 to 4.54x10-4
0.0 to 1000.0
0.0 to 5.0
0.0 to 0.05
-5.0 to 50.0
0.0 to 70.0
0.0 to 10.0
0.0 to 4.54x10-4
0.0 to 1000.0
0.0 to 5.0

PI Range
22.301 to 28.229
27.798 to 35.331
4.0909 to 5.6336
0.0 to 1.9x10-6
-0.35 to 24.14
0.0035 to 0.0059
22.760 to 28.281
32.409 to 35.339
4.915 to 5.669
-2x10-7 to 4.1x10-6
-0.35 to 8.0
0.0036 to 0.0055
15.0 to 30.0
3.0 to 36.0
N/A
0.0 to 9.0x10-5
0.1 to 120.0
0.70 to 1.80
0.0035 to 0.0125
15.0 to 30.0
3.0 to 36.0
N/A
0.0 to 9.0x10-5
0.1 to 120.0
0.70 to 1.80

PI
DeCarlo

DeCarlo

Colbert

Colbert
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WQB-05
Kawaihae

NS02
Hawaii YC

NS03
Hilton
NS04
Aquarium
NS010
Maunalua

NS13
Kahului

NS16
Wailupe

DO (conc)
temp
salt
cond
chlor
turb
DO (frac)
DO (conc)
temp
salt
cond
chlor
turb
temp
salt
cond
pres
temp
salt
cond
pres
temp
salt
cond
pres
chlor
turb
temp
salt
cond
pres
chlor
turb
DO (frac)
DO (conc)
pH
temp
salt
cond
pres
chlor
turb

0.0 to 0.05
-5.0 to 50.0
0.0 to 70.0
0.0 to 10.0
0.0 to 4.54x10-4
0.0 to 1000.0
0.0 to 5.0
0.0 to 0.05
-5.0 to 35.0
N/A
0.0 to 9.0
10-8 to 5x10-5
0.01 to 100.0
-5.0 to 35.0
N/A
0.0 to 7.0
0.0 to 100.0
-5.0 to 35.0
N/A
0.0 to 7.0
0.0 to 100.0
-5.0 to 35.0
N/A
0.0 to 9.0
0.0 to 100.0
10-8 to 5x10-5
0.01 to 25.0
-5.0 to 50.0
0.0 to 70.0
0.0 to 10.0
0.0 to 9.1
10-6 to 4x10-4
0.0 to 1000.0
0.0 to 5.0
0.0 to 0.050
0.0 to 14.0
-5.0 to 35.0
N/A
0.0 to 9.0
0.0 to 100.0
10-8 to 5x10-5
0.01 to 25.0

0.0035 to 0.0125
15.0 to 30.0
3.0 to 36.0
N/A
0.0 to 9.0x10-5
0.1 to 120.0
0.70 to 1.80
0.0035 to 0.0125
15.0 to 35.0
0.1 to 38.0
0.1 to 7.0
0.0 to 5x10-5
0.0 to 100.0
15.0 to 35.0
0.1 to 38.0
0.1 to 7.0
0.1 to 4.0
15.0 to 35.0
0.1 to 38.0
0.1 to 7.0
0.1 to 4.0
15.0 to 35.0
0.1 to 38.0
0.1 to 7.0
0.1 to 4.0
0.0 to 5x10-5
0.0 to 25.0
15.0 to 35.0
0.1 to 38.0
0.1 to 7.0
0.1 to 4.0
10-6 to 4x10-4
0.0 to 1000.0
0.60 to 1.80
0.0015 to 0.0130
N/A
15.0 to 35.0
0.1 to 38.0
0.1 to 7.0
0.1 to 4.0
0.0 to 5x10-5
0.0 to 25.0

Colbert

McManus

McManus

McManus

McManus

McManus

McManus

Table 57. Range limits for realtime QC test (QARTOD test 4).

The following are the CF-compliant units on these variables and their conversions:
Temperature:
Conductivity:
Salinity:
Pressure:
Depth:
Turbidity:

degrees C
S/m
ppt, psu or none
dbar
m
ntu
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Chlorophyll conc:
Oxygen:
Oxygen:

kg/m3
fraction
kg/m3

1. All NSS except NS-13:
• Temperature, salinity, conductivity, and pressure are all in CF units
• Florescence and turbidity are report as voltages. These are converted to
ug/L and NTU, respectively, by adding an offset and multiplying by a scale
factor.
• Chlorophyll is then converted from μg/L to kg/m3 by multiplying by 10-6
2. NS-13:
• Temperature, salinity, turbidity, and depth are all in CF units
• Conductivity is reported in mS/cm; converted to S/m by multiplying by 10-1
• Florescence is reported in μg/L; converted to kg/m3 by multiplying by 10-6
• Oxygen is reported in percent; converted to fraction by multiplying by 10-2
• Oxygen is reported in mg/L; converted to kg/m3 by multiplying by 10-3
3. WQB (DeCarlo)
• Temperature, salinity, and conductivity are all in CF units
• Florescence and turbidity are report as voltages. These are converted to
ug/L and NTU, respectively, by adding an offset and multiplying by a scale
factor.
• Chlorophyll is then converted from μg/L to kg/m3 by multiplying by 10-6
• Oxygen is reported with two numbers, Vo and Vt; these are converted to
mL/L using Tomlinson’s formula.
• Oxygen is then converted from mL/L to μg/L by multiplying by 1.4276 and
then from μg/L to kg/m3 by multiplying by 10-6
4. WQB (Colbert)
• Temperature, salinity, and turbidity are all in CF units
• Florescence is reported in rfu; this is converted to μg/L by multiplying by
4.55 and subtracting 0.88
• Chlorophyll is then converted from μg/L to kg/m3 by multiplying by 10-6
• Oxygen fraction is reported as a percent; this is converted to fraction by
multiplying by 10-2.
• Oxygen conc is converted from mg/L to kg/m3 by multiplying by 10-3
Notes/questions:
1. The first test, “timing/gap test”, looks for data to arrive at a specific interval and
that the data have an appropriate time-stamp. If there are no data at the
expected interval or the data do not have a time-stamp, this gets a “fail”. Our
sensors typically do not report on an expected interval, depending on how
one defines this. For example, the WQB report every 20 minutes, but this
could be 18 minutes and still be ok. Therefore, this test only checks for valid
times, not intervals.
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2. Also for the first test, if there are repeated obs, these are listed as “not
evaluated”?
3. The second test, “syntax test”, checks for valid numbers. Ideally this means a
valid number is there (1:pass); nothing and/or a missing value is there (9:
missing data); a non-readable value is there (4: fail). The conversion
programs cannot read non-numbers, so this is necessarily going to be either
a “pass” or a missing value (we will not get a non-number distributed).
However, it could also get a “not evaluated” if the timing is off (e.g., a
duplicated record). If syntax is bad, can’t read file, so give this a default of
“not evaluated”?
4. The third test, “location test”, is presumed “pass” if we are getting data. This will
therefore always have a “not evaluated” flag. Or should this be pass?
Example:
Infile has:
27.5239,
27.4449,
27.4962,
27.4962,
27.4606,
27.3900,
27.3900,
27.3611,
27.4428,
27.4428,

5.52145,
5.49304,
5.50806,
5.50806,
5.49484,
5.45771,
5.45771,
5.45214,
5.50277,
5.50277,

0.1257,
0.1270,
0.1256,
0.1256,
0.1269,
0.1270,
0.1270,
0.1257,
0.1244,
0.1244,

0.0634,
0.0635,
0.0659,
0.0659,
0.0647,
0.0751,
0.0751,
0.0678,
0.0718,
0.0718,

16.340,
16.671,
16.833,
16.833,
16.779,
16.920,
16.920,
16.842,
16.596,
16.596,

0.505526,
0.506777,
0.506091,
0.506091,
0.506649,
0.507667,
0.507667,
0.508024,
0.506820,
0.506820,

34.6399,
34.4976,
34.5658,
34.5658,
34.4987,
34.2882,
34.2882,
34.2700,
34.5679,
34.5679,

31
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01

Oct
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov

2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015

23:32:03
00:02:03
00:32:03
00:32:03
01:02:03
01:32:03
01:32:03
02:02:03
02:32:03
02:32:03

These get transformed to (example for temperature, date is November 1, 2015):
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

4119840
4119860
4119880
4119900
4119920
4119940
4119960
4119980
4120000
4120020

00:00:00
00:20:00
00:40:00
01:00:00
01:20:00
01:40:00
02:00:00
02:20:00
02:40:00
03:00:00

27.4449
27.4962
missing
27.4606
27.3900
missing
27.3611
27.4428
missing
27.4025

1,1,2,1
1,1,2,1
2,2,2,9
1,1,2,1
1,1,2,1
2,2,2,9
1,1,2,1
1,1,2,1
2,2,2,9
1,1,2,1

So duplicate values are skipped, time is set to approximate (closest to 20 minutes
past the hour), and flags are pass/not evaluated for 1) time and 2) syntax; not
evaluated for 3) location, and pass/missing for 4) range
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VIII. Data Archive Procedures
PacIOOS, as a Federally funded program, is required to submit data to a national
archive center. At present, PacIOOS is working with the National Centers for
Environmental Information (NCEI) in Silver Spring42 to assist in this regard. The
NCEI regional representative, Pat Caldwell, has advised PacIOOS on the data
submission forms and all necessary procedures.
More recently PacIOOS was able to establish an archiving processed using the
ERDDAP server. On a regular basis, data are aggregated over a fixed time period,
put into the archive package format (with checksums) and put on the PacIOOS web
accessible folder (WAF; http://www.pacioos.hawaii.edu/archive/). NCEI regularly
scans this folder and pulls the archive packages.
The initial agreement was to have annual aggregate files generated just after the
new year. This would allow PacIOOS an opportunity to conduct any delayed-mode
processing (e.g., QC-ing against the annual cycle). NCEI has suggested a more
frequent update, i.e., monthly, so this may change.
PacIOOS wanted to ensure that data archived at NCEI were final in all respects.
Consequently, these archive packages were delayed until the variable formats were
finalized. At issue were the representation of the QC flags, e.g., what to call them,
how to represent them (bits, floats or integers), and how they would be applied.
The WQB data have been processed and put into this format. The near-shore sensor
data are awaiting a major upgrade to DataTurbine, and should be ready in Fall 2020.
At present, NCEI does not generally archive model output or data-derived products.
Additionally, PacIOOS serves many data sets that already have an archive
mechanism in place. This includes wave data that are processed via CDIP, animal
(shark) track data that will be sent to the IOOS function DAC (Animal Tracking
Network, ATN), ACO data that are archived at NODC directly by the PI’s, etc. Thus
the data that PacIOOS will be submitting for long-term archive are limited to the
following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

42

Near-shore sensors
Water quality buoys
High-frequency radar
Gliders

Formerly the National Ocean Data Center (NODC)

The archive process is done via a Submission Information Form (SIF;
https://www.nodc.noaa.gov/media/pdf/submit/NODC_SubmissionInfoForm_v1.3.p
df). The submission agreement includes the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

list of parameters/observations being collected.
processing steps/quality control including final format.
timing of data submissions and approximate sizes.
development of data documentation (metadata).
data disposition (path to archive center).
data affiliations, including both institutions and individual persons whose
names will be associated with the data set in some way, e.g., where did it
come from, where does it go, etc.

These items are outlined for each of the PacIOOS platforms in the following sections.

A.

Near-shore sensor (NSS)
1. List of parameters: ocean temperature, conductivity, salinity (computed),
turbidity, florescence, and pressure (see Section V.C.4)
2. Processing steps: Data are sent from instrument via modem, converted to
ASCII and entered into shore-side DataTurbine database at pre-set intervals
(e.g., 5 minute). Daily aggregated, netCDF files are made and served via
THREDDS (see Section V.C.1).
3. Timing of submission: Annually submit collection of daily netCDF files for
each sensor location; each location would be a separate “data set” under the
aggregate “PacIOOS Near-shore sensors”.
4. Data documentation: The submitted netCDF files contain information on
sensor location, instrumentation, points of contact, etc. (see Section V.C.3).
Other documentation provided on the PacIOOS web site (http://pacioos.org).
5. Data disposition: Through the SIF development process, the exact location
and mechanism of transfer of data between PacIOOS and NCEI will be
determined. We understand that common practice for NCEI is to identify an
FTP site, netCDF file format, SHA-256 checksum creation, and manifest file
creation. We are prepared to implement this or similar procedures for each
archived data stream and look to NCEI to help clarify the requirements (for
file sizes see Section IV).
6. Data affiliations:
o Submitting institution: PacIOOS
o Data point of contact: Dr. Margaret McManus (mamc@hawaii.edu)
o Instrument technical point of contact: Mr. Gordon Walker
(gwalker@hawaii.edu)
o Data technical point of contact: Dr. James Potemra (jimp@hawaii.edu)
7. Schedule: The SIF and initial transfer of the data of all NSS data collected
through 2020 can happen as early as the last quarter of 2020 (our target is
November), but no later than the first quarter of 2021. Subsequent transfers
will be done annually in the first quarter of every year and will include data
for the prior year.
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B.

Water quality buoys (WQB)

PacIOOS supports a number of different Water quality buoys. At present there are
two main principle investigators, Eric DeCarlo (Oahu buoys) and Jason Adolf
(Hawaii Island buoys). Dr. DeCarlo has a separate arrangement with NOAA/PMEL
to archive data, and PacIOOS no longer actively supports his group in terms of data
services (although PacIOOS continues to serve the WQB data when provided). Thus,
the archiving described below is presently limited to the Hawaii Island buoys.
1. List of parameters: salinity, dissolved oxygen concentration, ocean
temperature, turbidity, chlorophyll, pH (see Section V.E.4)
2. Processing steps: Data from the Hawaii Island buoy(s) are provided by YSI
via ftp, converted to ASCII and entered into DataTurbine database at pre-set
intervals (e.g., 15 minute). Daily aggregated, netCDF files made and served
via THREDDS (see Section V.E.1).
3. Timing of submission: Annually submit collection of daily netCDF files for
each WQB location; each location would be a separate “data set” under the
aggregate “PacIOOS Water Quality Buoy”.
4. Data documentation: Submitted netCDF files contain information on buoy
location, instrumentation, points of contact, etc. (see Section V.E.3). Other
documentation provided on the PacIOOS web site (http://pacioos.org).
5. Data disposition: Through the SIF development process, the exact location
and mechanism of transfer of data between PacIOOS and NCEI will be
determined. We understand that common practice for NCEI is to identify an
FTP site, netCDF file format, SHA-256 checksum creation, and manifest file
creation. We are prepared to implement this or similar procedures for each
archived data stream and look to NCEI to help clarify the requirements (for
file sizes see Section IV).
6. Data affiliations:
o Submitting institution: PacIOOS
o Data point of contact: Dr. Jason Adolf (jadolf@hawaii.edu)
o Instrument technical point of contact: Dr. Jason Adolf
(jadolf@hawaii.edu)
o Data technical point of contact: Dr. James Potemra (jimp@hawaii.edu)
7. Schedule: The SIF and initial transfer of the data of all WQB data collected
through already started. The older WQB data will be reprocessed and placed
on the WAF for archive in late 2020. Subsequent transfers will be done
annually in the first quarter of every year and will include data for the prior
year

C.

High-frequency radars (HFR)
1. List of parameters: ocean surface current (see Section V.A.4)
2. Processing steps: Matlab binary files submitted directly to disk and
converted to netCDF and ASCII each report cycle (e.g., 15 minute). Individual
ASCII files pulled by the National DAC (Scripps/UCSD).
3. Timing of submission: TBD by DAC
4. Data documentation: Documentation provided on the PacIOOS web site
(http://pacioos.org).
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5. Data disposition: TBD by DAC.
6. Data affiliations:
o Submitting institution: PacIOOS
o Data point of contact: Dr. Pierre Flament
o Instrument technical point of contact: Dr. Pierre Flament
o Data technical point of contact: DAC
7. Schedule: TBD by DAC.

D.

Gliders

PacIOOS currently has two gliders with only one operating at any one time. The
main use of the glider data, aside from research activities, is to provide subsurface
information for the numerical models. There have been limited missions thus far,
order ten, and only the aggregate missions are served as historical data on the
PacIOOS TDS.
1. List of parameters: depth, latitude, longitude, ocean temperature, salinity
(computed), density, and pressure (see Section V.D.4)
2. Processing steps: PacIOOS glider data are reported in netCDF directly to NFSmounted disks by the glider pilots. There is no further conversion done, but
this format is very similar to the approved Glider DAC format. At present the
glider data are only “released” to the PacIOOS modeling group, and there
have not been many missions to date. Once missions are complete, the data
are served via THREDDS (see Section V.D.1).
3. Timing of submission: TBD by DAC. PacIOOS will submit data to DAC.
4. Data documentation: Data documentation provided on the PacIOOS web site
(http://pacioos.org).
5. Data disposition: TBD by DAC.
6. Data affiliations:
o Submitting institution: PacIOOS
o Data point of contact: Dr. Glen Carter
o Instrument technical point of contact: Dr. Glen Carter
o Data technical point of contact: Dr. James Potemra
7. Schedule: TBD by DAC.
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IX.

Data Server Configuration

A.

Data services

1.

TDS

The backbone of the PacIOOS data system is the data service. On the back-end of
this system is an OPeNDAP-based architecture. In this section, the data transport
tools are described.

a)
configuration
There are two different types of configuration files that are important. The first,
threddsConfig.xml, is for the TDS operations. The other consists of sets of XML
files that comprise the data catalog.
The main catalog is catalog.xml. This file contains descriptions of all the data to
be served, either by directly specifying the data set name (and path) or by specifying
some other server, or by specifying a sub-catalog.
For example, the entry
<datasetRoot path="my/test"
location="/export/lawelawe1/" />
<dataset name="Levitus" ID="levitus"
urlPath="my/test/levitus.nc" >
<serviceName>thisDODS</serviceName>
</dataset>
specifies the NetCDF file levitus.nc (specified with the urlPath tag), found in the
directory /export/lawelawe1 (specified with the location tag). The data set will
show up on the THREDDS page under the link "Levitus" (specified by the name tag).
The ID and path tags are used to uniquely identify the data set.
A sub-catalog is specified in the catalog.xml file with a catalogRef tag, e.g.,
<catalogRef xlink:href="idd/roms\_scalar.xml"
xlink:title="ROMS scalar vars" name="" />
The xlink:href tag specifies the location and name of the new catalog (note the
directory/usr/local/tomcat/content/thredds/idd contains all these subcatalogs). Again, the xlink:title tag is what shows up on the TDS web page (as a link
to the DAP page).
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The initial sub-catalogs that have been developed are for the model output, and
required some special code for the non-standard grid and variables. For example,
the roms_scalar.xml file starts with the following header information:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<catalog name="HI-ROMS Catalog"
xmlns="http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/namespaces/thredds/In
vCatalog/v1.0"
xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink">
<service name="allServices" base=""
serviceType="compound">
<service name="dapService" serviceType="OpenDAP"
base="/thredds/dodsC/"/>
<service name="wcs" serviceType="WCS"
base="/thredds/wcs/"/>
<service name="wms" serviceType="WMS"
base="/thredds/wms/"/>
<service name="ncss" serviceType="NetcdfSubset"
base="/thredds/ncss/grid/"/>
</service>
The rest of the xml file defines a dataset tag, wherein the metadata, link names and
variables are defined or re-defined). For example:
<dataset name="HI-ROMS Nowcast/Forecast Test">
defines the name attribute (this shows up as text on the TDS page for this data set as
more or less a title). This is followed by some metadata attributes. The critical next
part is the datasetFMRC tag:
<datasetFmrc name="HI-ROMS Forecast Model Test"
path="hioos/roms-scalar">
<netcdf
xmlns="http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/namespaces/net
cdf/ncml-2.2">
<aggregation dimName="runtime"
type="forecastModelRunCollection"
recheckEvery="10min">
<scan location="/export/lawelawe1/model/ocn/roms/2009/"
suffix=".nc" dateFormatMark="hiig_#yyyyMMdd"
subdirs="false" olderThan="5 min"/>
</aggregation>
The first line contains the text that will show up as the link to the DAP page (i.e., "HIROMS Forecast Model Test" will be displayed). The scan location tag gives the
directory where the data are, with attributes suffix the wildcard and
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dateFormatMark describing the way the individual data set names contain date
information (e.g., the file for May 21, 2009 would have the name
hiig_20090521.nc).
The next section of the xml file contains a map from the NetCDF variable names to
more "standard" names. This is done for all the ROMS ocean variables. In this case,
the ocean model uses different (x,y,z) grids for all the variables as follows:
eta
T, s
u
v
w

(xi_rho,eta_rho)
(xi_rho,eta_rho,s_rho)
(xi_u,eta_u,s_rho)
(xi_v,eta_v,s_rho)
(xi_rho,eta_rho,s_w)

and the associated xml (one variable example) is:
<variable name="xi_rho" shape="xi_rho" type="double">
<attribute name="units" value="degrees_east"/>
<values start="-163.83069727891120"
increment="0.03860544217687"/>
</variable>
Finally, the xml file can "hide" a certain number of variables from the server
(variables that people typically don't need):
<remove type="variable" name="ubar"/>
<remove type="variable" name="DU_avg1"/>
<remove type="variable" name="DU_avg2"/>
will hide the variables ubar, DU_avg1 and DU_avg2 from the TDS list.
b)
example usage
Once the TDS is configured, it restarts with tomcat (or it can be deployed with the
tomcat admin page). The top catalog for TDS, catalog.html, lists all the data
groups (Figure 25). The data groups are defined in
/usr/local/tomcat/content/thredds/catalog.html. Selecting one of
the categories brings up a more specific page for that data category. These dataspecific pages are defined in
/usr/local/tomcat/content/thredds/idd/*.xml.
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Figure 25. The top catalog page for the PacIOOS TDS. The data categories and links are defined in the
file /usr/local/tomcat/contents/thredds/catalog.xml. The page can be accessed at
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/thredds.

For example, clicking on “Atmospheric Model Output” brings up the data access
pages for the atmospheric model output (Figure 26). This output is described in the
previous section and includes three locally-run WRF model configurations and the
global NCEP output. The dataset attributes are defined in atm_mod.xml, along
with similar files for the other datasets, in
/usr/local/tomcat/contents/thredds/idd.
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Figure 26. Example TDS page for PacIOOS atmospheric model output.

Selecting one of these data sets gives the specific page for that data set. Figure 27
shows the page for the NCEP model. Similar to other forecast models, the NCEP
page has three possible choices. The first, “Best Time Series” will construct a
timeseries based on daily runs. If, for some reason, there is no output for a
particular day, the server will use the forecast for the previous day’s run. Thus, a
single URL will provide a continuous timeseries.

Figure 27. TDS page for NCEP global atmospheric model output.

The other three links provide OPeNDAP URL’s for different time-step sampling. The
first, “Forecast Model Run”, provides links to each day’s model output. These are
not aggregated in any way, so a page (URL) is created for each output file. The
second, “Constant Forecast Date” gives a page (URL) for each time-step (forecast
time) of each file. The final link is to “Constant Forecast Offset”. This is a way to
access a specific forecast time from each dataset, for example, one could access the
12-hour forecast created each day.
Selecting any gives the TDS page for accessing the data. These pages are all similar
in the sense that they contain three main items: metadata about the particular data
set, links to accessing the data set (e.g., OPeNDAP, WMS, etc.), and direct links to the
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data viewers (e.g., LAS, DChart, etc.). Figure 28 shows the page for the “Best Time
Series” of the NCEP Global Atmospheric Model.

Figure 28. "Best Time Series" page for NCEP global atmospheric model.
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The metadata for each data set includes summary documentation, contributors, key
words, projects, creators, publishers, variables, coverage (spatial and temporal), and
properties. The remaining information on the page provides a list of the access
pages and viewers. In this case, the data are available via OPeNDAP, NetcdfSubset,
WMS, WCS, ISO (metadata pages) and NCML. The viewers include IDV, NetCDF-Java,
Godiva2, LAS, ERDDAP, DChart and the PacIOOS viewer. These are all examples of
OPeNDAP-enable client software and servers. Figure 29 shows the OPeNDAP page.

Figure 29. OPeNDAP info page for NCEP global atmospheric model, "Best Time Series".

The OPeNDAP page in Figure 29 provides the URL to access the data via client
software (in Data URL box), but also gives the variables, dimensions and attributes.
These can be access by selecting “Get ASCII” or “Get Binary”. In comparison, Figure
30 shows the result of the NetCDF subset page (Access link number 2 in Figure 29).
This tool allows one to subset the data set via a more use-friendly page.
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Figure 30. NetCDF subset page for NCEP global atmospheric model "Best Time Series".

2.

ERDDAP

a)
configuration
ERDDAP runs within tomcat similar to TDS. PacIOOS has had problems with tomcat
restarts, so ERDDAP is isolated on a single instance of tomcat, installed in
/usr/local/tomcat-erddap/content/erddap. There are two
configuration files, setup.xml for the system-wide ERDDAP configuration and
datasets.xml for the entire data catalog (unlike TDS, ERDDAP has a single file
with all data sets listed).
The setup files contains information about the organization, points of contact, entry
URLs, etc. The dataset catalog has all the information about specific data sets that
are served by ERDDAP. The file can specify local files and catalogs, and/or remote
catalogs.
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The initial ERDDAP page has a search tool that just accesses the ERDDAP datasets,
and PacIOOS bypasses this to link straight to the data listing (Figure 11). Each data
set is listed by title and there are many links to various features. The data set itself
is listed under “Title”. To the right are various meta-data links, including a popup
box with a short description (“Summary”), meta-data information from the file itself
(“Meta-data Information” link), “Background Information” provides a link to the
original data source (configurable). Further to the right are links to get RSS or email alerts when the data are updated.
To the left of the data list are the data access links. The first ones provide the Data
Access Form (“Grid DAP Data” for gridded data and “Table DAP Data” for nongridded data). There is an additional column for generating a map via a Web
Mapping Service (WMS).
b)
example usage
ERDDAP runs in tomcat, and due to conflicts it is configured in a single instance of
tomcat. The service runs on port 8080 and is proxied, similar to TDS, as
https://pae-paha.pacioos.hawaii.edu/erddap/index.html.
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Figure 31. PacIOOS ERDDAP top-page showing the data catalog list. Each dataset is identified by a title,
and ERDDAP provides links to DAP, WMS and various metadata pages.
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Figure 32. Data Access Forms from ERDDAP. The upper panel shows an example DAF for gridded data,
and the lower panel is for point data. In both cases, the DAF allows the user to subset in space and/or
time, pick the variable of interest, and then either download the data in a number of formats (File type
pull-down) or provide the URL for a data service.
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Figure 33. ERDDAP WMS example. The service provides a URL so that the image may be used in a WMSenabled client.
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Figure 34. ERDDAP Graph function. The final option in ERDDAP is to "make a graph". The above
example shows this page for a particular dataset and demonstrates how users can select graph type,
axes, colors, times, etc. The result can then be saved to a file or included into a web page.

3.

GeoServer

a)
configuration
The PacIOOS GeoServer accesses a PostGIS database and provides layers to the
GeoExplorer. In addition, it provides access via WMS, WFS, WCS, TMS and GWC.
The configuration is complex [FILL IN HERE]
Server
Admin Acct
Password
GeoNetwork server (45)
Administrator
xxx
GeoNetwork
admin
xxx
Database Server (46)
Administrator
xxx
PostGRESQL
postgres
xxx
MapServer (48)
Administrator
xxx
GeoServer
pacioos
xxx
Test Server (50)
Administrator
xxx
ArcGIS Server
pacioos
xxx
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GeoNode Server
GeoNode
Server

Administrator
pacioos
Administrator

xxx
xxx
xxx

b)
example usage
[FILL IN HERE]
4.

Sensor Observation Service

The Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) web services (OWS) include services for
maps (WMS), features (WFS) and vector data (WCS). Sensor Observation Service
(SOS) is something like a WFS, although SOS is specifically for sensor data, while
WFS is more generic. These services have the following operations:
• SOS: GetCapabilities, DescribeSensor, GetObservation
• WMS: GetCapabilities, GetMap, GetFeatureInfo
• WCS: GetCoverage
• WFS: GetCapabilities, GetFeature, DescribeFeatureType
Following the IOOS guidelines, SOS is implemented following the OOSTethys
convention and code-base. At the time when it was installed, there were several
packages, but most relied on reading data from MySQL database. Since PacIOOS is
using a flat-file system, and since most data are in NetCDF, the decision was made to
use the SOS version written in Java that reads NetCDF files in a flat file system. This
is the OOSTethys version written by Luis Bermudez.
Sensor Observation Service is a method for providing sensor data from a local
database to remote users. To date there has been no request for data via SOS, and
there have yet to be identified SOS-enabled client tools, so the development and
maintenance of this particular service has had low priority.
The National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) runs a fairly robust SOS, and so it will be
used as an example for this type of data service. First, a link is made to the SOS
server, e.g., http://sdf.ndbc.noaa.gov/sos/server.php, and arguments are appended
as described below:
GetCapabilities: This function returns metadata about this service. (Not fully
implemented.) Parameters include:
A. request = GetCapabilities
B. service = SOS
DescribeSensor: This function returns detailed sensor charactertistics. (Not fully
implemented. Only returns position at this time.) Parameters include:
C. request = DescribeSensor
D. OutputFormat = text/xml;subtype="sensorML/1.0.0"
E. procedure = urn of sensor to describe (see procedure in
GetCapabilities response)
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F. service = SOS
G. version = 1.0.0
GetObservation: This function returns observation data of the specified type for the
stations within the specified start and stop dates. (Not fully implemented - Currently
returns single point or vertical profile for a specified station and date/time or
date/time range. Bounding box to be added.) Parameters include:
H. request = GetObservation
I. service = SOS
J. version = 1.0.0
K. offering = urn:x-noaa:def:station:noaa.nws.ndbc::<station ID>
L. observedproperty = one of the following:
1. currents
2. salinity
3. waterlevel
4. watertemperature
5. waves
6. winds
M. responseformat = one of the following:
1. text/xml;schema="ioos/0.6.1"
2. application/ioos+xml;version=0.6.1
N. eventtime = <DateTime or DateTime1/DateTime2> (optional
parameter)
1. DateTime is formatted as 2008-06-04-T00:00:00Z or 200806-04-T00:00Z. (At this time, only the seconds are optional)
2. When this parameter is omitted, the most recent observation
is returned.
O. featureofinterest = BBOX:<min_lon>,<min_lat>,<max_lon>,<max_lat>
(Not yet implemented)
The return is an XML file that can be ingested into client software or translated via
XSLT. An example SOS server is available from OOSTethys in different formats. The
implementations are specified by operating system (e.g., Linux, Mac, etc.), database
type (e.g., MySQL, SQLite, xenia, etc.), and web scripting (e.g., php, python, java, etc.).
The initial SOS for HiOOS is based on the java implementation for OPeNDAP/NetCDF
sources.
a)
configuration
As a java program, the files come as a .war file and are in
the/usr/local/apache-tomcat-6.0.18/webapps/ directory. The
oostethys/WEB_INF/classes/config subdirectory contains the
configuration file oostethys.xml. This file is where the data sets get specified.
b)
example usage
The SOS is minimally used, so it is only briefly described here. The entry page is at
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/oostethys/ and is shown in Figure 35. The top link
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checks the server, and the bottom link goes to the code. The middle link is for the
capabilities page (xml response).

Figure 35. PacIOOS SOS interface.

5.

DAPPER

DAPPER is an OPeNDAP server used primarily for non-gridded, station data (e.g.,
profile data, in situ moorings, etc.). It can read data from either a local database (and
aggregate) or from a remote OPeNDAP server. The output from DAPPER is mainly
to DChart (see section on DChart) but theoretically can serve data to any OPeNDAPenabled client or other OPeNDAP servers. DAPPER uses MySQL to organize and
access datasets.
a)
configuration
The main configuration for DAPPER is /usr/local/dapper2.2.0/etc/dapper.properties. In this file the databases, cache, file
directory, etc. are defined.
Files get loaded in DAPPER either via raw NetCDF (directory defined in
dapper.properties} or by the script dapperload.sh. The first step is to
create a "database" and then a "dataset". Note these are equivalent to the MySQL
terms "database" and "table". As an example:
dapperload.sh -u dapsql -p sirot create nearshore ns01
will create a database called "nearshore" with a dataset called "ns01". The
username and password for dapperload are created in MySQL. Note that the
dapperload databases and datasets can be queried and/or modified using raw
MySQL commands. For example,
mysql -u root –p;
show databases;
use nearshore;
show tables;
will list all the databases, select the near-shore one, and then list all the tables
(datasets) in that database.
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DAPPER was designed to load and serve profile data, i.e., data that is a function of
depth but not time. In order to load time-series into DAPPER, the dataset name
needs to either include "_time_" or end with "_time". The "dataset" name is what
is displayed in the DAP url.
The next step is load a file (or set of files) into the "dataset". This is done again using
dapperload.sh:
dapperload.sh -u dapsql -p sirot load nearshore ns01
ns01_2008_04_17.nc
This will load the data from ns01_2008_04_17.nc into the DAPPER dataset ns01. A
set or list of files can be loaded using the "-l" option:
dapperload.sh -u dapsql -p sirot -l file_list.01 load
nearshore ns01
will load all the files listed in file_list.01. Table 58 summarizes the DAPPER
databases.
database
ais
bathy
beach_cam
dhw
glider
hfr
model

files

hourly AIS
misc bathymetry files
beach photos
degree heating weeks data
glider data
HFR data
atm, nocm, ocn, ore, scud,
tide model output
nearshore
all daily nsXX NetCDF files
single files with all times
nss
individual NS files
satellite
ghrsst
sealevel
UHSLC “fast” hourly data
UHSLC “fast” daily data
UHSLC “fast” monthly data
uhslc
individual files from SCL
waterqualbuoy
time series from WQB
wqb
individual files from WQB
Table 58. DAPPER database entries.

DAPPER references datasets via the dataset name by appending a .cdp. The dataset
name is also added in the dapper.properties file.
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b)
example usage
The server has a script /usr/local/dapper-2.2.0/dapper.sh to stop and
start the DAPPER server. Once started, DAPPER runs via port 9090 and can be
accessed at http://lawelawe:9090/dods (proxied to
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/dapper) Similar to SOS, the user interface to DAPPER is
unimpressive since the main purpose of DAPPER is as a data server to DChart.
Error! Reference source not found. shows the DAPPER entry page.

Figure 36. PacIOOS DAPPER page.

6.

DataTurbine

DataTurbine (DT) is a real-time streaming data engine that allows for quick datastreaming from a variety of sensors. It acts as a "black box" to which applications
and devices send and receive data. It is mainly used in PacIOOS to get data from
WQB’s and NSS’s into a database.
a)
configuration
There are two instances of PacIOOS DT, one at the Kilo Nalu site, and the other on
the machine in Chee’s lab (bbl.acnl.hawaii.edu). The first records the data coming off
sensors at KN, and then an rsync is done with the local machine. Further, there are
two web interfaces to the DT. One is a “realtime buffer”, at
http://bbl.ancl.hawaii.edu:8080/RBNB/, and the other is the archive side of DT, at
http://bbl.ancl.hawaii.edu/kilonalu-data/ . It is not clear how data get written to
one or the other. The ring buffer site lists all the instruments currently being
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archived, and individual pages have the “latest” data value. The archive side has all
the prior data, and is arranged by location, instrument and date.

Figure 37. PacIOOS DataTurbune pages. The left side is the real-time (ring buffer) and the right is the
archive.

b)
example usage
Most of the access to DT is done via automatic scripting, either through python (e.g.,
the water quality page) or by wget (e.g., the NSS archive). Note that the water
quality page reads from the RBNB side of DT, and the NSS/WQB data conversions
are done using the archive side.

B.

Data Browsing Tools

The data services described in the previous section provide access to the data
streams. In this section, the tools that allow users to view, subset and optionally
download data are described. Again, as with the data transport tools, the software
used is either developed locally or is free, open-source code. All tools provide webbased access to the data and therefore the only requirement is a web browser and
network access.
It should be noted that some of the data server tools provide both transport and
browse capability. The main use, at least within PacIOOS, is where these tools are
described. For example, ERDDAP provides OPeNDAP capabilities, but also allows
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users to display and subset data via on-line maps and figures. Finally, the main GIS
service in PacIOOS, GeoServer, is described in this section, but it is more than a data
browsing tool as it provides GIS analysis capabilities. At this point, however, it is
mainly used to search and display maps and features.
1.
LAS
The main web browsing tool that allows for on-the-fly figure preparation and
optionally data downloading is the Live Access Server (LAS). LAS was developed at
the NOAA Pacific Marine Environmental Lab (PMEL). It is a Java-based set of
routines that allow users to browse data in a graphical way. The code is run from
/usr/local/las.v7.2.1 (aliased to /usr/local/las). There are scripts for
starting the service (startserver.sh) and stopping it (stopserver.sh).
a)
configuration
LAS runs in a tomcat container, like the servers described above. The data sets are
configured using xml files in
/usr/local/tomcat/content/las/conf/server. Most files are read from
the TDS, and the configure file gives the URL. For example, the atmospheric model
output, WRF, for the Hawaiian Islands has a configuration file wrf_hi.xml, and the
TDS URL is given in the datasets tag:
<datasets>
<wrf_hi name="WRF Hawaii Regional Atmospheric Model"
url="http://lawelawe.soest.hawaii.edu:8080/thredds/dod
sC/hioos/model/atm/wrf_hi/WRF_Hawaii_Regional_Atmosphe
ric_Model_best.ncd">
The xml file also contains tags for variable names and attributes (if necessary). It is
also possible to put data into LAS without reading from a TDS.
b)
example usage
The interface for LAS is http://oos.soest.hawaii.ed/las. Error! Reference source
not found. shows the top page. The first step is to “choose dataset” using the box in
the upper left corner. When clicked, this brings up the entire list of data. For this
example, the data set chosen is the ROMS output for the Hawaiian Islands (Figure
39). Once selected, the data set variables are displayed; for this example, salinity
was chosen.
The resulting page (Figure 40) shows the variable selected as a color shaded plot. In
the top left corner a user can change the domain either through click-drag (select
the square icon above the map) or by entering the latitude and longitude ranges in
the boxes below the map.
The default for data of this type is a lat/lon map view. If a different plot is selected,
however, the options and map change. For example, if a time-series is desired (and
selected), the user can only enter a single point in the map (again either via click or
entering lat/lon values in the boxes), and the “Date” pull-down changes from a
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single time to a start and end time. LAS will recognize the data dimensions when
loaded, so data without lat/lon ranges will only permit time-series plotting, or if
data do not have depth attributes, depth profiles aren’t listed as options.
Once all the desired ranges are selected, a plot is generated by selecting the “Update
Plot” box along the top. There are more selections at the top menu to animate the
plot, export to Google Earth, save, print, etc.

Figure 38. The PacIOOS LAS main page.
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Figure 39. Data selection menu in the LAS.

Figure 40. Example LAS plot.
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2.
DChart
DChart is a web-browsing tool usually used to subset and display in situ profile data,
although it can be used to display and save data from any OPeNDAP source. It was
developed by Joe Sirot at NOAA's Pacific Marine Environmental Lab (PMEL). DChart
comes with DAPPER and thus the data sets served are usually associated with the
DAPPER database. It can read data from the local archive (via DAPPER) or from a
remote OPeNDAP server. It then provides the user with options to select certain
profiles (geographically, or temporally), variables and time ranges. The output
formats include a NetCDF download, a data display in the browser or via Google
Earth and/or Google Map. Figure 41 is an example view of the PacIOOS DChart.

Figure 41. DChart page showing an example data set (temperature vs. salinity for a near shore sensor).

a)
configuration
DChart comes bundled with DAPPER and is a subdirectory under the DAPPER
directory structure. DChart gets started when DAPPER is started, and the files that
control DChart are in a subdirectory of DAPPER (/usr/local/dapper/dchart).
b)
example usage
The user first selects a data set (the list is generated from data in DAPPER). Once
selected, the options change accordingly. For example, the variable list is generated
based on the data. A location map is given in the upper left to show where the data
are collected. The center panel gives options for setting the plot type. Users can
choose a time-series, property vs. property, or to save the data to a file. Panels on
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the right are then updated given the type of plot selected. There are panels to select
the variable of choice and sliders to select time and spatial ranges. Finally, the plot
is generated by clicking on the “plot selected” tab.
Once the figure is shown, there are options to zoom and/or pan the image by
clicking on the arrows. If instead of a figure the option to “export data” is selected, a
popup will give users the options to save the data in a specific format.
3.

ERDDAP

The ERDDAP server, described earlier, acts as both a data service and as a data
browsing tool. Section C2 gives the details of ERDDAP.
4.

Voyager (Data Viewer)

The core data-browsing tool is the Hawaii Data Viewer. This is a map-based tool for
displaying data as overlays. The viewer, developed by John Maurer, uses the Google
Map API as foundation for the overlays. The view was initially developed to show
the PacIOOS assets in the Hawaiian Islands, and thus has been called the Hawaii
Data Viewer, but technically it can be used to show any geographic location. The
viewer is linked to the web pages when the Hawaiian Islands group pages are active,
or directly at http://www.soest.hawaii.edu/hioos/map/.
Figure 12 shows the viewer with the default background. The list on the left
contains all the available layers. Some are static datasets or premade images, others
are generated and updated by feeds from remote servers, and still others are
generated from the PacIOOS servers. The list is ever-growing, but includes:
• doppler radar: live feeds from the National Weather Service, the maps get
updated every 2 minutes; options include short-range reflectivity, velocity,
precipitation, etc.
• hazards
o air quality
o drought
o earthquakes
o emergency shelters
o flood hazard zones
o tsunami evac zones
o tsunami heights
o unexploded ordnance
o volcanoes
• nautical charts
• bathymetry (depth)
• waves
o PacIOOS wave buoys
o NDBC buoys
o CDIP wave buoys
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•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

tide and water level
o DART stations
o IOC stations
o NOS shore stations
surface currents (HFR)
satellite data
o ASCAT
o AVHRR
o GOES
o Jason
o SeaWifs
o MODIS
o QuikSCAT
weather forecast
surf forecast
tide forecast
ocean forecast
maritime boundaries
o three nautical miles
o territorial sea
o contiguous zone
o EEZ
geographic boundaries
o antemeridian
o equator
o international date line
o prime meridian
o tropic of cancer
o tropic of capricorn
navigation
o aids to navigation (beacons, buoys, lighthouses, lights)
o boating facilities (anchorage areas, commercial harbors, launch
ramps, mooring buoys, pier only, small boat harbors)
o FADs
o Obstructions
o Ship locations
o Ship routes
seafloor infrastructure
o dumping sites (dumping, discontinued, explosives)
o sewer lines
o underwater cables
fish and wildlife
o monk seals
protected areas
o bottom fish areas
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•

•
•

o Coconut Island
o Conservation districts
o Fish replenishment
o Fisheries management
o Kaho’olawe
o National monument
o Natural area reserve
o Whale sanctuary
o Wildlife refuge
o Wildlife sanctuary
benthic habitats
o biology
o geomorphology
o geography
water quality
o nearshore sensors
o water quality buoys
o water quality sites
water resources
o stream gauges
o rain gauges
ocean observatories
o HOT
o Kilo Nalu

Figure 42. Hawaii Data Viewer top page.
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The viewer has many features for modifying or interacting with layers. Most of
these are available via options on the page, and some are internal features (for
example, [shift-click-drag] will zoom to a specified region). Of the page options,
there are three types: layout options at the top, drawing at the lower left, and dataspecific options.
At the top of the page are quick-zoom options to specific islands and beaches (note
that zoom-to-beach is not yet implemented). Also along the top of the viewer is an
option to cycle through domains (arrows), and a “link” box. This box allows users to
save, via a single URL, the map with all parameters and overlays (for example a user
can zoom to a certain area, overlay specific data, and then save the result as a URL to
reproduce the image). This link can either be emailed to another user or saved as a
link in a web page. Finally, consistent with the Google Map API, the basemap can be
changed to a satellite, terrain or map view.
In the lower left corner are another set of options. These allow the user to draw
latitude and longitude grid lines, click on a point to get range lines, draw a line to
show distance, or draw a polygon to get area. There are also links to clear these or
change units.
Finally, each data set has it’s own set of options once displayed. These include, for
example, changing the transparency of an overlay, changing color ranges, animation,
etc.
5.
Explorer (GeoServer)
Geospatial data services, including the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) standards
Web Map Service (WMS), Web Feature Service (WFS) and Web Coverage Service
(WCS) are available via the PacIOOS GeoServer.
GeoServer is an open-source server written in Java that allows users to share and
edit geospatial data. Designed for interoperability, it publishes data from any major
spatial data source using open standards. GeoServer has evolved to become an easy
method of connecting existing information to Virtual Globes such as Google Earth
and NASA World Wind as well as to web-based maps such as OpenLayers, Google
Maps and Bing Maps. GeoServer functions as the reference implementation of the
OGC WFS standard, and also implements the WMS and WCS specifications.
GeoServer reads a variety of formats, including PostGIS43, Shapefiles, GeoTIFF, etc.,
and through standard protocols it can produce KML, GML, Shapefile44, GeoRSS, PDF,
PostGIS is an open-source program that adds support for geographic objects to
the PostgreSQL object-relational database. PostGIS follows the Simple Features for
SQL specification from OGC.
44 OpenLayers is an open source JavaScript library for displaying map data in web
browsers. It provides an API for building rich web-based geographic applications
similar to Google Maps.
43
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GeoJSON, GIF, and more. It also includes an integrated OpenLayers client for
previewing data layers. Figure 13 is a schematic of the service. In the PacIOOS
implementation, the database is Postgres, the interface is PostGIS; the web browser
is OpenLayers.

Figure 43. Schematic representation of GeoServer.

The PacIOOS GeoServer is hosted on separate server machine, and the interface is
found at:
http://pacioos-mapserver2.ancl.hawaii.edu:8080/geoexplorer/index_pacioos.html
Figure 14 shows the default entry page. Note that the PacIOOS web site links to
individual domains via the “dashboard”. For example, if the region “American
Samoa” is selected, then “Pacific Data Explorer” links to the domain of American
Samoa (and not the entire Pacific).
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Figure 44. PacIOOS GeoServer page.

Different data/layers are obtained by selecting the “Overlays” folder. This brings up
a window wherein a user can select data from the PacIOOS database or other
distributed data. At the top are icons that when clicked provide some mapping tools
(print, rulers, metadata, pan, zoom) and a Google Earth option.

C.

Discovery Tools

The ability to search for data and data-services via the web is handled with a Web
Catalog Service (WCS). This type of service works as a link between metadata (both
about data and data services) and user requests to and about data holdings. The
OGC Catalog Service defines common interfaces to discover, browse and query
metadata about data, services and other resources.
In addition to the WCS, a user interface is used to assist in queries. These are
typically composed of maps, pull-downs or fill-in boxes that users enter their search
criteria. The back engine, then, is the CWS that searches both local, and optionally
remote, data catalogs. Data catalogs from remote servers that are access in a catalog
service are referred to as “brokered resources”.
A premium is therefore placed on metadata; having metadata in a recognized
standard allows the data set to be “harvested” by the catalog service. Beyond the
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metadata, the layout, or search process is also done in a standard or specific way.
These “published interfaces” include things like
• CSW/ebRIM-CIM
e-business Registry Information Model
• CSW/ebRIM-EO
• CSW/ISO
• CSW/ISO-GEO
• ESRI-GEOPORTAL
• GENESI-DR
• GI-CAT
• OPENSEARCH
• OPENSEARCH-ESIP
• OPENSEARCH-GEO
• OAI-PMH
And metadata standards are
1. ISO 19115 / 19115 part 2 / 19139 - descriptions of geodata, datasets,
imagery
2. FGDC Content Standard - descriptions of geodatasets
3. FGDC Biological Data Profile - descriptions of biological data
4. Darwin Core - descriptions of biological data
5. DDMS - descriptions of feature types and schemas
6. ABCD - descriptions of species datasets
7. EO-HMA - descriptions of earth observation products
8. Dublin Core - “universal” descriptions of resources
And data-services that handle metadata are:
• ATOM
• CDI
• CORE/SIMPLE
• CSW/CORE, CCMD, ISO, OPENSEARCH, ebRIM, ebRIM-CIM, ebRIM-EO
• DEGREE
• DIF
• DOWNLOAD
• ESRI-GEOPORTAL
• FILE
• GBIF
• GDACS
• GEONETWORK
• GEORSS
• GI-AXE
• GI-CAT
• ISO19115-2
• NCML-CF
• NCML-OD
• NETCDF-CF
• OPENSEARCH
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•
•
•
•
•
•

SOS
STATIC
THREDDS, THREDDS-NCISO, THREDDS-NCISO-PLUS
WAF
WCS/WFS/WMS/WPS
Web20

PacIOOS is currently running two CWS: RAMADDA and GI-CAT. These are described
in more detail next. Eventually one might be dropped depending on experiences.
1.

RAMADDA

The Repository for Archiving, Managing and Accessing Diverse DAta (RAMADDA) is
a catalog service developed at Unidata (like THREDDS). More precisely, it is a
publishing platform and content management system. It can run either in
“standalone” mode (as a command-line program) or via tomcat. PacIOOS initially
ran ramadda-1.1 within tomcat, and it seemed to cause problems with the other
services (tomcat was restarting every day). With the upgrade to ramadda-1.3, the
choice was made to use the standalone version.
a)
configuration
The RAMADDA files are in /usr/local/ramadda-1.3, and it is started by
running:
sh ramadda.sh &
This starts RAMADDA running, and in the program port 8082 is specified (RCF
proxies this). The interface is then available at
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/repository.
There is an administrator login (user name xxx, password is xxx). The
administration page is shown in Error! Reference source not found.. Once logged
in as administrator, new catalog items can be entered and site content and layout
can be changed.
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Figure 45. RAMADDA Administration page.

The options are folder, file, link, home page, server-side files, remote ftp and
opendaplink.
b)
example usage
RAMADDA is organized around a hierarchical collection of Folders and Entries. You
can open a folder by clicking on its folder icon. Mousing over an entry of folder will
show a small popup icon listing entries in that item; clicking on it will show more
detailed information.
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Figure 46. Example RAMADDA data page.

Files may be added individually, or via the administrative page through the TREDDS
catalog. For PacIOOS we just load the TDS catalog.
The main use of RAMADDA is to search for data. This is initiated via the “search”
option at the top.
2.

GI-CAT

GI-CAT is a broker catalog service made by ESSI-Lab. It allows clients to discover
and evaluate geo-information resources over a federation of data sources. It also
publishes different catalog interfaces, allowing different clients to use the service.
This is a relatively new utility employed by PacIOOS, so it is not yet fully operational.
In addition to the catalog service, GI-CAT comes with a web-based data search tool
call GI-portal.
a)
configuration
The configuration of GI-CAT is done on-line using GI-conf. The configurator is linked
off the main GI-CAT page, or directly at http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/gi-cat/giconf/index.html. Once logged in, the configuration tool allows for “global settings”
and configuration. The global settings include password and endpoint for GI-CAT;
homepage title, subtitle and logo; proxy and harvesting settings. Initially, only the
endpoint has been changed from default to http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/gi-cat.
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The configure page starts with “configurations”. The “PacIOOS” configuration was
added using “new”. Once created, the configuration was “opened” and modified to
have specific “published interfaces” and “brokered resources”. The former include
CSW/ISO, GI-CAT, ESRI-GEOPORTAL and OPENSEARCH; the latter includes the
specific catalogs that are brokered (at present just the PacIOOS TDS and
GeoNetwork). Figure 47 shows an example configuration page.

Figure 47. GI-CAT configuration page for PacIOOS .

Each individual brokered resource, as added, requires a title, endpoint, type and
harvester schedule. Figure 48 shows an example. The key is the “endpoint field”,
which is typically the TDS catalog page, or in the case of GeoNetwork, the csw page.
Since it takes a long time to harvest the entire PacIOOS catalog, individual items
were added. This list will certainly be modified and expanded as the catalog service
becomes better understood.
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Figure 48. Example settings for a brokered resource (CoastWatch TDS catalog).

b)
example usage
The usage of GI-CAT is mainly via the application GI-portal. GI-portal accesses the
harvested catalogs in GI-CAT and provides an interface for users to search for data
by variable name, location (lat/lon), or time. At present this tool just responds with
metadata information, unlike RAMADDA that provides the links to the actual data
services. It is unclear at this point how useful this will be.
3.

GeoNetwork

D.

Web pages

The PacIOOS web pages are obviously the key component of the entire endeavor,
and creation and maintenance of these falls upon the DMG. Data services are also
integrally tied to the web pages, so data services and web services work together.
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The web pages essentially went through three iterations. The first was put together
by an ad-hoc group of local developers, including Sharon DeCarlo, Paul Johnson, Jim
Potemra, Peter Hacker, Marcie Grabowski and others. These initial web pages were
organized around the four themes, and data services were limited.

Figure 49. Initial PacIOOS (then HiOOS) web page.

Later, mainly through input and design ideas from Doug Luther, the pages were
redone to address specific user groups (Figure 17). The top page had links for
surfers, swimmers, etc. The pages were developed by Chip Fletcher’s programmer
(Chyn Lim). Users would self-identify and find information about particular topics.
These pages were confusing to some, much appreciated by others.
In mid-2010, Jennifer Patterson (formerly with the Kilo Nalu project) was hired to
completely revamp the HIOOS pages, in the process convert everything to the
PacIOOS brand, and develop the real-time data quality pages. The current pages
have a consistent format that includes a “dashboard” for each region.
The pages are all served from lawelawe and are proxied as
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu, or equivalently, http://pacioos.org (the latter
purchased from GoDaddy.com). There are three main features on the web site:
regional “dashboards” that appear when specific regions are selected, IOOS general
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content at the bottom of the page (links to other regions and partners), and menus
along the top.

Figure 50. Second version of the PacIOOS web page (still referred to as HiOOS).

The dashboards include real-time and forecast information about local tides,
weather, waves, etc.

Figure 51. PacIOOS top page (http://pacioos.org).
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The menus at the top provide links to all the subsequent pages. One of these, “Focus
Areas”, contains information about the main groups, i.e., water quality, ocean
conditions, modeling, etc.
Another important link is “Data Access”, which provides links to the data servers,
browsers and products.

E.

Statistics

An important metric for the PacIOOS DMS is access statistics. These are separated
between hits to the web page, which are tracked via Google Analytics, and access via
data services. The latter are tracked with AWStats.
Advanced Web Statistics, or AWStats, is a free tool that generates advanced web,
streaming, ftp or mail server statistics, graphically. This log analyzer works as a CGI
or from command line and shows all possible information in the apache log in a
graphical way. It uses a partial information file to be able to process large log files,
often and quickly. It can analyze log files from all major server tools like Apache log
files (NCSA combined/XLF/ELF log format or common/CLF log format), WebStar,
IIS (W3C log format) and a lot of other web, proxy, wap, streaming servers, mail
servers and some ftp servers.
a)
configuration
At present, PacIOOS is not running an ftp server, but AWStats is configured to
analyze the access to TDS, ERDDAP, SOS, LAS, and DChart. Before moving the
PacIOOS server from SOEST (POST-31) to ITS, we would get web logs from RCF.
Now we use our own. These are found in /usr/local/apache/logs and are
named access_log (for the current log). These get “rotated” every month, and
the past four months are saved (e.g., access_log-20170901.gz will have the
logs for the month of August).
Awstats has a few scripts that will scan and parse the apache log file and get the
statistics and then automatically generate an html file. The first step is to pull out all
the activity for the previous date; this is done using grep on the date field. The
output is written to a file (/usr/local/awstats/logstats/oos.log). Next,
grep is used to “ignore” certain IP addresses known to either be local or from
robots. Finally, two awstats scripts are run, logresolvemerge.pl and
fixhostname.pl.
The resulting ascii file is then further parsed for each server, e.g., TDS-specific calls
are written to tds.log, LAS-specific calls to las.log and so on. Once we have serverspecific files for each time period, awstats.pl is run to produce the web pages
with updated statistics. It should be noted that once this script is run, the
information is saved in /usr/local/awstats/data in a file that has the server
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and date in the name, e.g., awstats122016.pacioos-TDS.txt. If for some
reason the stats need to be re-done, this file will need to be removed.
The entire process is done via the cron job update_http_stats.s that runs
daily at 03:10 (this was done since RCF rotated their logs at 03:09 daily). It updates
AWStats, e.g.,
/usr/local/awstats/wwwroot/cgi-bin/awstats.pl config=pacioos-TDS update
This is run for each configuration file, and there is one for TDS, LAS, Dchart, ERDDAP
and SOS. The configuration files are in /usr/local/awstats/wwwroot/cgibin and have filenames awstats.pacioos-LAS.conf, for the LAS example.
The key lines in this file are specifications (path and filename) for the log file,
domain, hostname and data directory. This file also has the name for the logo
displayed in the web stats page.
b)
example usage
Figure 52 shows an example stats page for the TDS in March. The page contains
statistics for web hits, pages, download amounts, etc.

Figure 52. AWStats page.
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F.

Hardware

For historical reasons, the PacIOOS data server hardware is spread across three
different locations, including ITS, HIG and Keller. Originally, it all started with a
single server (lawelawe) in POST-31. This machine was co-located with the
modeling cluster. In March of 2015 both were moved to the new ITS building.
1. ITS
The original hardware consisted of a single Dell server (PowerEdge 2950) and 40TB
Xyratex RAID array. These were purchased in April 2008 and are referred to as
lawelawe.soest.hawaii.edu, the main PacIOOS data server machine. Since
the move to ITS, the domain name was changed to pacioos.hawaii.edu (IP is
now 128.171.123.50). It is running CentOS-5 and is the main server hosting the
PacIOOS web services, THREDDS, ERDDAP, etc.; basically everything except the
geospatial stuff. Attached via fibre is at 48TB Zyratex (48 bays with 1TB drives)
RAID array.
2. Keller-103
A backup server with attached RAID was purchased in mid-2011. The intent of
these machines were to be the main PacIOOS servers, with lawelawe acting as the
developmental machine. The two servers (Dell PowerEdge R610) were purchased
in July 2011, the two RAID arrays (Infotrend 48-TB enclosures) in May 2011. In
June 2014 a second purchase was made, this for a single Dell server (PowerEdge
R620) and 96TB RAID.
This system is running a virtual server, central.pacioos.hawaii.edu
(128.171.128.2). To get in, need to connect to the VPN 128.171.128.2 (user jimp),
then can ssh using 192.168.100.# or the alternate IP listed below in Table 59:
IP
192.168.100.2
192.168.199.3
192.168.100.9
192.168.100.10
192.168.100.11
192.168.100.12
192.168.100.13
192.168.100.31
192.168.100.32
192.168.100.33
192.168.100.37
192.168.100.39
192.168.100.40
192.168.100.41
192.168.100.42
192.168.100.43
192.168.100.47
192.168.100.48
192.168.100.49

Alt IP

128.171.128.179
128.171.128.6
128.171.128.181

Name
JoeCentOS (Mission Control)
Dell switch
VMA Server
JoeNAS
ESX1
ESX2
ESX3
Infotrend-1
Infotrend-2
Infotrend-3
Clone of SOW
Brocade switch
SonOfLawelawe
Lawelawe_Sr
Matlab_NFS
Kohei GeoServer
PacIOOS_BeachSafety_W2k8
PACIOOS_MAP_SERVER2_W2k8
PACIOOS_PGSQL_DB2_W2k8
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192.168.100.50
192.168.100.58
192.168.100.61
192.168.100.62
192.168.100.63
192.168.100.64
192.168.100.65
192.168.100.101
192.168.100.102
192.168.100.250
192.168.100.252
192.168.100.253
192.168.100.254

128.171.128.3

128.171.128.2-6
128.171.128.178-191

128.171.128.2-p3389

Abe_GeoNode_Ubuntu
PacIOOS1-345
BBL072512_61
BBLVM_62 kilonalu-sharedPW4kn
LawelaweSR
JimP NOAA Fisheries
AT&T XP 32bit
pfSense2 (All)
pfSense176
vSphereCenter5_w2008R2
Windows2012R2HyperV
Cabinet APC bar
Vcenter.pacioos.local

Table 59. PacIOOS VM cluster IP and machine names.

3. HIG-319
There are a number of machines in HIG-319 that were acquired over the past
several years. The oldest machine is a Dell PowerEdge 2950 and runs the BBL
services. This machine was inherited from Geno Pawlak. It handles the Data
Turbine instance. The first purchased machine was initially called pacioos and was
intended to handle all the geospatial services for PacIOOS. This machine is a Dell
PowerEdge R510 and was purchased in February 2010. It runs the geospatial
services (GeoServer, GeoExplorer, GeoNetwork) as well as the Beach Safety Site and
the DBEDT Cable Survey Site. In mid-2014 a set of machines was acquired from the
old EPSCoR grant (machines transferred from UH Hilo).
• Dell PowerEdge 2950 (bbl)
• Dell PowerEdge R510 (geospatial stuff)
• 3 Dell PowerEdge R710
• 2 Dell PowerEdge R210
• 1 Dell PowerEdge 2950
Tag No.

Asset

146393

11453

146394

11483

146723

11637

146724

11642

138148

9549

143198

10080

145245

10677

144614

928

147208
147331

538
452

145783

Description
Infortrend 48TB
RAID array
Infortrend 48TB
RAID array
Server Dell
PowerEdge
Server Dell
PowerEdge
Server Dell
PowerEdge
Xyratex 48TB
RAID array
Server Dell
PowerEdge
Server Dell
PowerEdge
Storage array
with switch
Server Dell
Server Dell
PowerEdge

Mnfctr

Model
No.

Serial No.

In
Service

Cost

Location

Storehouse

24FG1840

ES450000A104900041

5/13/11

14,447.00

Keller

Storehouse

24FG1840

ES450000A104900042

5/13/11

14,447.00

Keller

Dell

R610

26RZXQ1

7/19/11

5,480.64

Dell

R610

26R4YQ1

7/19/11

5,480.64

Keller (pacioos2)
Keller
(lawelawe2)

Dell

3SLG2G1

4/22/08

5,233.03

ITS (lawelawe)

Hitachi

2950 III
UltraStar
STH77088

SHU808110002812

11/5/08

35,462.00

ITS (old RAID)

Dell

R510

2168M1

2/25/10

5,216.64

HIG (pacioos)

Dell

2950

9FF0W31

5/14/09

6,192.77

HIG (epscor)

Dell
Dell

MD3600F
R710

9C4L6S1, DN9ZJN1
FLZ84S1

8/29/11
9/25/11

29,563.75
12,704.09

HIG (epscor)
HIG (epscor)

Dell

R710

GRGFJN1

HIG (epscor)
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Server Dell
PowerEdge
Server Dell
PowerEdge
Server Dell
PowerEdge
Server Dell
PowerEdge
Infortrend 96TB
RAID array

145782

Dell

R710

6562NM1

HIG (epscor)

Dell

R210

6LZJJN1

HIG (epscor)

Dell

R210

7LZJJN1

HIG (epscor)

Dell

R620

Storehouse

11/1/14

5,441

Keller

11/1/14

16,872

Keller

Table 60. PacIOOS data serving machines.

G.

Software

There are many different programs running on the various machines. Error!
Reference source not found. shows a summary of the main programs that are
needed for the data services.
Server/Page
apache-http
apache-tomcat
java
python
THREDDS

LAS

ferret
ncSOS
ERDDAP

Version
2.2.8
8.0.24
1.8.0_60
2.7
4.6.3

8.4 rc2

6.9.5
1.2.1
1.64

Dapper/DChart
GeoServer

GeoWebCache

2.4.8

tbd

Dependency

Do not install Python
3+.
Tomcat 7+
Java 7+

ferret 6.9.5
Tomcat 7+
Java 7+
needs JDK for install
(not just JRE)
TDS
ant 1.8+
TDS
Java 8+
Tomcat (preferably
its own container)

Tomcat
Java
Tomcat
Java 7+
PostgreSQL/PostGIS
other?

Tomcat

Protocol Supported

Machine
lawelawe
lawelawe
lawelawe
lawelawe

OPeNDAP
WMS (ncWMS)
WCS
SOS (ncSOS 1.2.1)
ISO 19115 (ncISO)
NCSS
OPeNDAP (F-TDS)

SOS
OPeNDAP
ISO 19115
FGDC
RSS
ERDDAP REST
WMS (EPSG:4326)
OPeNDAP
WMS
WMS-C
WMTS
TMS
WCS
WFS
GWC
WMS

lawelawe

lawelawe

lawelawe
lawelawe
lawelawe

lawelawe
geo

geo
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Java
GeoExplorer
pycsw

PostgreSQL
PostGIS

custom
1.8.2

9.1.3
(lawelawe)
2.0.0
(lawelawe)

DataTurbine
PHP

5.2.6

WordPress

4.3.1

MySQL
ImageMagick
MapServer

XSLT
Metadata Pages

Status Monitor

Voyager

5.0.67
6.7.9-6
6.0.3

GeoServer
Tomcat
Python 2.6 or 2.7
Apache (cgi-bin OK,
WSGI preferred)
python modules:
lxml, SQLAlchemy,
pyproj, Shapely,
OWSLib.

WMS-C
WMTS
TMS
geo
CSW

lawelawe

SQL

lawelawe
geo
lawelawe
geo

PostgreSQL 9.1.3
geos-3.3.3
json-c-0.9

lawelawe
PHP
MySQL
LZMA compression
-disable-openmp?
Apache
PostgreSQL/PostGIS
libpng, freetype 2.x,
GD (libgd) 2.0.29+,
zlib, libproj, libcurl,
OGR, GDAL, AGG,
libtiff, libgeotiff,
libjpeg, GEOS 4.10+,
libxml, libpq
Python libxml2
Python libxslt
XSLT (Python
libxml2 and libxslt)
TDS (ncISO)
ISO 19115
sendmail
Apache
Python:
scipy.io.netcdf,
netCDF4.
TDS
ERDDAP
MapServer
GeoServer
Python
ImageMagick
MySQL
PostGIS/PostgreSQL
CasperJS

SOL
lawelawe
lawelawe
WMS
WCS
WFS

lawelawe

lawelawe
lawelawe

lawelawe

lawelawe
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Voyager Mobile
Kiosks

Shoreline Change
Beach Safety
Cable Survey
Sentinel Site
Shark Tracks
Ocean Acidification
Sea Level Rise
Coral Cover
Habitat Blueprint

ICAC
Waianae Ordnance
Fukushima
Mamala Bay
Weather Stations
Wave Gliders Page

wget, curl.
ingest crons
Voyager
Git (for PhoneGap >
iOS app)
Troy’s PHP
TDS
John’s kiosk.py and
get_weather.py
(Apache cgi-bin)
GeoServer

Voyager Mobile
Voyager
John’s
get_co2_data.py cron
GeoServer
GeoServer
GeoServer
TDS
MapServer
ImageMagick
GeoServer

ERDDAP

lawelawe
lawelawe

SOL
lawelawe
lawelawe
lawelawe
lawelawe
lawelawe
lawelawe

lawelawe
lawelawe
lawelawe
lawelawe
lawelawe
lawelawe

Table 61. Data server versions and requirements.
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X.

PacIOOS Projects

As PacIOOS evolved from instrument deployment and model development, the
coincident data infrastructure became robust to the point where PacIOOS could host
individual project pages. These were envisioned as web instances for fixed-term,
self-contained efforts. Ongoing data collection or products still get handled in the
main PacIOOS DMS, but the project pages were setup to handle “one-off” type tools
and services.

A.

Hawaiian Islands Sentinel Site

URL: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/projects/hawaiisentinel/index.php
I can’t remember when this was done, or who did it, but it is a series of flat web
pages describing the Hawaiian Islands Sentinel Site Cooperative (SSC).

B.

Waianae Ordnance Reef

URL: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/projects/waianae/waianaeoverview.php
This page was a simple way to allow distribution of some data collected off the
Waianae Coast in 2009. The project involved Margaret McManus, Brian Powell, and
others. The main project was done under the direction of NOAA’s Office of Response
and Restoration (ORR). ORR was required to provide the data on a public URL, so
PacIOOS was asked to host the site. The page was designed simply to provide the
data. The descriptions and maps are all static, and data are available by rightclick/save-as.
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C.

Radionuclide around Hawaii

URL: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/projects/fukushima/index.php
PacIOOS was “contracted” by Henrietta Dulaiova (UH/G&G) to distribute her results
regarding radionuclide measurements in the Pacific following the Tohoku
earthquake and Fukushima power plant problems. This set of pages has some data
and flat html. It was funded via recharge, and Henrietta decided on the page content
and layout. This was the first set of pages to be done via recharge.

D.

Tiger Shark Tracking

URL: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/projects/sharks/
Kim Holland and Carl Meyer at the Hawaii Institute of Marine Biology (HIMB) have
been working to tag and then track tiger shark movements in Hawaiian waters.
Periodically the group catches, tags and releases sharks. The tags report via satellite
when the animal is at the surface and the data are then updated manually.
The first step is to convert distances into miles per hour to ensure the locations are
realistic. This is done using functions in an existing Excel spreadsheet (there are
instructions on the server to create a new spreadsheet in case it’s needed).
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Originally the data were transmitted via email to two different accounts (HAWAII
BILLFISH and sharktracker), and there were two different excel sheets with data
depending on where the data came from. This was done daily at 14:00 HST. The email service was shut down in late 2015, and now data need to be retrieved from
the Wildlife Computer web site.
As of November 2015, there were 29 sharks displayed on the PacIOOS website:
1. SharkTracker: 081182, 133361, 133362, 133363, 133365, 133366, 133367,
133368, 133369, 133370, 133371, 133372, 133373
2. HAWAII BILLFISH: 122984, 122985, 132062, 132063, 134780, 137070,
137072, 137073, 137074, 137077, 137078, 137079, 144554, 144555,
144556, 145989
The following sharks are not displayed on the PacIOOS Website, and no longer need
to be screened. They are either hammerhead tracks or "floaters."
1. Sharktracker: 133364, 082185, 081289
2. HAWAII BILLFISH: 062226, 088778, 095117, 095118, 117936, 122981,
132056, 134781, 139049
Data logs are stored on the PacIOOS GoogleDrive for HAWAII BILLFISH and
Sharktracker (must be given access), or on lawelawe in
/export/lawelawe/pacioos/sharks/DataLogs. Data processing steps
follow.
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Figure 53. Top page of shark tracking project.

Download data:
1. Go to: http://my.wildlifecomputers.com/
• e-mail address: xxx
• password:xxx
2. Once logged in, click the "View Data" tab on the upper left, if it's not already
selected (it should be selected by default). You should see a table with all
the tags that Dr. Holland/Meyer have. The columns will be labeled with
Program #, PTT, Serial, Decoded As, etc.
3. Sort according to the 8th column (Last Data Date) so that the most recent
dates are at the top.
4. If the last data date is more recent than the last fix for the appropriate shark,
select the row by clicking the checkbox on the left. The bottom of the page
should show two tabs: “Summary” and “Map”. If you click on the Summary,
you will be able to view the summary data for each tag. To make sure that
new ARGOS data (not Mote data) have been recorded, scroll down to the
"Argos Doppler Summary" on the right hand column. This will give you the
last location date, coordinates, and class.
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5. Select all rows/tags that need to be updated by checking their appropriate
boxes.
6. Click the blue Download button on the top left of the table. This will
download a zip file to your computer. If more than one tag is selected, it will
download as a 'batch' file. Otherwise, it will download with the name of the
tag for which you selected. It is recommended that these be saved to a local
computer's Download folder and then deleted each day after having updated
the site, so there is no confusion as to which folder is the most recent.
7. Unzip the file. Each tag folder should contain .csv files for -All, -Argos, Corrupt, -Labels, -Locations, -RawArgos, -Status, -Summary, as well as .kmz,
.txt, etc. files. The main file is the Argos.csv file.
Converting data:
1. A python script was written to strip the data from its original .csv format to
one that can be directly ingested in the PacIOOS Tiger Shark page.
2. Open terminal and change your directory to the one that holds the __Argos.csv file.
3. sftp pacioos@lawelawe.pacioos.hawaii.edu (password: xxx)
4. cd /export/lawelawe/pacioos/sharks
5. This should contain the most recent .csv and .txt files for the sharks. It will
also contain csv2argos.py (which will convert the .csv to .txt)
6. Add the appropriate .csv file to the folder (put __-Argos.csv). If there is
already a .csv file with the same name, go ahead and overwrite it to the most
recent version.
7. Close out of the sftp and ssh to the same directory.
8. Convert the .csv file into the ingestible .txt file
.csv2argos.py __-Argos.csv > __-Argos.txt
9. View the new .txt file and make sure that it has the most recent data
vi __-Argos.txt
10. Check this against the raw .csv file you downloaded (you will have to sort it
in excel) to make sure it is correct.
11. The new data should look like this:
133366 Date : 24.09.15 18:51:44
: 20.9581N Lon2 : 156.4095W
133366 Date : 24.09.15 19:46:09
: 20.9326N Lon2 : 156.3635W

LC : B

IQ : Lat1 : 20.9581N

Lon1 : 156.4095W

Lat2

LC : B

IQ : Lat1 : 20.9326N

Lon1 : 156.3635W

Lat2

Add data to log:
Since the previous data were obtained by two e-mails, there are two excel logs for
2015 and prior. Once the new year begins, it will be easiest to compile all data into
one succinct excel file. Each year has its own excel file. Each month is given its
own tab in each file. This allows efficient sorting of the data. The first sheet in each
excel should be a general overview of the sharks in circulation, including field data
by Dr. Holland/Meyer, if provided. There should also be a Distance Formula sheet
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with the appropriate conversion formulas. If this has been lost or needs to be recreated, scroll to the bottom of this document for directions.
Each sheet (month) should have the following column headers:
A1 = ID (the shark's ID number, ex: 133366)
B1 = Date (the date of the location fix in the format dd.mm.yy)
C1 = Time (the time of the location fix in hh:mm:ss)
D1 = LC (the accuracy of the location fix, can be Z, B, A, 0, 1, 2, 3 - will explain
later)
E1 = Lat1 (the first lat coordinate provided, ex: 20.9326N)
F1 = Lon1 (the first long coordinate provided, ex: 156.3653W)
G1 = Lat2 (the second lat coordinate, same format)
H1 = Lon2 (the second long coordinate, same format)
1. Fill in the appropriate information on the excel document.
• Enter dates as dd.mm.yy (this will help with sorting)
• Enter times as hh:mm:ss (military time)
2. Select all the data in the spreadsheet and sort by column A (ID) from A to Z,
then by column B (Date) by Z to A, then by column C (Time) by Z to A. This
will sort the data so that the most recent locations for each tag group are on
the top.
Screening the data:
1. The color coding system is interpreted as follows:
• red text = point is on land, disregard altogether
• orange text = point is not within the range of swim speed for the shark, or
the point is a Z class
• black text, no fill = point has not been added to the live page (possibly
because it is not a permitted shark)
• green fill = point has passed all tests and has been added to the live page
successfully
2. Use column G to write various notes about the data:
• g = passed all tests, good to go for entry into live page
• too fast = point is not within the range of swim speed for the shark
• z class = point is in the Z class and not accurate enough to put on the live
page
• g, but wait = passed all tests but only barely; wait for more data to
confirm
Test for points on land:
1. Go to the Shark Track Entry Tool: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/cgibin/shark.py
• username: pacioos
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• password xxx
2. Copy and paste each coordinate group into the text box individually:
- ex.
133366 Date : 24.09.15 18:51:44 LC : B IQ :
Lat1 : 20.9581N Lon1 : 156.4095W Lat2 : 20.9581N Lon2 : 156.4095W
3. Click "preview." This will give you one (or two) markers on a Google Map.
Sometimes ARGOS points give two different coordinates. One will be very
deep into the Pacific, away from the MHI. Ignore this point and focus on the
one closest to the MHI.
4. If the point (or points) are on land, color the appropriate entry in the excel
sheet in red. You may have to zoom in to determine whether the points are
actually on land or just in very shallow water.
5. Continue through all the new points for each shark. DO NOT ADD ANY
SHARKS TO VOYAGER YET.
Test for swim speed:
1. Once points have been coded in red, ignore them for the remainder of data
entry.
2. If any points have the "LC" Z, change the text color to orange, and make a
note. Ignore them for the remainder of data entry.
3. Find the most recent "green" location for the tag you are evaluating.
4. Copy and paste the coordinates of this location into the 'Distance Formula'
sheet. Make sure that you are using the correct point if two are provided. If
you are unsure which is "correct," copy and paste the original data from the
.txt to the Shark Track Entry Tool. Click on the point closest to the MHI to find
the coordinates, but DO NOT add this point to Voyager yet.
5. Remove the "N" and "W" designations from the coordinates in the Distance
Formula sheet.
6. Convert the time of the most recent "green" location to hours and enter this
into C2.
• ex. 15:20:00 will change to 15.33 (Make an educated guess if the time is
between those in the chart).
7. Copy and paste the first in-water coordinate after the last "green" location
(A3, B3)
8. Remove the "N" and "W" designations from the coordinates in the Distance
Formula sheet.
9. Convert the time of this newer location to hours and enter this into C3. Note:
If the newer location has a different date than the last green point, you will
need to add 24 hours to this hour time.
• ex. Last green location = 01.01.15 2:45:00; next location = 02.01.15
1:30:00 C2 = 2.75; C3 = 24.5 (NOT 1.5)
10. Look at G2: Does the number exceed +/- 4? If so, the point exceeds the
average accepted swim speed for the shark, so highlight the entry in the
monthly sheet in orange and write a comment that it is too fast. If not, the
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point is within the average swim speed for the shark, so comment with a "g"
in the monthly sheet.
11. Repeat with the rest of the points, changing the most recent "green" location
to the most recent location that has passed the speed test.
NOTE: Sometimes you will get two points for one time, or a series of points that are
so close together that some may pass this test and others may not. In these cases,
revert to the LC locations of each sharks and make your best judgment as to which
would provide the most accurate location fix. Discrepancies like these are why we
only write notes as to whether the locations have passed the speed test and don't
directly add them to Voyager. Sometimes shuffling must occur.
The hierarchy for the LC (location class) accuracy from least accurate to most
accurate is as follows:
• Z = error estimates too large to provide distinct range (most often doesn't
even provide coordinates)
• B = error estimates too large to provide distinct range, but may still be
accurate
• A = error estimates too large to provide distinct range, but may still be
accurate
• 0 = the location has an error radius of >1,500 m (the shark could actually
be 1,600 m away from the point)
• 1 = the location has an error radius of 500-1500 m (the shark could
actually be 500-1500 m away from the point)
• 2 = the location has an error radius of 250-500 m (the shark could
actually be 250-500 m away from the point)
• 3 = the location has an error radius of <250 m (the shark is within 250 m
of the point)
LCs are derived from the location of the satellite at the time at which the tag was
detected. LC 3 denotes a time in which the satellite was directly overhead and could
get an accurate fix of the shark; LC B denotes a time in which the satellite was
probably at the horizon and could get the fix of the shark but it may not be accurate.
Sometimes even the highest LCs are on land. If so, ignore them. If two points are
recorded at the same time, choose the one with the highest LC. If two points are
close in time and show discrepancies in swim speed, choose the one with the highest
LC. If two points are close in time and show discrepancies in swim speed but have
the same LC, choose the one that is closest to the last "green" location.
Add data and tracks to Voyager:
1. Once you have documented all the correct points to add to voyager, return to
the Shark Track Entry Tool.
• http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/cgi-bin/shark.py
• username: pacioos
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• password:
2. Copy and paste the coordinate block into the text box as it appears in the .txt
file.
• Once again, do this individually.
• Make sure to only add sharks that are approved for live entry (Has Dr.
Holland/Meyer given the okay?)
3. Click "preview."
4. Click the location of the point you would like to add to the page and click
"send to Voyager." You will get a loading circle where the "send to Voyager"
button used to be. The first point of the day always takes a while to sync.
Sometimes you may get a javascript error. To avoid these, click/drag the map
around every so often as the first point is being ingested.
5. If successful, you should get a notification at the bottom of the page, with an
option to add another point or to view the point in Voyager.
6. Once successful, highlight the appropriate data entry in the monthly excel in
green.
7. Continue until all new data points have been successfully added.
8. Check that the most recent points have been added to the PacIOOS Tiger
Shark Tracking Page
(http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/projects/sharks/). If you notice issues
here (sharks that shouldn't be there, location not updating correctly, etc.)
contact John Maurer (jmaurer@hawaii.edu).
9. Log out of the Shark Track Entry Tool.
Miscellaneous notes:
1. John Maurer (jmaurer@hawaii.edu) has made directions that are
available on the PacIOOS wiki for how to remove bad points (in case, for
example, something was added in error)
(https://sites.google.com/site/hioosdmac/voyager/removing-bad-tigershark-locations)
2. John can also remove points if needed.
3. If new sharks have been ok’d for addition to the page, make sure you get the
original tagging location and time and the TL (total length) of the individual
from Dr. Holland/Meyer. Next, e-mail John Maurer
(jmaurer@hawaii.edu) with this information and wait for his 'okay' to
begin actually adding the points to the page. You may begin filtering the data
before this time.
4. If the original excel sheet has been lost and a new one is needed:
a. Create new excel sheet with the following column headers:
• A1 = Latitude
• B1 = Longitude
• C1 = Time
• D1 = Slope(deg)
• E1 = Slope(miles)
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b.
c.

d.

e.
f.

g.

E.

• F1 = Time Difference(hours)
• G1 = Rate(mph)
Enter lat/long coordinates as they appear in the text file into A2, B2
and A3, B3.
Enter the time (after converted to hours) in C1 and C2. Here are the
correct time conversions (I suggest adding this table somewhere on
the sheet for easy access):
Minutes
Hour Decimal Value
5
0.08
10
0.17
15
0.25
20
0.33
25
0.42
30
0.50
35
0.58
40
0.67
45
0.75
50
0.83
55
0.92
In D2, you should have the following formula:
=SQRT(((A3-A2)^2)+((B3-B2)^2))
This provides a slope between the two coordinates (the minimum
amount of distance the shark would have traveled to get from point A
to point B).
In E2, you should have the following formula:
=D2*69
This converts the slope from degrees to miles.
In F2, you should have the following formula:
=(C2-C3)
This provides a numerical value for the amount of time it took the
shark to swim from A to B.
G2, you should have the following formula:
=E1/F1
This provides a mph value for the minimum amount of time the shark
could have swam from A to B.

Sea Level Rise Inundation Risk

URL: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/projects/slr/
Among the impacts associated with climate change is the threat of rising sea levels.
Recent projections of global sea level rise (SLR) estimate an increase of up to 1
meter or higher above current sea levels. This is of particular concern to low-lying
coastal communities and ecosystems which are exposed to a variety of coastal
hazards, such as tsunamis and hurricanes. These hazards and the resulting risk to
coastal areas can be exacerbated by SLR. A thorough risk and vulnerability
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assessment includes the mapping of inundation and an analysis of social and
economic impacts as a result of SLR and associated coastal hazards.
In late 2013 PacIOOS received some funding through UH SeaGrant as part of a
Coastal Storms project. Dolan Eversole provided some layers that he wanted to be
displayed in an interactive viewer.

Figure 54. Sea level rise project page.

F.

Ocean Acidification

URL: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/projects/acidification/
Ocean acidification (OA) was identified as a key issue within IOOS, and PacIOOS was
encouraged to serve OA-relevant data. The only PacIOOS assets that were
measuring OA parameters (e.g., pH, CO2, etc.) were the water quality buoys. These
data (at least for the DeCarlo buoys) go to NOAA/PMEL for analysis and distribution,
so instead of releasing OA data, it was decided to develop a set of project pages for
OA and present data/information from all the buoys in the Pacific. Most are
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maintained by PMEL and the data come from there. The buoys that are currently
available are:
Hawaii: WQBAW, WQBKN, CRIMP, Kaneohe, WHOTS
FSM: Chuuk, FSM
TAO: 110°W, 125°W, 140°W, 155°W, 170°W, 165°E, 8°S 165°E (unless
specified, the latitude is on the equator, 0)

Figure 55. Top page for ocean acidification project.

All the OA pages are in the lawelawe web directory
(/usr/local/apache/htdocs) in projects/acidification. The data are
read from the PMEL site by scripts in /export/lawelawe1/co2/. The data, once
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downloaded, are passed through to DataTurbine using the script co2_update.sh.
This script is in /export/lawelawe/marciath/co2_buoys and is run via cron
every hour at 15 past the hour. Next, the script putdata_co2_DTarchive.sh
is run on the BBL server (/home/kilonalu/dataFromLawelawe/) at 20 past
the hour to put the data into the archive and RBNB sides of DT. Note that this script
runs putdate_CO2BUOY_DTarchive.sh then CO2BUOY-recreate-DTchannel.sh to insert into real-time feed and then creates a .dat file to put into
the archive portion of DT).
The next step is to update the web pages. The initial script is
/usr/local/apache/htdocs/pacioos/projects/acidification/data/run_co2.sh

run at 03:00 HST. This script adds the most recent data to the text files in this
directory. The dynamic plots (done with DyGraphs) then read from these text files.
The script run_co2.sh runs two additional scripts: co2_getdata.sh to reformat
the CO2 buoy data from PMEL and save it in the data subdirectory, and then
co2_getrecent.sh to grab the very last line in the files from
/export/lawelawe1/co2/, which would be the latest data from the buoys.
Each CO2 buoy has a .php and .js named after the buoy all located in the
acidification subdirectory. The javascript helps with reading the data and creating
the google map with location. Fancy plotting is using dygraphs
(http://dygraphs.com/). The textfile with all current buoy data is read in and
plotted (data from the ./data folder)

G.

Hawaii Coral Cover

URL: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/projects/coral/
Researchers Erik Franklin and Megan Donohue at the Hawaii Institute of Marine
Biology (HIMB) did some work on forecasting coral coverage in the Hawaiian
Islands based on climate models. This was an unfunded project, but PacIOOS was
able to display their results via a web viewer.
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Figure 56. Coral cover in Hawaii project page.

H.

Mamala Bay

URL: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/projects/malama/mamalaoverview.php
In late 2008 Jim Potemra met with Brian Taylor (Dean, SOEST) and Ross Tanimoto
(Director of City and County Department of Environmental Services). Ross
explained that the Division of Environmental Quality was looking to contract to
UHM for the management of data collected near outfall sites. These data are
collected roughly four times per year, but it was not known where the data were
kept. Ross wanted HIOOS (at the time) to track down these data, store them on local
HIOOS machines, and provide the City with access. Brian Taylor estimated an
annual cost of $50,000.
In early 2009 Chris Ostrander began working with UH (mostly Jennifer Teramoto)
and City and County personnel (Cleveland Jaramilla) to establish a memo of
agreement for this work. This process was very long and involved, and during
which CJ (Cleveland) left the City and Lesley Toyota took over. Ultimately the
“grant” was put in place and provided HIOOS with $50,000 per year for five years,
starting in February 2010 (so period of performance was Feb 2010 through Feb
2015). The project was entitled “Management of City and County of Honolulu Water
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Quality and Oceanographic Data." Money didn’t actually start arriving until early
2011.
During this time Jim met with CJ (Feb 2010) and separately with Lesley (May 2011).
It became clear that they did not know where the data were or even what the
purpose of this project was. Jim and Lesley decided since the original data could not
be tracked down, instead HIOOS would focus on collecting and hosting the data
collected during the Mamala Bay study of 1995. This study includes, among other
things, data from the outfall sites and was partly funded by the City.
Funds from the “grant” were ultimately used to support quality control of water
quality measurements from HIOOS, specifically personnel in DeCarlo’s group. This
was then discontinued in July of 2013. Eventually Jim removed himself from this
project and Chris Ostrander became PI for the funds (request through JIMAR in
August 2013). It is not clear what deliverables came from this effort.
The City’s Division of Environmental Quality provides essential services for the
collection, treatment and disposal of treated wastewater for the majority of
businesses and residences on the island of Oahu. Currently, the department owns
and operates nine wastewater treatment plants, of which three discharge to
underground injection wells (Paalaa Kai, Kahuku and Waimanalo Wastewater
Treatment Plants (WWTPs), one discharge to a inland water body (Wahiawa
WWTP) and four to ocean submerged outfalls (Sand Island, Honouliuli, Waianae and
Kailua Regional WWTPs). The City also owns and operates a wastewater
reclamation facility at Laie.
As required by the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
permits of the Sand Island, Honouliuli, Waianae and Kailua Regional WWTPs, the
City’s Oceanographic Team frequently samples the water nears the plant’s
respective ocean outfalls. Samples are analyzed by the City laboratory or its
contracted laboratory. With limited resources, the City currently houses and
manages these data.
In addition, a study was funded in the mid-1990’s to study the coastal waters of
south Oahu (a.k.a., “the Mamala Bay study”). PacIOOS student help took the data
report from this study and produced the Mamala Bay project page. The original
data were found on Pat Caldwell’s archive, and Jim was able to compile all the data
locally in mid-2013. Links to these data are found on the project pages as well.
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Figure 57. Mamala Bay project page.

I.

Liquid Robotics Wave Glider

URL: http://pacioos.org/

The company Liquid Robotics produces a variety of autonomous gliders, and
representatives from LR have served on the PacIOOS governing board. Through this
partnership PacIOOS has served data from a few of their glider surveys (publically
available data). Through the certification process in late 2015, it was determined
that the data were not properly quality controlled. The decision was then made to
remove the data from the data servers and provide them via a project page.
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Figure 58. Liquid Robotics project page.

J.

Kiosk

In early 2010, JIMAR donated a set of flat panel (essentially 32-inch flat-screen tv’s).
Marcie Grabowski was leading the outreach component of PacIOOS at the time, and
she worked with Jim to use these machines as remote displays (kiosks) that would
highlight PacIOOS activities. The original concept was to create these and set them
up in various locations, e.g., the Honolulu Aquarium, various hotel lobbies, etc. The
original JIMAR donation provided funds for 11 screens, 11 EeeBox minicomputers
and a set of HDMI cables.
The group flounder around for about a year trying to design and deploy these kiosks
(mainly because the data group was busy working on data servers and web page
development). Various groups were engauged to try and assit, including Leon
Geschwind and Matt McBride (NOAA/PSC), Evan (Archinoetics), Brian Chee (UHM)
and others. Finally, in early 2011 a subcontract was put in place to hire Troy Tanner
(UW/APL). Troy had experience with similar devices deployed by NANOOS.
Troy worked on the kiosks from early 2011 (March?) through the middle of 2012.
The code was then turned over to PacIOOS. By July 2014 all the kiosks had been
configured and deployed. The locations are:
1. NOAA Mokupapapa Discovery Center in Hilo
2. University of Guam library
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3. Windward Community College (Kaneohe, Oahu)
4. Windward Mall (Kaneohe, Oahu)
5. Whalers Village (Lahaina, Maui)
6. UH Maui College (new) Science Building (Wailuku, Maui)
7. Maui Ocean Center (Wailuku, Maui)
8. Dolphin Quest (Kona, Hawaii Island)
9. Hawaii State Art Museum (Honolulu, Oahu)
10. Kauai (not yet delivered, but kiosk complete)
11. College of Marshall Islands in Majuro
The philosophy behind the kiosk code was to have everything run on the local
EeeBox, but access the PacIOOS servers when needed. Joe has setup a remote login
and can monitor these remotely. The code resides on lawelawe in a main kiosk
directory with a configuration file (the configuration file contains, among other
things, the abiity to turn on/off the “alert” scroll at the bottom as well as the content
in the alert). The site-specific scripts are then run like normal web page with a
qualifier for the site. For example, the Honolulu kiosk is run using
www.pacioos.org/kiosk/index.php?location=honolulu =kiosk

Alternaltely, there are options to run the kiosk menus on the side (click to select,
mode=web) or to run automatically (kiosk mode):
www.pacioos.org/kiosk/index.php?location=hilo&mode=kiosk

The configuration file config/kiosk.txt has all the information regarding the
pages, timing and overlays. A separate direction, content/ has the site-specific
content such as images. Finally, kiosk/lib/parameters.php contains all of the
parameters necessary to run the kiosk. The most important parameter is
$GLOBALS["PARAMS"]["app_path"] which defines where the kiosk resides relative
to website root.
To update or upload data to a kiosk,
1. turn on tunnelblick to make connection, then log onto the kiosk
2. config/kiosk.txt - switch “location:: default” to that particular location
3. upload to kiosk: var/www/kiosk
4. service apache2 restart (restart the formatting to update the kiosk)
5. can view changes with internet browser (example: http://10.9.0.13/kiosk/)
6. change permissions
7. check alignment on flat screen and adjust if necessary

K.

Water Quality (Focus Area)

URL: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/focus/waterquality/
In an attempt to provide information about water quality (as one of four focus areas
in PacIOOS), a set of web pages were developed. The top page has links to four main
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sections:
1. Water quality platforms
2. Turbidity plume model
3. State water quality measurements
4. AUV surveys
The last of these, the AUV survey page, shows tracks and data from a few REMUS
surveys done in the early days of HIOOS by Geno Pawlak’s group. The AUV is not
longer used.
The second one shows a premade animation made from ROMS forecasts that shows
how a simuation plume advects and disperses out of the Ala Wai Canal. This was
developed to show how the point measurements of water quality from the NSS and
WQB could be used in an integrated product. The model is initialized with NSS
turbidity measurements, and the ROMS model simulates the pathways. The
animations are produced daily and files are simply overwritten to give the most
recent one each day.
The last two links provide information from the PacIOOS and State water quality
measurements. These require more attention as they involve a series of scripts that
need to run regularly. The first
(http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/focus/waterquality/wqplatforms.php)
provides a map-based interface from which users can select a WQB or NSS platform.
Once selected, a pop-up will appear over the map and show the latest measurement
values. Below the map are timeseries plots for that platform, with a pull-down
selection option for the past seven days, the past thirty days, or month-long plots
from the archive.
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Figure 59. Sample page from PacIOOS water quality platform focus area.
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The final link on the water quality focus area provides access to the water quality
data from the City and County Clean Water Branch. The pages provide location
maps, recent data via popup and premade time-series plots. The data are pulled via
cron job (cwb_update.sh) daily at 10:45 HST. The script gets the data from the
PacIOOS ERDDAP server and then runs a Matlab script (cwb_grab_graph.m) to
make the plots (site-specific scripts are first run, e.g., hawaii.m).
In cwb_grab_graph.m: The code loops through every site provided. 150 days of
CWB data is pulled from ERDAPP through the lawelawe server, this is then broken
down into 7 days and 30 days ago (these are saved into textfiles to be read by the
javascript; example: day_7_kauai.txt and day_30_kauai.txt). Data is
plotted for the 150 days (if there is that much available).
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Figure 60. Sample page showing State of Hawaii water quality measurements.

L.

Wave buoys (Focus Area Ocean, Beach and Harbor Conditions)

URL: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/focus/conditions/

Similar to the water quality focus area, a set of pages are organized under the
heading of “Ocean, Beach and Harbor Conditions”. These pages include links to the
beach photos, beach safety site, etc.:
• Today's Beach Photos (Waikiki and Waimea)
• Hawaii Beach Safety Conditions
• Surf Forecast
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•
•
•
•

Harbor Conditions
NOAA Circulation Study at Ordinance Reef
PacIOOS Wave Buoys
Animations of Ocean Model Forecasts

The beach safety site is no longer maintained by PacIOOS and links to the external
site developed by Ben Studer. The surf forecast site goes to an old, experimental site
maintained by Fai Cheung’s group. “Harbor Conditions” is a link to a site developed
by Doug Luther’s group, and it shows water level forecasts for Barber’s Point. The
Ordinance Reef link is to the project page described earlier, and the model
animation link goes to very old animations done by Jim Potemra (a set of GrADS
scripts to generate the plots and javascript to animate them). These are no longer
maintained.
The final link, and probably most used and intricate, is to wave buoy data. Actually,
wave buoy data are offered in two different places on the PacIOOS website, the
dashboard for the different regions and on the Wave buoy pages. The processing is
done in two ways, and the original code was developed by Jerome Aucun and later
refined by Chris Kontoes.
For the dashboard instances, e.g., the Hawaii Conditions at a Glance, Waves tab
(http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/regions/hawaii.php), the wave buoy product
is updated every time the page is opened. These are created using php, css and
javascript codes located in /usr/local/apache/htdocs/pacioos/regions
where regions include Guam (guam.php, guam_waves.js), Hawaii
(hawaii.php, hawaii_waves.js), Marshall Islands (marshall.php,
marshall_waves.js) and American Samoa (samoa.php, samoa_waves.js).
The javascripts uses cgi-bin/get_data.py to grab the wave buoy data and then
sets a color box and adds in the data in the boxes on the dashboard.
The Wave Buoy page (http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/wavebuoy/index.php)
are maintained on lawelawe in a subdirectory called wavebuoy within the PacIOOS
web directory. Each wave buoy has 4 available data graphs that are updated
regularly during the day (4 times a day for the WWIII, 15 minutes for the other
three:
1. observation table
2. wave plot
3. directional spectra (and a spectrum plot is available below this graph on the
page)
4. WaveWatchIII forecast, these are all updated regularly through the day.
Three scripts are automatically run on crontab. First,
run_ww3_ipdate_bull.sh calls
ww3_update_bull.py script to grab the latest bulletins from the noaa site
(http://polar.ncep.noaa.gov/waves); ww3_functions.py has the station lists and
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ww3_plot_bull.py plots the new graph.

Figure 61. Example WWIII forecast time-series for buoy location.

Next, run_update_buoy.sh runs update_buoy.py that calls functions in
buoy_data_func.py (creates data tables, plots wave height/direction/dominant
period) and plot_buoy_spec.py (plots the buoy spectra from data grabbed from
the buoy spectral file).
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Figure 62. Example wave buoy plots/table from web site.

New data are added to the web site as follows:
1. Add the new buoy to the scripts:
/usr/local/apache/htdocs/pacioos/wavebuoy/wb_scripts/
2. In ww3_functions.py, add new buoy in variables 'favs_short' and
'favs_long'(look on the WW3 website to see which bulletin is closest to
the wave buoy)
3. In ww3_plot_bull.py, add new buoy in the load_buoy function, add the
first three letters of the new buoy after
Wai|Ipa|Mok|Bar|Kan|Pau|Kau|Hil|Tan|Rit|Kal|Han|Aun to search for the
data.
4. For more advanced users: you can add the first three letters of your buoy in
the get_swell_window to which ever direction you know the wave spectra
will be coming from.
5. In the plot_WWIII_bull function, add the first three letters of your
buoy to the appropriate time zone and further down add an 'elif
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re.compile('NEW').search(location): ' and etc to the if/elif list (which has all
the other wave buoys there already)
6. In ww3_location_table.txt, add the buoy and WW3 bulletin
information.
7. In run_update_buoy.sh, add in new wave buoy in location list.
8. In update_buoy.py, add new wave buoy in lnkfiles variable - three times
using the location name and buoy number (e.g., 'justdar.cdip?202+pm',
'Hanalei.par'), ('justdar.cdip?202+sp', 'Hanalei.spec'),
('justdar.cdip?202+pm+'+timelength, 'Hanalei_7day.par')). Also in the three
times that has the list
'Wai|Mok|Kau|Ipa|Kal|Hil|Pau|Bar|Rit|Kan|Tan|Han|Aun', add in the newest
wave buoy first three letters.
9. In buoy_data_func.py in the functions para_table and
para_table1, add the first three letters of your buoy to the appropriate
time zone.
10. In plot_buoy_spec.py in the function plot_cdip_spec, add the first
three letters of your buoy to the appropriate time zone
11. In spectrum.py, add new buoy to filenames list and use the station ID
number for the data_spec, later in the code, add the first three letters of your
buoy to the appropriate time zone
12. Update the landing page
(http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/wavebuoy/index.php)
13. Update sidebar navigation
(/usr/local/apache/htdocs/pacioos/navigation/wavebuoynav.php)
14. Create the following pages and edit accordingly to new wave buoy, e.g., for
Hanalei:
a. hanaleibuoy.php: landing page for the wave buoy, usually has 4
panels
b. hanaleibuoy_graph.php: has the wave height/direction/dominant
period graph
c. hanaleibuoy_spectrum.php: has the directional spectra and energy
spectrum graph
d. hanaleibuoy_table_m.php: has the observational data table in metric
units (m/deg/s/C)
e. hanaleibuoy_table.php: has the observational data table in English
units (ft/deg/s/F)
f. hanaleibuoy_ww3.php: has the WW3 graph

M.

Inundation and sea level (Focus Area Coastal Hazards and Resiliency)

URL: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/focus/hazards/
Grouped in this focus area are links to pages and data that are mainly for harbor and
near-shore conditions. These include:
•
•

Six-day High Sea Level Forecasts
Harbor Surge Forecasts
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Wave Run-Up Forecasts
Beach Safety Site
Hawaii Coastal Erosion
Tsunami Hazard Information Service, Tsunami Evacuation Zones
Pacific Tsunami Warning Center Messages
Storm/Hurricane Preparedness

The top three are all products developed within PacIOOS by Doug Luther’s group.
The remaining four are all links to external sites. The sea level forecasts slightly
different in their makeup and complexity.
Six-day sea level forecasts are made for nine locations: Hilo, Kawaihae, Honolulu,
Kahului, Nawiliwili, Kaneohe, Pago Pago, Palau (Malakal) and Guam (Apra Harbor).
These are primarily based on observations and forecasts of the tides. The forecasts
do not include the effects of surges that are the result of infragravity waves (1-60
minute period oscillations that are forced by either rapidly-changing winds or shortperiod, 1-30 second, gravity waves that are commonly called ‘sea and swell’).
Forecasted surges due to infragravity waves are included in the “wave runup
forecasts” product described later. The forecast product described herein also
does not include forecasts of high sea level due to tsunamis or due to large storms
(i.e., storm surge). Forecasts of these two types of high sea level events are prepared
and disseminated by the U.S. National Weather Service for U.S. territories and
possessions.
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Figure 63. Example six-day sea level forecast.

The second link is to harbor surge forecasts. At present PacIOOS only has one of
these for Haleiwa. The forecast includes observations and a forecast, along with
threshold lines for extreme events.
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Figure 64. Harbor surge web page.

The final sea level product, and probably the most popular, provides predictions of
wave runup. These predictions are constructed used a complex set of calculations
using wave model output, high-resolution bathymetry, and estimates of sea level. At
present there are forecasts available for Waikiki, Oahu North Shore, Kwajalein
(RMI) and Majuro (RMI).
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Figure 65. Example wave run-up foreacst.

N.

Modeling (Focus Area)

URL: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/focus/modeling/
The modeling focus area was setup for a couple different reasons. First, it was a way
to show quick plots of the model forecast output with lat/lon maps of variables at
certain times (both variable and time selected by pull-down menu). Second, it was a
place to show the model diagnostics (impact of assimilation, comparison of model to
observations, etc.). Finally, it was a place to put model-related tools such as the
particle drifter and vertical slice visualizers. These are described in more detail in
the following sections.
1. Particle tracking tool
URL: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/focus/modeling/ROMS_trajectory.php
On the webpage, a user determines location of drifters and sets time/date
(/usr/local/apache/htdocs/pacioos/focus/modeling/ROMS_trajectory.php). Once
the 'Show Trajectories' button is pressed, then trajectory_v3.js:
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• creates the drop down menu dates (on page load) and adds the drifters onto
the google map (if click on map, or through entering lon/lat on page)
• shows the region areas (red outline) of the model (on page load)
• saves user input data into an url to be sent to /usr/local/apache/cgibin where /usr/local/apache/cgi-bin/go_romstrajectory.sh
is run.
The script go_romstrajectory.sh then
• reads in user selected region, start time, lat/lon of drifters and saves into file to
be used into ROMS offline
• uses ROMS offline to run
(http://web.atmos.ucla.edu/~capet/Myresearch/my_research_floats.html).
This model was precompiled in (the folder: Roms_offline_2.0.1) using the
specified grid; Note if the grids change, you must recompile ROMS offline or
the trajectory does not work.
• Also uses the user selected information to set up to run the correct model
(region)
In /usr/local/apache/htdocs/pacioos/focus/modeling/trajectory/, the offline
model is run inside this folder; below are some of the important scripts used
• REGION_start_model_tmp.sh: runs the models
• REGION_tmp.in: parameters to be used in the models
• roms_hiig_forward, roms_off_hiog_new, roms_off_hiomsg_new_v2 are the
offline model executables
Once the offline model finishes running, trajectory_v3.js reads a textfile in
/usr/local/apache/htdocs/pacioos/focus/modeling/trajectory/data that contains
the drifter information with time. A drifter trajectory is then plotted onto the google
map, and available link to the data in column format is available on the page.
2. ROMS Transects
URL: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/focus/modeling/ROMS_transect.php
This is another web-based tool whereby users can make plots of model variables
along a track as a function depth. On the webpage, user selects Region, date, time,
variable, and two points on the google map. Once 'Create Transect' button is
pressed, the following occurs (via transect_v3.js):
• on page load, the red polygons showing the regions appear
• user input data is sent to /usr/local/apache/cgi-bin/go_romstransect.sh and a
new blank webpage is opened
• the user data inserted into a temporary NCL file to be graphed (done by
go_romstransect.sh)
• the specific variable calculations are done and the transect is then graphed
using NCL
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XI.

Contributing Data to PacIOOS

At present, the DMS is focused on data collected as part of the formal PacIOOS
program. There is a recognition, however, that future viability of the program will
rely on external funds. One way this can be done is by hosting data from other
providers. The IOOS “model” is to provide data via standard services at no cost and
with no restriction. Prioritization of hosting external data will be made based on the
following:
1. Do the data fit within the PacIOOS charter, i.e., does it provide useful
information about the ocean environment?
2. Will the data be freely available to all users?
3. Are the data available elsewhere?
4. Is it anticipated that the data will have wide appeal?
5. Will the data require significant reformatting and/or meta-data? (the
PacIOOS services are built upon netCDF and standard meta-data)
In addition to considering external data, there are two additional services that the
PacIOOS DMG can provide: external projects and services hosting.

A.

External Projects

The PacIOOS web site now has a place for relatively self-contained, fixed-time
efforts by researchers or PacIOOS partners. The results of the project are then
described on the web page along with access to the data generated. PacIOOS will
host these project on a cost-per basis. The cost will be determined by the
complexity involved, ranging from a static/flat web page to interactive data hosting
and serving. The draft fee structure is as follows:
Web Pages
Costs for Web Pages will be determined by estimates of time required, which will be
based on detailed information from PI/researcher.
• For example, the HI Sentinel Sites Projects Pages required 132.5 hours
• Initial cost estimate entails researcher providing all content and layout
preferences.
o Text content needs to be in Word or text document; Images need to be
high resolution, .jpg or .png image formats preferred, .gif okay for
animations, .tiff also acceptable.
o Development of pages will not commence until all content is received
from researcher.
• Cost estimate includes 2 rounds of corrections (not to exceed 5 hours total)
after the site goes live.
• Cost estimate includes the cost of hosting the webpages.
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Additional time (and cost) will be necessary for projects requiring the following:
• Design consultation with PacIOOS web developer.
• Dynamic scripting for plots, etc. on web pages.
• Additional corrections beyond the included 2 rounds (or 5 hours) included in
the initial cost estimate.
• Ongoing maintenance or additional data/content added to data after pages
are finalized.
Data Management
Costs for Data Management will be determined by estimates of time required, which
will be
based on the following characteristics of the data set(s):
• Total size of data
• Static or Dynamic data
o One-time data dump vs. multiple data dumps
• Type of data
o Geospatial data vs. simple geophysical data
• Processing needs
o Can the data just be input into PacIOOS systems as is, or does PacIOOS
need to manipulate the data/formats to make it compatible with other
elements of PacIOOS servers/data viewers
o Does data come with metadata, documentation, projection, lat/long
coordinates, bounding box, etc.
• How researcher wants the public to access the data
o Download in original format (e.g. Waianae Ordinance Data);
o View on PacIOOS website in plots or other formats;
o View on PacIOOS data explorers (Voyager and/or Explorer), and/or
servers
• Data Storage
o Rate is per data stream- meaning parameter (e.g., if a project includes
measurements of salinity, temperature, and turbidity, this is
considered to be 3 data streams, which will result in a $750 flat fee).
Time Frame
PacIOOS will make every effort to complete new project pages within the desired
and agreed upon time frame amidst ongoing tasks and projects. Occasionally, the
staff has to focus on unforeseen tasks in order to keep the program operational. If
the project pages need to be completed in a rush, this may require additional fees.
Total Cost for UH Projects =
(50*hrs of programmer time) + (100*hrs of senior programmer time) + (data
storage fee)
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Cost estimate is a one-time fee agreed upon in consultation with researcher/client
before the project commences. However, if the project requires continual
maintenance and/or revisions, an additional maintenance fee may apply.
Total Cost for External Projects =
(100*hrs of programmer time) + (200*hrs of senior programmer time) + (data
storage fee)
Cost estimate is a one-time fee agreed upon in consultation with researcher/client
before the project commences. However, if the project requires continual
maintenance and/or revisions, an additional maintenance fee may apply.
The general steps to setting up projects is:
a. PacIOOS and researcher meet to discuss details of project.
b. PacIOOS to write up of design brief that outlines what PacIOOS understands
the project to be and what we will deliver and includes a cost estimate.
c. Researcher gives okay to proceed.
d. Researcher delivers all content to be provided.
e. PacIOOS to begin project.
f. PacIOOS to show mockups of the pages to get feedback researcher.
g. Researcher approves mockup
h. PacIOOS codes the pages.
i. Researcher gives okay for pages to go live.
j. PacIOOS makes the pages live.
k. PacIOOS invoices researcher via RCUH revolving account.
The PacIOOS Outreach and Program Coordinator (Melissa) will manage the above
through working with PIs and the DMG.

B.

Service hosting

In addition to hosting data, the PacIOOS system (including hardware and software)
is mature enough to be considering hosting different services. This includes things
like software tools and web services developed elsewhere. At present, PacIOOS is
working on three such tools:
1. A Fish Ecosystem Analysis Tool (FEAT): this is a web-based tool that allows
users to query and display information about fish catch data. It was
developed by PIFSC and requires a database and tomcat server. The
database was originally Oracle, but this was changed to postGRES; the web
server uses a tool called “FME Server” developed by Safe software. NOAA
prohibited PIFSC from hosting this tool, so PacIOOS is looking into hosting it.
2. Flash Flood Tool: this was developed via a partnership between NOAA CSC
and PSC, with development done by Dewberry (private contractor). This is a
GIS-based application that shows areas of potential flooding. It uses
proprietary data feeds (high temporal resolution) from precipitation and
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stream gauges, and so it requires authenticated login. The entire system will
run on the Amazon Cloud but will be linked into the PacIOOS web.
3. Shoreline Erosion Tool: This tool is a collaboration between PacIOOS staff
(Abe Coughlin) and the Coastal Geology group in SOEST. Various estimates
of sea level rise are used to produce maps of shoreline changes. These are
then used to show potential set-back limits for coastal properties.
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Glossary of Terms
ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability): a set of properties that
guarantee that database transactions are processed reliably. In the context of
databases, a single logical operation on the data is called a transaction. For
example, a transfer of funds from one bank account to another, even though
that might involve multiple changes (such as debiting one account and
crediting another), is a single transaction.
ACO (ALOHA Cabled Observatory): a bottom-mouted observatory near the HOT
station that is cabled to shore. Instruments include a camera, hydrophone,
ADCP and others.
ADCP (Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler): a device to measure currents by active
acoustics.
AIS (Automatic Identification System): an automatic tracking system used on ships
for identifying and locating vessels by electronically exchanging data with
other nearby ships and AIS Base stations. International law requires
international voyaging ships with gross tonnage (GT) of 300 or more tons,
and all passenger ships regardless of size. PacIOOS uses AIS feeds to show
ship locations on the Data Viewer.
AJAX (Asynchronous Javascript and XML): a group of interrelated web development
techniques used for creating interactive web applications or rich Internet
applications. With Ajax, web applications can retrieve data from the server
asynchronously in the background without interfering with the display and
behavior of the existing page. Data are retrieved using the XMLHttpRequest
object or through the use of Remote Scripting in browsers that do not
support it.
AOOS (Alaska Ocean Observing System): IOOS regional association for Alaska
(http://aoos.org).
ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange): basic, “human
readable” data format (aka “text files”).
ASP (Active Server Pages): Microsoft's server-side script language.
Apache tomcat: web container or application server (java-based), this is the main
“engine” through which almost all the PacIOOS data servers run.
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AWstats (Advanced Web Statistics): tool that generates advanced web, streaming,
ftp or mail server statistics, graphically.
CDIP (Coastal Data Information Program): run through Scripps/UCSD, it specializes
in wave measurement, swell modeling and forecasting, and the analysis of
coastal environment data.
CDM (Common Data Model): an abstract data model for scientific datasets
developed by Unidata. It merges the netCDF, OPeNDAP, and HDF5 data
models to create a common API for many types of scientific data
CGI (Common Gateway Interface): Standard defined by the Object Management
Group (OMG) that enables software components written in different
languages and running on multiple computers to work together.
CSS (Cascading Style Sheets): a language for formatting web pages, CSS defines how
a web page is displayed (format).
CWS (Catalog Web Service): also know as CSW, or catalog service for the web, it
defines common interfaces to discover, browse, and query metadata about
data, services, and other potential resources. PacIOOS is presently running
two: RAMADDA and GI-CAT.
CaRA (Regional Association for the Caribbean): IOOS RA for the Caribbean
(http://cara.uprm.edu).
CeNCOOS (Central California Coastal Observing System): IOOS RA for Central and
Northern California (http://cencoos.org); data services are provided by SAIC.
CF (Climate and Forecast): convention for NetCDF data, follow-on to COARDS, it
specifies various things such as variable names, units, etc. in NetCDF files.
COARDS (Cooperative Ocean/Atmosphere Research Data Service): early convention
for NetCDF data, GrADS relies on COARDS-compliant data.
DAPPER: OPeNDAP web server developed by the EPIC group at PMEL that provides
networked access to in situ and gridded data. DAPPER is run by PacIOOS to
support DChart.
DBEDT (Department of Business Economic Development and Tourism): Hawaii
State agency for economic and statistical data, business development
opportunities, energy and conservation information, and foreign trade
advantages.
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DChart: a web-based server for display of in situ and gridded data sets. DChart
accesses data in a MySQL database via DAPPER. Similar to LAS, it was
developed at NOAA/PMEL.
DE (Data Explorer): term given to the PacIOOS map viewer developed by J. Maurer
(http://pacioos.org/map) .
DIF (Data Integration Framework): IOOS program initiative to coordinate the data
management groups from each region (and to promote data interoperability
between the regions), in practice DIF was a network of data management
leads from the RA’s. The DIF technically was a three year pilot project that is
now complete.
DMAC (Data Management and Communication): Generic term for the data
management activities in IOOS, it was originally started by a NOAA-funded
effort to develop a plan for data management in the geosciences.
DMG (Data Management Group): term to identify the PacIOOS data team.
DMS (Data Management System): term to identify the PacIOOS system for handling
data streams and distribution.
DODS (Distributed Oceanographic Data System): The original term for the data
transport mechanism now referred to as OPeNDAP or DAP.
DT (DataTurbine): DataTurbine is a real-time streaming data engine that allows for
live-streaming data from experiments, labs, web cams and even Java enabled
cell phones. It acts as a "black box" to which applications and devices send
and receive data. It can receive data from various sources (experiments, web
cams, etc.) and send data to various sinks (visualization interfaces, analysis
tools, databases, etc.).
ebRIM-CIM (e-business Registration Model-Core ISO Metadata): ebRIM is a specific
“registry information model”, and the CIM is a specific “catalog of ISO
metadata).
EEZ (Exclusive Economic Zone): Under the law of the sea, it is a sea zone over which
a state has special rights over the exploration and use of marine resources,
including production of energy from water and wind. It stretches from the
seaward edge of the state's territorial sea out to 200 nautical miles from its
coast. In colloquial usage, the term may include the territorial sea and even
the continental shelf beyond the 200-mile limit.
ERD (Environment Research Division): Group at the NOAA Southwest Fisheries
Science Center responsible for creating ERDDAP.
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ERDDAP (Environmental Research Division Data Access Program): Multidimensional web service that incorporates OPeNDAP, mapping, data
downloads, etc. It is one of the core data services at PacIOOS.
ESRI (Environmental Science Research Institute): Commercial developer of GIS
software, ESRI tools are probably the most popular in the community.
FDS (Ferret DODS Server): OPeNDAP server that comes bundled with the Live
Access Server (only used as a backend for LAS).
FGDC (Federal Geographic Data Committee): a United States government committee
which promotes the coordinated development, use, sharing, and
dissemination of geospatial data on a national basis. The FGDC coordinates
the sharing of geographic data, maps, and online services through an online
portal, http://geodata.gov, that searches metadata held within the NSDI
Clearinghouse Network
FTP (File Transfer Protocol): a network protocol used to transfer data from one
computer to another (at present PacIOOS does not run an FTP service but
relies on the SOEST one).
GBIF (Global Biodiversity Information Facility): is an international organization that
focuses on making scientific data on biodiversity available via the Internet
using web services. The data are provided by many institutions from around
the world; GBIF's information architecture makes these data accessible and
searchable through a single portal. Data available through the GBIF portal are
primarily distribution data on plants, animals, fungi, and microbes for the
world, and scientific names data.
GCOOS (Gulf Coast Ocean Observing System): IOOS regional association for the Gulf
(http://goos.org).
GCMD (Global Change Master Directory): a directory of Earth Science data sets and
related tools/services, many of which are targeted for the use, analysis, and
display of the data. The directory holds more than 23,000 data set
descriptions, known as DIFs (Directory Interchange Format). This format is
compatible with the Federal Geographic Data Committee's (FGDC) standard
and the international ISO 19115 standard. The purpose of the directory is to
provide users with information on the availability of data and services that
will meet their needs, along with efficient access to those data and services.
Links are provided, when available, to connect directly to the data or services
of interest. The directory is part of NASA's Earth Observing System Data and
Information System (EOSDIS) and also serves as NASA's contribution to the
Committee on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS), through which it is also
known as the International Directory Network (IDN).
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GDAL (Geospatial Data Abstraction Library): library for reading and writing raster
geospatial data formats.
GDS (GrADS DODS Server): OPeNDAP server developed by COLA, the group that
maintains the GrADS software. It is more flexible in the types of data that it
can read (e.g., unlike TDS, it is not restricted to NetCDF data), but it is not
presently used by PacIOOS.
GEOSS (Global Earth Observing System of Systems): GEOSS seeks to connect the
producers of environmental data and decision-support tools with the end
users of these products, with the aim of enhancing the relevance of Earth
observations to global issues. The result is to be a global public infrastructure
that generates comprehensive, near-real-time environmental data,
information and analyses for a wide range of users
GFS (Global Forecast System): global numerical weather prediction computer model
run by NOAA. This mathematical model is run four times a day and produces
forecasts up to 16 days in advance, but with decreasing spatial and temporal
resolution over time.
GIS (Geographical Information System): a system designed to capture, store,
manipulate, analyze, manage, and present all types of geographical data. The
acronym GIS is sometimes used for geographical information science or
geospatial information studies to refer to the academic discipline or career of
working with geographic information systems. In the simplest terms, GIS is
the merging of cartography, statistical analysis, and database technology.
GLOS (Great Lakes Observing System): Regional association for the Great Lakes,
http://glos.org.
GML (Geographic Markup Language): OGC defined XML used to express
geographical features (features are objects that represent physical entities,
e.g., a river or road).
GOOS (Global Ocean Observing System): global system for sustained observations of
the ocean comprising the oceanographic component of the Global Earth
Observing System of Systems (GEOSS). GOOS is administrated by the
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC), and joins the Global
Climate Observing System, GCOS, and Global Terrestrial Observing System,
GTOS, as fundamental building blocks of the GEOSS.
GRIB (Gridded Binary or General Regularly-distributed Information in Binary):
mathematically concise data format commonly used in meteorology to store
historical and forecast weather data. It is standardized by the World
Meteorological Organization's Commission for Basic Systems.
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GrADS (Grid Analysis and Display System): Graphical analysis program developed
by COLA, it is one of the more popular client tools for accessing and
displaying geophysical data. Some PacIOOS animations are generated using
GrADS scripts (e.g., model forecasts).
HDF (Hierarchical Data Format): set of file formats and libraries designed to store
and organize large amounts of numerical data. Originally developed at the
National Center for Supercomputing Applications, it is currently supported
by the non-profit HDF Group. It is mostly used for image-type data such as
from satellites.
HFR (High Frequency Radar or High Frequency Radio): System that uses a Doppler
shift from an active signal/receiver to determine near-surface ocean
velocities. PacIOOS presently has three active HFR sites. Note that individual
sites give radial currents; two overlapping systems are needed to get vector
currents.
HIOOS (Hawaiian Islands Ocean Observing System): Original name for PacIOOS
subcomponent for the Hawaii Islands, the name was discontinued in 2011.
HIPOIS (Hawaii Islands Pacific Ocean and Information System): Name of the pilot
program that essentially started major OOS activities in Hawaii (this was the
initial grant to SOEST to start regional IOOS work).
HOT (Hawaii Ocean Time-series): An ocean site for repeated observations, HOT was
started in late-1980’s and continues to present. Roughly monthly cruises
occupy a station (ALOHA) north of Oahu.
HTML (Hypertext Markup Language): a language for making web pages; defines
what get displayed on a web page.
HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol): hypertext transfer protocol, a
request/response protocol between a server and client for transferring web
page information, it is run through apache.
IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers): non-profit professional
association headquartered in New York City that is dedicated to advancing
technological innovation and excellence.
IOOS (Integration Ocean Observing System): organization of systems that routinely
and continuously provides quality controlled data and information on
current and future states of the oceans and Great Lakes from the global scale
of ocean basins to local scales of coastal ecosystems. It is a multidisciplinary
system designed to provide data in forms and at rates required by decision
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makers to address seven societal goals. The IOOS office provides funding and
oversight for the program.
ISO (International Organization for Standardization): international standard-setting
body composed of representatives from various national standards
organizations.
IT (Information Technology)
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation): lightweight text-based open standard designed
for human-readable data interchange. It is derived from the JavaScript
scripting language for representing simple data structures and associative
arrays, called objects. Despite its relationship to JavaScript, it is languageindependent, with parsers available for many languages.
JSP (Java Server Pages): technology that helps software developers create
dynamically generated web pages based on HTML, XML, or other document
types. Released in 1999 by Sun Microsystems, JSP is similar to PHP, but it
uses the Java programming language.
LAS (Live Access Server): web-based data browsing tool developed at NOAA/PMEL,
it is one of the main tools for on-the-fly creation of plots in the PacIOOS
system.
MARACOOS (Mid-Atlantic Regional Association Coastal Ocean Observing System):
Regional association for the Mid-Atlantic (http://maracoos.org).
Mapserv: a specific type of open-source web map server (not currently used in
PacIOOS).
MySQL: multi-threaded, multi-user SQL database management system; in PacIOOS
mainly used for DAPPER data and web-pages.
NANOOS (Northwest Association for Networked Ocean Observing Systems):
Regional association for the Pacific Northwest region (http://nanoos.org).
NB (National Backbone): Concept promoted by IOOS to have a National system that
ingests all the region data onto a central grid or backbone. This will be
maintained by one of the national centers such as NDBC.
NCDC (National Climate Data Center): One of NOAA’s national data centers, it
focuses on climate-related data.
NDBC (National Data Buoy Center): One of NOAA’s national data centers, it focuses
on real-time, in situ observations.
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NERACOOS (Northeast Regional Assoc. of the Coastal Ocean Observing System):
Regional association for the Northeast Atlantic (http://neracoos.org).
NOAA (National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration)
NODC (National Oceanographic Data Center): One of NOAA’s national data centers,
it focuses on oceanographic data.
NSS (Near-shore Sensor): Instruments deployed by PacIOOS that are typically fixed
to piers or other similar structures.
NcML (NetCDF Markup Language): XML representation of netCDF metadata,
(approximately) the header information one gets from a netCDF file with the
"ncdump -h" command. NcML is similar to the netCDF CDL (network
Common data form Description Language), except, of course, it uses XML
syntax.
NetCDF (Network Common Data Format): s a set of software libraries and selfdescribing, machine-independent data formats that support the creation,
access, and sharing of array-oriented scientific data. The project homepage is
hosted by the Unidata program at the University Corporation for
Atmospheric Research (UCAR). They are also the chief source of netCDF
software, standards development, updates, etc. The format is an open
standard.
OBIS (Ocean Biogeographic Information System): web-based access point to
information about the distribution and abundance of living species in the
ocean.
OGC (Open Geospatial Consortium): international voluntary consensus standards
organization, originated in 1994. In the OGC, more than 400 commercial,
governmental, nonprofit and research organizations worldwide collaborate
in a consensus process encouraging development and implementation of
open standards for geospatial content and services, GIS data processing and
data sharing. The OGC standards baseline comprises more than 30
standards, including: CSW, GML, KML, OWS, SOS, SensorML, WCS, WFS, WMS,
etc.
OPeNDAP (Opensource Project for Network Data Access Protocol): a data transport
architecture and protocol based on http, it allows client software to access
data without the need to download.
OTPS (OSU Tide Prediction System): Tide model developed at the Oregon State
University, PacIOOS uses this for producing Pacific-wide barotropic tide
forecasts.
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OWS (OGC Web Service Common):
PHP (hypertext preprocessor, originally called personal home page): hypertext
preprocessor, a scripting language designed for producing dynamic web
pages (used for server-side scripting).
PMEL (Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory): A NOAA lab that has (at least)
two groups providing data-server software. One group maintains LAS;
another DAPPER/DChart.
PacIOOS (Pacific Islands Ocean Observing System): Regional association for the
Pacific Islands (http://pacioos.org).
PostGIS: program that adds support for geographic objects into PostgreSQL
relational database.
PostgreSQL (aka Postgres): object-relational database management system
(ORDBMS), it is released under the PostgreSQL License and is thus free and
open source software. It has extensible data types, operators, index methods,
functions, aggregates, procedural languages, and has a large number of
extensions written by third parties.
RA (Regional Association): Organizational entity of IOOS, there are eleven based on
geographical domains.
RAID (Redundant Array of Independent Disks): originally redundant array of
inexpensive disks) is a storage technology that combines multiple disk drive
components into a logical unit. Data are distributed across the drives in one
of several ways called "RAID levels", depending on what level of redundancy
and performance (via parallel communication) is required. RAID is now used
as an umbrella term for computer data storage schemes that can divide and
replicate data among multiple physical drives. The physical drives are said to
be in a RAID array, which is accessed by the operating system as one single
drive. The different schemes or architectures are named by the word RAID
followed by a number (e.g., RAID 0, RAID 1). Each scheme provides a
different balance between two key goals: increase data reliability and
increase input/output performance.
RAMADDA (Repository for Archiving Managing and Accessing Diverse Data):
Catalog and metadata service designed by Unidata.
RBNB (Ring Buffered Network Bus): data structure that uses a single, fixed-size
buffer as if it were connected end-to-end. This structure lends itself easily to
buffering data streams.
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RCOOS (Regional Coastal Ocean Observing System): IOOS was originally cast
around coastal regions, and these regions were referred to as RCOOS; now
they are mainly RA’s or components of RA’s.
RDBMS (Relational Database Management System): a database management system
(DBMS) that is based on the relational model. Most popular databases
currently in use are based on the relational database model in which data are
stored in tables and the relationships among the data are also stored in
tables. The data can be accessed or reassembled in many different ways
without having to change the table forms.
REST (Representational State Transfer): approach to developing web services (it's
an alternative to CORBA).
ROMS (Regional Ocean Modeling System): Open-source, community support
numerical model for ocean circulation.
RPC (Remote Procedure Call): a network protocol that allows a computer program
running on one host to cause code to be executed on another host.
SAS (Sensor Alert Service): currently not implemented by PacIOOS.
SCCOOS (Southern California Coastal Ocean Observing System): Regional
association for Southern California (run through Scripps/UCSD).
SCUD (Surface Currents from Diagnostic Model): estimate of currents from satellite
sea level and winds, normally used for near-surface applications like drifting
debris.
SECOORA (Southeastern Coastal Ocean Observing System): Regional association for
the Southeastern US (http://secoora.org).
sensorML (Sensor Markup Language): OGC standard for providing descriptions of
sensor systems; provides sensor discovery, sensor geolocation, etc.
SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol): a protocol for exchanging XML based
messages over a network using http.
SOEST (School of Ocean and Earth Science and Technology): The mother ship.
SOS (Sensor Observation Service): similar in a sense to OPeNDAP, SOS provides a
mechanism for users to access data feeds without downloading. It is used for
point measurements. PacIOOS is currently running the OOSTETHYS
implementation.
SPS (Sensor Planning Service): currently not implemented in PacIOOS.
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SQL (Structured Query Language): programming language designed for managing
data in relational database management systems (RDBMS). Originally based
upon relational algebra and tuple relational calculus, its scope includes data
insert, query, update and delete, schema creation and modification, and data
access control.
SQlite: ACID-compliant embedded relational database management system
contained in a small C programming library. SQLite implements most of the
SQL standard, using a dynamically and weakly typed SQL syntax that does
not guarantee the domain integrity. In contrast to other database
management systems, SQLite is not a separate process that is accessed from
the client application, but an integral part of it.
SWFSC (Southwest Fisheries Science Center): NOAA lab that is responsible for
developing ERDDAP.
TDS (THREDDS DODS Server): the main OPeNDAP server used by PacIOOS, it is
developed by Unidata. It requires NetCDF for the input files, but provides
data in aggregated (if appropriate) and best time series mode, along with
ancillary services such as ncIOS, ncWMS, etc.
THREDDS (Thematic Realtime Environmental Distributed Data System):
Middleware used to link data in a flat-file system to users, THREDDS and TDS
are the main data transport tool provided by PacIOOS.
UH (University of Hawaii)
UHSLC (University of Hawaii Sea Level Center): main archive for tide gauge data.
URI (Uniform Resource Identifier): Uniform resource identifier is a compact string
of characters used to identify a name or a resource on the web. URI's can be
names (URN) or locations (URL) or both.
URL (Uniform Resource Locator): A URL is technically a type of uniform resource
identifier (URI) but in many technical documents and verbal discussions URL
is often used as a synonym for URI. URL’s consists of some of the following:
the scheme name (commonly called protocol), followed by a colon, two
slashes, then, depending on scheme, a server name (exp. ftp., www., smtp.,
etc.) followed by a dot (.) then a domain name (alternatively, IP address), a
port number, the path of the resource to be fetched or the program to be run,
then, for programs such as Common Gateway Interface (CGI) scripts, a query
string, and an optional fragment identifier.
URN (Uniform Resource Name): a uniform resource identifier (URI) that uses the
urn scheme and does not imply availability of the identified resource. Both
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URNs (names) and URLs (locators) are URIs, and a particular URI may be a
name and a locator at the same time.
WCS (Web Coverage Service): interface standard allowing requests for geographical
coverage (gridded GIS-type files, or objects/images). Unlike WMS or
GoogleMap that return only an image, WCS allows users to analyze the
output. GML furnishes the default payload-encoding (but can also be a
shapefile).
WCS (Web Catalog Service): The OGC Catalog Service defines common interfaces to
discover, browse, and query metadata about data, services, and other
potential resources. PacIOOS is experimenting with two: RAMADDA and GICAT.
WFS (Web Feature Service): interface standard allowing requests for geographical
features (points on a map; individual locations).
WMS (Web Map Service): a way of providing geo-referenced images via a service.
WQB (Water Quality Buoy): Name for PacIOOS bottom-anchored near-shore buoys
that measure a variety of things.
WRF (Weather Research and Forecasting): Numerical model for simulating
atmospheric circulation.
WSDL (Web Service Definition Language): XML-based language that provides a
model for describing Web services. WSDL is often used in combination with
SOAP and XML Schema to provide web services.
WW3 (Wave Watch III): Numerical model for simulating ocean waves, it is mainly
for open-ocean wind- and swell-waves.
XENIA: relational database; obskml in and out, PostgreSQL or SQlite or MySQL in the
middle.
XML (Extendable Markup Language): a language for transferring information about
documents or data across the web.
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